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Abstract 

All the major critics of postwar literature regard the fifties as a period in �h�ch 
literature was inept, conservative and conformist. This thesis argues that fifties 
literature was instead an active and successful agent in problematising 
conservative political orthodoxies, and in articulating alternative identities and 
politics. 

The study is concerned with two major themes: the relationship between 
literature and history, and the critical reputation and location of literature in 
nineteen-fifties Britain. It begins from positions that are already evident in 
postwar literary criticism towards both these themes. Literature is understood in 
much of the critical writing of postwar Britain to be representative of social 
tren?s and attitudes, and its meaning is determined largely according to 
particular understandings of postwar British history and society. The literary text, 
if understood as 'representative', is capable of offering the reader direct access to 
�he so_ciety of its production, and of reflecting the dominant trends and attitudes 
ma given period. Because it is the most recent period of realism in the history of 
English literature, the fifties seem to be particularly susceptible to this view. 

Reading fifties literature in the light of poststructuralist thinking on 
textuality and representation, this study argues that literature is not 
representative but negotiates identities and social experiences of the fifties in a 
much more diverse way. These negotiations are demonstrated in readings of the 
work of John Osborne, Brendan Behan and Sam Selvon, and elaborated 
theoretically in the concluding chapters of the study. Literature's Poor Relation 
demonstrates that fifties literature is able to manoeuvre into a space wherein it 
can_ articulate oppositional and critical stances towards power, by firstly, imitating 
soci�l. det�il and literary traditions, and secondly, reading these details and 
traditions m such way as to deconstruct them. The appearance of representative
ness serves to seduce the reader into desiring the text (the idea that Look Back in ,:1nger �as representative attracted many of its original audiences to see it), and 
its readings and interpretations of history and identity deflect the reader's desire 
towards oppositional and critical moments in the text. 
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Introduction: 

Literature, Identity, History 

... present-day Britain has the ... task of assimilating into its great traditions the new 

aspirants to the ruling classes, broadly conceived, who come from the lower-middle 

and upper-working classes .... The success of the present process of assimilation and 

refinement is being achieved at the cost of a narrowing of sensibility and imagination, 

and of a hard, conflict-engendering pressure on those who crowd the periphery. 

Edward Shils, 'British Intellectuals', Encounter, 1955 

It may be that since the late fifties, the New Wave has become a new establishment. 

Stephen Lacey, British Realist Theatre, 1995 

9 

Edward Shils argued in 1955 that the assimilation of aspiring intellectuals from 
the working classes and cultural margins into Britain's ruling traditions was one 
of the most difficult tasks that the nation had ever faced.1 The 'new wave' of 
working-class and immigrant intellectuals who emerged in the fifties 
endangered that process of assimilation by their very number and their 
prominence. Shils's conclusion, quoted above, that the process was being 
achieved at the cost of pressurising the aspirants into conflict, seems to have 
been prophetic, for it was this very conflict which raged in the writings of 'the 
angry young men' who dominated the latter half of the fifties. But those initial 
signs of class conflict and anti-establishment anger can be read as the signs of 
aspiring establishment figures whose accommodation within the literary and 
cultural establishment had been temporarily frustrated. Stephen Lacey in 1995 
suggests that the original rebellious impulses of fifties theatre and literature gave 
way to conformity to establishment tastes and were revised in later decades as 
hardly having challenged the establishment at all.2 The fifties has become a 
decade renowned for its quiescence and its conservatism rather than its 



rebellious or conflictual tendencies. It is a period that has become more famous 

as a sign of national and cultural decline, almost a void in the history of 

literature and culture. The most recent example of this view can be found in 

Adam Piette's book on the literature of the second world war, where he argues 

that 'the war spiritually exhausted British culture and transformed it into 

something approaching a theatre of dead mannequins'.3 It has become a critical 

commonplace for the fifties to be regarded as a disappointing and embarrassing 

legacy, and for many critics it failed to engage effectively with the forces of 

restraint and conservatism. 

The fifties has been chosen as the object of study as a period that still 

shapes the way in which our society and culture perceives itself, and because the 

reputation of its politics, its literature, its culture, is part of the identity of Britain 

in the nineteen nineties. It was, after all,.Margaret Thatcher's 'new crusade' for 

the nineties, launched in 1988, to return Britain to the golden age of order and 

structure that the fifties supposedly represented: 

It was an old-fashioned Britain, structured and courteous. A Britain 

which was clean and orderly. People were safe and secure whether 

in their homes or on the streets. 4 

For Margaret Thatcher the fifties was a decade of certainties and security, 

untroubled by cultural dissent or identity crises. This is obviously a romanticised 

and wholly simplistic image of the decade that doesn't stand up to much 

historical scrutiny. The shifts that were taking place in Britain's wo1ld role, the 

violence erupting at the end of the decade out of racial tensions, the social 

upheavals that spilled from the immediate postwar reforms into the lives of 

people in the fifties - one could point out a number of trends and events which 

would make her image of the fifties highly imaginative, not to say false. No 

doubt she is not the only person in Britain to hold this view, but it is not the aim 

10 



of this study to set the record straight historically. Alan Sinfield's Literature, 
Politics and Culture in Postwar Britain has already conducted this task most 

thoroughly,5 but what has not been revised is the notion that the literature of 

this period in Britain is reactionary and quiescent. It seems to me a more 

damaging notion that there can be no effective resistance to either the 

reactionary pressures of the fifties, or indeed the romanticised constructions of 

the decade in the nineties. 

For Thatcher, the fifties was a gentle and orderly time, but it was the last 

'civilised' period before the social and cultural 'pollution' of the sixties. The 

sixties was the decade where it all went wrong: 

That was a period when it was considered that you had to flout the 

rules, all rules, otherwise you were old fashioned. This business of 

breaking the rules began in universities, where most of these 

theoretical philosophies always start. They never start with ordinary 

people.6 

The crises in British higher education in recent years can be attributed directly to 

Thatcher's distrust of the role of universities in challenging the powerful 

orthodoxy of conservatism. The false opposition evident in the above quotation 

between 'theoretical philosophies' and 'ordinary people' perpetuated the notion 

that conservatism was nothing but common sense, beyond reproach. The 

ideology of common sense is one that insists on the primacy of empirical 

evidence over that of the contest of ideas. The danger of the universities for 

Conservatives is the role that they play in introducing new ideas in society, or in 

challenging the basis of dominant ideas in society. 

Fifties literature is the site of the contest of ideas. Rather than the 

comfortable reflection of an ordered, structured time in which common sense 

prevailed, it is the site at which 'these theoretical philosophies' emerge. The 

11 
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12 
readings conducted in this study find Osborne's plays constructing an 
oppositional politics, find Behan's works deconstructing the grounds of modern 
nationalism, and find Selvon's The Lonely Londoners appropriating and 
deflecting power. These 'theoretical philosophies' do not emerge in the sixties. 
They are already at work in the literature of fifties Britain, and my project in this 
study is to reveal how they do not emerge to divert Britain from some mythical 
and highly suspect 'true course'. Rather, they emerge in order to challenge and 
resist the imposition of powerful ideologies on our perception of fifties culture. 
This thesis is not a general survey of the literature of the period but is rather an 
argument for re-imagining the role that literature plays in negotiating and 
articulating history and identity, using fifties literature as an important case 
study. The literature of the fifties is the last period of social realism in English 
literary history, and it is therefore the most recent example of a time when 
writing was explicitly concerned with representing social and political situations 
in a familiar and plausible style. It is, for this reason, the most appropriate choice 
of period for a study that is concerned to examine the relationship between 
literature, identity and history. In the course of this examination I want to resist 
the imposition of a powerful conservative orthodoxy on current interpretations 
of fifties literature by arguing that verisimilitude is not the same as conformity. 

Literary critics, whether in the universities, the media, or elsewhere, are in 
a position where it is relatively possible to do this. John Mowitt, in his book Text 
argues that it is the study of textuality that makes this possible, writing that 
'textuality .. . still registers an alterity that enables academics to participate in the 
political struggle over the present' .7 It is the alterity that emerges from the 
literary texts of the fifties that I have attempted to read, and, specifically, to read 
against the powerful positions within which these texts have already been 
inscribed. The aim of this thesis is to re-negotiate the relationship between the 
literature of the fifties and its political and historical contexts. It examines first 
the way in which the literature of the nineteen fifties in Britain is said to reflect 



13 
history and identity, but also examines the surplus action of fifties literature, 
how it acts against the grain of history and identity. The literature of this period 
has been persistently regarded as mirroring or reflecting historical conditions, 
and as having failed to articulate dissent or opposition to the dominant trends 
and attitudes of the fifties. This study argues that the literature of the fifties, on 
the contrary, articulates oppositional and critical stances towards the structures of 
power. The critical interpretations of fifties literature fail to make these 
oppositional stances visible. As Alison Light has argued, 'the natural 
astigmatism of the literary establishment in Britain seems to be especially 
pronounced when it turns its half-blind gaze on the post-war years'.8 This is 
unfair to the work of a number of postwar critics: Harry Ritchie, Alan Sinfield, 
Stephen Lacey, Michelene Wandor, Andrzej Gasiorek and Margaret Scanlan 
have all contributed greatly to revising do.minant conceptions of postwar British 
literature, but even some of these critics can be found returning the literature of 
the fifties to a secure, reactionary identity. To some literary academics I may 
appear not to distinguish between very different types of critic, and might be 
accused of lumping a variety of different critical judgements into one single 
interpretation. The critical judgements and interpretations of fifties writers are 
varied, and the contexts in which they are written differ greatly, but different 
judgements may accumulate into what appears to be a powerful consensus on 
the nature of fifties literature, regardless of the specificity of contexts. Kenneth 
Tynan and Arthur Marwick are writing in widely different contexts - Tynan the 
drama critic with The Observer in the fifties, Marwick the social historian of the 

pen niv ity in th nin ti but h \h tt ·at h am· utl men o Lbo· 

Back in Anger, that it was representative of the attitudes of oung p ople in 

fifties Britain.9 The accumulation of a wide variety of critics expressing the same 
or common judgements has a powerful effect on how that lit rary t t i located 

and interpreted in the pr s nt. For this r as n, a large part of th wo.l'k f this 
thesis has been to study th critical rec ption and int rpr tation of th lit rature 
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14 
of the nineteen fifties. Any study which intends to revise the dominant 
conception of a particular period of literature must begin at the point of the 
critical reputation of that period. This is where the social pressures to assimilate 
or marginalise dissident writings are at work, and the task of the study which 
wants to resist those pressures must be to argue that the particular texts in focus 
exceed the meanings which previous critical interpretations have insisted upon. 

This study examines closely the relationship between literature, identity 
and history. This relationship is a crucial one if we are to understand how fifties 
literature has been interpreted in the way that it has, and if we are to interpret it 
differently. Frequently, aspects of personal or social identity, aspects of past or 
contemporary history, are used as authoritative knowledges to determine the 
meaning of literary texts. Literature always acts on identity and history as well as 
within it. Part of the process of reading literature, of researching literary periods 
and trends, involves taking into account the contextual factors influencing the 
interpretation of a text. One of the most important lessons of poststructuralist 
thought is that a literary text is read in several different contexts at once, and that 
the process of reading itself is an act of producing the text within the whole range 
of social, linguistic, cultural, and political factors. This makes the literary text a 
constitutive and political act. 

The thesis adopts poststructuralist readings of literature, calling specifically 
upon the work of Jacques Derrida, Roland Barthes, J. Hillis Miller, Michel 
Foucault, Julia Kristeva, Jean Baudrillard, Ross Chambers, Michel Serres and 
Henri Lefebvre. In poststructuralist thinking, history and identity are understood 
as historically specific constructs, subject to various discursive, lirtguistic and 
social factors. History and identity are understood as texts, and the relationship 
between the literary text and history, for example, is an intertextual relationship, 
each text capable of being read and re-interpreted by the other text. This means 
that versions of reality or identity are subject to interpretation as much as the 
literary text. Textuality can be the site of a reflexive awareness of the 

"' 
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constructedness of reality. This makes the focus on social realism of this study 
particularly poignant. Realism, according to a poststructuralist understanding, is 
not the mimetic representation in fictional terms of a fixed and stable external 
reality, but is rather the literary mediation of worldly texts. Consequently, the 
thesis argues that fifties realist literature is the site of intertextuality rather than 
mimetic representation. 

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter one, as already 
mentioned, examines the reputation of fifties literature in postwar criticism, 
discussing the failure of fifties literature as it is represented in general studies of 
postwar literature, general surveys of postwar cultural history, critical articles 
and reviews of the period. Fifties literature is frequently represented as a failure 
in the history of literature in English, conservative and limited in its 
representations of society and politics. The initial promise of revolution and 
social change that fifties writers and texts seemed to present has been completely 
revised, the dominant interpretation now being that literature in the fifties left a 
disappointing social and literary legacy in its wake, and failed even to live up to 
English literature of the past. Above all, critical interpretations of fifties literature 
seem to insist now that it conforms to, and reinforces, dominant versions of 
history and identity. 

In chapter two, it is argued that critical interpretation has failed the study 
of nineteen-fifties literature. It analyses texts from the fifties in the light of the 
critical interpretations reviewed in chapter one, and argues that critical 
interpretations have misunderstood and displaced some central tendencies 
towards problematising notions of history and identity in the literary texts of the 
fifties. By reading the intertextual nature of texts like Kingsley Amis' s J Like It 
Here and William Cooper's Scenes from Provincial Life, it is argued that their 
relationship to literature from the past problematises their status as texts 
grounded in the history and identity of the fifties. Furthermore, by reading the 
way in which a number of fifties writings foreground issues of history and 

... 



16 
identity, it is argued that fifties literature cannot easily be seen conforming to 
dominant notions of these issues. 

Chapter three examines the way in which critical interpretations have 
located and received the works of John Osborne, and reads Look Back in Anger 
against these interpretations. Osborne's play is frequently read as a text that is 
representative of attitudes and trends in postwar history, or it is read as a 
psychological portrait. Both interpretations rely on the strategy of determining 
the meaning of the play by reading it against supposedly stable categories of 
knowledge; either history or psychology. The chapter goes on to read the play in 
relation to texts which seem to resonate within it (William Shakespeare's 
Hamlet, T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land, Samuel Butler's Erewhon), and argues that 
the play is aware of its own status as an act of communication. It is then argued 
that the communicative acts performed within the play activate a mode of 
oppositionality rather than a mode of repr�sentativeness, and that they succeed 
in problematising the communication of stable histories and identities. As the 
focus of the greater share of critical attention to fifties literature, Look Back in 
Anger is inevitably the defining literary landmark of any literary history of the 
period. It is, for this reason, a powerful icon in the literary landscape of the fifties, 
and is therefore a necessary inclusion in this study of the relationship between 
fifties literature and social forces. 

In chapter four, criticism is shown to be locating Brendan Behan's works 
as pawns in the discourse of competing national identities, Irish and English. 
Behan's works are interpreted as either betrayals of Irish nationalism and/or 
conformity to English audiences and identity. Again, demonstrating that Behan's 
works are active negotiations rather than passive transmissions of social, 
cultural and national identities, it is argued that Behan's works negotiate a 
deconstructive space between English and Irish identities, which, although it is 
not a 'pure' space of non-identity, is a space from which wayward, dangerous 
interpretations can constantly disrupt the reconstruction and stability of national 



identity. The reason why Behan has been selected for special attention here is 
that his writings occupy an uneasy place in literary history, received both as an 
angry young man in English literary history and as a post-revival, nationalist 
writer in Irish literary history. He is always 'almost' English, 'almost' Irish, and it 
is the uneasy position of his literary location that makes him an interesting 
figure for study. 

Chapter five argues that critical interpretations of Sam Selvon have 
sought to contain his work to two positions: either historical irrelevance or 
exotic representation. The end result in postwar criticism is that Selvon's work 
does not appear to be relevant to fifties England. On the contrary, this chapter 
argues that Selvon's The Lonely Londoners reads itself into dominant English 
literary texts, as well as the central political and cultural space of London, and 
converts these discourses of power and. centrality so as to accommodate 
otherness and difference. Where Osborne is a 'canonical' figure, and Behan a 
figure caught between contesting literary traditions, Selvon's reputation in 
literary history is unequivocally one of neglect. The Lonely Londoners has been 
selected for study because it is a novel that obviously concerns fifties London, 
and situates itself in relation to representations of Englishness, and yet the novel 
has been, with only a few exceptions, completely disregarded in the literary 
history of the period. 

The sixth chapter examines the grounds and nature of oppositional and 
critical manoeuvres within the literature of the nineteen fifties. Imitation (of 
history, identity and literary tradition) is understood to be the dominant mode of 
representation within fifties literature, and this is usually interpreted in postwar 
criticism as a conservative and conformist mode of representation. The chapter 
discusses the nature of the relationship between literature and history, and 
argues that imitation is not conformist, but is, in the literature of the fifties at 
least, conscious of its difference to, and supplanting of, the supposed original 
referent. The use of imitation and mimesis is a strategy, wherein the reader is 
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18 
seduced into desiring a text that appears to represent history and identity 
comfortably and conservatively, but which in fact directs the reader through its 
historical, literary and identificatory indices towards oppositional and critical 
manoeuvres. This leads to a revision of the literary landscaping of the fifties, 
where the chapter discusses writings by Doris Lessing, John Arden, Alan Sillitoe 
and John Osborne, a revision which allows us to see realism, and the 
relationship between literature and history in a new light. 

Finally, in the conclusion, this study opens out towards the critical activity 
that may follow in the wake of revising our understanding of the relationship 
between literature and history. Reading Behan's short story 'After the Wake', it 
suggests that a literary text is constantly open to possibilities of otherness and 
difference, and for this reason is an unstable transmitter of powerful fabrications 
of history and identity. The idea that a . literary text performs critical and 
oppositional activities on history, on identity, may lead to more significant and 
far-reaching revisions of the discipline and practice of reading literature and 
literary history. 

The three nineteen-fifties writers that have been chosen for special 
attention, Osborne, Behan and Selvon, form an interesting and diverse group. 
All three were born in the twenties, were young writers in the fifties, and were 
publishing or performing in London between 1955 and 1958. In other words, 
there are similar historical conditions at work in how we understand and 'place' 
their writings. Equally, however, there are stark differences between the writers 
in terms of their social and cultural identities, and their varying relations to the 
cultural centre and literary success, and these differences make it possible to see 
how the critical and political energies at work on interpreting fifties literature 
affect a range of diverse writers, not just a small school or common identifiable 
group of writers. Moreover the diversity of these writers is a crucial energy 
behind the effort to re-imagine the literary landscape of the nineteen-fifties. As it 
happens, the study has concentrated on fiction and drama and has not 
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considered the poetry of Larkin, G

unn, D
avie, A

m
is, Jennings and others . This is 

partly because I am
 constructing m

y argum
ent about pow

er relations in fifties 

literature against readings and interpretations that are already in circulation, and 
very few

 of these interpretations seem
 to be concerned w

ith the pow
er relations 

in fifties poe
try, but also, and related to this, it is m

ore difficult, I think, to analyse 
pow

er relations w
ithin poetry. Poetry is m

ore obviously am
biguous, equivocal 

and sym
bolic than dram

a and fiction, w
hich is to say that it is difficult to 

distinguish w
hat exactly realist poetry m

ight be. This thesis, in as far as it is 
concerned w

ith the narrative and perform
ance of history and identity in 

nineteen-fifties w
riting, is not a consideration of fifties poetry. 

Literature 's Poor Relation, the title of this study, is so called to denote the 
special place m

arked out for fifties literature in contem
porary literary history, a 

place of em
barrassm

ent and failure, a sign of cultural decline. Like the title of the 
first chapter, borrow

ed from
 a review

 of a recent survey of postw
ar literature, 

'Inept H
eirs of Literary M

asters', it indicates the poverty and inefficacy that the 
literature and culture in the nineteen fifties are supposed to represent, a poor 
relation, a bad im

itation. It points to the futility of reading nineteen-fifties 

literature, and therefore, in m
y view

, it points to the necessity of reading 

nineteen-fifties literature. Because 'w
riting alw

ays offers raw
 m

aterial for the 
production of m

eanings' ,
1

0
 as Catherine Belsey suggests, I argue that it is the 

relational and m
ultiple nature of textual identity produced 

in 
the 

act of 
interpretation that allow

s m
e to read the articulation of oppositionality and 

alterity in(to) the literature and literary history of the nineteen fifties, not as a 
w

ay of filling the text w
ith the voice of its context (w

hether this is history or 
identity) but as a w

ay of opening the text out to the surplus of m
eaning that 

exceeds the reputation and dom
inant interpretations ascribed to it in do�

inant 
critical interpretations, as a w

ay of allow
ing the inept heirs to speak w

ithout and 
beyond their ineptitude. 

f 
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'Inept Heirs of Literary Masters': 

The Histories and Criticism of Literature in the Nineteen fifties 

It has only been when criticism, in the act 
of speaking of literature, emits a lateral 
message about the shape and destiny of a 
Whole culture that its voice has 
compelled widespread attention. 
Terry Eagleton, The Function of Criticism 

Criticism . . .  cannot prevent lies from being told. 
But it does make it its business to see that they 
do not establish themselves as truth. It pre
supposes an open society, and it is one of the 
conditions by which such a society survives. 

George Watson, The Literary Critics 

Good critics are chroniclers, observers, commentators. 

'P.M.S', Foreword in Tynan's 
A View of the English Stage 

What is the function of criticism? This question, as Imre Salusinszky says in 
Criticism in Society, seems to be more of a preoccupation with critics than the job 
of criticising itself.1 How it functions is an easier process to examine. It is found 
in reviews in newspapers and journals, in scholarly books and articles on literary 
and cultural study, in histories which attempt to summarise achievements in 
the arts, in radio and television programmes on the arts. In each of these 
activities, judgements are made about literature. In the course of these texts may 
appear descriptions of literary texts, evaluations of literary texts, and the relating 
of those texts to trends, schools, traditions or other texts. T.S. Eliot maintained 
that · r . en 1c1sm should confine itself to performing the function of informing 
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readers of facts about the work of literature. Criticism should be, Eliot says: 
'merely putting the reader in possession of facts which he would otherwise have 

missed'.2 This is to conceive of the role of criticism as a service to the reader, an 

aid to interpretation and evaluation. Eliot's critic is really a literary historian, 
who digs out facts about the 'conditions', 'settings', and 'genesis' of a literary text 
in order to assist the reader in achieving some kind of total elucidation of the 
literary text, a mediator, in other words, who supplies the context for the text. In 

Arnold's conception too, the critic's role is one of service, preparing the reader to 
realise what it is that the literary text achieves, and to what epoch of artistic value 
the text belongs. 3 

In the late twentieth century, it is difficult to know what the function of 
criticism is, or indeed, what it has been in the past fifty years. Part of the reason 
for this difficulty lies in knowing whether the major portion of interpretative 
Writings which is conducted within the aca9-emy goes under the name of 
criticism or theory. Salusinszky believes that we see the professionalisation and 
autonomy of criticism emerging in Northrop Frye's claim that criticism is a 
social science. The autonomy of criticism is the very condition that Eagleton 
denounces as part of what he sees as a retreat from politics, and calls criticism 
back to its 'traditional' role of relating literature to social and political issues.4 It 
may well be that we have witnessed a split in literary interpretation into two 
separate fields, one that is conducted largely through journalism and literary 

hist0ry and is called criticism, and one that is conducted through a philosophical 

project of examining literature through its relations to other disciplines 
linguistics, sociology, philosophy, history - and is called theory. If this is the case 
(and I want to emphasise that spotting the differences between the two fields is 
not as easy as it is often portrayed), then it is largely the descriptive, evaluative 
and epoch-setting functions of literary criticism that are the object of 

examination in this chapter. But even accounting for this distinction between 

criticism and theory, Salusinszky's argument that the discipline of literary study 
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has become an established discipline in its own right is not necessarily the case. 
Criticism, in terms of reviews and literary histories, still serves to supply the 
reader with facts, judgements and assertions as to the proper location of a text 
within its time, culture, literary scene or social condition. Literary theory also 
serves to supply the reader with a number of interpretative contexts in which to 
analyse the text, each of which, just like Eliot's 'facts', supposedly allow the reader 
to achieve a total elucidation of the text. If we know nothing else about the 
function of criticism, then, we know that it functions to serve the reader and to 
supply the reader with contexts within which to read. 

Criticism, in all its different forms (in print and broadcast media, in 
literary histories, histories and interpretative works), we might say, is a hyphen 
between literature and society. It is one of the most significant factors in the 
production of the literary text, in that it has an effect, however difficult that effect 
is to calculate, on how the text is read, by whom� and in what contexts. It is one of 
the factors which influence how a literary text comes into the realm of the 
reading public. It serves literature and it serves the reader, and functions in 
relation to the process of producing, locating and interpreting a text. For this 
reason, it is the starting point for this study of the literature of the nineteen fifties 
and its relations to society. As a mediator, a hyphen, between the text and the 
reader, criticism shapes the way in which a text is read, placed and understood. It 
has no monopoly, of course, on the interpretation of a text, nor does it exhaust 
the meaning of a text. It is simply one factor influencing the reading process and, 
alth0ugh it is not a necessary determinant of interpretation, it does exert an 
influence on how we perceive, select and understand a text that is in no way 
slight. .. 

The aim of this chapter is to examine the way in which nineteen-fifties 
literature has been evaluated and located within this critical discourse. A certain 
arnount of periodisation, or 'decade talk' as Harry Ritchie refers to it,5 is involved 
in this process, the way in which a variety of literary texts from the same period 
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are grouped together under the rubric of certain trends, preoccupations or styles. 
There are two things that criticism does as a mediator between nineteen-fifties 
literature and the contemporary reading public. It exercises judgements as to the 
relative 'value' of fifties literature within the context of English literary tradition 
and the postwar international literary scene, and it locates fifties literature in 
relation to themes, trends and attitudes in society, culture and politics. At the 
heart of the chapter is a suspicion, indicated by the inverted commas that I've 
placed around the word 'value', that the concerns with literary value thinly veil 
a concern with the social. The chapter begins by examining how literature of the 
nineteen fifties has been perceived and evaluated within critical discourse. It 

then considers the basis- and rationale of the critical locations to which this 
literature is assigned, looking at the relationship between critical judgements and 
social concerns. It concludes by speculating on the effects of criticism on our 
understanding of fifties literature. Literature .has an effect on contemporary 
society through its readability, for, as J. Hillis Miller reminds us, 'reading is never 
solitary'.6 What is important in this study is that we understand what pressures 
affect reading, and what factors are at work in shaping literature, and what 
motivations and conditions lie behind those factors . 

• 
Peter Catterall writes: 'cultural history is . . .  a relatively well covered area of post
war history. This is particularly true of literary history in the period. Already 
attempts have been made to provide historical reassessments of perhaps the 
major theme in this subject area, the Angry Young Men of the 1950s'.7 Catterall 
cites Hewison's In Anger as evidence of this reassessment. There is also Blake 
Morrison's The Movement, Alan Sinfield's Literature, Politics and Culture in 
Postwar Britain, Sinfield's edited collection of essays Society and Literature 1945-
1 970, Harry Ritchie's Success Stories, Brian Appleyard's The Pleasures of Peace, 
and D.J. Taylor's recent work, After the War. The literature of the nineteen fifties 
has been 'relatively well covered' in criticism, and, to a certain extent, it is a 

• 
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knowledge: 'we know what Malcolm Bradbury means when he says he is "a 
prototypical figure from 195Os fiction" and that Eating People is Wrong is "a very 
fifties novel"' .9 The literary history of the nineteen fifties has become secure, and 
has become in critical discourse a 'known text', as it were, a period that is now 
uncontroversial and devoid of any real potential to surprise. The major figures, 
key texts, important trends, and, as I will soon demonstrate, literary merit of the 
period are all a known and 'well-covered' history. 

What we are dealing with is the institutionalising of fifties literature, how 
it has been produced, how it has been located within, or in relation to, other 
traditions, how it has been received, and how it exists in relation to a 'powerful 
publishing, reviewing and educational apparatus')0 In such a context we are 
dealing with firstly, not all writings in existence in the fifties, since 'literature' 
denotes a historically and culturally specific body of writings defined in 
opposition to such 'low' writings as comic pooks, such trivia as religious 
pamphlets, and such 'popular' writings as cheap romances and 'James Bond' 
novels, and secondly, not all 'serious' literature of the fifties, since a writer such 
as Malcolm Bradbury who published fairly consistently one novel per decade in 
the postwar world cannot properly be called a writer 'of' the fifties, nor Evelyn 
Waugh who, of course, was writing long before the fifties and came to the decade 
With an already-established reputation. 

In the new styles and genres of writing supposedly characteristic of this 
postwar decade, stories begin to be told of the prevailing and preferred cultural 
tastes of the time. There is an attempt to explain the cultural circumstances 
Within which these new styles are being born. Describing 1957 as the year of new 
beginnings for British theatre, and England's achievement in 1957 as the · rise of 
Writers from across the class spectrum, Christopher Booker writes: 

Almost all of them, however, fell into one of two categories. In the 
first, and by far the largest, were the tough sentimentalisations of 
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'lower-class vitality', full of 'living vernacular', by such writers as 
Shelagh Delaney, the 19-year old mill-hand also from Albert 
Finney' s Salford, Bernard Kops and Michael Hastings (both, like 
their successor, Arnold Wesker, East End Jewish) and Alun Owen, a 
Welsh-Irishman from Liverpool. The second category, of which 
Harold Pinter (also East End Jewish) was essentially to be the chief 
example, was that of playwrights concerned almost entirely with 
pure fantasy, whether the surrealist comedies of N.F. Simpson, a 
schoolmaster from South London, or the plays originally written 
for radio and television by the upper-middle class barrister John 
Mortimer (Oxford, war years), largely based on the escape into 
private fantasy lives of unsuccessful members of the middle class.l 1 
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This is a fairly familiar story of the fifties in gei;1eral. In fiction Stuart Laing sees 
Beckett and Golding as representative of the existentialist 'fantasy' category, and 
Cooper, Amis, Sillitoe and Wain as in varying degrees representative of the 
realist, class-focused category.12 In poetry Robert Hewison distinguishes between 
the social realism of the Movement poets, such as Larkin, that appeared in the 
New Lines anthology and the emotional realism, the more fantastic and 
apocalyptic writing of, for example, Hughes and Plath, of Alvarez's Penguin 
anthology The New Poetry.13 The conflict between these opposed 'traditions' or 
genres of literature comes directly into play in other accounts of fifties life, as 
critics and historians take up various positions within the conflict: 

[The] great changes that crystallized in that landmark year [1956] did .. 
not concern only - or mainly - the Royal Court. In a small but 
important way 1956 also means the successful challenge to 
convention and censorship represented by the opening of the New 
Watergate theatre club at the West End's Comedy Theatre to stage 
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plays related to gay themes; it means the launch of the impressive 
new theatre magazine Encore; it means the influence of the 
Europeans and the absurdists -Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot 
was first seen in London at the Arts Club in August 1955; it means 
more significantly the wider recognition of Joan Littlewood's 
Theatre Workshop; and more importantly, it means the Berliner 
Ensemble under Bertolt Brecht, which first visited London in 
1956,14 
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In this account the focusing of historical attention on Osborne as the only reason 
for the subsequent importance of the year 1956 is shown to be misdirected, the 
real achievements of this year being the more continental, underground 
elements which inhabited the culture of 1956 Britain. Yet neither this nor the 
previous account of 1957 moves significantly aw.ay from the structure of existing 
debate centred around the achievements of the fifties, and these achievements as 
always are framed within the contexts of existing achievements and traditions. 
the account offered by Chambers and Prior above adds more information on the 
context of the events and trends of fifties literature but essentially does not 
challenge the prevailing notions of what makes up the 'accepted canon'. The 
security offered by this period may even be said to have passed into comic 
proportions in Wendy Cape's poem 'Making Cocoa for Kingsley Amis': 

Making Cocoa for Kingsley Amis 

It was a dream I had last week 
And some kind of record seemed vital. 
I knew it wouldn't be much of a poem 
But I love the title. 

Wendy CopelS 

� 
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Cope's poem is interesting for its appearance of having being impulsively created 
for the sake of a nice title, and yet it captures and internalises some of the main 
critical attitudes towards fifties fiction, that it is 'some kind of record', and that 'it 
wouldn't be much'. The internalisation of this - that Cope thinks of her poem as 
a record and not amounting to much - communicates, perhaps, a sense of 
disappointment with the tradition which she has inherited from fifties writers, 
that she is heir, in other words, to their ineptitude. The title communicates also 
something of the perceived security, homeliness and conservatism of the fifties 
Writers, and there is the implication, I guess, that Amis can be 'put to bed', as it 
Were, that Amis is redundant and has been surpassed. As I hope to show, these 
sentiments towards fifties literature are very much the consensus of postwar 
criticism. 

• 
In her contribution to Tom Maschler's 1957 collection, Declaration, Doris Lessing 
expressed a sense of disillusionment with the literature of the fifties: 'We are not 
living in an exciting literary period, but a dull one. We are not producing 
masterpieces' .16 Others were more positive about the period, and there was even 
some talk of success, new directions and revolutionary breakthroughs on the 
literary scene. But it is Lessing's observation of her time which seems to have 
become the dominant view, that the literature of the fifties lacked any potential 
to be revolutionary, that it lacked imagination, energy, and excitement. David 
Lodge, writing in 1978, says: 'the Angry-provincial-neorealist fiction of the fifties 
doesn't seem, in retrospect, a particularly glorious chapter in English literary 
hist0ry'.1 7  Lodge, who has expressed preferences elsewhere for modernist fiction, 
believes that the fifties stands out as a period which represents a depr�ssing 
reactionary retreat from the experimentation of modernism into the comfortable 
conventions of bourgeois realism. However much the subject matter and 
characters may be new and radical, the form in which these writers work could 
not be more conservative. Lodge seems to view the state of fiction in the fifties 
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almost as an embarrassment, as something which is disappointing to one's pride. 
With varying degrees of emotion and certainty, a whole line of postwar critics 
and cultural historians express this sense of disappointment in the literature of 
the fifties. 

Rubin Rabinovitz, in his study The Reaction Against Experiment in the 
English Novel from 1967, writes that 'the period itself, the 1950 -1960 decade, has 
not been a very fruitful one for the novel; few novels that could be called great 
were written at this time'.18 Rabinovitz sees this lack of 'greatness' as being a 
result of the traditionalism that prevailed in the literature of the fifties, a 
preoccupation with previous styles and periods which makes the literature 
'unstartling'. Like Lodge, Rabinovitz sees the movement away from modernist 
experiment as a damaging retreat for the English novel, signifying an 
unwillingness to challenge existing traditions and expectations. John Holloway, 
in his survey of the literary scene, published in 1983 in the Pelican Guide to 
English Literature, which covers the fifties, shares this retrospective 
embarrassment. Holloway declares that the period is 'far from one of the great 
periods of English literature'.19 Precisely what he means by this is made clear 
later in his survey when he reaffirms that 'it is not possible to see the period of 
this review as one of the major periods of English writing; or to set it in any kind 
of parity with the earlier years of this century'.20 Again, in comparison to the 
modernists, the fifties seems to be a dull period in English literature. It is found, 
to use Holloway's term, 'wanting'. It fails to tackle or even confront the major 
issues of its day. Even though Holloway stresses that historically it is a difficult 
period to deal with, the failure of fifties literature to 'adapt or solve' the problems 
of its time affects how he sees it in terms of its value as literature. 

D.J. Taylor believes that it is not the modernists who tower over the 
minute achievements of fifties writers but the Victorians: 'To compare Peak [Godwin Peak of G. · , B • • • • · 1 · issing s orn in Exile] with his post-war equ1va ents is immediately to b . . . . . ecome conscious of a precipitous declme'.21 The declme of the 
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33 
according to this outlook, is that they do not aspire to achieve great literature. 
They seem annoyingly uninterested in creating masterpieces. 

In some cases, this lack of ambition is regarded as a retreat from the 
responsibility of addressing the social and political themes of the fifties. In his 
history of postwar Britain, published in 1976, L.A. Monk asks: 'Were not most 
British authors reluctant to confront the tragic side of life, too hesitant to 
dramatise themes of really profound and permanent significance?' .26 While 
Monk recognises that fifties realism is in some senses concerned with society, he 
also suggests that it fails to address the history of the period adequately. Similarly, 
in Bogdanor and Skidelsky's history of the period, The Age of Affluence, while it 
is recognised that 'the Angry Young Men' were concerned with social change and 
material advances in society, it is also suggested that they were w1successful: 'It 
may be that the "Angries" failed, in many ways, in their attack on materialism'.27 

The doubts expressed in these accounts are ·more assertively proclaimed 
elsewhere. Arthur Marwick's survey of the literary scene, in his British Society 
since 1945, published in 1982, clearly finds it to be lacking in its relation to 
historical pressures: 

In all spheres there was a sense of dominance by established in
groups, a feeling of following the current cult. In all spheres British 
thought and artistic endeavour were inward-looking, seemingly 
unconcerned with the great issues which racked continental 
intellectuals: existentialism and social commitment, the challenge 
to Marxist faith presented by Stalinist tyranny, the possibilities of a 
Catholicism attuned to the needs of the modern world. The many 
British literary works which bring in the Second World War seem 
somehow to treat it as a local affair, without epochal significance, 
when compared, say, with American novels dealing with the same 
war, or the British literary reaction to the First World War.28 

• 
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Marwick regards the failure of fifties literature as a political and historical failure. 
The art and literature of the fifties fails to react in an adequate manner to its 
historical material. It fails to address the significance of events and trends in 
social, political and world affairs . In Marwick's account we find the same 
reluctance to engage with politics, the same apathetic withdrawal of interest from 
the 'great' historical concerns of the postwar period. Much of this evaluation 
agrees with Bernard Bergonzi's view of postwar literature: 'English literature in 
the fifties and sixties has been both backward- and inward-looking, with rather 
little to say that can be instantly translated into universal statements about the 
human condition' .29 What Bergonzi means by the difficulty of finding the 
I • uru.versal' in fifties literature is that it is parochial and bound to a particularly 
limited historical and cultural view. 

Bergonzi is also concerned, however, that fifties literature is limited in its 
aesthetic scope too, bound to old styles and previous traditions, too cautious to 
find its own voice. Here, he is not alone either. Rubin Rabinovitz describes the 
fiction of the fifties as 'technically competent, but ultimately mediocre'.3° C.J. 
Bartlett writes of the drama of 'the Angry Young Men': ' [the "angries"] seemed as 
worn out in some ways as those they criticized'.31 Brian Appleyard describes the 
poetry of the Movement as having a 'limitation of vision'.32 In every genre of 
literature the consensus of postwar criticism seems to be that the literature of the 
fifties is narrowly focused and conservative, failing to achieve anything other 
than mediocrity. Robert Hewison describes this as a lost opportunity: 'The story 
they tell is of a failure to seize a moment of potential after the war, with the effect 
that when radicalism did re-emerge, it was expressed more in terms of conflict 
Within the structure, than dispute about the nature of the structure itself' .33 The 
failure is construed as a failure to engage with the politics of the postwar world, a 
failure that has direct and disastrous consequences for the subsequent effect of 
literature on society. As Harry Ritchie's account makes painfully clear, the 
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35 
literature of the fifties is a source of humiliation to Britain, a failure which 
continues to have very significant resonances in contemporary Britain: 

The reaction against experiment acquired such publicity in the fifties 
that it has affected the reputation of post-war English literature as a 
whole, which has often been accused of parochialism, insularity and 
backwardness, of writing as if the Modernists had never written, 
ignoring problems of existence, perception and narration, and 
resting content with minute accounts of class distinctions and other 
cosy social realities. It seems to many English critics that the avant
gardes of Europe and the Americas have, by humiliating contrast, 
continued to make energetic and exciting progress.34 

• 
It is not so much this reputation of failure that concerns this study, but rather 
what the concern for literary value conceals. To speak of literary value is to have 
some expectations as to what a period of literature ought to be achieving. Ritchie 
understands nineteen-fifties literature as a 'humiliating' legacy, and 
furthermore, his account of this legacy suggests some reasons why it is 
humiliating. The reputation of fifties literature is measured against the 
reputation of American and European literature, a comparison which I will 
examine further in this chapter. The humiliation that arises from this contrast is 
that American and European literature 'continued' to make progress, whereas 
British literature must, in comparison, have 'discontinued'. The failure, then, is 
a failure to maintain a tradition, a tradition which must have been the implicit 
cosmopolitan, extrovert, forward-thinking, experimental and radical opposite to 
the list of failures that Ritchie attributes to fifties literature. As the title of this 
chapter suggests, this is the failure of the heir to live up to the achievements of 
the master. Fifties literature, in the eyes of its critics, fails to honour its historical 
calling, fails to meet the demands of its time. 

... 
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Historically the immediate postwar scene represents some kind of 
crossroads for Britain. The end of the empire looms and is made apparent by the 
failure to assert British interests in Suez. The cold war, and the new superpowers 
of the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R., overshadow Britain's world role. The end of the 
second world war sees the beginning of the first Labour administration in 
Britain, and the promise of the elimination of poverty. The idea that political 
consensus might exist and aid the reconstruction of Britain as an affluent welfare 
state establishes itself in the fifties, spawning ideas also of the dissolution of the 
class system, of the increasing social mobility between classes, and of the 
emergence of the 'affluent worker'. Alan Sinfield writes: 'The hopes that have 
been placed in literature have been surprisingly close to the centre of the postwar 
settlement'.35 This certainly appears to be true. If one examines the promise that 
some critics and historians have seen in fifties literature, they appear to be the 
historical promises of social mobility, affluence, youth culture, socialist politics 
and a celebration of Britons at home. The literature and culture of the fifties 
come to represent something in these critical and historical writings of Britain's 
changing practices and roles, and something too of the crossroads, promising to 
liberate 'high' culture from its exclusivist association with the upper classes to 
being, like the welfare state, a culture for all. Arthur Marwick finds that 'the 
Teddy Boy of the early 1950s was no doubt a sign of reaction against. . .  archaism 
and complacency',36 L.A. Monk writes: 'The 1950s saw the emergence of a "free 
cinema" movement which criticised the tendency for British films to be 
essentially middle class and Southern English in character, living on the myths 
of the past and avoiding many of the real social and human issues'.37 CharaQters 
and subject settings in fifties culture are invested with the historical significance 
of symbols of the new order in Britain: 'Jimmy Porter is significantly not of any 
class at all - he is in the twilight of Welfare State classlessness'.38 The one 
si · t· gni icant achievement that seems to be attributed to the writers and culture of 
the nineteen fifties is distinctly a social achievement, that of extending the scope 
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37 
of literature into 'unexplored corners of English life'39 - the choice of characters 
and settings from provincial, working or lower-middle class situations. As Peter 
Lewis says of the ' Angry' writers: 'To a man they wrote about the newly-educated 
meritocracy emerging from the grammer schools and the redbrick provincial 
universities' .40 

The literature and culture of the nineteen fifties is then inextricably bound 
to historical views and images of the period, and is cited as evidence of the 
changing structure and fabric of British society of this time. Working-class 
characters and, more importantly, working-class writers begin to emerge into the 
limelight of English literature. Sillitoe and Delaney had worked in Midlands and 
Northern factories, Barstow and Storey came from similar backgrounds, but 
these writers of the later fifties were made possible by the lower-middle class 
Writers of the early fifties - Larkin, Cooper, Osborne, Amis and Wain. The 
existence and contribution of such writers in the literary scene proved something 
about social mobility in Britain of the nineteen fifties. 'Upward sexual-social 
mobility was a favourite theme of Fifties writers', writes Peter Lewis, 'It was what 
got Joe Lampton to the top. It was the usual reason for the angry young hero's 
spleen' .41 There is ample evidence to support the claim that mobility was a 
favourite theme. Charles Lu?lley's quest for a comfortable social position in 
Hurry on Down; Jim Dixon's fairy tale social advance at the end of Lucky Jim; 
Jimmy Porter being married to a middle-class Alison in Look Back in Anger. But 
there is also the portrayal of class-bound life without mobility in Saturday Night 

and Sunday Morning, Barstow's A Kind of Loving, and Delaney's A Taste of 
Honey. The crucial point is that it was working and lower-middle class writers 
Who Were doing the representing. Either the social structure had changed so as to 
allow • . Writers from previously marginalised backgrounds to represent 
themselves and their cultures, or writers from these backgrounds were 
pandering to middle class tastes in 'life-stories', tour guides to the working class. 

• 
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In either case they are pre-occupied with mobility, and the social possibility of 
gaining acceptance, either for their culture or at the cost of their culture. 

The contest over this point really lies in a turn in critical opinion. Where 
early reviews and interpretations pointed to the rebellious potential of fifties 
Writers, by the mid sixties there were doubts about its potential, and from the 
seventies onwards, fifties literature gained a new reputation as a period of 
failure. Once known as a promising period of change, fifties literature is now 
regarded in critical interpretations as an embarrassing failure. But this move is 
hardly surprising when, given the close critical association of literature to the 
postwar promise of a new, more egalitarian society, a retrospective historical 
view establishes this promise of welfare support, full employment, classlessness, 
anct affluence to have been empty. The literature then too looks as if it has been 
part of the masquerade, a trick that was successful by using the inflated 
reputations and extensive publicity given to the writers of the fifties by the 
media, hence, D.J. Taylor's suspicion of having been duped into thinking of the 
fifties as a promising period of literature. The embarrassing failure of fifties 
literature now seems to be a historical failure rather than a literary one, but why 
literature is complicit in this failure is not yet clear . 

• 
A number of postwar critics see the failure of fifties literature as the consequence 
of an evasion of responsibility on the part of the writer, or, more properly, on the 
part of writing itself. Alan Sinfield argues that writing itself was an inherently 
conservative act: 'There were writers of lower-class origin, it was acknowledged, 
but in the very act of becoming writers they were co-opted to middle-class 
forms'.42 Sinfield's logic is based on the premise that the act of writing itself in the fifties was a middle-class act, and that the readers and audiences for literature in the fifties were largely middle class. The representation of working-class life 
apparently achieves no dramatically radical position when performed to a lll.iddle-class audience already hungry for representations of 'the other' anyway. 

.. 
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Part of the labour of criticising the writers of the fifties, and part of the belief that 
fifties writers failed to be anything of significance in literary history, lies in 
undermining the 'authenticity', or integrity, of these writers. This is certainly 
implied by Sinfield's view of their conformity to middle-class forms, but it is a 
view shared by many others. Stephen Lacey, in the most recent account of 
nineteen-fifties theatre, published in 1995, writes that: 'Looking at the subsequent 
careers of several of those linked to Anger . . .  it would seem that professional 
advance was the main motive' .43 Randall Stevenson argues that the 
'dissentience' of the Angry Young Men 'seems little more than irritation at their 
exclusion from a satisfactory place in a society that "never had it ·so good"'.44 
Stevenson's justification for this claim is exactly the same reason as Gilbert 
Phelps gives: 'how little dynamic was contained in the "anger" or "dissentience" 
of the period as far as the novel was concerned is perhaps demonstrated by the 
disappointing late careers of many of these writers'.45 The later conservatism of 
Writers like Amis and Osborne does nothing to support the credibility of their 
Writings as radical and genuine attempts to subvert tradition. This credibility is 
further challenged by critics reflecting on the media attention surrounding the 
fifties Writers: 

Osborne appeared to be playing the part the press had given him . . . .  
he could be relied upon to provide journalists with the right story. 
Fleet street editors pestered him for contributions, for he was sure to 
provide the 'lively copy' expected of him. Osborne even included ,. 
appropriate references in The Entertainer . . .  to Suez, rock 'n' roll, U 
and non-U, and scholarship students.46 

the case that the writers of the fifties were packaged and marketed for an 
audience is well argued by Ritchie, and it carries with it the implication that the seu· ing, complete with labels and public appearances (the 'angry' writers received 
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40 
an unparalleled amount of media coverage and attention), somehow subtracts 
from their integrity and responsibility as artists and writers. This in itself is 
revealing of modern concepts of the artist and writer, but from a different angle 
this marketing campaign surrounding the fifties writers suggests their 
conformity to established tastes and demands. Hugh Kenner argues that 'in the 
post-war decades anarchic energies were there to draw applause. Yes, yes, Amis; 
yes, yes, John Osborne; later yes, yes, Private Eye'. 47 This gets to the heart of 
contemporary responses to the literature of fifties Britain, that these writers 
appeared to be heralding a new era with new values and radical approaches 
While in fact they were busy conforming to an audience that wished to hear the 
rhetoric of change, criticism and dissentience. Jimmy Porter could rant and rave 
and appear to be as anarchic as possible, but as long as the rebel was performed 
Without any cause other than the desire for success, the status quo was simply re
affirmed by such dramatics. Fifties literature, in such critical views, appears as the 
performing of dog-tricks before an audience that remained essentially the same 
as the pre-war audience. Its promise of mobility, democracy and meritocracy was 
a mere illusion. Much of the critical work written about the nineteen fifties 
therefore works at unravelling the success of some of the writers of the period to 
reveal the lack of substance behind the illusion of radical achievement. The 
regrets about the fifties are not, however, simply the disappointment on 
unravelling this illusion, but more seriously, as seen in Ritchie's account above, 
are concerned with the lack of substance and the lack of political vision that it 
bequeaths for the future. Concern with the formal conservatism and 
Philistinism of the fifties writers finds a voice in Hugh Kenner: 'By the time of 
l'homas's death in 1953, Philip Larkin was preparing a new kind of poet's role. It 
Illerits study: not the Bard, nor yet an Eliotic invisibility, but a skeptical slOlJ-Ch, 
hands in pockets, ventriloquizing, "Books are a load of crap'".48 

Kenner, like other critics summarising the legacy of fifties literature, appears to have a seriously moral concern with the aesthetic role model of the ' 
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crafted philistinism of such writers as Larkin and Amis. It is the language of 
irresponsibility that begins to be associated with such writers, hence the 
implications of a materialistic sell-out of their art in the quest for publicity. It is 
the lack of a role model for subsequent writers that concerns Kenner, but for 
others, it is also the failure of literature to continue to symbolise British power 
where economically, militarily and politically Britain had ceased to be a leading 
World power. For Marwick, Ritchie, Bergonzi, Monk and others, the British 
literary scene compares poorly with the American or European, and also with 
more 'golden' eras of British literary history. The issue becomes one of national 
pride, as it becomes political with Marwick's question of postwar history in 
Britain: 'What went wrong?' .49 

For Kenner the course that the novelists and poets take in the fifties is 
somewhat of an insult to the technical innovation and experimentation of the 
modernists. The shadow of the modernists certainly looms large over the 
novelists of the fifties, and a host of these novelists are visibly ghosted and 
daunted by the legacy of writers like Joyce and Woolf, from Edwin Froulish's 
Work in Progress in John Wain's Hurry on Down, to Stan Barstow's A Kind of 
Loving, where Vic picks up a copy of Ulysses : 'it's the sort of stuff you race 
through because it's her thoughts, see, just as they come - and nothing left out, 
b r e ieve you me - and there's no commas or full stops or anything and all the 
sentences run into one another just the way they do when you're thinking 
Yourself, I suppose'.50 Despite the respect Barstow depicts Vic as having for the 
formal realism of Ulysses, he and the earlier social realist novelists of the fifties 
represent a conscious rejection of modernist forms, a regrettable and costly 
rejection to those like Kenner and Lodge who appear to prefer the rigorously 
aesthetic innovation of the modernist writers. In a period which for Britain c�,me 
to represent decline, with the end of empire and the humiliation of Suez, the 
nation's literature and culture too is found to represent decline and failure. It is 
not just the unexperimental nature of British fiction and poetry, but also its 
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parochial nature, the provincialism of Larkin's church-going poetry, Amis's 
short fictional consideration of abroad in I Like It Here, the grimy northern 
streets of working-class fiction. This provincialism spills over into drama, too, 
With Osborne setting Look Back in Anger in a Midlands town, and Delaney 
setting A Taste of Honey in Manchester. The fact that this parochialism contrasts 
With the internationalism of modernism, at a time when Britain seems to need a 
national heritage to wave on an international stage, does no favours for the fate 
of literature in Britain. In the face of an increasing sense of American cultural 
ascendence, with the arrival of James Dean and Rock 'n' Roll, and the theatrical 
innovations of Beckett and Brecht in Europe, British literature fails to be 
anything but conservative and inward-looking. For some this offers some 
meagre benefits, a search for 'the restoration of a native Britishness'51 in the face 
of the 'formidable artistic legacy'52 of modernism. But more frequently it is 
retrospectively viewed as a failure and a disappointing legacy, a retreat led by 
fifties writers into conservatism and a refusal to challenge the dominant 
historical trends of the period. 

One would expect to find these narratives of Britain's failure in relation to 
European and American progress being constructed around other aspects of 
Culture too. Colin Maclnnes heralds Tommy Steele as the 'first English pop artist 
to sing English songs' ,53 a significant achievement in a pop culture dominated by 
American singers, song-writers and financiers, and moreover, an achievement 
Which Maclnnes suggests may shift English teenagers from identifying with a 
'completely alien world',54 to identifying with 'songs about themselves ' .5 5  

Macinnes does not appear too daunted by the prospect of America maintaining 
cultural dominance in this sphere (a sphere where Tommy Steele had tq. be 
marketed as 'the English Elvis Presley'), but nonetheless holds out hopes for an 
English pop culture to emerge, the nationalistic 'by-themselves, for-themselves' 
formula. Much of this anxiety about national performance and cultural strength, 
and the consequent desire to craft narratives and canons of national heritage, 
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seems to spin out of the immediate post-war need to rebuild morale. From the 
wartime C.E.M.A. (Council for the Encouragement of Music and the Arts), the 
Arts Council was created in 1945, and the fifties saw a doubling of the Council's 
grant from government and the most concerted attempt in post-war Britain to 
fuel cultural, and general, prominence, the 1951 Festival of Britain. The Festival 
was primarily staged to celebrate renowned and germinal industrial, scientific 
and cultural innovations of Britain, and its programme described it as the 
'autobiography of a nation'. Despite the commissioning of operatic, musical and 
theatrical works, the Festival did little to sponsor the recovery of an English 
literary tradition, and it wasn't until 1954 to 1956 that the barren state of English 
literature was said to have improved. Yet it did signal the concern with national 
heritage in a way that is precisely similar to the anxieties of literary reviewers 
and critics as to the continuation of a powerful tradition of English literature. 
The Director-General of the Festival described it as 'a nation-wide demonstration 
of all our inherited traditions and skills, and of our ability to use them to ensure 
us a future no less creative than the past'.56 

In a period that threatens to end Britain's privileged position in the world 
such narratives of national continuity as the Festival, and 'Great English 
literature', perpetuate denial of this decline. In criticism and histories of cinema 
too, Andrew Higson has argued that a myth of British cinematic success and 
innovation is expounded by means of devaluing 'Hollywood' cinema as cheap 
fantasy and glamour thrills, set against the serious social realism of the Woodfall 
Production films (Look Back in Anger, Room at the Top, Saturday Night and 
Sunday Morning). Higson argues that American films were far more popular in 
Britain, especially among the working class, and that historians and critics fail to 
appreciate the significance of the British audiences' identification with American 
films. This failure he attributes to the fact that the histories and criticism remain 
within 'a discourse which values the "realistic" over the "melodramatic", the 
responsible" over the "spectacular" and the "superficial" and "respectable" over 
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the "popular" and "commercial'".57 Such a privileging of values is very likely 
not just to signify an attempt at bolstering the idea of a popular national cinema, 
but also to signify a cinema which is supposedly characteristic of English national 
identity in the features that it celebrates. 

This conjures up interesting possibilities for the histories and criticism of 
literature in the fifties too, and the preference in some quarters (mostly in the 
histories) for respectable, responsible realism. Realism has those connotations of 
rationality, common sense and responsibility which so often feature in both 
imperial and post-imperial conceptions of English national identity. C.J. Bartlett 
claims that fifties writings 'owed much of its appeal to its frankness and vigour 
of expression' .58 Arthur Marwick uses the words 'conventional', 'standard' and 
'ordinary'59 to describe Look Back in Anger, and this apparently is what earns the 
play the 'landmark' status he attributes to it. John Montgomery writes that ' [the 
angries] clearly didn't like . . .  the corrupt, the insirn;ere and the class-bound'.60 The 
language used by these critics and historians attempts to construct a literature 
and a national culture which espouses the values of honesty, integrity, moral 
simplicity and common sense. In many �ays this construction of fifties literature 
is never too distant from a critical culture which was in bloom during the fifties 
and is argued by some to be heavily influential on fifties writers, the critical 
culture of F.R. Leavis, New Criticism and the Logical Positivists.61 The shared 
language here, of common sense, vigour of expression and uncorrupted logic, 
belongs to a normalising humanism, that is to say a logic which is premised on 
the idea of an objective middle ground of shared experience, shared morality and 
common heritage. Such logic allowed critics such as Leavis and Eliot to affirm 
the existence of a 'great tradition' and a 'classic canon'. Shakespeare, for Leavis, 
Was great because his writings were moral and humanist, but as Alan Sinfield 
has p 01nted out, Shakespeare may equally, because of the cultural politics 
inherent in his writings, be a writer 'that millions of subordinated peoples find 
insulting'.62 Similarly, Francis Mulhern argues that Leavis's moral humanism 
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was nothing more than the universalising and normalising of a set version of 
'Englishness', both an exclusive property and a universal norm.63 The language 
of 'common sense', 'standard' and 'intellectual honesty' disguises the existence of 
cultural and national contest, the jostling for positions of cultural power. So too 
this language disguises its promotion of a certain type of identity and behaviour 
as 'normal' and 'acceptable' .  There is an Englishman being advertised and 
promoted by these critics and historians as being of the right behaviour and 
attitude, and a type of literature which is deemed appropriate to this 
Englishman.64 The view that by being 'conventional' and 'standard' one earns 
'landmark' status is not without significance as a role model in contemporary 
culture, and of course circulates the idea that the most successful writers in the 
fifties were those that conformed to accepted and traditional styles and forms of 
Writing. 

The success, the 'landmark' status cited �ere, is, however, only another 
misleading 'promise' of greatness that quickly turns into a story of conformity 
and conservatism. In a sense Amis's pursuit of the 'popular' lends itself to his 
critics' placing him as some kind of successful revolutionary, clearing out the 
dead wood of old traditions and replacing it with the newer democratic forms 
and values to which his stated preferences of science fiction and jazz, and his 
realist form of writing seem to aspire. Rubin Rabinovitz, however, is one critic 
Who distrusts Amis on this score: 

'Filthy Mozart! '  says the hero of Lucky Jim, and a great chunk of 
Western Culture falls overboard with a splash. One quickly 
discovers, however, that Amis is more interested in the splash than .. 
anything else. He is too obviously cultured to hate culture that 
much; one suspects his sincerity.65 
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Amis is found to be too much of an established and institutionalised figure to 
challenge 'culture' in any significant way. It is the institutional context of what 
he does that severely curtails his radical potential, or as Rabinovitz later says, 
'Though he [Amis] likes to advertise middlebrow ideas, the advertisements 
themselves appear in highbrow places' .66 This goes back to the earlier points 
about Sinfield and Lodge and their approach to the forms used by writers in the 
fifties. As long as writers like Amis, Osborne, Larkin and Braine failed to 
challenge the 'highbrow' or bourgeois forms in which they were writing, no 
amount of new subjects, classes of character, or changes in cultural scope would 
make a difference to the essentially bourgeois audience and readers of their work, 
other than perhaps to satisfy a general desire to gain insight into these other 
Worlds. In these terms, the working-class realists of the fifties are not bringing 
'culture' democratically to the masses, but bringing 'the masses' slavishly to 
'culture'. 

Christopher Booker argues in a similar fashion that a fantasy of 'virile 
lower class honesty sweeping away bourgeois hypocrisy and pretension'67 has 
been projected by literary and critical discourses throughout the postwar world, 
and before, and has swept into its discourses the work of Osborne, Amis, Braine, 
and others, including D.H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover. Considering 
Osborne's Look Back in Anger, Booker rigorously takes the cultural and 
institutional context into account when looking at the claim that the play heralds 
revolution: 

Sure enough, even before Look Back in Anger opened, to the 
rapturous acclaim of its largely upper-middle class audiences and .. 
the almost unanimous welcome of the upper-middle class 'quality' 
press, the insecure upper classes and Oxford intellectuals had 
already came rushing to collaborate with this shining image of new 
vitality; for not only, as a founder of the English Stage Company, 
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was one of the play's sympathetic sponsors the Queen's cousin, the 
7th Earl of Harewood; but the manager of the Royal Court, the man 
who had first fallen eagerly on the play and who was to be the 
eminence grise of the 'renaissance' in the English drama, was 
George Devine (Oxford, 1930's), the son of a public school 
headmaster. The play's producer, Tony Richardson, had admittedly 
come from a similar class background to Osborne, but was a typical 
member of the New Oxford Group. While the play's most 
enthusiastic champion was to be that other prominent member of 
the New Oxford Group, Kenneth Tynan, welcoming at last the 
'pink-eyed salivating monster' for which he had been picturesquely 
waiting so long.68 
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the cultural and institutional context of Booker's . representation of 1956 exposes 
the 'revolution' as the toy of the Establishment, projected out of upper-class 
fantasy, and performing a very useful function in propping_ up the social order. 
By appearing to be a revolution in literary and social conventions, Look Back in 
Anger, and the host of other texts and events held to be subsequent evidence of 
the revolution, prevent the rise of an authentic challenge. Booker is by no means 
alone in this argument, and the citation of the class and educational backgrounds 
of those involved adds plausibility to this theory of what must be, if we are to 
tak e into account the language of deception that runs through much postwar 
criticism, one of the biggest literary swindles of the century in Britain. There is, 
in many of the historical and critical interpretations of the fifties writers, this 
sense of having been conned into believing in a promise of change and progtess, 
auct consequently a distaste for the dishonesty and phoneyness of writers like 
All\· 18 and Osborne. Note the language of the answer below when John 
McDermott asks why Lucky Jim was so successful: 



The initial reclame certainly owed something to largely factitious 
associations with an imaginary literary conspiracy for social 
change . . . . Far, indeed, from prescribing an overthrow of social order, 
the path followed by Amis's Dixon and Wain's Lumley is the path 
later followed by their authors towards affluence, respectability and 
incorporation within a system of cultural and social values they 
would (on the whole) defend and prefer to any socialist 
alternative.69 
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At the heart of the failure of fifties literature to achieve greatness is the 
knowledge that the social and political structure has remained the same. 
Christopher Booker lists the shifts taking place in cultural and political tastes -
the new left liberal energies of CND, the emergence of 'trendy vicars', the 
beginnings of youth motorcycle culture in Britain - but goes on to write: 'the fact 
remained that by and large, for all this torrent of change, and behind this 
increasingly garish fac;ade, the great central institutions of English society - the 
Establishment, the Monarchy, the public schools - seemed to have survived as 
impregnable as ever'.70 

• 
literature is, at best, in critical discourse, powerless to effect or even influence 
change in society. Its failure is that it passively mirrors the failure of postwar 
Politics. In their political preferences Amis and Osborne, like British politics, 
turn from the promise of the left to the security and conservatism of the right, 
but also, in a retrospective revision, their writings are seen, like the supposed 
age of affluence and mobility', never to have been radical in the firs place. This 
conservatism and failure is now the stable and known identity of fifties 
literature. This is what 'The Movement' and 'the Angry Young Men' symbolise 
in Postwar critical discourse. Whether they are expected to live up to the 
ll\odernists or the Victorians, to serve the postwar pride of Britain or a radical 
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opposition to power, the writers of the fifties are understood to have failed. 
Whatever attempts we can see in the celebration of vigour, conventionality, 
frankness, and ordinariness to rescue fifties literature for a sense of Englishness, 
the end result in critical discourse is that fifties literature is marked by its failure. 
Its failure is inextricably bound to expectations of how it ought to perform in 
relation to history, and what is most prominent in postwar criticism is the sense 
that fifties literature failed to engage with the pressing issues of fifties history. 
The literature of the fifties, as we see it represented in postwar criticism, fails to 
engage with politics, fails to confront notions of identity, fails to assert itself 
internationally, or even to acquit itself with integrity in subsequent decades. It 
fails to continue the radical traditions of modernism, and it retreats from 
committing itself to any radical alternative. The result in postwar criticism is that 
fifties literature is paralysed, inactive, withdrawn, trapped in a conservative, 
regressive impasse, and unable to affect politics in postwar Britain. D.J. Taylor, in 
more extravagant terms, refers to it as 'a debased and decadent animal, creeping 
along in the shadow of mighty ancestors'.71 
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Chapter Two 

'Absolute Beginners ' :  

Emergence in the Literature of the Nineteen fifties 



'Absolute Beginners': 

Emergence in the Literature of the Nineteen fifties 

Hearing one saga, we enact the next. 

We please our elders when we sit enthralled; 

But then they're puzzled; and at last they're vexed 

To have their youth so vividly recalled. 

Donald Davie, 'Remembering the Thirties' 

Literature is built on top of its own ruins. 

Maurice Blanchot, The Work of Fire 
Literature . . .  is involved in the process of self-

understanding in the past and present.... helping 

society (some sectors more than others) to interpret 

and constitute itself. The social identities so formed 

in recent history dominate our current perceptions. 

Alan Sinfield, 'Introduction' to Society and Literature· 

In chapter one, I looked at the way in which the fifties have become known in 
literary history, and what that decade of writing has become renowned for. 
Without listing again those negative epithets, postwar critics almost 
unanimously characterise the period as being of little merit. l  However, it is not 
the questions of literary value which interest this study so much as the more 
serious implications of the view that fifties literature is conservative politically 
and Withdraws from engaging in social, political and historical narratives. My 
aim is not to argue that fifties literature is successful or great lit:rature, but 
rather, I intend to examine the relationship between fifties literature and society, 
Politics and history. The story that is told in critical discourse is that writers such 
as Osborne, Behan, Selvon, Wain, Amis, Sillitoe, Delaney, Lessing, Barstow, 
Wesker and Cooper were complicit in maintaining the status quo. The themes 
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that prevail through this story of conformity are of the unambitiousness, 
limitation, conservatism, apathy and cynicism of fifties literature, and, although 
occasionally their cynicism is regarded as positive, these writers are largely 
understood to have employed such themes and styles to conform to the 
prevailing audience tastes, perhaps to secure a route to professional success. This 
is perceived to have been largely a result of the relationship between literature 
and power, that the institutions in place in the nineteen fifties are too powerful 
to be affected by the ideas and images produced in literature, and this is a 
relationship that I want to examine throughout this study. Robert Hewison's 
view of the fifties summarises this feeling that power overwhelms any attempts 
at change: 

. . .  the Establishment had an infallible means of self-perpetuation, 
and self-defence. It simply absorbed its critics, or else set them up as 
a rival Establishment. John Wain explained that misleading label 
Angry Young Man: 

In England there is a time-honoured method of dealing with opposition. 

First of all, you try to squash it; then, if it refuses to be squashed, you 

institutionalize it. Give it a name, turn it into an institution, and you find 

yourself absolved for ever from the responsibility to answer its criticisms.2 

liewison's view, and that of Wain which he quotes, is that the way in which the 
fifties are known through labels and are known for their apathy and cynicism is 
the method that the Establishment uses in order to contain and neutralise 
0PP0sition. This may be true, and it is certainly the case, as is evident in my last 
chapter, that there is a trend at work in postwar criticism of underrating the 
Potential of fifties literature to engage constructively in politics. But what is not 
clear is precisely how fifties literature is engaging in politics. If critical discourse is 



one of the mediums through which power exercises control over literature and 
culture, then it is imperative that the nature of this relationship is understood. 

This chapter contests the prevailing notion expressed in postwar criticism 
that fifties literature is conservative, and argues instead that it is a literature that 
articulates an oppositional stance towards power. The chapter is concerned 
particularly to address two major issues in criticism of the fifties. Firstly, it will 
contest the idea that fifties literature can be 'known' and located so easily as to 
conclude on its failure. What is at stake here is the textual identity of a period of 
literature, the idea that criticism might be able to define and know a decade of 
literature in such a way as to be able to write off its potential to have an effect or 
influence on its readers or audience. Secondly, it will argue that fifties literature 
has a more active and complex relationship to power and to resisting power than 
simply to be characterised as conservative, inept or withdrawn. The argument is 
made by reading a number of texts from the period, demonstrating how each text 
in its own way contests the grounds of the critical interpretations discussed in the 
previous chapter. Fifties literature, I will argue, delineates the space of ideological 
contest, and allows oppositional identities to emerge within that space. Edward 
Said, paraphrasing Foucault, writes that 'the text is part of a network of power 
Whose textual power is a purposeful obscuring of power beneath textuality and 
knowledge'.3 It is the task of criticism, Said goes on to say, to make more visible 
the text's relationship to power. In this chapter I will argue that fifties realist 
literature produces what I will call the critical text, a text that makes visible the 
relationship to power. Such a text does not refer to reality as if it were detached 
and Withdrawn from reality, but rather, it presents itself as a constitutive part of 
the network of power relations. .. 

• 
lo Understand the writers of the fifties as 'inept heirs of literary masters' is to 
Posit that there is a recognisable, perhaps even homogenous, group of fifties 
Writers who can be contrasted and measured against the great masters of literary 
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tradition who precede them. By setting up these poles of literary merit, the 
textual identity of fifties literature is established. But the identity of a literary text 
or group of texts cannot be so easily 'known'. As I hope to show, the relationship 
between a literary text and its predecessors is uneasy, and often more complex 
than a simple model of chronological succession allows. A text does not just 
reveal the image or idea of its time of production, if that is understood as its year 
or decade of publication. Indeed, there is much more involved in the production 
of a text besides its material and conceptual production. Of course, books are 
published and plays performed, and of course, writing is produced conceptually 
Within institutions such as 'literature', or within prescribed genres of literature. 
But there is also the residual effect of prior literature to be considered, the way in 
Which a text may inhabit another text through parody, mimicry, influence, 
revision, and through the production of versions of an existing literary legend or 
myth such as Don Juan, King Arthur or Don Quixote. In cases such as these, 
Where an older text haunts the contemporary text, it is not only the historical 
image of the contemporary that emerges in the text, but also the residue of the 
text's others, its ancestors. These residues are part of what confuse and frustrate 
the knowledge of textual identity, and therefore, of literary history. 

Such a ghosting of a fifties text can be seen in Kingsley Amis's I Like It 

Ii ere and the debt that this novel owes to Henry Fielding. The debt is 
acknowledged when Garnet Bowen visits Fielding's tomb in Lisbon. In the 
exchange that takes place between Bowen and Strether at the tomb, Fielding is 
acknowledged as 'the darling of the comic muse', 'the colossus of the eighteenth 
century', and Bowen says 'I admire him very much'.4 Bowen's usual cynicism 
and disrespect for convention turns into reverence at the tomb of Fielding. A 
number of critics point out Amis's debt to Fielding, and G.S. Fraser describes its 
acknowledgement in J Like It Here as 'the one really moving and memorable 
Passage in that novel'.5 The tribute to Fielding might well be used as evidence of 
fifties literature being daunted by tradition, made all the more serious when the 
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57 tribute is read as a direct commentary from Amis. John McDermott argues that I 
Like It Here is 'the one novel where the author is very clearly visible in the text'.6 
But precisely which author appears in the text is at the heart of I Like It Here. 

The plot of the novel centres on finding out whether an English author 
living in Portugal is fake or is real. Bowen, confused as to his own status as a 
Writer, is sent out to discover the truth of this matter. The identity of a 
masterpiece is at stake. Bowen appears as a parody of Amis himself, more like a 
journalistic construction of Amis, complete with anxiety about 'abroad', dislike 
of 'culture' and a narrow provincialism: 

But, although again he would have to be careful who he admitted it 
to, Lisbon was all right, and would be really worth while if it could 
somehow be got on to rollers and shifted to about half-way between 
Brighton and Eastbourne.7 

In this way, Bowen seems to be a device intended to poke fun at the way in 
Which characters are understood to be authors, and this is indicated at the very 
opening of the novel when the telegraph boy gets Bowen's name wrong, 
confusing his identity. This is the first point of confusion for the issue of identity 
in the novel. Bowen might be a character entirely dissimilar to Amis, might be 
the Voice of the author within the novel, a conscious parody of constructions of 
the author, or, indeed, a conflation of all of these. Furthermore, who is Wulfstan 
strether, alias Buckmaster? This is a question that the novel itself asks. The 
controversy surrounding the identity of Strether focuses on whether or not he is 
the author of a masterpiece that has turned up with Bowen's publish;r. Strether 
is invariably understood to be a modernist writer by Amis's critics. But the novel 
Plays on the ambivalence of the identity of Strether. The details of Strether's life 
that are given in the novel are compatible with that of a modernist or 
8100msbury writer, as are the styles and titles indicated in the novel. If the 
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identity of I Like It Here was stable, these details would be sufficient to make it 
clear that Strether is most plausibly regarded as a modernist. But the question of 
Fielding's influence confuses the stability of the novel, and of the identities 
Within the novel. This confusion is particularly acute when I Like It Here is read 
in relation to Fielding's The Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon. Placed in the context 
of the following passage from the 'Dedication to the Public' in Fielding's Journal, 
Strether seems to have more in common with Fielding than with a modernist 
Writer: 

It must be acknowledged that a lamp almost burnt out does not give 
so steady and uniform a light as when it blazes in its full vigour; but 
yet it is well known that by its wavering, as if struggling against its 
own dissolution, it sometimes darts a ray as bright as ever. In like 
manner, a strong and lively genius will, in its last struggles, 
sometimes mount aloft, and throw forth the most striking marks of 
its original lustre .... 
It was thought proper by the friends of the deceased that this little 
piece should come into your hands as it came from the hands of the 
author, it being judged that you would be better pleased to have an 
opportunity of observing the faintest traces of a genius you have 
long admired. 8 

This 'Dedication to the Public' might well be regarded as the work of Wulfstan 
8trether, for it mirrors precisely what Bennie Hyman says of the author, the 
doubts as to whether he is alive, the idea that the novel One Word More is the 
work of a Strether who is 'out of practice and a bit past it'.9 Strether's musings on 
Political theory, his disguise at bravery in the face of difficulty, his manner of 
speaking in essays, all pronounce a likeness to the Fielding of the Journal. 
Moreover the novel seems to insert itself into the Journal in a number of ways. 



59 The way in which Lisbon is arbitrarily seized upon as the destination of both 
Fielding's and Bowen's voyage, the contemplation of the differences between 
Portugal and England, the humour with which both Fielding and Bowen suffer 
the journey to a foreign land, even if the extremity of the circumstances in which 
they travel are heightened by Fielding, satirically mocked by Amis. For both 
Fielding and Bowen, Portugal acts as a reminder of how much they like England. 
Fielding writes: 'This sight [Portugal] will, perhaps, of all others, make an 
Englishman proud of, and pleased with, his own country' . lO Amis likewise 
Writes: 'As soon as you crossed the sea you stopped having any motive beyond 
the merest whim for being where you were rather than anywhere else'. 1 1 The 
series of analogies between Amis's and Fielding's works provoke the possibility 
that I Like It Here is a version of Fielding's Journal .  At every point of Amis's 
novel, Fielding and his Journal are present, ·a ghosting of the text that is more 
than an influence. The way in which Bowen lives Portugal is 'as if you had 
invented the country',1 2  an invention that comes at the end of Fielding's 
Journal, which ends, of course, just as he lands in Lisbon. I Like It Here may very 
Well be not the journey of Amis to 'abroad', but the journey. to Fielding' s literary 
Work. It is a journey to the literary past, to tradition. Now, this may be a 
conservative move or it may be a challenging move, but, whatever its politics, it 
disturbs the attempt to locate this novel definitively in literary history. The 
novel indicates that, in John Prow's words, it 'is marked by its multiple 
tem.porality' .13 There is firstly the time of the novel's writing, then the time of 
Writing of Fielding's travel narrative that it situates itself in relation to, not to 
lllention the multiple times of its reception in which the various contextual 
factors of the specific time of reading may influence the way in which the reader 
Produces' it. The novel does not, in these terms, occupy a single location; and 
cannot be defined as a single textual identity, but rather it reveals a multiplicity 
of textual identities. Among these identities, Amis may be read as Amis, as a 
Parody of Amis, as Fielding, as a parody of Fielding, or, indeed, the novel might 
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60 
be read in relation to the fifty literary figures that are cited within it. I Like It Here 
does not present us_ with knowledge of its status as a text, but rather presents us 
with the impossibility of its being only one text with one identity, resisting any 
attempt to definitively locate it. Given such an understanding of textual identity, 
the security of the literary history produced in critical discourse is no longer 
assured. 

The problem with the textual identity of the literature of the fifties does 
not just reside in isolated instances, which might be argued in their isolation to 
be exceptions to the rule. The problem lies at the very heart of fifties literature, at 
the origin of what we 'know' to be fifties literature. Harry Ritchie identifies 
William Cooper's Scenes from Provincial Life as the inaugural text of what is 
taken to be 'an accepted canon' of the decade.14 Stuart Laing claims it as a 'key 
document' of the novels of 'The Movement' _15 Blake Morrison, in his study of 
the writings of 'The Movement' writes that Cooper was a 'forerunner' of the 
fiction of Amis and Wain. 16 A number of other critics acknowledge Cooper's 
novel to be the beginning of the realist and provincial trend that identifies and 
brings together the fiction of the fifties. It is even reported that Cooper mistook a 
radio broadcast of Amis's Lucky Jim to be that of his own novel,17 adding weight 
to the idea that the writings of the fifties can be known by their similarities and 
the common style, themes and characters that must define them as a group. 
cooper is the beginning, the origin of the group. 

Nowhere is this more clear than in Brian Appleyard's The Pleasures of 
Peace, and Appleyard places Cooper, Amis and Larkin as 'the beginning of the 
powerful orthodoxy of provincial realism which was to reign in the 1950s'.18 The 
'powerful orthodoxy' that Appleyard sees in Cooper becomes 'one of the central 
and most paralysing orthodoxies of the entire post-war period' ,19 and again, later 
in his study, 'a desolate orthodoxy'.20 The orthodoxy that Appleyard and other 
postwar critics see in the writings of first Cooper, and then Amis, Wain, Sillitoe, 
Larkin and others, is the focus on the provincial, on the ordinary and the 
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commonplace. The whole legacy of the fifties seems to come down to this 
embarrassing reign of the narrow and the inward-looking, a withdrawal from 
the big issues, and, of course, Appleyard makes a mockery of Cooper by 
contrasting the 'provincial unease' of his novel with the 'grappling with the 
nature of . . .  existence' that one finds in Sartre.21 Once again, the impression is 
that Cooper, by celebrating the ordinary, the banal, the provincial, the 
commonplace, the narrow little villages of England, has failed to live up to 
expectations of English literature. And this impression is all the more serious if 
we understand Cooper's novel as the beginning of this 'reign' of embarrassment. 
But I want to suggest that there is a flaw in this knowledge as it is presented in 
postwar criticism, and this flaw lies in a small matter of textual identity, a 
I reasonable doubt', as it were, as to the real instigator of this 'orthodoxy'. 

Scenes from Provincial Life certainly bears a striking resemblance to the 
novel as it is discussed and charged by the various critics cited and mentioned 
above. There is indeed a provincial setting as the title of the novel suggests, and 
there is also something of an air of the ordinary: 

My life is different. Sometimes observant friends point out to me 
that I am actually in a dramatic situation. What happens next? I do 
not have a scene; or if I do, it is small and discouragingly 
undramatic. Practically no action arises. And nothing whatsoever is 
changed. My life is not as good as a play. Nothing like it.22 

the fact that the 'hero' of this novel, Joe Lunn, is a person to whom nothing 
happens, and who succeeds in changing little by whatever action he is 
responsible for, is an indication of the kind of ordinariness that is admitted into 
the tradition of English fiction by William Cooper. Later in the fifties, nothing 
Very much will happen to Jim Dixon, Joe Lampton, Garnet Bowen, Arthur 
Seaton and Charles Lumley. One might acknowledge, then, that there is a case to 
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62 
be answered here, a plausibility to the idea that Cooper is the instigator of a 
succession of ordinary novels with rather unexciting plots, conventional realist 
styles and rather inactive heroes. But in other ways, the novel is surprisingly 
dissimilar to the one described in postwar criticism, so that it might be suggested 
that this is not the novel that starts the 'reign' of provincial realism at all: 

I advised Tom to emigrate to America as soon as possible. 
International events gave me a strong explicit foundation for my 
advice. From time to time we met for tea in the cafe and counted 
the growing roll of disasters. 
'A fortnight since Hitler took Memel, and the British Government 
has done nothing!' said Tom. 
'Nothing,' I echoed . . . .  
'Chamberlain Pledges Defence of Poland,' he read aloud. 
'Balderdash! Poppycock! '  Excepting the glare of his greenish eyes, his 
head began to look red all over. 'We shall give Poland away just like 
the rest. We shall see Chamberlain fly to Berlin in a golden 
aeroplane, accompanied by Peace in the shape of a dove'.23 

Set in 1939, this novel is more of an examination of a mood just before the war, 
and a reflection on attitudes towards the coming war. This is neither provincial 
nor ordinary. It addresses larger issues of humanity, society, the impact of the 
international upon the local. And appearing in 1950 it could be said that the 
novel is conscious that the people that these characters represent may have been 
10st in the war, and that the novel is ghosted by the possibility of thei1· absence. 
l'he novel is conscious of human existence at however local a level being caught 
up in the power and drama of international affairs: 'Our private lives were 
drifting inexorably towards dissolution, like the whole of Europe towards 
catastrophe' . 24 This is not the novel that begins 'the powerful orthodoxy of 
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provincial realism', for it differs substantially from such a novel. Its concerns are 
not provincial, nor are its themes and settings the ordinary and the banal, or at 
least not wholly so. The identity of this novel, the novel that postwar critics 
define as the origin of fifties literature, is now doubtful, less stable. However, 
there is a novel that fits their description. 

A more appropraiate novel, but no less unstable as an ong1n for a 
'powerful orthodoxy', is one that delights in the provincial even to the degree of 
measuring greatness by what attention an event in the parish receives from the 
next parish. It knows only two worlds, one that is the parochial and the other 
that is inter-parochial. So too this novel celebrates the ordinary to such an extent 
that the greatest glory is found in the 'sweet history of genuine cream'. The hero 
of this novel is truly 'commonplace' :  

The Rev. Amos Barton, whose sad fortunes I have undertaken to 
relate, was, you perceive, in no respect an ideal or exceptional 
character; and perhaps I am doing a bold thing to bespeak your 
sympathy on behalf of a man who was so very far from remarkable, 
- a man whose virtues were not heroic, and who had no undetected 
crime within his breast; who had not the slightest mystery hanging 
about him, but was palpably and unmistakably commonplace.25 

Is it possible that those postwar critics, hastily compiling their surveys of the 
declining, platitudinous mass of postwar British literature, should have 
confused Cooper's Scenes from Provincial Life with Eliot's Scenes of Clerical 
Life? After all, Eliot's novel is far more suited in its tone and setting and subject 
matter to being the origin of provincial realism than Cooper's. It is undoubtedly 
a celebration of the commonplace, a delight in the dull and the parochial, a 
fastidious attention to the local, insignificant details of the real. This is surely the 
novel that must be found guilty of 'conveniently inaugurating' the new fashion 
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of provincial realism. Tempting as this playful argument might be, it is, alas, a 
little too ludicrous to press any further. Perhaps a more plausible argument 
might be that Cooper's novel carries with it something of the nineteenth-century 
realist tradition of which Eliot is regarded as a key figure. My point is not that 
Eliot is the origin of fifties fictional trends any more than Cooper, but rather that 
the idea of an origin and indeed a 'powerful orthodoxy' and 'reign' of fictional or 
literary trends is highly dependent on a stable sense of textual identity, and that 
there is no such thing. All texts are inherently unstable, precisely because they 
can always be read differently and placed in different contexts. The 'powerful 
orthodoxy' that we are dealing with here is that of the critical discourse which 
manufactures the idea of a text being an origin, or indeed a simple transmitter, of 
a single literary identity, and the corresponding idea that a number of texts from 
the same chronological period can contribute a single legacy and can be 
collectively daunted by a single tradition that is supposed to precede them. 

Literary texts engage in a multiplicity of different ways with those which 
have preceded them, and likewise they engage in di�ferent relationships with 
their contemporaries and, indeed, their successors. To suggest that the literature 
of the fifties can occupy only one location in relation to the literature of the past 
and only one location as the ancestors of writers is to misunderstand the nature 
of the textual condition. This is applicable, I believe, not just to fifties literature 
but to literary history in general. The literary text can never be ascribed only one 
Place in literary history. This may mean that textual identity can never be 
'known', but must always be subject to reading. In the next section I will argue 
that What is particular to fifties literature is that it foregrounds the condition of 
being subject to reading, and articulates a 'situational empowerment';' as I will 
can it, within that condition. 

• 
What emerges in critical discourse is not the endless readability and alterity of 
fifr ies writing, but rather its finite knowability. The powerful consensus in 



critical and historical perspectives on fifties literature is particularly evident 
regarding the relationship between literature and politics: 

. . .  even in those nineteen-fifties novels which appear most angry or 
dissentient, unconforming rebels or angry young men settle for 
compromise and social acceptance: this disposition is even indicated 
by the titles of later parts of William Cooper's trilogy, Scenes from 
Metropolitan Life and Scenes from Married Life.2 6 

As argued in chapter one, the commonplace of critical opinion on fifties 
literature finds that it is conservative and conforms to establishment or 
dominant values. So, Jim Dixon settles· for material reward at the end of Lucky 
Jim. Jimmy and Alison enact a cosily romantic scene at the end of Look Back in 
Anger. Charles Lumley accepts a comfortable job in radio at the end of Hurry on 
Down. Despite Walter Allen's proclamation - 'A new hero has arisen among 
US'27 - in his review of Amis's Lucky Jim, Jim was app�rently already settling into 
Comfort and complacency in the postwar world. The impetus of fifties literature, 
We are given to understand, is not to engage constructively in politics, but rather 
to conform to society, and to reflect social change passively. Just as Allen's 'new 
hero' of Amis's novel was supposedly representative of a new kind of person in 
fifties Britain, so too the subsequent conformity of this new hero has also been 
taken to be representative of the quiescence of the period. There is no shortage of 
Postwar critics who cite the social and cultural backgrounds of both the authors 
and characters of fifties literature, but accompanying this recognition of shifts 
from working to middle class, of metropolitan to provincial focus, of the 
emergence of representations of alternative sexual, class, racial and regional 
identities is the story of the passivity of these identities towards power. 
Whatever semblance of conflict is initially observed in the emergence of 'new 
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66 heroes' in the literature of the early fifties is soon written off as a deceptive fa�ade 
of conflict, disguising a simple desire for acceptance within the status quo: 

The provincial-academic versus metropolitan-mandarin debate that 
opened the decade was in the end less about the nature of culture, 
than about access to the levers of cultural power, and as Amis 
emblematically moved from the former status to the latter (he 
moved from Swansea to Cambridge in 1961 and gave up teaching 
altogether in 1963) the conflict was partially resolved by the 
expansion of opportunities in broadcasting, journalism and 
education.28 

1-Iewison's argument is that the 'Establishment' simply accommodated those 
dissentient elements within fifties society, and that literature merely reflects this 
accommodation, complicit in the operation of power. Whatever radical potential 
lay in the presentation of conflicts and bete noires in_ fifties literature, this was 
regarded subsequently as a symptom of envy, the desire to be accepted by the 
establishment. In some ways this is close to a Foucauldian analysis of fifties 
literature, where the literary texts of Osborne, Behan, Amis, or Delaney, are sites 
of social contest. To find that the novels and plays of the period reflect the 
accommodation of emergent identities within the establishment is merely to 
recognise that literature, like any other ideology, is the medium of social and 
Political forces. They are the means by which authors achieve social status, or the 
means by which marginalised groups or classes obtain a greater share of 
representational space, and therefore of power. As Edward Said w-rites: 'for 
Foucault the text is important because it inhabits an element of power with a 
decisive claim on actuality, even though that power is invisible or implied'.29 
literature is the site of power relations, the medium of control which at the 
same time conceals its complicity. The text may seem to represent or embody 
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various trends and attitudes, but it does not disclose its own awareness of power 
relations. The concealment of the relationship between fifties literature and 
power relations is maintained in critical interpretations. John Holloway, for 
example, argues that the literature serves in some way to emulate and 
characterise the nature of fifties society: 

'The present day is disastrous and the alternative riotously absurd', 
Dennis wrote in Cards of Identity: and in their own way those 
words sum up something both distinctive and characteristic of 
attitudes in post-war Britain.30 

In Holloway's essay, the phrase quoted from Dennis'"s Cards of Identity is 
repeated several times, and Holloway uses it to summarise the postwar attitudes 
that he argues are so readily reflected in postwar literature. But the very novel 
from which he takes the phrase is more than an example of representativeness. 
For a literary text to be representative or characteristic, it must mirror that which 
it represents passively. But Cards of Identity is a novel that betrays its awareness 
of power relations, and the function of literary texts in networks of power. It does 
thi 8 by revealing the process of construction that takes place in the social 
lllediation of identities. 

The novel begins with Miss Paradise and her brother Henry realising that 
sorneone has moved back into the big country house which they can see from their lodge. When both are drawn to visit the house, they are persuaded by the three new occupants, Captain Mallet, Mrs Mallet and Master Beaufort, into 
believing that Henry is really the butler, Jellicoe, and Miss Paradise is really the 
housemaid, Mrs Florence Paradise. They are persuaded, in other words; into 
acce r P ing that they are not who they thought they were. This turns out to be the 
standard practice of a secret, powerful society called the 'Identity Club' who give 
People new identities so that they might serve a purpose and function according 
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to the wishes of this club. One might say that they are persuaded into conforming 
to the needs of this power elite. The country house is the venue for a meeting of 
the key members of the 'Identity Club', a meeting that is filled with discussion of 
various functions and services observed and conducted by the Club, and filled 
With the sense that the President might be challenged to a leadership contest by 
one of the other members. The 'Identity Club' appears to be a metaphor for 
power, for a central government, or ruling elite who govern from secrecy, and 
this is evident in the way that an aura of power seems to surround the events at 
the house and, most particularly, the person of the President: 

The car doors swing open and everyone begins to tumble out; but 
before examining the rank-and-file of members it is good to take a 
close look at the President. 
One cannot do so immediately because it is the duty of a president 
always to be so placed that at least a score of people must move 
before he can be made visible. In this case, disciple after disciple 
scrambles out and each, instead of proceeding into the house, stands 
at the open back of the largest limousine and peers into it anxiously. 
Has the President survived the journey or will he be found to have 
been crushed? Does he know he has reached his goal, or should 
someone tell him? - presidents are not aware of passages. At last, as 
if brought into existence by these uncertainties, a shadow in the 
depths of the limousine is heard to grunt and an unmistakable 
presidential leg is poked through the door.31 

l'he President exudes power, and the proceedings of the conference are depicted 
in the novel as having particular significance for the identity and direction of 
Power within the nation. The novel attempts to connect metaphorically the 
0Peration of power to the experience of identity. In order to exercise power, 
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69 Captain Mallet and the Identity Club persuade people to fulfil certain roles and 
functions within their system. They do this by giving people meaningful 
identities and plausible roles, playing on their fears as they do so. Miss Paradise is 
persuaded into believing that she can compensate for the loss of her husband, a 
fictional entity, by enveloping herself in her role as housemaid to the Captain. 
Similarly, Henry is made to accept his role as the dutiful servant who has him 
believe that to be undutiful would be to return to anarchy and debauchery. Duty, 
Conformity, acceptance, order: these are made desirable precisely by posing them 
in opposition to loss, chaos, meaninglessness, pain. The functions that Florence 
and Jellicoe acquire are made acceptable by surrounding them with fictions and 
stories that make them seem plausible. Each person who is converted by the 
Identity Club is persuaded of their new identities by means of a plausible and 
explanatory narrative, a story that arranges details in a certain order that 
conforms to the power perpetuated by the Captain and the Club. 

No identity is outside social control in Cards of Identity. The President, the 
Captain, and each member of the Club are shown tc:, be performing their own 
functions within the system. They are its guardians, but only because they have 
acquired this role within it. The President is acting out a fictional identity that is 
in no way different from others within the Club, or indeed, those that serve the 
system in so demonstrative a way as Jellicoe and Florence, and this collective 
Performance of roles and functions is what is ascribed within the novel as 
having the power to maintain or, indeed, change the system: 

• • .the main importance of all this work is that it makes every man
jack of the Club discover anew that he is identified with the Club 
and, without it, would probably have no identity at all. Each time he 
reads a fresh bulletin he has the impression that he is reading his 
autobiography. Moreover, he is secretly convinced that he himself 
is the mainspring of the Club, that it is round his identity that the 



Club's identity is built. If he is one of the intellectuals, he takes it for 
granted that the history which he is now dragging-out is what 
makes the Club the brilliant thing it is . If he is merely a stupid 
secretary, he believes that without the innumerable orders, rules, 
and schedules that he is promulgating, the high-brows upstairs 
would soon be in a pickle. It is in this way that great bodies of men 
act in concert to move mountains.32 

The very leaders who struggle to convert people into accepting the role of 
serving the interests of power are themselves servants, are themselves acting out 
identities that are not their own. But the very point of the novel is that there is 
no identity that is 'their own'. Even at the end of the novel, when Miss Paradise 
and Henry are returned to 'being themselves', they are still in disguise and it is 
implied that they are yet performing those identities which they possessed before 
being converted. Identity is constantly seen to be in a state of uncertainty and 
meaninglessness, and the operation of power r�lies on harnessing this 
uncertainty in order to co-opt individuals. Each of the case studies that are 
presented within the novel by members of the Club are really parables about how 
Power operates by manipulating identities. This manipulation is achieved by 
manufacturing a national, cultural, social, sexual or functional identity to fill the 
Void of identity and to persuade people of the necessity of living according to 
these narratives of identity. The ways in which individuals identify themselves 
are always, then, ways in which they are functioning within the system of power. 

Cards of Identity appears to be concerned with how identities are 
constructed as a tool of power. But the way in which the novel reveals this 
concern, through a metaphorical relationship between the 'Identity Club' and the 
'Establishment', invites the idea that it represents social experiences and attitudes 
in fifties Britain. The novel does more than represent attitudes, values, ideas, 
feet· ings or experiences, however. It reveals a world that is discursively and 
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ideologically constructed. It reveals that identities and social roles are invented 
and perpetuated within a system of power relations. This problematises the 
realism of fifties literature, as well as its relationship to politics, since the novel 
reveals that reality itself is a construct. Cards of Identity is a critical text, according 
to how Said regards the role of criticism (as quoted earlier), in that it makes 
visible the construction of the subject and the text within a network of power 
relations. It makes identity the site of ideological contest. This affects not just the 
identity of the characters in the novel, but also textual identity. The very 
proliferation of textual identities within the novel - the three case studies which 
are stories within the story, the Shakespeare play which allows fictional 
identities to become even more complex within the fiction - foreground the fact 
that the text is also subject to social forces. Father Orfe's case study and the 
Shakespeare play act as parables of th� power play taking place within the novel, 
and this opens up the possibility that the novel itself is a medium of power - that 
is, not what it appears to be. 

To take this text from the fifties, then, Cards of Identity is not a passive 
transmitter of attitudes and norms in postwar Britain,, but instead is part of what 
1-Iilary Lawson calls the condition of 'reflexivity', by which she means 'a form of 
self-awareness' that reveals the discursive, conceptual and ideological 
construction of reality.33 The novel, through its demonstrations of the 
construction of reality, identity and power, situates itself in a critical relation to 
Power. Rather than reflecting the contents of that reality to which it supposedly 
refers, Cards of Identity situates itself as the textual presentation of the 
construction of reality. In so doing, it refuses to act as a transparent medium of 
Power and reveals instead an awareness of its constitutive presence in the 
network of power relations. .. 

Arnold Wesker's Roots is equally concerned with the performance and 
corn.munication of identity, and with the problem of articulating a resistance to 
an irn.posed identity. The play follows the return of Beatie Bryant from London, 
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72 where she is living with her boyfriend, Ronnie Kahn, to her family home in 
Norfolk. Ronnie is to follow her two weeks later, due to meet the family for the 
first time, but never appears. Beatie quotes Ronnie endlessly to her family, and 
tries to get them to 'really talk' and 'really think', an attempt to convert or 
politicise them. Her attempts are largely brushed aside by her family, who take 
Beatie' s imitations of Ronnie as signs of her having simply been co-opted into 
metropolitan, possibly even bourgeois, ways of behaving and speaking. Beatie 
tries to get her mother to enjoy classical music, tries to get her brother-in-law to 
talk about politics, and tries to teach her family about moral philosophy. She 
despairs at their failure to engage, and they are made to feel ignorant and 
uncultured when they do not rise to her attempts to change them. Beatie's 
persistence forces a reaction from her mother: 

Mrs Bryant: I hed enough. All this time she've bin home she've bin 
tellin' me I didn't do this and I didn't do that and I hevn't 
understood half of what she've said and I've hed enough. She talk 
about bein' part of the family but she've never lived at home since 
she've left school look. Then she go away and fill her head wi' high
class squit and then it turn out she don't understand any on it 

herself. it turn out she do just the same things she say I do. (Into 
Beatie's face) Well, am I right gal? I'm right ent I? When you tell me 
I was stubborn, what you mean is that he told you you was stubborn 
- eh? When you tell me I don't understand you mean you don' t  
understand isn't it?34 

Beatie's attempt to badger her family into thinking and talking in the way that 
R.onnie does is founded on her belief that such a politicised and intellectual 
identity is concealed within them. Mrs Bryant's reaction shows that Beatie is 
Perhaps the one whose identity is concealed. Beatie's imitations of Ronnie, the 



way in which she plays his game and wants others to conform to his 
expectations, demonstrate that she is unable to do anything other than imitate 
and conform. The stage directions near the beginning of the play indicate this in 
that Ronnie is said to be present through Beatie: 'as the play progresses we see a 
picture of him through her' .35 Alison Porter in Look Back in Anger is in much 
the same position in relation to Jimmy Porter, serving him in his presence, 
quoting him in his absence. So close are Beatie and Alison in their subservience 
to their male partner that Roots could almost be read as the scene from Look 
Back in Anger where Alison is absent, on a visit to her parents ('almost' in that 
Alison's family are middle class). 

However, Roots differs from Look Back in Anger in that Beatie is finally 
seen to emerge from this subservience and begin to act and speak outside of 
imitation. It is not clear that she has discovered her own identity, or even what 
that might mean, as it is equally unclear which way of speaking and behaving is 
more real, Ronnie's or the family's. But what is clear is that she has emerged 
from simply serving Ronnie or serving the family: 

Beatie: D'you hear that? D'you hear it? Did you listen to me? I'm 
talking. Jenny, Frankie, Mother - I'm not quoting no more . . .  
Listen to me someone. (As though a vision were revealed to her) 
God in heaven, Ronnie! It does work, it's happening to me, I can 
feel it's happened, I'm beginning, on my own two feet - I'm 
b . · 

36 egmrung . . .  

there is still a dominant power at work in her life. Ronnie, after all, is the name 
of her 'God in heaven', but Beatie is no longer passive, no longer the medium 
through which Ronnie speaks. She addresses Ronnie, rather than just quoting 
him, and her address must emanate from somewhere outside of or tangential to 
�

011nie. She is happening. At the end of Roots, then, some kind of birth occurs, a 
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beginning that emerges out of Ronnie. Beatie's identity is not separate from 
Ronnie. It is fully implicated in his power, the power of his words and presence, 
but although Beatie' s new beginning is explained as Ronnie's effect on her ('It 

does work'), she is a consequence that is different from the cause. When she 
speaks in her own words, and stops quoting Ronnie, she sounds similar to him, 
yet different. This is the irony of the power relations within the play, that Beatie 
fails to realise throughout the play that she is doing to her family what Ronnie 
has done to her, but, because they resist her imposition of values on them, they 
empower Beatie to articulate her own voice. Instead of trying to convert her 
family, she now tries to articulate their situation as one of them. In this way, the 
relationship between power and identity in Roots offers some hope that power 
can be· resisted and deflected. Whereas Ronnie's words and ideas seemed to 
represent the desire to make the Bryant family conform, Beatie's use and 
appropriation of those words and ideas represents a desire that is different. Roots 
foregrounds the contest between power and resistance, and enacts the emergence 
of a reflexive identity, Beatie, as she becomes aware of her own emergence, and 
therefore, of her former quiescence. 

Elsewhere this 'happening', or new beginning, is more of a struggle against 
adopting a specific identity at all. In Shelagh Delaney's A Taste of Honey, Jo 
Il'loves away from the influence of her mother's identity and identifies herself 
With a series of marginal figures, people whose identities are emergent or 
consciously submerged in some ways. She identifies with a black sailor who has 
her believe that they are in Shakespeare's Othello. She identifies with Geoffrey, a 
Young gay man, who acts as a husband and father figure in the flat in which they 
live together. Like Roots, A Taste of Honey ends on the theme of birth. Jo, who is 
Pregnant by the black sailor, finds that carrying a child is symbolic of a birth 
Within her: 'Do you know, for the first time in my life I feel really important. I 
feel as though I could take care of the whole world'.37 Jo experiences an 
e Il'lergence of identity that could be interpreted as the emergence of youth, or of 
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75 individual independence. It could, that is, be contextualised to make sense of any 
number of growing social trends in the fifties. This would assume that the play 
only speaks of the time of its writing, and not of the multiple times of its 
production and reception. But what it may articulate, even in different contexts, 
is the plasticity of emergent identities. Jo's emergence is experienced as a desire to 
care for others. This is very different from serving or functioning within a 
system of power. To care for others, to bring another identity into consciousness, 
as she does with the black sailor, their child and with Geoff, and to a lesser extent 
With her mother, who is consciously an unstereotypical mother, is to recognise a 
responsibility and service outside of, or at least obliquely within, power. 

Charles Lumley in John Wain's Hurry on Down works against any form 
of identity, strategically employing the element of chance and arbitrariness to 
negotiate his way through life. His destination after leaving university is decided 
by a party game of sticking a pin into place-names at random. He insists on 
avoiding what is known, homely or 'normal' in leading his life subsequently: 

For the rest of his life he was to travel without a passport, and it was 
important not to be held for questioning.38 

As if anticipating the concerns for identity that are found in Nigel Dennis's Cards 
of Identity, Wain's hero chooses to avoid any marks or signs by which he might 
be identified. He absents himself from living up to the expectations of his class. 
1-Ie avoids taking up a job in the professions or something that would appear 
sttitable to his social background and education. In this way, he foregrounds the 
Problem of living in relation to an identity, an identity that is always social, and 
so always places one in relation to a system of power. For Lumley; one either 
belongs or one is constantly on the run from belonging. Lumley's search is not to f 1nd himself, but rather to try and evade himself. It is as if there is a self always 
try· ing to catch up with him and pin him down. This is why his hometown is 
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rejected as being of no use to him in his quest, for this is too easily a ground of 
identity. But Hurry on Down is one of the novels from the fifties that is cited as 
an example of how a hero finally submits and conforms to establishment values. 
Lumley finally settles down to a steady job in a radio station, but it is made clear 
at this point that this is not the end. Settling, conforming, being submerged 
under a dominant identity: these are all made to seem preparations for 
emergence. The novel ends with Lumley 'baffled and inquiring', not an end but 
the possibility of uncertainty, doubt. This in itself is an area of danger to the 
operation of power. Doubt is not momentary, but eats away, insidiously, 
invisibly, at knowledge, at certainty, opening the way for resistance and change. 
This is where the novel refuses closure, refuses to assume its proper place in the 
network of power relations, and instead indicates its uneasy relationship with 
P0wer and identity. Nowhere is the emergence of alternative and oppositional 
identities more possible than in this area of uncertainty and doubt, where there 
are no passports, no cards of identity. By resisting the definitive closure, Hurry 
on Down perpetuates the readability of its 'place' in power relations, leaving it 
open to question whether the novel does conform to .postwar trends, or whether 
it marks the emergence of a reflexive identity . 

• 
The condition which enables the possibility of resistance to power is described by 
Raymond Williams in Marxism and Literature: 'No mode of production and 
therefore no dominant social order and therefore no dominant culture ever in 
reality includes or exhausts all human practice, human energy, and human 
intention'.39 This description could refer to Alan Sillitoe's The Loneliness of the 
Long-Distance Runner. The runner, who is a borstal inmate, is induced into 
running a race for the borstal's warden. He displays signs throughout .. his training 
of being a sure winner of the race, and consequently seems to be obeying the 
Wishes of the prison warder, collaborating in the prison system. But the runner 
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waits until the last stretch of the race to enact his own resistance to the system. 
Then, as he throws away the race to his opponents, a resistant identity emerges: 

And I could hear the lords and ladies now from the grandstand, and 
could see them standing up to wave me in: 'Run!' they were 
shouting in their posh voices. 'Run!' But I was deaf, daft and blind, 
and stood where I was, still tasting the bark in my mouth and still 
blubbing like a baby, blubbing now out of gladness that I'd got them 
beat at last.40 

Even in the situation of imprisonment, where society explicitly exercises power 
and authority, where power is at its most visible, it is still impossible for total 
control to be levied. The runner acts as a deflection of power, first appearing as if 
conforming to the desire of the warder, a desire that becomes more and more 
blatant as the runner reaches the end of the race, and then displays to all 
spectators, including the other prisoners, that power is not exhaustive and 
ineluctable. Of course, he is punished for his transgression, but his 
demonstration survives in its existence as the story that the runner tells us will 
be published. Its textuality is the condition of its continuing resistance to power, 
the condition which leaves it open to readability. 

The reflexive text, by revealing the operation of power relations in the 
st0ries that it perpetuates, realises itself as an act of communication within the 
discursive field in which reality, identity and history are constructed. What it 
conununicates will differ each time that the text is realised in the act of reading, 
and this is what I mean by the readability of the text. The textual indices ,.that 
locate the novel or play in relation to a specific time, text or social experience also s· ituate it as a constitutive act of power, revealing its part in constructing the 
ll'\yth of reality or identity, but thereby also empowering the reader to emerge 
from the text, like the characters Beatie, Jo, Charles Lumley, or the runner in The 
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Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner, not free from power, but conscious of 
its operation. Once this awareness is achieved, it may be possible to deflect power 
towards articulating oppositional voices, perhaps in a similar manner to that of 
the runner. 

To define the literature of the fifties as conservative, conformist and 
passive is to ignore the relationship between power and textuality. As Ross 
Chambers argues, 'repression and cooption - so long as a text remains readable -
are . . .  never definitive',41 which is to say that neither power nor resistance has a 
final say. There is no point of closure, and this readability invokes an uncertainty 
('room for maneuver' in Chambers's words), that allows literature to negotiate 
and constantly activate alternative and oppositional identities. But I am speaking 
here of a condition of textuality, and it might be inferred that this is a universal 
that could be applied to any literary text in any given relationship to power and 
authority. But there are two reasons why fifties literature is especially significant 
in this respect. 

Firstly, there is a powerful effort in postwar criticism to contain fifties 
literature within a limited number of powerless and insignificant positions. 
These positions, as I have demonstrated, are identified as a failure to engage with 
Politics, society and history, and a tendency towards the conservative and the 
Passive. Against this effort to contain fifties writing to pre-scribed and safe 
positions, the literature of the fifties proves to be capable of remarkable resilience 
to being located so definitively at all. What is evident from the analyses of I Like 

It Here and Scenes from Provincial Life is that the text is a relational process, 
which does not keep rigidly to an identity that is supposed to emanate from its 
Publication date, and which does not 'end' simply because a host of critics arrive 
at a consensus on its location and identity. Reading the text as .. the site of 
intertextuality is one way of unfixing the critical location to which a text has been 
Confined. This strategy of reading the intertextuality of the text will become 
itnportant in the next three chapters. Many of the writings of the fifties seem to 
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79 be reading incessantly, almost incestuously, into other texts, and in the race to 
locate fifties literature as frank, unproblematic realism, these intertextual 
exchanges seem to have been left behind. But they go some way towards 
disturbing the critical commonplaces that are disseminated about fifties 
literature, and in the next three chapters, the intertextuality of each of the texts 
discussed will situate how a text performs in relation to power. 

Secondly, there is an equally powerful implication in postwar criticism 
that fifties literature has remained passive and conservative in relation to power. 
This idea is usually quite forcefully expressed, in reaction largely to the 'promise' 
of social change that fifties literature seemed to represent. The structure of this 
move from considering the literature of the fifties promising to considering it 
passive and conservative is interesting in its parallel with Raymond Williams's 
conception of dominant and emergent elements within a cultural system. To 
earlier critics, particularly to critics writing in the fifties, writers such as Amis and 
Osborne often seemed to be emergent writers, presenting the possibility of 'new 
meanings and values, new practices, new relationships and kinds of 
relationship'.42 In short, they are Maclnnes's 'absolute beginners', those with the 
Power to change, and without the worry of being responsible for existing 
traditions and order. But as time passes, and no change is seen to occur, the idea 
that becomes more powerful in postwar criticism is that those emergent writings 
Were incorporated into the dominant culture and social order. But a text cannot 
be 'incorporated' with the finality and closure which that word implies. What 
emerges continually, through readability, is that fifties literature does activate 
new relationships and kinds of relationship', and does play with 'new meanings 
and Values'. Fifties writings do not just represent specific identities, or historical 
trends, but they make the constructed nature of identity and history ;isible. They 
are critical texts, as shown in Cards of Identity, Roots, A Taste of Honey, Hurry on 
l) own, and in The Loneliness of the Long-Distance Runner. An awareness of 
Power relations does not fully escape being complicit in the operation of power, 
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but it does allow the text to articulate the emergence of oppositional voices, and 
these voices will be heard in the next three chapters. 

When the anonymous narrator of Maclnnes's Absolute Beginners rejects 
his working-class identity, this is not a sign of his conformity and betrayal, but, as 
his brother, Vern, accuses him, it is a sign of his being 'dissolute'.43 When power 
rests entirely on being able to identify and label a subject in order to 'incorporate' 
or contain, dissolution is perhaps the most effective form of resistance, precisely 
because manoeuvrability and plasticity, the unreliability implied by 'dissolution', 
are effective oppositional tools against a centre of power that, as in Dermis's 
Cards of Identity, is forever shifting. In this respect, the writings of the fifties 
should become, through the active disturbance and resistance which they may be 
encouraged to perform through reading, 'absolute beginners', perpetually 
emerging into new relationships and new meanings. In the next three chapters, I 
Will examine the way in which the writings of Osborne, Behan and Selvon 
disturb the critical attempts to identify and contain them and gesture instead 
towards new relationships, and towards emerging into a politics of 
0Ppositionality. 
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Chapter Three 

'Stop Ringing those Bells ' : 

John Osborne and the Politics of Theatre 
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'Stop Ringing those Bells': 

John Osborne and the Politics of Theatre 

J.P.: A stranger still I stand afraid 

Alone and in a world I never made. 

Osborne, Dejilvu 

Caliban: Remember/ First to possess his books, for 

without them/ He's but a sot, as I am. 

William Shakespeare, The Tempest 

Meg: You're always announcing these songs, 

but you never get round to singing them. 

Behan, The Hostage 
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Music-hall, not poetry, is a criticism of life. 

James Joyce 

When Arnold Wesker accounted for the popularity of his Trilogy in the late 
fifties and early sixties, attributing the success to his belief that 'the words were 
speaking for themselves' ,1 he seemed to represent a broad spectrum of writers 
and artists of the fifties who believed that they were challenging the decadence of 

neo-Romanticism, and the elitism of Bloomsbury, with a direct appeal to 

cornrnon sense and 1 · 1 Th f 1 · t t' d p a1n anguage . e orma experimen a 10n an 
ae5theticism of high modernism became associated with a COI]-Servative 

retention of art for the ruling classes, and the alternative altar of realistic 
Presentation and literal meaning was erected to oppose the modernists .  In 
Brit• h 15 theatre, of course, modernism was not so much the enemy as the 
s· 
ttuation comedies and country-house dramas which seemed to dominate the 
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West End into the mid fifties. The techniques and devices used by the new 
playwrights like Wesker and Osborne did not significantly alter the way in which 
theatre was presented formally, but they did see themselves as being closely 
associated with an oppositional politics. Osborne, particularly, sees himself as 
having a part to play in social change in England, and he writes: 

I want to make people feel, to give them lessons in feeling. They can 
think afterwards. In some countries this could be a dangerous 
approach, but there seems little danger of people feeling too much -
at least not in England as I'm writing.2 

Osborne's desire to 'make people feel' i� a desire to confront and challenge the 
apathy of the English people, specifically the working class, and to goad or 
encourage them into action. It is an attempt to promote an alternative 
Perspective, the retrospective anger of Jimmy Porter, a perspective that must be 
articulated by words that 'speak for themselves'. 

The challenge for a playwright like Osborne, then, was to affect or 
lllotivate an audience through a form of communication which fuses literal 
language with emotive meaning, a communication in which meaning is always 
transparent and visible. Such a challenge, and such a project, has come to signify 
for various critics and historians the peculiar but plausible historical 
configuration of circumstances and expressions in postwar nineteen-fifties 
Britain. The configuration, that is, of a rising youth culture, a heightened 
consciousness of class, American cultural influences, the decline of Empire and 
British military power, the growing sense of affluence in England, and the 
auspicious suggestion that poverty might be eliminated; the promise, in other 
Words, that British society was on the verge of change, of breaking away from the 
Old elitism and decadence of Edwardian Britain, into a new era of classlessness 
and shared wealth. This promise is clearly visible, for some critics and historians, 
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in the literature, culture and theatre of the time, and Osborne's break from 

tradition with his play, Look Back in Anger, joins this historical configuration in 

its promise of revolution achieved through realism and social criticism. 

Kenneth Tynan's view of the play, credited as being one of the main reasons for 

the play's success, recognises an almost messianic significance in its appearance: 

What with his flair for introspection, his gift for ribald parody, his 

excoriating candour, his contempt for 'phoneyness', his weakness 

for soliloquy and his desperate conviction that the time is out of 

joint , Jimmy Porter is the completest young pup in our literature 

since Hamlet, Prince of Denmark . . .  

Look Back in Anger presents post-�ar youth as it really is . . .  

The Porters of our time deplore the tyranny of 'good taste' and 

refuse to accept 'emotional' as a term of abuse; they are classless and 

they are also leaderless . . .  

It is the best young play of its decade.3 

Tynan wrote a review that held Jimmy Porter and the play as a microcosm of the 

Promise of postwar society - frank, critical, self-aware, anti-establishment, 
brutally honest, striving for a new age. Jimmy Porter was portrayed as being set 
against the high elitist culture of the old England, against the 'stiff upper lip' 
reserve of class bound society, as being ardently disrespectful of tradition. He was 
a thinking man b�t not an intellectual. He was young but not na'ive. He was 
ell\otional but not irrational. For Tynan, Porter was more than a character, even 
a realistic character, he was a symbol, possibly the symbol of nineteen-fifties 
En 1 · 

,. 
g 1sh culture. The importance of Porter as a symbol, and Osborne as a 

dramatist, is the political landscape which they sketch and the form in which 
they sketch it. The fact that Osborne used realist theatrical modes and words that 
supposedly 'speak for themselves' is of political importance in itself, for what is 
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implied here is a form of mass communication, a democratisation of theatre, and 
With that a sign itself of social change. The communication of this kind of 
politics relies upon a language which is transparent enough to convey common 
sense and social criticism to the masses. It is a politics which Osborne hoped 
Would be achieved through direct, confrontational, cutting, objective language. 
The Observer profile of Osborne of nineteen fifty-nine clearly was based on the 
belief that he had succeeded: 

In the chill latitudes of polite culture, still trafficking in under
statement and 'good taste', Jimmy Porter burned like a blow-lamp. 
He spoke for the dismay of many of his generation whose 
childhood and adolescence had I:een scarred by the depression and 
the war.4 

The view that seems to prevail in literary criticism and histories regarding John 
Osborne's play is that it held great significance (comparable for Tynan to 
Shakespeare) as representative of its age, as having a· representative voice. As a 
result of this, it finds its way into historical narratives with some frequency. The 
basis of the recurrence of this view is that the play operated along realist modes, 
expressing itself in literal language with explicit political and cultural relevance. 
As such, the significance of Tynan's view of Osborne is that his analysis clearly 
identifies the importance of the play ('the best young play of its decade') while 
also identifying the meaning of the play ('presents post-war youth as it really is'). 
the reason for the importance of Look Back is supposedly implicit in its 
representativeness. What concerns the first part of this chapter is the way in 
Which the play's meaning, and its representative status, is constructed in postwar 
Criticism, in the form of both literary criticism and histories which discuss 
literature. 
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The first argument of this chapter is that the critical reception of Look Back 
in Anger reveals a dominant assumption about the relationship between the text 
and its 'raw materials', namely, that the text is representative of a certain set of 
attitudes, values and social experiences of nineteen-fifties Britain, and 
representative of a specific authorial or psychological viewpoint. Certainly, the 
play can be read as a realistic representation of both historical trends and 
authorial or psychological perspectives, and Adrian Page has argued that the very 
classic realist form of Look Back in Anger lends itself to such critical opinion.5 

But the chapter goes on to argue that theatre, in both text and performance, is not 
just a microcosm of an external reality, not just, that is, an affirmation of the 
stability of a reality or an authorial perspective that exists outside its boundaries. 
Look Back in Anger is a site of interte.xtuality, and therefore articulates what 
l<risteva calls 'the text of history and society' ,6 not as identical to itself but as 
difference. The literary text (or performance) does not simply exist as the bearer 
of a socio-political reality that is made visible through the representativeness of 
the text, but is generated in relation to other structures. To understand how Look 
Back in Anger generates itself in relation to other structures is also to grasp the 
constructedness of both the play and the reality that it apparently represents, and 
so also to witness how the play mediates and negotiates that dialogic space 
between 'literary' text and 'worldly' text. The chapter examines the play as a site 
of intertextuality, and concludes by arguing that an intertextual Look Back in 
Anger re-accentuates difference and otherness. Intertextuality, it is argued, is not 
about the self-referentiality of literature, but rather, as Bakhtin argues, ' [the] effect 
of literature on literature is still a sociological effect. Literature, like every other 
ideology, is social through and through'. 7 .. 

• 
' [A.JU literary fictions are a form of history', writes Tom Dunne, 'and constitute 
indispensible historical evidence' .  8 Even the most abstract form of art or 1 iterature emerges for various historical reasons and can be examined, and at 
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least partially explained, in the context of its historical production. Where a 
realist play like Look Back in Anger is concerned the historical analysis is almost 
inherently obvious in the content of the play. The choice of setting, the detail of 
the stage directions, the types of characters, and the place names, people and 
events mentioned in dialogue, all recreate a reality that is partly or fully familiar 
to its audience. The themes of the play may appear constant and relatively 
ahistorical: love, friendship, jealousy, conflict, and so on, but the details and 
dialogue within the play constantly evoke their time of production, and this is 
evident in the newspaper readings and the contemporary references to Marlon 
Brando, J.B. Priestley and popular entertainment. As Alan Sinfield writes: 'the 
play assumes, in every nuance, the context of 1956'.9 Sinfield takes the fact that 
Jimmy Porter is a graduate who runs a sweet stall to mean 'either that he is a 
layabout or that without family and Oxbridge backing a graduate in that society 
had trouble discovering fulfilling work'. Broadly speaking, the two possibilities 
that Sinfield suggests are indicative of divisions within critical responses to 
Osborne's play. Either the details of the play help to explain the central character, 
and give us a psychological profile of this character type, or the play works on a 
form of mimesis, faithfully reflecting the possibilities and realities of life in mid
fifties Britain. 

These two positions are evident at an early stage in reviews of the play. 
Tynan's response is obviously to view Look Back as mimetic, the play presenting 
P0st-war youth as it really is' (as quoted earlier). But others took the play to be a 
st�dy of a character type, although not many were altogether enamoured of the 
character of Jimmy Porter. Stephen Williams proclaimed that Osborne had some 
talents as a dramatist, but these were wasted 'on a character who could only be 
shaken into sense by being ducked into a horse pond or sentenced to a lifetime of 
cleaning latrines'.10 The reviews were not particularly pleasant for Osborne, and 80Ille candid adjectives were trotted out in the reviewers' judgements: 'self
Pitying snivel', 'immature', 'inadequate', 'the most putrid bosh', 'neurotic', 'inept 
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and banal', 'more than slightly distasteful'.11 But despite what seems like an 
ardent dislike to the play, most reviewers credited it for some promise and 
potential, and Kenneth Tynan, Harold Hobson and Harold Conway (of The 
Observer, The Sunday Times and the Daily Sketch respectively) actually praised 
the play. But the language that is used in the reviews is rather unreserved in its 
attack, mostly criticising on the basis of disgust at Jimmy Porter's vulgarity and 
self-indulgence, or on the basis that the play did not conform to 'mature' theatre. 
The former position recognises that this may be the intention of the play, to 
Study the vulgarity and anger of a self-obsessed character. The latter position was 
much more of a reaction to what Osborne was bringing -to theatrical form, 
believing Osborne to be de-forming theatre. This is in direct contrast to Tynan' s 
view, who saw Osborne rather as the sa_viour, the re-former, of British theatre: 

John Osborne spoke out in a vein of ebullient, free-wheeling 
rancour that betokened the arrival of something new in the theatre 
-a sophisticated, articulate, lower-class ... 
For the first time it was possible for a character ·in English drama to 
be poor and intelligently amusing.12 

In Tynan's view, Osborne marks a decisive break with the theatrical tradition 
Which immediately preceded him, the 'restrained domestic plays of Rattigan and 
N.c. Hunter ... , the stoical heroes of Eliot and Whiting', as John Elsom describes 
it,13 B ut Tynan sees the break as more than a theatrical change. It is also a 
dee· 181Ve social change: 

.. 
I agree that Look Back in Anger is likely to remain a minority taste. 
What matters, however, is the size of the minority. I estimate it at 
roughly 6,733,000, which is the number of people in this country 
between the ages of twenty and thirty .... I doubt if I could love 

�' 
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anyone who did not wish to see Look Back in Anger. It is the best 
young play of its decade.14 
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Stephen Lacey argues that the reception of Look Back in Anger coincided with an 
emerging discourse on postwar youth, focusing on what seemed like a new social 
group, teenage and youth culture.15 Tynan is clearly part of the recognition that 
the play represents an emerging social group. The 'youth' of the play was widely 
Valued by critics, as Lacey shows. It was not just the young that the play was said 
to represent, but also the working class. Tynan's observation that Look Back in 
Anger marked the arrival of an articulate working class in the theatre places the 
play at the centre of a crucial socio-political moment. 

The changes brought in with the ;Education Act of 1944, the creation of the 
National Health Service and the provision of welfare support in the postwar era 
signalled a political turn from the favouring of the privileged and ruling class 
elite to what appeared to be a socialist promise of equality and opportunity. This 
change is part of what Osborne is said to be registering, but, of course, Osborne, as 
a famous author, also represents the change, himself variously acknowledged as 
having working class credentials, and his own success contributing as much to 
the idea of social mobility as his play is supposed to be registering it. 

Lacey, like Tynan, constructs Look Back in Anger as a representative play. 
In fact, there are relatively few critics of Osborne who have not sought to 
Understand Look Back in Anger as some kind of microcosmic reflection of its 
social context. Many of these link Osborne firmly to the promise of a changing 
social structure, such as Woodrow Wyatt, who wrote in 1958: 'Jimmy Porter is 
significantly not of any class at all - he is in the twilight of We!fare State 
classlessness' .16 Jimmy Porter supposedly represents this new era where the old 
class boundaries of England are being broken down, and the evidence for this lies 
in his being married to middle-class Alison, being a working-class graduate, and 
Choo . sing to work on a sweet stall. The pattern of relationships and 

https://classlessness'.16
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identifications place Jimmy outside the old categories, therefore signalling a 

break from traditional structures. Wyatt seems to emphasise celebrating such a 

thing as classlessness, rather than Jimmy Porter, as if Porter, and Look Back in 
Anger, are merely the heralds of the arrival of a new era of history. Why Jimmy's 

break in class identity is understood as becoming classless rather than part of the 

process of embourgeoisment is not quite clear. The concern for class, however, 

and changes in the class structure, is very much the focus of Osborne's critics. 

Wilson Knight, identifying Osborne as one of the key dramatists of the 'Kitchen 
Sink' genre, is left to wonder 'whether our middle-class language is properly talk 
at all; it lacks the sap, the wholeness of perception, the tang and the taste of direct 
living'.17 For Knight, Osborne is one of the dramatists who deliver to the middle 
class the sensation of 'direct living' from which they are apparently removed, 
and their success in fifties Britain can be attributed to their realism, and the sense 
of the lower-class experience seemingly treasured by the middle class. The 
implication is that the decadence and style of middle-class life has removed them 
from being able to perceive reality accurately, thereby commissioning 'our 
I<itchen Sink dramas, flowering from the lower strata� the soil, of contemporary 
society . . . to bring new health to the insane paradoxes of a decaying culture' .18 

Whether Osborne fulfills this apostolic role or not, Osborne is certainly 
one of the writers named by Blake Morrison who reflects or mimics social reality: 
'To find the theme of moving and marrying upward in contemporary literature 
seemed to reflect the possibility that the social hierarchy was less rigid than it had 

been before the war'.19 For Morrison, Porter is a character who, like Jim Dixon, 

Joe Lampton or Charles Lumley, presents a new 'type', a distinctively postwar 

'type' of man, who is 'tough, provincial, heterosexual, suspicious of pretension 
and resentful of class privilege'.20 This character, of course, is supposedly a direct 

representation of new attitudes of the nineteen fifties, and in microcosm 
Presents us with the new realism, openness and promise of postwar Britain. In 
these characters there supposedly exists a tough new working class that refuses to 

{ 
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accept service as a way of life, that chooses to find its own success and place in 
society, hence Lampton's climbing 'to the top', Lumley's quest for job satisfaction, 
and Porter's criticisms of the apathetic. 

Look Back in Anger is presented by a number of critics, then, as a play that 
has immense social and political significance, important for its direct social 
relevance, its unique epiphanic image of its own historical context. Randall 
Stevenson writes that the play and its main character 'summed up a general 
mood at the time'.21 Arthur Marwick, the social historian, writes of Osborne, 
Amis, Wain and Braine: 

All cocked a snook at the comfortable and flowery conventions of 
the post-war literary scene and also at the comfortable platitudes of 
consensus politics; they provided an interesting commentary on 
aspects of social change.22 

In Marwick's view, Osborne is part of this literary movement directly in tune 
With social reality, contemptuous of his literary predecessors and of their political 
complacency, but also commentating on the postwar world. That Marwick finds 
literature to be a commentary, a directly relevant narrative of change and its 
consequences, exposes a view of the literature of this time which rests on an idea 
of realism as transparent elucidation. Of course, the details of the play that 
address Jimmy's education, employment, class background, and opinions 
identify him as a character 'belonging' to, in the sense of being familiar with and 
to, nineteen-fifties Britain, but the idea that the play, with its conflicts, action, 
and dialogue, is an 'interesting commentary' proposes more than Jhe play's 
status as a classic realist play, but also that the play reveals and explains its 
contemporary reality. Some degree of transparency must exist between the text 
al\ct reality in order for the text to read reality in such a direct and faithful way. 

... 

.. 
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The ease of the relationship indicates that the text must passively carry, or 
represent, a microcosm of reality. 

So convincing is its presentation of this reality that it also reveals its 
criticisms and contempt of the literary and political scenes as effortlessly as it 
reflects reality. Marwick has Osborne and party gesturing their discontent, 
'cocking a snook', while James McMillan sees Osborne's play less as a gesture and 
more as an assault: 

Look Back in Anger, with its surly, articulate, working-class rebel, 
Jim Porter . . .  was the assault on the establishment virtues. Jimmy 
Porter (even the name had a common ring to it) spoke in the rough 
language of the provinces to denounce the middle class upbringing 
of his attractive young wife. So a class war twist was given to the 
growing alienation of the young from their parents.23 

liere, again, Osborne's play is credited with a direct intervention in, and 
representation of, social change, since it is seen to be a· medium of reality to such 
an extent that it 'adds' a class war to the age war, 'assaults' the establishment with 
an unrefined provincial language, carrying with it the virtues and voice of the 
Working class. The 'real', unproblematised, uncompromised, takes over the 
literary text. This is a view found also in the histories written by T.E. Howarth 
and John Montgomery.24 The textual semantics which would allow such a role 
can °nly be described as that of mimeticism, where something that happens in 
the real is reproduced in the text. The literary text is then no more and no less 
than a history or record of its time, an exposition of the social reality f�om which 
it takes its setting. But there is an alternative position taken by some of the critics 
of Look Back in Anger. 

This alternative position is in direct contrast to the correlation between the Play and its historical context that is examined above, as it perceives the play 
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95 
sandwichman for his own emotions, rather than as a character firmly planted in 
the dramatic structure'.28 

In many respects those who argue that the play is based on personal or 
psychological concerns also seem to argue that the play is underdeveloped and 
immature. Roy Huss writes: 'Look Back in Anger fails to arouse an aesthetic 
response because it depicts a situation in which, as Matthew Arnold puts it, 
"suffering finds no vent in action"' .29 Huss recognises that the play does have 
Social relevance, but claims that this is of far less importance than the 
psychological profile of an infantile and masochistic individual: 'The theme of 
Look Back in Anger is not the frustration of a healthy intellectual by a social 
force. It is a morbid picture of the deteriorating effects of sado-masochism'.30 
Jimmy Porter, in other words, is a sick. individual, not particularly well crafted, 
for Huss sees the failure to break out of the morbid masochism in what he calls 
the 'momentary escape' of the bears and squirrels ending, as Osborne's failure. 
l-luss is then unconcerned to look into the social significance of the play. Rather, 
neither history nor society seem to play a part in this character portrait of 
Psychological abnormality. Simon Trussler shares this focus, writing that Look 
Back is a play 'of considerable psychological insight' ,31 the insight evident in the 
Sado-masochistic tendencies and characters of the play. Interestingly, Trussler's 
explanation for his psychological focus comes in the form of his apologising for 
his 'over-psychologising' on the grounds that it was merely to counter the 'over-
50cialising' of previous critics of the play. 

In these terms, the terms of the personal and psychological, the focus of 
Critical attention is firmly on the formal, valuative or private properties of the 
Play, a perspective that defines literature as being autonomous ang reserved 
from h ' 1story and politics. Deflected into psychology or formal and technical 
evaluation, literature is established, in Terry Eagleton's words, as 'a comfortingly 
absolute alternative to history itself'.32 Criticism of Look Back in Anger, for the 
lt\ost part, seems to have established two set positions of interpretation, one for 
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Which the meaning of the play is determined by history, the other for which the 
meaning exists outside history in the realm of psychological and aesthetic 
presentation. These approaches tend to be in absolute opposition to each other. 
Reminiscent of Abrams's depiction of the dynamics of Romanticism as 'the 
mirror and the lamp', criticism of the play sees it either in terms of a mimetic 
function, or as a projection. Despite the absolute division between these 
positions, however, there is an underlying common logic to both. 

In their relationship to each other these critical positions consistently 
achieve a kind of binary opposition to each other. Where the historical position 
favours representation, the ahistorical favours presentation. Politics are set 
against aesthetics, history against psychology, and contextual meaning set against 
authorial meaning. But where they share common ground is in the fact that both 
rely on a logic of determinate meaning, and both rely on the notion of 
representativeness. The first of these propositions - that both share a logic of 
determinate meaning - assert that the meaning of the play can be determined. 
This is largely determined in criticism according to a control factor, that factor 
being history in one case, knowledge of the author in the other. In the historical 
interpretation it is knowledge of the politics and society of the nineteen fifties 
that we supposedly read the class war, mobility and youth politics into the play so 
Well. In the ahistorical approach it is from Osborne's personal vehemence, his 
resemblance in the media to the Porter character that criticism is able to establish 
the personal and psychological profile supposed to be the pinnacle of the play's 
significance. The meaning is thus determined in both cases by factors that 
Properly can be said to be external to the play. Related to this is the second 
Proposition, that the two positions rely on the idea of representativeness. 
8tePhen Lacey, in his argument that the play is representative of certain trends 
and identities in postwar Britain, sets out to define representativeness: 

• 
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historical or authorial context that it is made to speak of in the critical 

interpretations that I have examined above. This idea of a theatre that is both 

outside and identical to reality is what I want to examine in the next section . 

• 
What is at stake in this discussion is the status of Look Back in Anger as a 

Witness, as a source of evidence. If the legal metaphor seems out of place, let us 

remind ourselves of the proximity of the authority of the law and the authority 

of the text, for both of which we are concerned to seek and to question the 

plausibility of interpretation. What is at stake, in short, is the discourse of truth 

Which underlies the legal, historical, literary, scientific and philosophical 

disciplines which form and frame social reality. In both of the interpretative 
stances taken in the criticism of Osborne's play, the play is called to the witness 
stand, either to deliver testimony to the effect of substantiating the true version 
of events and attitudes in mid-fifties Britain, or to deliver a character profile of a 
psychological curiosity, witness to the faults and guilt of the author. In both cases 
the Witness appears to be reliable, and corroborates the argument of the 

Prosecution, confirming a view of the nineteen fifties as correct, or providing 
damning evidence that the play was 'the conception of a deceased [sic?] and 
depraved mentality and the outpourings of a cesspool mind', as one member of 
the audience of Look Back in Anger complained.34 If the play witnesses reality in 
the way that the above interpretations would imply, theatre is inseparable from 
the investigation of historical trends or psychological types. Certainly what the 
Play is said to have witnessed is plausible and reasonable, and there is no reason 
to assume that historical, authorial or psychological knowledge may be any 
different to how postwar critics read them through the play. What I will contest 
in Illy reading of the relationship between Look Back in Anger and its contexts is 
the idea that theatre is identical to reality. 

There is a fundamental difference between the discourse of truth which 

underlies the legal, and more aptly for our purposes, the historical, and the 

.,. 
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dynamics of the literary text. The legal and historical have at their foundations a 
series of reliances on supposedly stable referents. That is to say that firstly, they 
rely on the absolute truth of the existence of anyone who testifies. The word 'I' 
must denote a real person who exists empirically, and, more controversially 
perhaps, officially, in reality. Secondly (and related), language must always mean 
What it says. There can be no levels of irony, plurality, ambivalence or 
symbolism in the language used to establish the legal or historical truth. Thirdly, 
there is an implicit assumption in legal and historical discourse that the givens 
of reality within which they function are accepted (for example, in the case of a 
study of postwar Britain, one must first acknowledge the existence of a war, of a 
time after the war, and of the country, Britain). If we accept these stable referents 
as valid, then such discourses as law, history, science, can opetate effectively. The 
same referents, however, cannot be taken as stable in the case of the literary text. 
There is ambiguity as to the reality of a person in a literary text. There are levels 
of meaning in a text which are not always transparent, and sometimes are 
deliberately mystifying, ambivalent and symbolic. Even the realist text may offer 
a plurality of levels of meaning in its use of language. Most importantly of all, 
the literary text is founded on the imaginative, the fictional and the possible, and 
does not rely on being (and often relies on not being) the function of a given 
reality. In these senses, the literary text is unstable, and differs in this respect to 
the factual logic that underwrites the investigation of history, authorial 
intention and psychology. 

Appropriately, John Osborne's play Inadmissable Evidence, first performed 
in 1964, highlights some of the difficulties of attempting to see the world through 
item s and objects of evidence, problematising the very notion q.f what is 
evident' with its use of dream sequences, and sequences that are made to seem 
like dreams.35 The solicitor, Bill Maitland, who is the central character, e)(Periences (apparently) a series of crises in his life, and the play concentrates the effects of collapse, unreality, communicative difficulties, and Maitland's inability 
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to hold on to anything that might afford security and certainty. The confusion of 

reality and fantasy, and the emphasis on the notion and significance of 

communication, are elements which I want to argue are also important to Look 
Back in Anger. Certainly there are parts of Osborne's plays, and both Look Back 
and Inadmissable Evidence are no exceptions, where speeches are made, or stage 

directions are offered which seem to characterise and summarise an important 
dimension of life at the time of the play's production. The most frequently cited 

of these is probably Jimmy Porter's 'No good, brave causes left' speech, which 

certainly achieves the effect, at least within the play, of being a momentous 

observation, and has been cited by some historians and critics to illustrate the 

lllood of postwar disillusionment. Citing such speeches and details as evidence, 
however, invariably has consequences on the way that a text is subsequently 

Perceived. 

Osborne's plays are undoubtedly important in postwar British culture. But 
lllany of the critical opinions expressed on Osborne's plays consider that their 
importance lies in what they have made way for, rather than what they achieved 
in themselves. Look Back in Anger is obviously the most relevant play in this 
sense, in that it is generally regarded as a 'landmark' play, as Arthur Marwick 
referred to it,36 in that it changed the face of British theatre by opening up the 
llledium to new subjects. New types and classes of characters, new kinds of plots, 
new kinds of political and moral messages, became the stock-in-trade of the 
theatre after Look Back. According to Osborne's critics, as argued earlier, the 

content of the play itself only serves either to inform us of attitudes in the 
nineteen fifties, or to inform us of a certain psychological and/ or authorial type. 
Its chief importance then is in the service of history, psychology or thf future of 
theatre. The play is made to serve as a defining object of these categories, and 
s· . lnfield is right to point out that the play's political import is largely enhanced by 
subsequent historical events as well as Tynan's promotion in his review.37 If we 
accept that the agenda of the socialist writers of the nineteen fifties (among 

• 
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whom I count Osborne) was to bring about change, to 'make people feel' as 

Osborne put it, then the servile nature of his play's status is a mark of its own 

failure. It is the play as an institutional object that becomes important, not the 

textual or performative action of the play. It is what the play has come to 
symbolise as an object, rather than how it might be interpreted, that now speaks 
to contemporary audiences. This, I believe, is a tendency that must be countered . 

• 
This tendency to treat Look Back in Anger as an institutional object is a 

consequence of understanding the relationship between the theatrical work and 

its historical or authorial raw materials as a representative one. The difference 

that I want to mark, between the general trend of postwar criticism to see Look 
Back in Anger as a play that is identical . to, and representative of, reality, and my 

interpretation of the play, begins with two different readings of Artaud . The 
focus of both Martin Esslin's and Jacques Derrida's readings of Artaud's essays on 

a theatre of cruelty is on the relationship between theatre and reality. But 
Whereas Esslin argues that Artaud's theatre is a mimetic reflection of reality, 
Derrida argues that it is the end of mimetic rep�esentation, that it is the 

Production of a space that is reality, rather than the representation of it . In many 

ways, Artaud's essays lend themselves to both readings. Artaud argues that he 

wants 'to make theatre a believable reality'.38 The readings that Esslin and 
Derrida construct both accept that this is Artaud's project, but where they disagree 
is Precisely what the representational dynamics of such a realist theatre would be. 
l'he issue at the heart of the difference between their two approaches, and the 
issue that distinguishes the critical interpretation of Look Back in Anger from 

my interpretation, is the nature of realism. 

To begin with, Esslin understands realism, and Artaud's realism, as 
ll\izneticism, a re-presentation of real life that is its identical double: 
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Drama is a mimesis of real life . . . . The theatre is a simulacrum - at its 
highest level, ordered and elevated to the status of art - of the real 
world and real life. That is why Antonin Artaud called his book The 
Theatre and its Double. The theatre . . . . is the double of life itself, a 
controlled, simplified double, but a double nevertheless.39 
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Esslin argues that the language and structure of drama is designed to achieve the 
highest degree of fidelity to real life as possible, corresponding to a familiar 
contemporary reality to the point that it becomes identical to this reality. 
Artaud's careful elaboration of the details of the stage design, lighting, sound, 
language, choice of dramatic subject and methods of production that will be used 
in his 'theatre of cruelty' are, in Esslin's reading, all geared to the purpose of 
reproducing real life and achieving the maximum possible fidelity to reality. 

Through Esslin's reading of Artaud, Look Back in Anger seems to go some 
Way to realising Artaud's ideas of what a theatre of cruelty will be. No theatrical 
Work has ever fully realised Artaud's ideas, as Derrida argues.40 Ross Chambers 
argues that Beckett's Acts Without Words may come closest to Artaud's idea of 
theatre, primarily because of Artaud's rejection of the importance of verbal 
communication, but Artaud's influence is much wider than the list that might 
be made of works that Artaud would have approved.41 Osborne's Look Back in 

Anger is not the most apparent example of a play that borrows from Artaud's 
ideas, and it is usually the more avant-garde dramatists such as Ionesco, Beckett, 
Genet and Adamov who are associated with a theatre of cruelty. British realist 
theatre is not the most immediate heir of Artaud's theatrical principles, but 
Esslin's reading of Artaud makes the theatre of cruelty more akin to reJ3lism than 
to absurdist drama. H the theatre of cruelty can be understood as a mimesis of 
real life, then Look Back in Anger does display startling affinities with Artaud's ideas. First of all, Artaud's rationale for creating this theatre of cruelty are very 
Sirtfl 1 ar to Osborne's explanation for Look Back in Anger. Where Artaud argues 

.. 
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that 'Our sensibility has reached the point where we surely need theatre that 
Wakes us up heart and nerves',42 Osborne, as quoted earlier, argues that he wants 
'to make people feel, to give them lessons in feeling'.43 Both argue for a theatre 
of the senses that will use violent emotional and communicational devices to 
move the audience to feel in a certain way, and this sensory method is 
understood to be the only means by which theatre can connect with the reality of 
people's lives in what Artaud refers to as 'our present degenerative state'.44 
Jimmy Porter's enigmatic anger, it could be argued, is one of the key emotional 
devices which the play uses to connect with reality, and it has variously been 
explained by critics as youthful disaffection, misogyny, class bias, the stalled 
ambition for professional advance, and the articulation of frustrated masculine 
identity.45 Jimmy's vicious psychological assaults on Alison, who rarely rises to 
or invites such assaults, are construed within the play as necessary acts of painful 
realisation. When Jimmy attacks Alison at the end of Act One, and says 'If only 
something -something would happen to you, and wake you out of your beauty 
sleep! If you could have a child, and it would die',46 Jimmy demonstrates, and 
seems to adhere to, Artaud's notion of cruelty as the 'necessary pain without 
Which life could not continue'.47 Jimmy goads and taunts Alison, threatening 
Physical violence, deliberately making provocative and abusive statements about 
her and her family, all, we are led to believe, in the name of waking her from 
lefuargy into life. Alison represents the degenerative state of society from which 
Artaud's cruel theatre would rescue us by shocking and provoking us. 

The degenerative state of society is also present in Look Back in Anger. 
l'he postwar society that Jimmy depicts in his speech on the lack of brave causes 
depicts a society in which there is no possibility of affirmative or hei:oic action, 
Where a futile death is the fate that awaits us: 

I suppose people of our generation aren't able to die for good causes 
any longer. We had all that done for us, in the thirties and the 

� 
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forties, when we were still kids. (In his familiar, semi-serious 
mood.) There aren't any good, brave causes left. If the big bang does 
come, and we all get killed off, it won't be in aid of the old
fashioned, grand design. It'll just be for the Brave New-nothing
very-much-thank-you. About as pointless and inglorious as 
stepping in front of a bus.48 
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This kind of direct commentary on the contemporary reality outside the play 
achieves Artaud's desire that theatre 'will choose themes and subjects 
corresponding to the agitation and unrest of our times' .49 Jimmy and Cliff 
discuss a reality that is familiar to postwar audiences, and comment on that 
Society in a relevant, meaningful way� The commentary, which articulates the 
Perspectives and experiences of Jimmy Porter in mid-fifties Britain, and the 
setting, the dreary midlands one-room flat, establishes a reality that is identical in 
every conceivable way to the reality that lies outside the theatre. The stage 
becomes the microcosm of society, and in this representative slice of fifties 
British society, Jimmy Porter is the chief sample. Through him the theatre 
audience will be able to 're-examine man organically through anarchic 
destruction, his ideas on reality and his poetic position in reality' ,50 as Artaud 
argues the theatre of cruelty ought to enable. Jimmy certainly offers the audience 
'his ideas on reality', and even when he is absent from the action of the play 
Alison endlessly quotes and cites his ideas on reality. So too, through Jimmy's 
statements and the stage directions which draw the attention of the production 
to his emotions, reactions and actions, Jimmy's 'poetic position in reality' is 
created for the audience, whether this is Alison's idea that he is out Qf his time 
(p.67), Jimmy's need to write his life in blood (p.55), or the helplessness in which 
he is portrayed (pp.73-74). One could also interpret the seemingly arbitrary 
d' trection of his anger and violence as Artaud's 'anarchic destruction'. Look Back 

in A nger seems to realise Artaud's ideas on the relationship between theatre and 
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reality as they are read by Martin Esslin, creating an identical double of both a 
historical reality and psychological reality that exists outside the text. 

Esslin's reading of Artaud relies upon and perpetuates the same 
representational dynamics as postwar critics do in their readings of Look Back in 
Anger. The primary role of drama in contemporary society for Esslin is that of 
'extending the scope of our experience and our understanding of the human 
condition' .51 The theatrical text and performance is then an extension of social 
experience, identical to social experience in every sense, and no different from 
reality. The play is the transparent medium which allows the audience or reader 
to experience real life as if it were exactly the real . Such representational 
dynamics are at the heart of Wilson Knight's claim that Look Back in Anger 
delivered the 'taste of direct living' to th� middle clas�, Tynan�s claim that the 
play represented 'post-war youth as it really is', McMillan's claim that the play 
Was 'the assault on establishment virtues', Roy Huss's claim that the play 'is a 
rnorbid picture of the deteriorating effects of sado-masochism' (all as quoted 
above), and almost without exception the whole trend of the critical reception of 
Look Back in Anger. Such a play has no impact but that of confirming notions of 
reality and society that are already familiar. A theatre which is, in Derrida's view, 
'seeking to transmit a content, or to deliver a message that would make a 
discourse's meaning intelligible for its listeners',52 is a theatre that surrenders to 
a Prioritised reality that is outside the theatre, and which will have created 
nothing. In the next section, through Derrida's reading of Artaud, I will argue 
that Look Back in Anger is a creative work, which is not simply imitative or 
r epresentative but primarily constructive . 

• 
D� ·ct 

• ri a argues, in 'The Theater of Cruelty and the Closure of Representation', 
that 'Artaud wants to have done with the imitative concept of art'.53 Artaud's 
essays on the theatre of cruelty are, he argues, questioning representation and its 
role in the theatre. All the theatrical innovations that seem to owe their audacity 
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to Artaud, and Derrida argues that these are many and increasing, must question 
representation and its dynamics, for if they do not, 'they will belong to the very 
history and to the stage that Antonin Artaud wanted to explode'.54 The dramatic 
Work that simply represents a reality outside of itself achieves nothing, and 
marks no break with either the history of theatre, or indeed with history itself. It 

creates nothing in literature and nothing in society. It is simply the means by 
Which audiences and readers recognise a familiar reality and are offered a 
structured re-presentation of life that renders it meaningful. Through Esslin's 
reading of realist theatre, and indeed through the critical interpretations 
discussed above, the original audience of Look Back in Anger may see new 
ll\earung in th hang s that are t king pl ce ln fifties soeiety, a nineties audience 
may understand more clearly the effect of social chang s in th fifti n a 

Working-class intellectual (either Jimmy Porter or John Osborne), or indeed an 
audience at any period may recognise psychological motivations behind Jimmy's 
actions which make sense of contemporary social norms and values. This makes 
the play merely an imitation of r ality that i d priv d of any p li tical iropa t 
since it succeeds only in making reality as it is represented more believable and 
acceptable. It makes theatre the egotistical reflection of society, and not its 
conscience, its alter ego or other. 

Artaud writes that his theatre will 'allow us to transgress the ordinary 
lilllits of art and words', and will 'produce a kind of total creation in real terms'.55 

lnis is the Artaud that Derrida prioritises, and Derrida writes that the theatre of 
cruelty 'announces the limit of representation',56 and is 'nonrepresentation . . .  , an 
experience which produces its own space'.57 Look Back in Anger fulfills both of 
these principles. It focuses on the problem of communication, and on 11ow words 
are not sufficient to achieve communication. The difficulty of listening, and the 
Probiematising of communication, are experienced in the opening of Act One of 
look Back in Anger. In the quiet nonchalence of Sunday afternoon in the flat, 
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Jimmy irritates Alison and Cliff with his vociferous commentaries on any 
subject that attracts his attention. 

Jimmy: Well! 
He looks up at both of them for reaction, but Cliff is reading, and 
Alison is intent on her ironing. 
Jimmy: (to Cliff). Did you read that bit? 
Cliff: Um? 
He has lost them, and he knows it, but he won't leave it. 
Jimmy: (to Alison) . You don't suppose your father could have 
written it, do you? 
Alison: Written what? 
Jimmy: What I just read out, of course. 
Alison: Why should my father have written it? 
Jimmy: Sounds rather like Daddy, don't you think? 
Alison: Does it?58 

This scene is characteristic of the misinterpretations and failures of 
co.rnmunication that take place between Jimmy and the others. In fact, in that 
0Pening scene of the play there are no fewer than eighteen occasions when 
Jim.my is unheard or misheard by Cliff and Alison, so that the communication 
between the three can be said to be problematised. This is hardly surprising, 
given that Osborne in his stage directions refers to the trio as an 'uneasy 
Polyphony '  , 59 which in musical terms is the conjunction of different, 
independent sounds, the simultaneous playing of contrapuntal so].Inds. The 
Pitching of sounds against each other in an uneasy relationship makes this play 
an orchestration of both music and noise. To detect such orchestration in a realist 
Play, in which language is meant to be transparent, opens up possibilities as to 
how communication is achieved in this text and performance. The fact that the 
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play is conducting swinging motions between music and noise intimates that 

communication may be more difficult than the assumptions of its transparency 

permit . 

Music, Artaud argues, will play a key part in constructing a new theatrical 
language, which allows theatre to ' [break] away from language's intellectual 

subjugation' ,60 particularly when discord is highlighted rather than harmony. In 

this sense, the music in Look Back in Anger might be characterised as a 

harmonious melody of sounds, like the sweet, lightweight 'bears and squirrels' 

exchanges, or the animal dances of Cliff's mouse and Alison's squirrel. The noise 
occurs when Jimmy's sounds harass the ears of the others, and this happens 

quite literally at certain points in Act One: 

Cliff: Why don't you listen to that concert of yours? And don't stand 

behind me. That blooming droning on behind me gives me a funny 

feeling down the spine. 

Jimmy gives his ears a twist and Cliff roars with pain. Jimmy grins 
back at him. 
That hurt, you rotten sadist! (To Alison). I wish you'd kick his head 

in for him. 6 1 

Jinuny does violence to Cliff's ears, an act which he has threatened earlier ('I'll 
Pull Your ears off'), but the violence is both physical and vocal, the twist a painful 
attempt to adjust Cliff 's ear, and the droning on, the continuous low pitched 
l\oise that Jimmy wants Cliff to hear . This suggests that there is a purpose to 
Jimmy's violence, a desire for Cliff to hear a noise that he wishes t_p obscure. 
After all, Cliff has asked Jimmy to listen to music (concert) rather than making 
l\ . oise. The situation is reversed just a few minutes later when Jimmy gives up 
liste rung to music because of the noise that interrupts him: 



Jimmy: Now, let me hear the music, for God's sake. 
Pause. 
(to Alison). Are you going to be much longer doing that? 
Alison: Why? 
Jimmy: Perhaps you haven't noticed it, but it's interfering with the 
radio. 
Alison: I'm sorry. I shan't be much longer. 
A pause. The iron mingles with the music. Cliff shifts restlessly in 
his chair. Jimmy watches Alison, his foot beginn ing to twitch 
dangerously. Presently, he gets up quickly, crossing below Alison to 
the radio, and turns it off 
What did you do that for? 
Jimmy: I wanted to listen to the concert, that's all. 
Alison: Well, what's stopping you? 
Jimmy: Everyone's making such a din - that's what's stopping me.62 
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Again, the noise which interrupts the music here has the effect of violence, 
Inaking Jimmy's foot twitch dangerously, and creating a disturbance of harmony 
arnongst this polyphonic gathering. The music which is blighted by interference 
in this case is a concert of Vaughan Williams, whose music is, as Jimmy says, 
801llething strong, something simple, something English'.63 The transmission of 
a 8Ylllbolic performance of Englishness is disrupted by a domestic chore, and this 
is 0nly the first of a series of points in the play in which the communication of a 
Cultural symbol or icon is mediated and interrupted by the characters in the play. 
Already, the visibility of meaning is proving difficult, if not impossiple, in this 
Play. The important thing to bear in mind here is that the idyllic sense of 
Engl' 18hness has been brought to an abrupt end by the 'din' and 'racket' of Cliff and Alison, the price of which for Alison is Jimmy's brutal attack which results 
in th e iron burning her arm. This is not so much Jimmy's revenge for disrupting 
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the performance of strong English culture, which would make him some sort of 
defender of the state, but instead a triumphing of his noise over hers, the delight 
in his 'rough orchestration'. 

Look Back in Anger makes a drama of communication, highlighting the 
interaction of music and noise as a means of situating the characters in relation 
to each other. Derrida makes clear that emphasising the technology of theatre, 
including its language, lighting, music, stage design, all those elements that 
Artaud highlights in the first manifesto of 'The Theatre of Cruelty', makes a 
break from the imitative structure of Western art and reality, and in so doing, 
emphasises a theatre that is 'a  system of critiques shaking the entirety o f  
Occidental history'.64 A theatre that focuses on raising representational questions 
through theatrical techniques moves .away from the idea of the play as the 
Illedium of historical, authorial or psychological knowledge, precisely by 
foregrounding the devices that construct the art of the theatre. 

What heightens the sense of drama, and the interaction of noise and 
music, throughout the play is its claustrophobic, constant setting, the 
unchanging set of the Midlands flat. Even the setting, the 'Midlands flat' suggests 
that middling state of homogenous space, rigid and dead. The flat contains the 
three central characters in the first Act with a carceral rigidity which seems to 
Illake them isolated and opposed to the world outside the flat. There are, of 
course, characters and objects outside the flat which are mentioned and which 
become subjects of Jimmy's attacks, or, in the case of Hugh's mother, of his 
affection, but they largely serve, as indeed the reading of the newspapers serves, 
to evoke the interiority of the flat and its distinctness from the exteriority of the 
Sweet stall, Colonel and Mrs Redfern, and the Bishop of Bromley. A space is 
be· ing produced within the play, the second principle that Derrida's reading of 
Artauct defines, a space within which there is a tangible reality to the characters 
and actions which exist there, and outside of which exists only points of cathexis, 
w· lsh-fulfillment or identification for the characters inside. The construction of a 
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reality that is internal to the play aims, in Artaud's words, for a 'total creation in 
real terms'. 6 5 The play is articulated 'in real terms', not as a reflection or 
repetition of reality, but as reality: 'The theater of cruelty is not a representation. 
It is life itself, in the extent to which life is unrepresentable'.66 Only Colonel 
Redfern and Helena will become 'real' characters in the play, but even then they 
serve as beacons against which Jimmy, Alison and Cliff are defined. The reality 
outside the play is conjured up only as a way of allowing Jimmy to attack or 
identify with different values and attitudes. The sweet stall, after all, so much a 
source of speculation for historians as to attitudes about employment, or about 
graduates in the welfare state, is Jimmy's way of identifying himself outside of 
the flat, producing a discordance between the space of the play and the space 
outside the play. 

The space of the flat is not only the stage of the theatre, upon which the 
play is acted, but is also the music hall where, curiously, Bach's The Art of Fugue 
is as renowned as Max Miller and the songs which Jimmy mimics, 'You can quit 
hanging round my counter Mildred 'cos you'll find my position is closed'.67 It is 
interesting that Jimmy mentions The Art of Fugue ·at this point, particularly 
given the complex combination of mimeticism and contrapuntal sequences 
Which comprise fugal compositions.68 Fugal music is one of the most technical 
and systematic forms of music, and relies for its effect on the combination of the 
resonance of individual notes with the relationships between different notes and 
tones on the same subject. This, and the fact that Osborne has referred to 
Polyphony in the stage directions (Fugue being a mature form of Baroque 
Polyphony), suggests some significance in the analogy between the voices of each 
of the characters, and the fugal composition. In Act Two, Scene One, in which 
thi s reference is made, there are a number of mimetic features. Not only does 
Jiltlrny sing songs, as already mentioned, which are mimetic of music hall acts, 
bu.t Alison also mimes Jimmy's view of himself as the knight on a white charger 
When she describes their life together to Helena. It is also in this scene that 
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Jimmy announces that he is writing The Cess Pool, a sarcastic mimicry of T.S. 
Eliot's The Waste Land, which, perhaps more than coincidentally, contains lines 
Which refer, dialogically perhaps, to Alison Porter: 

0 the moon shone bright on Mrs. Porter 
And on her daughter 
They wash their feet in soda water69 

Jimmy, and the play as a whole, draws attention to the textuality and activity of 
Look Back in Anger, to the fact that it too is reading texts and reading culture, 
and not passively transmitting slices of reality. As well as mimetic features, this 
scene is where Jimmy most ardently seeks a counterpoint, and to a certain extent 
finds one in the character of Helena. The whole process of identification and 
defining relationships in the play operates along either mimetic or contrapuntal 
lines, and this is what causes the swings from the extremes of intense friction to 
the extremes of fantasy-world harmony in the play. At one point Jimmy is a 
rnonstrous torment, at the other a 'super, wonderf�l bear'70. It is the musical 
composition of their roles and performances within this music-hall flat that 
creates the dynamics of the play. The play, in other words, is performing in more 
than one medium, a particularly dazzling feat of multiplying one's stage into a 
rnusical theatre and a drama theatre, of performing two shows simultaneously. 
Look Back in Anger is highlighting the media in which it is communicating, 
drawing attention to the music (and musing) of the drama, producing its own 
space. 

When theatre is no longer conceived as the representation of reality but rather as 
the construction of reality and communication in real terms, Derrida argues that 
theatre Will no longer be spectacle but festival, and that 'the festival must be a 
Pol' · ltical act and not the more or less eloquent, pedagogical, and superintended 
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transmission of a concept or a politico-moral vision of the world' .71 It is a 
political act not in the sense of prescribing a vision or programme which will 
solve social, political or cultural problems, but what I will call a politics of 
manoeuvrability. Look Back in Anger presents situations in which the actions 
and utterances within it can be interpreted in original and affirmative terms 
again, and again differently, each time anew. When Alison answers the call of 
the bells of the church and goes with Helena to a service, the politics of her 
action is constructed in different ways according to what Ross Chambers calls 'the 
situational self-reference' of the play.72 The play produces the frameworks 
through which it will achieve different interpretations: 

Jimmy: [to Alison] :  I. . .  need you, . .  to come with me. 
He looks into her eyes, but she turns away, and stands up. Outside, 
the church bells start ringing. Helena moves up to the door, and 
waits watching them closely. Alison stands quite still, Jimmy's eyes 
burning into her. Then, she crosses in front of him to the table 
where she picks up the prayer book, her back to him. She wavers, 
and seems about to say something, but turns upstage instead, and 
walks quickly to the door.73 

We know from Jimmy's anguished cry about the noise of the church bells from 
A.et One that he is opposed to the bells, and this situates Alison's going to church 
as an act that is expressly against his wishes. Jimmy contrasts the noise of the 
church bells against the 'real feeling' of jazz, and this serves as an indicator that 
Alison's going to church is a betrayal of real feeling, a betrayal of Jimmy as it 
e)(Poses her indifference to his 'need' and 'real feeling'. The play provides the 
situations in which Alison's act is interpreted as betrayal. Equally it provides the 
Situations of violence and irritation in which Alison is the victim of Jimmy's 
cruelty, and which Alison's act is actually one of asserting her independence. 
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Each interpretation narrates the play in a different way, and as such the play is a 
Web of different narratives which are interwoven. The play, in this sense, is 
intertextual, in that several texts are located within its borders. The politics of the 
play are manoeuvrable, in that its politics are different according to different 
readings. Each interpretation in this sense becomes a political act, an act of 
creating a different articulation of the situations within the play. 

The theatre of cruelty is the art of difference, argues Derrida, by which he 
means that it is not the art of repetition, of repeating reality or repeating the 
same act twice.74 Each performance, each interpretation, each reading, is the 
articulation of singularity, and therefore produces its own space, stakes out its 
claim to be a text among and between other texts. Its singularity is generated in 
relation to other texts, by which I mean both the other interpretations of the play 
and the other literary voices that are iterated within the play. Julia Kristeva 
argues that it is the re-iteration within a text of utterances outside of the text 
Which gives the text its self-presence.75 The space of the unrepeatable, 
unrepresentative text is then the space of intertextuality. Drawing from Bakhtin's 
notion of dialogism, Kristeva describes the self-presencing text, because it is 
always intertextual, as 'a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and 
transformation of another' .76 

One of the texts that Look Back in Anger absorbs is Shakespeare's Hamlet. 
the comparison is made by many of the critics whose interpretations I have 
discussed above. Most notable is Kenneth Tynan's remark, already quoted: 
'Jilll.my Porter is the completest young pup in our literature since Hamlet, Prince 
of Denmark' .77 Mary McCarthy's review in Harper's Bazaar, Barbara Deming's 
article in The Hudson Review, and Wilson Knight's piece 'The Kitchen Sink' in 
Encounter, all favourably compare and ally Jimmy Porter with �amlet, and 0the r reviewers and commentators have placed Osborne and Shakespeare 
\\7' 1thin some sort of proximity to one another. The link with Hamlet is worth 
Pursuing, if only to see what a nineteen-fifties working-class, Jazz-playing 
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English sweet vendor might share with a Renaissance Prince of Denmark. Both 
Jimmy Porter and Hamlet are 'angry young men', and both display vitriolic 
attacks on the women of the plays, sometimes quite literally to the point of 
madness. Similarly the death of the hero's father is offered as a cause of his 
anger, in Hamlet obviously more so than in Look Back. Both share the same 
abundant energy, and the desire to put right the wrongs of the past not just by 
deed, but in the minds of others. To this end, much of both plays is spent with 
the heroes attempting to convince others of the sanctity of their mission, and, as 
Mary McCarthy argues, to awaken 'the people around them from their trance of 
acceptance' .78 This analogy between Hamlet and Jimmy Porter, however, may 
not simply be a critic's inspired measuring of Osborne against the Shakespearean 
Yardstick. The texts are conversing with each other in that virtual, or dialogic, 
space of intertextuality. Almost as if Osborne has anticipated the analogy made 
between his play and Hamlet, Jimmy and his friend Hugh are described by 
Alison as if they were Danish Vikings, with 'furs, spiked helmet, sword'.79 Cliff 
Performs what he calls his 'mourris dance', a Morris dance for mice, turning 'The 
Mouse Trap' of Hamlet into a farce, and this is pro�pted by Jimmy, just as 'The 
Mouse Trap' is prompted by Hamlet, in order, as the stage directions indicate, for 
Jimmy to 're-establish himself'.80 Cliff and Alison also bear some resemblance to 
their suffering counterparts, Horatio and Ophelia. Alison is attacked by Jimmy 
on the basis of her virginity, just as Hamlet attacks Ophelia, Jimmy driving 
Alison away, just as Hamlet shouts to Ophelia: 'Get thee to a nunnery'.81 The 
attitudes of both heroes and some of the characters of both plays are strikingly 
s· 1milar. But Look Back in Anger re-iterates Hamlet in terms that both articulate its Presence and mark the difference between Hamlet and Jimmy as :tJamlet. 

The chief motivation for Hamlet's actions, and the play's status as a 
representation of a crisis in state legitimacy, is the death of King Hamlet, the 
hero' 8 father. Hamlet's father is murdered by his brother, Claudius, who seeks to 

.. 
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claim the throne, a fact that is communicated to Hamlet by the ghost of his 
father: 

Ghost: Sleeping within my orchard, 
My custom always of the afternoon, 
Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole 
With juice of cursed hebona in a vial, 
And in the porches of my ear did pour 
The leperous distilment. 82 

The idea of the King's ear being poisoned is important in drawing attention to 
the status of listening and communicating within the play. The ghost of King 
liamlet prepares young Hamlet for what he has to say with the words 'List, list, 
O, list! ', list being a word which Thomas Docherty argues is the failure to speak 
the Word 'listen' ,83 itself then indicative of a difficulty in communicating. The 
difficulty is experienced because of the poisoning of the King's ears, a poisoning 
of the act of listening, making the King deaf/ dead. From then on in Hamlet, the 
Play appears to dramatise the problem of listening, with Hamlet mistakenly, and 
fatally for him, killing Polonius, whose job is to overhear, the ear of the state, 
when Hamlet believes he has heard the King, Claudius, described as 'a mildewed 
ear' 184 behind the arras in his mother's bedroom. Hamlet is killed by Laertes as 
revenge for the death of Polonius, as Claudius is killed by Hamlet, because of the 
Poisoning of the ear that affects the play. It is not only the central characters of 
the play who are infected with this poison. The ghost of Hamlet's father informs 
him that the poisoning of his ear means that 'the whole ear of Defl!Jlark is by a 
forged process of my death rankly abused'.85 

The similarities between Look Back in Anger and Hamlet establish the 
conv ersation between the two texts, a situation which both contributes to 
&enerat· ing the textual identity of each text, and which creates different 

"' 
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interpretations of each text. Look Back in Anger, read through the intertextual 
situation of Hamlet, is a play in which Jimmy's metaphorical poisoning of 
Alison's and Cliff's ears with his noise is more than a personal expression against 
the difficulty of cramped living conditions, but is rather a demonstration of the 
Wider political implications of the dynamics of communication. If 

communication is problematised, as it most certainly is if the ears of society are 
abused, then this in turn problematises the representational dynamics not only 
of a theatrical text, but also of the social and political structure. The dominant 
political principle in Western society is representational democracy, in which a 
select group of individuals are empowered to 'represent' and 'communicate' the 
needs of the people in legislative assemblies. The principle operating in this 
Process is that the representatives imitate the opinions and desires of the masses, 
but if communication and representation are 'poisoned', the whole political 
Process is made to seem impossible, and hence the power structure is seen in a 
new light, the obstruction of a real politics. 

Jimmy Porter is a parodic Hamlet. He is, like Hamlet, constantly having to 
fight off the pleas of others, constantly embroiled in his private war against 
accepting an illegitimate authority. Where he parodies Hamlet is that his 
Purpose is unheroic and unclear, even to him. Hamlet prepares himself for the 
cliinax, the final battle for legitimacy and honour, and accepts that he is destined 
to f· ight this noble battle: 

Hamlet: There's a divinity that shapes our ends, 
Rough-hew them how we will.86 

liarn.let says these determined lines as the final scene of the play op;ns, while his 
desce d n ent, Jimmy Porter resolves that 'there aren't any good brave causes left'.87 

Hrn.iny's war does not reach a climax, or a dramatic finale, precisely because it cannot. The battle is not between heroes and villians, or between the legitimate 
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and the illegitimate. What the play offers is the clash of realities. Alison tells her 
father: 

Alison: You're hurt because everything is changed. Jimmy is hurt 
because everything is the same. And neither of you can face it. 
Something's gone wrong somewhere, hasn't it?88 

Two perceptions of history, two states of being - change and stasis - defying the 
logic of a representative text, for its relationship is not monological but 
duplicitous. Jimmy's situation is a parody of Hamlet's precisely because the 
righteousness of any action needs an absolute reality to be established as the 
context of his actions. Only in such absolute certainty would we know whether 
Alison's going to church is an act of betrayal or an act of independence. Only in 
such certainty would we know whether Jimmy is heroic or pathetic. My 
argument is not, however, that the play is without meaning, or dramatises 
existential angst in an uncertain world. The fact that Look Back in Anger is a 
Parodic simulation of Hamlet is not a failure but rather a constructive move, for, 
as Thomas Docherty argues, parody is the beginning of a genuine politics: 

Parody. . .  is instrumental in suggesting that 'law and order 
themselves might really be nothing more than a simulation', and it 
is this which the society which bases its self-representations in a 
principle of reality cannot bear, dare even address . . . .  Parodic 
simulation . . .  subverts any claim to reality at all. In so doing, it opens 
the question of a genuine politics, for what is at stake her� is a 
struggle between simulations, none of which have any a priori 
claims to an absolute or totalizing truth, for none of them can any 
more ground themselves in a claim to their adequacy in re
presenting a prior present 'real' state of affairs. Poetry becomes no 

.. 



longer a nostalgia, but a poetry of the future, a proleptic politicizing 
of aesthetic simulations.s9 
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Docherty argues that the end of mimetic representation is the beginning of 
politics. This is achieved in Look Back in Anger when a distance is effected 
through the intertextual relations of the play between it and the text which it 

supposedly imitates. As argued above, intertextuality produces enough similarity 
between texts to establish a relationship which appears to be imitative, but the 
distance that is established between the texts by an enactment of textual and 
contextual difference makes the imitation parodic. The practice of parodic 
imitation pervades Look Back in Anger . 

• 
Even when Jimmy Porter's anger is at its fiercest, and so liable to explanations as 
to its social or psychological cause, it is the parodic relation that is at work. When 
Jimmy declares his wish to see Alison's child die, he is already parodying a 
similar moment in King Lear: 

Jinuny: If only something - something would 

happen to you, and wake you out of your 

beauty sleep! (Coming in close to her) If you 

could have a child, and it would die. Let it 

grow, let a recognisable human face emerge 
frorn that little mass of indiarubber and 
\V • tinkles (She retreats away from him.) 
Please - if only I could watch you face 
that.9 0 

Lear: Hear, Nature, hear! dear Goddess, 

hear! Suspend thy purpose, if thou dids't 

intend to make this creature fruitful! Into 

her womb convey sterility! Dry up in her 

the organs of increase, and from her 

derogate body never spring a babe to honour 

her! If she must teem, create her child of 

spleen, that it may live and �e a thwart 

disnatur'd torment to her!9 1  

'there are sufficient similarities between these two speeches to establish an 
intertextual relationship between Look Back in Anger and King Lear, a 

• 
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relationship which again appears to be mimetic. It is more tenuous than the link 
With Hamlet ,  and yet an interpretation of Look Back in Anger based on this 
relationship may find something of worth in the idea of an aging King who is 
losing power and frightened of the consequences of losing his place in the power 
structure. Lear's attempts to cling desparately to power, an interpretation which 
becomes all the more important in Edward Bond's Lear in 1971, have the same 
desperate quality as Jimmy's savage attempts to maintain his own dominance in 
the flat. What is parodic is, of course, the situation of Porter relative to Lear. 

Artaud is curiously relevant again in this relationship between Look Back 
in Anger and Shakespeare. In 'No More Masterpieces' in The Theatre and its 
Double, Artaud argued that Shakespeare was one of those responsible for the 
Problems that Artaud wanted to addr�ss: 

People exerted their ingenuity to bring to life on stage credible but 
detached beings, with the show on one side and the masses on the 
other - and the masses were shown only a mirror of themselves. 
Shakespeare himself is responsible for this abberation and decline, 
this isolationist concept of theatre, holding that a stage performance 
ought not to affect the public. 92 

Shakespeare's presentation of historical events, as in Henry V, or inner 
Psychological conflicts, as in Hamlet, are responsible for perpetuating, in 
Artaud's eyes, the imitative principle, and so are removed from politics, 
rexnoved from being a creative force. This, ultimately, is the difference that 
Parody marks, the beginning of a creative force in theatre, not the representation 
of a prior reality or the imitation of a prior text, but the articulation and art of 
d' •fference. Look Back in Anger marks a break from imitation, from 
representation, and demands the audience or reader to seek out its articulations 
Of ct·f 1 ference. Difference was too often interpreted as confusion in the critical 
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reception of the play, hence the difficulty of what his 'anger' was about. But one 
can find this parodic imitation haunting the play in even the most literal 
utterances, such as Jimmy's cry 'Stop ringing those bells!': 

Church bells start ringing outside. 
Jimmy: Oh, hell! Now the bloody bells have started! 
He rushes to the window. 
Wrap it up, will you? Stop ringing those bells! There's somebody 
going crazy in here! I don't want to hear them! 
Alison: Stop shouting! (Recovering immediately. ) You'll have Miss 
Drury up here. 
Jimmy: I don't give a damn _about Miss Drury - that mild old 
gentlewoman doesn't fool me, even if she takes in you two. She's 
an old robber. She gets more than enough out of us for this place 
every week. Anyway, she's probably in church, (points to the 
window) swinging on those bloody bells!93 

Wilson Knight argues that Jimmy's opposition to the church bells is symbolic, 
and the chief tension in the play is that of Jimmy's jazz trumpet opposed to the 
sound of the bells.94 Certainly this gives us another interpretive situation from 
wh· 1ch to make sense of the play, or at least one strand of the play. Trying to 
understand what Jimmy's opposition to the bells symbolises, however, makes 
the play the site of an intertextual situation again, as the symbolic relation 
1n Vites us to read the play against the text of history, society, religion, or culture, 
for example. This includes too the literary texts that symbolism may invite. The 
r' .. inging of the bells does present Jimmy with an opportunity to oppose his 
CUiture to the culture symbolised by the bells, and he hears them not as musical 
l'\otes but as noise, highlighting again the problem of communication. As a 
counterpoint to him, of course, Alison hears the noise of Jimmy, and later will 
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obey the call of the bells. Precisely why Jimmy hears the bells as noise is, as 
Knight believes, a matter of what they might symbolise. Miss Drury is our first 
point of identity here, immediately tying together the church-going 
gentlewoman with the bourgeois landlady making her money from property. He 
opposes, firstly, a capitalist, middle-class identity. Preceding this scene, Jimmy has 
elaborately described the social difficulty of living in a house with noisy people, 
noisy women in particular, suggesting an opposition to female culture. Noise 
signifies insensitivity for Jimmy Porter. It is his insensitivity with the jazz 
trumpet which later upsets Helena and Alison, suggesting that the play is 
negotiating its way through the area of human differences, playing of 
antagonisms and differences in a small social space, and the difficulty of 
community in the face of such differ�nces. Another culture. which Jimmy might 
be opposing is the culture characterised by the poetry of John Betjeman who, like 
Alison, will later be 'summoned by bells'.95 There is a microcosm of Englishness, 
with the church bells pealing and the gardens in flower, being celebrated, 
although also perhaps parodically, in Betjeman's poetry: 

Happy bells of eighteen-ninety, 
Bursting from your freestone tower! 

Recalling laurel, shrubs and privet, 
Red geraniums in flower . . .  

Church of England bells of Westgate! 
On this balcony I stand, 

White the woodwork wriggles round me, 
Clock towers rise on either hand.96 

J' tmmy's cry, 'Stop ringing those bells', achieves its own political and cultural 
sense When read alongside Betjeman's enthusiasm for the vision which the bells 
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inspired in him. 'Long run the thunder of the bells through all ! '  ,97 writes 
Betjeman, a cultural celebration of the fulfillment which the bells bring to Christ 
Church, Westgate-on-Sea, Bath, Margate, Dorset, 'dear old villages', and 
suburban paradises, the havens of the English bourgeoisie. Betjeman's renowned 
attack on communism in 'The Planster's Vision' provides Jimmy with the 
perfect political and cultural opponent, with Jimmy's cry echoing the communist 
Voice that Betjeman satirises: 

Cut down that timber! Bells too many and strong, 
Pouring their music through the branches bare, 
From moon-white church towers down the windy air 

Have pealed the centuries out :Vith Evensong.98 

Jimmy's cry is an address to Betjeman, to Miss Drury, to the culture of little 
England. Another such text which emerges within and contaminates Look Back 

in Anger with its implications is Leopold Lewis's one-act play The Bells (1871). 
When Jimmy leans out of the window and shouts 'stop ringing those bells ! '  
these words may have triggered off very different interpretations in the minds of 
the audience. Mathias in The Bells is guilty of murdering a Jewish traveller 
whose sleigh carried bells. On hearing bells subsequently Mathias is forced to 
experience the murder again and again, and in a crucial dream sequence 
ill'lagines himself tried and discovered guilty by a court on the basis that the bells 
evoke in him the memory of his act. Sentenced to death in his dream, Mathias 
actually dies at the end of the play clutching his throat, imagining himself 
hanged. Jimmy Porter's cry echoes Mathias's cries throughout The Bells, where 
�afu• 

• 1as yells :  'The Bells ! The Bells ! ' ,  and later 'no more bells ! ' .99 More 
importantly, murder enters Look Back in Anger as a possibility that is threatened 
by this very echo. Jimmy Porter may be plagued by the memory of murder as he 
Yells for the bells to stop, giving the text that potential to cast the character in a 
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different light. The proximity of the dialogue of Jimmy and Mathias creates a 
virtual conversation between the two plays, threatening an event in Look Back 
in Anger that never happens but which must in some ways be accounted for. It is 
plausible, given that The Bells was produced by Kenneth Tynan in 1950 in the 
Bedford Theatre, London, and by Guy Vaesen in 1955 in the Irving Theatre, 
London,100 that the ringing that haunted Mathias in The Bells created in some 
of the audience of Look Back in Anger in 1956 the interpretation that Jimmy 
Porter is guilty of murder, introducing a more sinister and urgent aspect to 
Jimmy's threats to Alison. Certainly, this interpretation has never appeared in 
the critical reputation that Look Back in Anger has generated. This Jimmy is 
neither a voice of Britain's youth nor just a social misfit, but a potential 
murderer, and this adds a new dim�nsion to the interpretive possibilities that 
Understanding the play as an intertextual work makes available. 

Anticipating an imminent murder in Look Back in Anger may be based 
on a misunderstanding, and the play reveals as it progresses and concludes that 
no such murder takes place, but nevertheless the interpretation holds and has 
had an influence on how the play is read. Even such a blatant misunderstanding, 
Which is a consequence of a curious correspondence between two very different 
Plays, has formed part of the performance and communication of the play, and 
so might affect our reading of it. There are other bells which we can read as 
having poisoned Jimmy's ears too. His sardonic quip at Emily Bronte gives rise 
to the possibility that 'Stop ringing those bells' might refer to the Bells, Currer, 
Acton and Ellis,101 and to the literary culture which wrings their works into 
functions of a canon known as 'The Great Tradition'. F.R. Leavis described 
Ernily's poetry as the greatest in the nineteenth century, and gave high praise to 
h � er novel, Wuthering Heights, in The Great Tradition. Perhaps it is the 
establishment of a great tradition itself which is disturbing Jimmy, just as the 
Ctiti 1 ea attempt to subsume Look Back in Anger into the canon disturbs the 
inte rpretation of the play. In various degrees of literal and metaphorical 
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references within the play, links between Look Back in Anger and these writers, 
'literary' texts and 'worldly' texts may be substantiated. Other possibilities may yet 
exist. The cry may refer to William Bell, who published several Oxford poets 
during the second World War, including Philip Larkin, a plea to stop ringing 
Bell's poets. Even less plausibly perhaps, Jimmy in this scene is cast in the light of 
Quasi Modo, 'the bells! the bells!', their chimes inflicting physical pain on his 
ears. Better yet, Quasi Modo's cry itself might be rendered more successfully into 
'the belles! the belles! ', the hurt of being defined as ugly by the paragons or 
models of beauty, the pain inflicted by a society that is ordered through the 
constant production of alienating and demanding norms, by cultivating 
aspirations and desires which are intent on the exclusion of those who do not 
conform. Now wildly implausible, o.r at least verging on the insubstantial and 
tenuous, we might hear 'the belles' in terms of belle-lettres, the traditional 'good 
form' which informed those criticisms of Osborne's drama which described Look 
Back as immature and not well made. Jimmy Porter's anguished plea, 'Stop 
ringing those bells! '  produces a multiplicity of meanings and possible references. 

Reading Jimmy Porter's cry to the bells in ways that seem implausible or 
tenuous have an important function in that they bring out unacknowledged 
communications, telegrams that have not been received, and prevent the text 
from slipping into a simple affirmation of what we always already know of 
hist0ry, of identity. Julian Wolfreys calls this potential that resides in the text its 
affirmative resistance: 

We must learn to cannibalize the components of the culture if we 
are not to be devoured by the faceless, the dreary, the obvious, the 
banal. The key to affirmative resistance (a key which always needs 
re-cutting) is the reading which makes shifting the tone possible: 
the banal, for example, must be read not simply, only, as banal, but 
also as implausible.102 
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Of course, reading Jimmy's cry against the bells as an echo of Quasi Modo's angst 
is to cannibalise Look Back in Anger to an unacceptable degree, but in doing so 
other voices, other possibilities for meaning begin to emerge out of the play, and 
also out of the relationship between literature and society. Cannibalising a text 
can be used to prove and argue any position, since any utterance can be taken out 
of context and used to say exactly the opposite of that suggested by its original 
context. But using cannibalization in a strategic way to suggest possible 
intertextual relations highlights the problem of textual identity itself. Textual 
identity is not just the work in itself, but is also the work in relation to contextual 
factors. The text is not separate from context, which is to say that contextual 
factors are not applied to the text, bµt rather are imbued fully in the text. This 
makes interpretation a less exact science than the postwar critics whose 
comments are discussed earlier in this chapter seem to assume, for, as Keir Elam 
argues, 'accounting for the rules which permit theatrical meanings to be 
generated and communicated is an all-but-boundless enterprise, since the entire 
gamut of social and cultural constraints is potentialiy involved' .103 

Communication, whether in the theatre or in literature generally, 
involves invoking that set of social and cultural constraints, and this is why it is 
necessary for interpretations of literary communication to experiment with the 
bounds of plausibility, to test the relations between the literary text and its 
intertextual relations with literature and society, how a text as the site of this 
intertextuality may be affecting social and cultural positions. Literary 
coll\munication is not simply a miming of historical and psychological norms, 
not simply a voicing of the banal tones of the dominant, but is also an 
articulation of difference and silence, and the tones that prevail in Look Back in 
t\nger do resound with the noises and voices of others, particularly, as already 
Shown in this play, with the voices of other literary texts. 
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In such a way the re-iteration of a text within a text becomes as much a 
part of the interpretation of that text as any 'plausible' or 'realistic' 
understanding. This is true in the case of Look Back in Anger as it appears in 
Angus Wilson's novel, Late Call (1964). Sylvia Calvert and her husband Arthur 
retire to live with their son Harold and his children in the New Town of 
Carshall, where Harold is immersed in forging community spirit and 
development. In the course of this project, Harold produces Look Back in Anger 
for the town with Sylvia in the audience. The play within the novel experiences 
the same pressures of containment as in the critical reception discussed earlier, 
first understood as daring, then overtaken by more radical events after the 
production, and subsequently viewed as square and 'much too highbrow' ,104 But 
the play resists and elides this cons�rvative location, and contaminates the lives 
of each of the characters. Harold and Sally become in Sylvia's eyes 'bears and 
squirrels!', Ray, Terry, Priscilla and June become the characters Jimmy, Cliff, 
lielena and Alison, and Sylvia feels 'Jimmie [sic] Porter's foot kicking at her 
naked buttocks as he had at the cistern in the squalid little room and could hear 
him calling in his jeering, mock-Northern accent, "Can you hear me, 
mother? " ' . 1 0s The text becomes imbued fully in the contexts of their lives, 
acquiring a strange power of relevance to Harold's and Sylvia's attitudes towards 
the 'Midlands flat', marking a peculiar difference in the way that Sylvia 
throughout the novel looks back without anger. The play takes over the novel. It 
is about the novel, and this interpretation is based on a misunderstanding in 
Sylvia's reaction to the production, unable to distinguish the play from reality, the t ext from the context. Ray's performance of the role of Jimmy Porter becomes 
inseparable from Sylvia's husband, Arthur: 'terrible words came pouring out of 
Q. 

,. ay's mouth, as though the comic things Arthur said about worms and a dose of salts had got mixed up with the dreadful brutal things he also said in his 
rages' ,1 06 Jimmy's words and Arthur's words threaten the same violence, the sain b e rutality, and this intrusion of the fictional into the real creates a 
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disturbance in how Sylvia experiences the play. The play becomes more real than 
the real itself, the stroke that kills Hugh Tanner's mother in Look Back in Anger 
effecting Sylvia's stroke in the novel. This is more than any other the realisation 
of Artaud's theatre of cruelty as Derrida reads it. The intertextual contaminations 
that Look Back in Anger effects become more powerful, more lively, than the 
attempts to contain it. The play comes alive in this position within Late Call, 
becoming communication itself, emerging from the force of Sylvia Calvert's 
(mis )reading. 

• 
Precisely how an inanimate script comes to life in this way is still to be resolved. 
Umberto Eco makes a neat distinction between the intentions of the author, 
Which are problematic and often simply another, unprivileged reading, and the 
intentions of the text. The idea that a text, not an author, can have intentions, is 
broadly acceptable if we agree that the words and marks on the printed page do 
set certain limits on interpretation, even if it is only as simple a matter as a 
reader not being able to justify interpreting the word 'tree' to mean 'cat'. Eco 
describes the process of textual communication as he sees it: 

The text's intention is not displayed by the textual surface. Or, if it is 
displayed, it is so in the sense of the purloined letter. One has to 
decide to 'see' it. Thus it is possible to speak of the text's intention 
only as the result of a conjecture on the part of the reader. The 
initiative of the reader basically consists in making a conjecture 
about the text's intention.107 

Eco believes that the conjecture of the reader is valid as long as the .. interpretation 
\\rhi eh emerges from this conjecture can be substantiated according to both the 
details of the text and the grounds of plausibility. That is to say that the 
interpretation must make sense, explaining economically what the text means, 

... 
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and the economics of the interpretation is related to how 'realistic' it is in terms 
of the context of the text. 

There are problems with this view in the sense that 'plausibility' can also 
only be established by 'reading', by deciding to see reality in certain ways, as above 
With Sylvia Calvert in Late Call. In other words, plausibility is another text, 
another group of signs. This problematises the idea that the 'messages' of the text 
are transparent, as Eco himself writes in the above passage. Rather, meaning is 
always established through conjecture. What varies is the degree to which we 
take conjecture to be knowledge. In the case of the criticism surrounding Look 
Back in Anger, it is a reading of the history and culture of nineteen-fifties Britain, 
and a reading of psychological states of the individual, that determine the 
interpretation of the play, simply because hist�ry and psychology are assumed to 
be knowledges which are visible and self-evident in the literary text ... Instead, 
'knowledge' is something which is problematised throughout Look Back in 
Anger, for example, in the way in which the text can be seen to read other texts. 
The most visible proof of this is that Jimmy and Cliff reveal the 'climate of their 
times', as it were, by reading reality through newspapers. The degree to which 
this reality is interpretable is evident in the number and variety of newspapers 
that they read. The relationship between reading and the real is even highlighted 
in the play, Jimmy satirically commenting on the newspapers' recording of 
reality: 

Jimmy: Have you heard about the grotesque and evil practices going 
on in the Midlands? 
Cliff: Read about the what? 
Jimmy: Grotesque and evil practices going on in the Midlands. 
Cliff: No, what about 'em? 

.. 



Jimmy: Seems we don't know the old place. It's all in here. Startling 
Revelations this week! Pictures too. Reconstructions of midnight 
invocations to the Coptic Goddess of fertility. 
Helena: Sounds madly depraved. 
Jimmy: Yes, it's rather us, isn't it? My gosh, look at 'em! Snarling 
themselves silly. Next week, a well-known debutante relates how, 
during an evil orgy in Market Harborough, she killed and drank the 
blood of a white cockerel. Well - I'll bet Fortnums must be doing a 
roaring line in sacrificial cocks!108 
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Jinuny and Cliff only read reality through texts, the veracity of which they rightly 
doubt. In this scene Jimmy reads these texts satirically, reading them against their 
pretence to knowledge. Moreover, when Jimmy asks Cliff if he has heard about 
the practices described in the newspaper, Cliff hears Jimmy as saying read, a 
further complication of the process of receiving knowledge. To hear, or to be 
heard, as Jimmy knows, is a difficult process in the play, since the ear is poisoned 
by the inseparability of music and noise, of sound �nd interference. So, in the 
Play, what is sound, or sensible (plausible, for Eco), is constantly being disrupted 
by interference, constantly thrown into non-sense. Whereas Jimmy is forever 
tiracting against this, and making noise himself in the process, Cliff is found 
again and again throughout the play 'trying to read', trying, that is, to conjecture 
on What is happening around him, and what part he has to play in it, and 
Alison, meanwhile, is cast into passivity, only occasionally objecting to the noise. 

What complicates the ability of this drama to give evidence concerning 
histo ry or psychology, is the way in which it reflects on the pPoblems of 
interpretation and communication. The play has proved to be an effective 
Witness in history books and critical articles, made to testify to the truth of 
hist0rical accounts and psychological norms, but this is only made possible by a 
Silen cing of the doubts intrinsic to the play and a careful editing out of the 

• 
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mishearings, misunderstandings and the ghostly presence of other texts in Look 
Back in Anger. Such a reductive practice is carried out in order to make the play 
visibly correspond to a comfortably familiar view of reality. Thomas Docherty, 
discussing critical practice in relation to the novel, makes it clear what the 
consequences of such a practice are: 

To return to some mythic originating monological source of 
authority in interpreting the novel, to return to a 'home' for which 
we feel nostalgia with a critic such as Hirsch, is, finally, to refuse an 
engagement with the text at all; it is certainly to marginalise, 
depoliticise and dehistoricise the act of reading or criticism. The 
'historicist reconstructionist' in criticism has no real alternative to 
the position sketched out for Alceste by Moliere: total withdrawal 
from social communication.109 

What emerges is the need for a mode of reading that constructs possibilities 
rather than one which constantly returns to stability, � mode of reading that is a 
Venture and an engagement, rather than a passive acceptance. Look Back in 
Anger is a play which already begins to read in this way, constructing itself 
around readings of other texts, not confined to strictly 'literary' texts either. This 
is a play which conjectures, and intervenes in the process of reading, engaging 
With culture, and the communication of cultural icons, at every stage of its 
textual and performative construction. 

Its engagement with politics is problematic, but given the strength of its 
address in relation to political issues, it is hardly surprising that so many have 
rendered the play an important testimony to political reality in the nineteen 
fifr ies. Its politics are not of the conventional kind, in the sense that the play can 
be found to dispute the isolation of particular instances of, say, misogyny, or class 
struggle. Each of the play's 'political affiliations', as it were, are impenetrably 
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tangled up with other, anomalous affiliations, and can be read on different 
levels. It is not certain, for example, that the play prefers misogyny, even though 
Jimmy's brutal treatment of Alison, and also Helena, is sometimes indisputably 
misogynistic. We cannot be certain of such things simply because the text of the 
play is always in the process of conversing with society and politics in different 
ways, playing roles and adopting strategies as and when they suit the needs of the 
conversation. In the case of Jimmy's attacks on both Alison and Helena, it is 
Unclear whether it is their sex or their class that Jimmy objects too, or whether it 
is something entirely different, such as their religious beliefs or their cultural 
tastes. The text, that is to say, does not just communicate with 'reality' once, 
When the writer supposedly sees reality as it is and decides to write this down, 
hut is an incessant babbler, forever being read and interpreted in different ways at 
different times by different readers, forever conversing with others, and 
converting itself. 

As such, what Look Back in Anger enables us to grasp is that the literary 
text enters into a relationship with the world which is never fully mimetic, but 
rnay produce signs, even camouflage, that suggests mimesis. The idea that the 
text is conversing with the world at the same time as it is converting itself, 
actualised through the reading/ performance process, defies the binary logic of 
Illirnesis, in the sense that it positions the text at tangents to what we call reality. 
the text mimes, counters and connects, and therefore achieves a series of 
different relations to the real, the political, the psychological, even the fantastic, 
an Within the same textual or performative space. This constantly makes the act 
of reading or performing Look Back in Anger a consciousness of an oppositional 
and duplicitous strategy, making the play an awareness of its relations-hips with 
0ther spaces, and more appropriately, other texts. The fact that the play 
drarn t· a 1ses the interplay between music and noise intimates further its 
cons ciousness of relations, juxtaposing the harmonic with the discordant, 
Sitnilarity with dissimilarity. 
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Look Back in Anger cloaks itself seductively in signifiers, but is itself 
reading the texts that it signifies, assuming passivity only as a mantle to conceal 
the way in which it feeds off and parodies the text of reality. Colin Chambers and 
Mike Prior come close to the condition of the play in arguing that Look Back is 
about parasites, and the parasitic in society.no The play is parasitic in that it 
multiplies its own positions by feeding off other texts, feeding off the body of 
culture (Shakespeare, Betjeman, the Brontes, T.S. Eliot, Late Call). In the process 
of feeding off and parodying other texts, it converts them, and converts itself 
through readings implicit in its adoptions (para-citations) of their positions. 

Look Back feeds in this way from Samuel Butler's Erewhon, para-citing it 
in Jimmy's words in order to convert it for his own purposes: 

Jinuny: (to Cliff) I suppose you're going over to [T]he mercantile affairs of the Erewhonians 

that side as well. Well, why don't you? Helena were conducted on a totally different system 

will help to make it pay for you. She's an from our own; I had, however, gathered little 

expert in the New Economics - the Economics of hitherto, except that they had two distinct 

the Supernatural. It's all a simple matter of commercial systems, of which the one 

Payments and penalties. (Rises) She's one of appealed more strongly to the imagination 
th0se apocalyptic share pushers who are than anything to which we are accustomed in 
spreading all those rumours about a transfer of Europe, inasmuch as the banks that were 

Power. 

liis irnag · t · . . d h d ina ion is racing, an t e wor s pour 
out. 

R.eason and Progress, the old firm, is selling out! 

conducted upon this system were decorated in 

the most profuse fashion, and all mercantile 

transactions were accompanied with music, so 

that they were called Musical Banks .... 

.. 
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Everyone get out while the going's good. Those The people, then, whom I had seen at the bank 
forgotten shares you had in the old traditions, were in reality the very ones whose opinions 
the old beliefs are going up - up and up and up. were most worth having; they declared its 
<Moves up L.) There's going to be a change over. advantages to be incalculable, and even 
A new Board of Directors, who are going to see professed to consider the immediate return to 
that the dividends are always attractive, and be far larger than they were entitled to . . . . 
that they go to the right people. (Facing them.) [N]ow they had put fresh stained glass 
Sell out everything you've got: all those stocks windows into all the banks in the country, and 
in the old, free inquiry. (Crosses to above table) repaired the buildings, and enlarged the 
The Big Crash is coming, you can't escape it, so organs .. . . 
get in on the ground floor with Helena and her [T]he �usical Banks . . .  divided their profits by 
friends while there's still time. And there isn't way of bonus on the original shares once in 
rnuch of it left. Tell me, what could be more every thirty thousand years; and . . .  it was now 
gilt-edged than the next world! It's a capital only two thousand years since there had been 
gain, and it's all yours.1 1 1  one of these distributions.112 

R.eacting religious belief in terms of economic exchange, Jimmy Porter seems to 
be parodying Erewhon, not only imitating this analogy between religion and 
economics, but also altering the situation in which it is made, from the outside 
observer who narrates Erewhon to the parodic imitation of a salesman that 
Jirnrny enacts. For Jimmy, the church is an extension of the economic system, of 
ensuring profitability and return, and this fits with his immediately thinking of 
his landlady, Mrs Drury, ringing the bells of the church, calling the merchants, 
traders, landowners and bankers to exchange and barter in 'the Musical Bank'. 
One of the reasons why Jimmy is offended by Alison's submitting to the call, · 
after all, is on the grounds that she is selling out the working class and returning 
to her bourgeois culture. If this is what she represents, it is also why Alison hears 
Jimmy's cry 'Stop ringing those bells!' as noise; noise which interferes with the 
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music of the bells. Communication, what is communicated, is affected by the 
identities that it is mediated by and passes through. 

Jimmy's parody of Erewhon, marking the difference between the novel 
and his imitation of it, disrupts and circumvents the laws of exchange, the 
textual exchange of meaning, as well as monetary exchange. Because it is ' the art 
of difference', Artaud's theatre of cruelty, if Look Back in Anger is its realisation 
Would also be the art 'of expenditure without economy, without reserve, without 
return, without history. Pure presence as pure difference' .1 13 Parodic imitation 
prevents proper exchange in that it does not admit equivalence of value or 
meaning. No property is allowed to remain the same, as everything is 
transformed in parody. The laws of exchange are also in operation in 
conversation, however, and this is why the problematising of communication is 
so important within the play, for it is in the realm of communication as 
exchange that the play achieves a parasitic function. Exchange is necessary in 
Order to perpetuate the system, and to preserve it in its state of efficiency (ex
change). So too, communication is necessary to the operation of power within 
the system. A courtroom that is unable to hear evidence, witnesses that 
Problematise what they witness, cannot operate effectively in the 
communication of power. This is why the disruptions and doubts of Look Back 
in Anger must be silenced, for they interfere with their appointed function of 
Witnessing the historical discourses and psychological states that validate and 
Preserve the reality principle as it is perpetuated. 

If we admit that Look Back in Anger is rife with multiple positions, alive 
With subversive, discordant readings of our cultural traditions and constantly 
getting up on the witness stand only to sing music-hall songs to the Judge, then 
we acknowledge the presence of a parasitic and critical text. Michel Serres writes 
of the parasite: 

_..,_ 



The parasite is an inclination towards trouble, to the change of 
phase in a system . . . .  The action of the parasite is to go to the 
relation. It instinctively goes to the mediations, occupying them all. 
It intriques.1 14 
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Wherever Look Back reads culture it adopts a parasitic mode, occupying the 
mediation. The parasite transforms its own body within the body in order to 
avoid detection from the immune system, converting itself into a homely, 
recognisable text, but begins to transmit its virus, begins to infect the host body 
With its disease (dis-ease). Diseasing the main corpus, maybe even the body 
politic, it adds that element of trouble, of an inclination towards chaos and 
disorder, where communication goes, unheard, misheard, or where political 
Positions are found to be indistinguishable, or where music is constantly heard 
as noise. Look Back in Anger, because of its resemblance to the host body was 
heralded as its representative, another cultural icon to symbolise and perpetuate 
the system. But occupying the relation between several cultural icons, the play 
succeeds in poisoning their communication, a·dding the noise of its 
Performativity and textuality to the music of power, threatening always to 
overwhelm the system's ability to communicate. 

Reading literature reading is a political move towards admitting 
difference, communication and the empowerment of the reader into a system 
that seems to be constantly intent only on self-authorisation and self-validation. 
1'o poison the text with parasitic noise may liberate it from the ineffectual 
ll'lhnetic function to which it has been assigned in the history of its critical 
interpretations. Through readings that prioritise the intertextual and reflexive 
nature of the play, Look Back in Anger may return to the state of 'original 
theater', as Derrida described it, 'the hand lifted against the abusive wielder of the 
logos'. 1 1 5 Reading Look Back in Anger in this way may seem perilously close to 
the numerous attempts by critics and reviewers to make Osborne the voice of a 

.. 
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rebellious generation, collapsing the argument back into a structure that 
replicates a comfortable affirmation of history or identity. It is not, as critics such 
as Kenneth Tynan or Michael Ratcliffe have argued, that Osborne anticipates and 
avoids being contained to affirming cosy 'bourgeois' tastes. Osborne was capable 
of commenting on the play in both a reactionary and rebellious way, but this 
hardly matters, since, although his lively press appearances may contribute in 
some way to interpretations of the play, they are not determinant of its meaning. 
Textuality - more importantly, intertextuality - I want to argue, is the agent of 
this oppositional stance towards power, not the author, or history, or psychology. 
More accurately, it is by focusing attention on the intertextuality of the text that 
critical interpretations produce the space in which theatre becomes an act of 
politics, beyond representation, \Yhere interpr;tation, each time differently, can 
articulate 'pure presence as pure difference',1 16 and produce an oppositional 
theatre. 
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'In the broadest way immarginable' : 

Cultural Constructions of Brendan Behan 

the critical text must itself enter into consideration of 

Da dtiocfadh file ag seideadh grfosai 

Raghainn abhaile, mo ghn6 agam crfochnaith. 

[If a poet came to stir these embers 

I'd leave for home my task accomplished] 

Brendan Behan, 'Guidhe an Rannaire' / 

'The Verse maker's Wish' 

its own historical production and its own historical 

relation to the text which it purports to criticise. 

Thomas Docherty 

I cannot hold with those 

who wish to put down the 

insignificant chatter of the world 

Anthony Trollope, Framley Parsonage 

John Russell Taylor once wrote that Brendan Behan was 'almost foreign and 
irrelevant' to his history of postwar British drama.I The 'almost' is of crucial 
illl.portance, not just for the question which it poses as to whether an Irish writer 
can be a part of British literature, but for the wider significance .. of this hesitation 
in terms of Behan's existence within literary history, both British and Irish. 
l'aylor does go on to discuss Behan, but his justification for doing so is that 
Behan's drama shares some interests and techniques with other work produced 
by Joan Littlewood's Theatre Workshop. Behan, in other words, is considered 
b ecause he is related to some English writers rather than being within any 
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tradition of English writing. His existence within literary history is uneasy. There 
is always a hesitation about placing Behan, a sense in which Behan is always 
'almost'. He is almost an English dramatist, almost an Irish writer, almost a 
realist, almost an existentialist. Yet for this very reason there seems to be in 
certain critical writings a rush to 'know' Behan, and Taylor's discussion of him 
rushes to overwhelm the initial hesitation. 

Gus Martin's 1963 essay on Brendan Behan similarly finds difficulty in 
placing Behan, and initially rushes to put him in the context of Irish renaissance 
literature. But the hesitation must be overwhelmed and Martin does this by 
reverting to images of Behan's personality. The essay highlights a problem that 
runs throughout criticism of Behan, the problem of how to deal with a writer 
Whose life became more fascinating than his writings, whose fame seems to have 
been built ultimately on his personality rather than his literary works. 
Renowned for his jovial, boisterous antics, for his lively public appearances, 
Behan seems to inspire colourful treatments of _his own character. Martin's essay 
is a serious attempt to understand Behan's writings, and yet it appears to return 
again and again to colourful metaphors of Behan' s life: 

Brendan Behan does not invite critical comment on his work. The 
whole character of the man discourages it. The public image that he 
has created is so tremendously alive and exuberant that one is 
inclined to regard the writing as a mere casual offshoot of his 
rollicking personality. As if, in fact, the work were there as an 
excuse to display the man. Again one feels a little silly .. in treating 
his work with more attention and respect than he allows it himself, 
tho' one wonders how he would feel if his audiences were to greet 
his productions as noisily as he himself does. He is not unique, 
however, in presenting this difficulty. Far from being original he 
could almost be said to be slavishly following a trail blazed by 



generations of his countrymen before him. It is almost necessary for 
Irishmen to detonate themselves in the centre of the field of 
English literature before they are noticed. (Of course, the field gets 
wider and wider, hence the series of minor explosions as Mr. Behan 
recently progressed across the American Continent.) Others have 
chosen different methods. Wilde made his hit in America with 
considerably less achievement behind him than Behan - a slim 
volume of verse, a caricature by Gilbert and, of course, his genius. 
Shaw had to blow his trumpet loud and long in Hyde Park before 
the man and the drama grew to such formidable stature. Then there 
was O'Casey's reverberating attack on James Agate, a gesture then 
tantamount to sacrilege. Behan falls into the same pattern, only his 
method is new. And all of them have presented the same difficulty 
to the critic. The inscrutable interpenetration of artist and work. 
Nevertheless there are depths in Beha�'s plays that can only be 
reached by strenuous critical probing.2 
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l'he powerful iconic names of Wilde, Shaw and O'Casey are drafted into the 
0Pening of Martin's essay to over-power the difficulty of placing Behan, to settle 
Behan into a tradition. Yet we are left with an unique and colourful image in 
this opening, of Behan detonating himself, of Behan planting little suspicious 
Packages everywhere. We are also offered an image of Gus Martin, leaning 
carefully over this package, wondering if he's about to be 'inscrutably 
interpenetrated' with the artist and his work, yet skilfully .. and strenuously . 
Probing this package. Martin presents himself as the bomb disposal squad of 
Behan's package, and we are privy to his probing, watching as he skilfully 
decodes the wires and lines inside. This image is especially apt: Behan as the 
te:ictual package, threatening to detonate, causing traditions of literary history 
80ll'l.e hesitation, perhaps even trepidation. Martin as the bomb squad, charged 



145 With the task of 'defusing' Behan's dangerous package, of making Behan 'safe'. 
We might wonder how this tense situation concludes. Our anxieties might be 
justified, given that Martin describes Behan's The Hostage as 'a great blast of 
fresh air blowing through contemporary drama',3 but a process of defusion does 
take place in this essay. 

Despite the fact that Gus Martin recognises the difficulty of separating 
artist from work, and seeks to prise some gems of critical insight from Behan' s 
Work, the metaphors of terrorist explosions, of Irish nationalism, of the working 
class, of Catholicism, and of Behan's character constantly interplay throughout 
his essay. Behan is found to represent a Catholic consciousness, found detonating 
himself in the centre of English 'literature, found representing the poor and the 
degraded but also found occasionally inclined to vulgarity and to 'dreadful stage
lrishy'. Yet despite all of this Martin concludes that Behan 'has restored the belly
laugh to its proper place in serious theatre; it has been absent since the days of the 
great Elizabethans' . Behan' s 'place' in liter�ry history is that of another 
nationalist explosion on the British mainland, a victory for Irish tradition 
rneasured by the seismic reactions of English audiences. The irony that an Irish 
nationalist, representing an Irish Catholic working-class consciousness, restores a 
traditional value of Elizabethan literature 'to its proper place' seems to get lost 
somewhere in Martin's essay. But this point of irony must be lost in order that 
Martin finds Behan and makes Behan safe. 

What is at issue here, and what concerns this chapter, is the way in which 
literary criticism constructs images and identities around Behan, as a writer and 
'text' of the fifties, particularly with regards to national identifications and the 
way that some critics, like Gus Martin, see national identities negotiated through 
literary texts. Just as Osborne's Look Back in Anger was seen as representative of 
social and psychological norms in postwar Britain, Behan's writings are often 
seen as representative of both nationalist and anti-nationalist identifications. 
the Problem for Behan is that his writings were received in two divergent 

.. 
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national traditions, one English in which he was identified with Osborne and the 
other 'angry young men', and one Irish in which he was seen as a successor to 
O'Casey, Shaw, Wilde and others. Consequently, Behan's writings are caught 
between two powerful ideologies, and the tension between the two informs 
much of the critical reception of Behan's work. Where Osborne's play was 
concerned with the relationship between theatre and society, Behan's writings 
are concerned with the relations between two nations, and how literary texts 
form part of the space through which different national identities come into 
contact. I'm going to begin by looking at the criticism of Behan's work, what 
images criticism constructs of Behan, how he and his work are located within the 
Various versions of culture proffered throughout criticism. Secondly I want to 
consider how Behan lends himself to the images and locations which are 
constructed by various critics, and thirdly, I want to reconsider the relationship 
between textuality and national identities on the basis of Behan's interaction 
With the images that are constructed in the criticism surrounding his writings. 

The argument here is that Behan is an example of how criticism has 
constructed a writer from the fifties in a way which can be understood to have 
marginalised his writings. In this case it is not neglect which is characteristic of 
marginalisation, nor a conscious devaluing of the writer, but a form of 
marginalisation characterised by success, fame and subsequent critical 
Confinement of the writer to a pre-scribed set of interpretations which locate his 
Work as affirmations of stable national identities. 'Behan' is a text which we are 
already familiar with, and which has been made 'safe' for us . 

• 
In 1987, in an article dealing with the state of drama in Ulster, Philomena 
M:uinzer warned: 'Ulster writers must not be like Behan - must not assume what 
l'om Paulin calls the "social role of artist as lackey"'.4 Thirty years after Behan's 
l'tlajor successes, which brought him literary fame across Ireland, Britain, Europe 
and America, his reputation had become that of 'lackey'. The basis of this 



147 reputation, Muinzer argues, is that Behan's drama conformed all too quickly to a 
sympathetic, sentimental view of the British. National contest becomes the focus 
of her attention and Behan is constructed as one of the focal points of this 
contest, another traitor in the war. Muinzer has in mind, I think, the love scenes 
of The Hostage, Behan's 1958 play produced in London by Joan Littlewood's 
Theatre Workshop. In these scenes the Irish country girl, Teresa, Catholic and 
innocent, falls in love with the captured British soldier, Leslie, who is also 
characterised by his innocence. The two become symbolic of the innocence and 
goodness of both sides of the war, and represent in some senses a miracle 
reconciliation of two nations, not the first and not the last of a genre which we 
Inight loosely refer to as 'Love · across the Barricades' stories. It is the miracle 
reconciliation which Muinzer clearly feels is a gross reduction of a complex 
conflict, and which proves Behan's betrayal of loyalty to Ireland. Behan then 
becomes a 'lackey', performing dog tricks for an English audience, using Irish 
People and situations as props for his act. 

That Behan is placed at the focal point of national identifications and 
conflicts is nothing new. In fact, almost the whole history of 'Behan criticism', as 
it Were, can be seen to oscillate between considering him in nationalist terms and 
condemning him as 'Stage Irishman'. If we go back to the reactions of reviewers 
in the fifties to his work, there are early and strong indications of this trend. 
l<enneth Tynan in his review of The Quare Fellow in 1956 has this to say: 

The English hoard words like misers; the Irish spend them like 
sailors; and in Brendan Behan' s tremendous new play language is 
out on a spree, ribald, dauntless and spoiling for a fight. In itself, of 
course, this is scarcely amazing. It is Ireland's sacred duty to send 
over, every few years, a playwright to save the English theatre from 
inarticulate glumness.s 



148 The praise that Tynan heaps on Behan, his play, and the Irish, is not without a 
cost. The cost is that Tynan uses Behan as a pawn in a game of national relations, 
in which Irish playwrights exist only to rescue English reputations, and in which 
a number of stereotypes are perpetuated. Tynan writes 'The Irish are often 
sentimental about causes and crusades, but they are hardly ever sentimental 
about human beings'. The imagery and language which Tynan uses constructs a 
race of people as savage, war-like, inhumane, and Behan is represented as the 
glistening mirror of this race, the man who brings their passion and brutality to 
the English stage. Tynan is not alone in purveying this view. Milton Shulman of 
the Even ing S tandard, describes Behan's style as 'Celtic primitive with 
sophisticated tendencies'. He writes: 'After seeing The Hostage by Brendan Behan 
at the Theatre Royal, Stratford, .it is not going to be easy to take the IRA very 
seriously again. This play may do more to destroy Ireland's fondest legend than 
ever the Black and Tans did'.6 The Hostage becomes a weapon in the arsenal of 
English colonial power, and the Irish literary traitor is deemed to be more 
Powerful than the Black and Tans. 

There is a question of whether this coating of literature with terms of 
reference that are explicitly national comes from the critics' desire to address 
national concerns, or comes from concerns and images generated by Behan's 
w · . ritings, but, wherever this phenomenon comes from, it seems always to award 
attention to the national context of the play's production, rather than to the 
textual or performative action. The Irish Times expressed curiosity and 
bewilderment at the degree to which this had occurred in English newspapers in 
th eir reviews of The Quare Fellow: 

Mr Brendan Behan's 'The Quare Fella'[sic] . . .  has come through the 
stern test of the London critics very well indeed. It was a pity, 
however, that a number of this morning's papers were so taken 
With the peculiarities of the situation that they neglected to say 



anything about the play. We were told that two Special Branch 
detectives sat in the stalls; that three Irishmen banned from 
[England] for their pre-war activities slipped out through a back exit, 
and that the audience also included 15 leaders of the pre-war 
Republican movement, and men whose prison terms totalled 300 
years. But we were left to guess about the play.7 
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This commentary appeared in the 'London Letter' column of The Irish Times, 

Where its gentle and indulgent smile at English reactions to Behan's play is half
neighbourly, half-colonial. But Irish responses and commentaries on Behan 
Were no less concerned with the national arena than English ones. Gus Martin, 
from whose essay I've already ·quoted, constructs a Catholic nationalist Behan 
Who has succeeded in capturing a slice of English literary history for himself, and 
all the metaphors of nationalist exploits, Catholic sensibilities, and literary 
greatness are stirred together to imply an Irish victory in English eyes. The Irish 

Democra t goes even further to construct a nationalist Behan, and joins in the 
fight against British imperialism itself. The correspondent known as 
'Feicreanach' asks 'Who Killed Brendan Behan?'. He tells us that the London 
Press blames alcohol, and Behan's self-destructive tendencies, but that the 
llledical report says diabetes. 'There may be those who will ask further', An 
Feicreanach writes, 'where did Behan get diabetes? . . .  They may be tempted to 
answer - in a British jail'.8 He concludes by offering the culprit for Behan's death: 
'A. Society where the culture of a small nation lies so at the mercy of the 
commerce of a large neighbour that both sides are poisoned by the guilt of the 
unnatural relationship'.9 ,. 

By this time, after Behan's death in 1964, Behan and national 
identifications seem to be almost inseparable in critical discourses, and by the 
nineteen seventies this has become something of a narrative of its own. With 
0nly a few notable exceptions, such as Ted Boyle's book on Behan and The Irish 



150 Times' reviews, Behan is either an ardent nationalist who writes for the cause, or 

he is a sell-out, exploiting the commodity comedy value of his Irishness to a 

predominantly middle class English audience. Colbert Kearney reinforces the 

view of Behan as a nationalist, arguing that 'it was natural that, with his 
imagination, enthusiasm and background of left-wing republican protest, 

[Behan] should . . .  become part of that heroic chain of freedom-fighters whose 

images had always been before him'. 1° Kearney goes on to argue that it is 

through his writings that Behan becomes the ultimate symbol of republican 

heroism, that of the 'lonely struggle in isolation with . . .  subsequent public 

acclaim' . 1 1 Behan's writings, according to Kearney, are the logical development 
of his involvement in a tradition of republican separatism . 

Up to a certain point those who argue that Behan betrays his nationality 
Would agree with Kearney. That certain point is where Behan ceases to write 
primarily in the Gaelic language and translates his play An Giall for an English 

audience. This, Declan Kiberd argues in an early essay on stage Irishry, is where 

Behan turns from 'expressing the nation to its.elf [to] exploiting the foibles of a 
quaint island people for the amusement of a "superior" British audience' .1 2 
When Behan was imprisoned in Ireland for shooting at a detective he was 
taught the Gaelic language by a schoolmaster Shean O'Briain, and in the late 
forties and early fifties wrote poetry and early drafts of some of his plays in 
Gaelic. Gaelic, it is argued, was the language closest to Behan's true self, and the 

language in which he supposedly expressed his most private fears and anxieties. 
It is also the language to which he turns after the international success of what 
lllight be described as his existential play, The Quare Fellow. In 1957 he is 

commissioned by the Irish language association, Gael Linn, to write An Giall; 
and this becomes a political satire of the IRA, and the twentieth-century tradition 

of republican struggle. It is the translation of An Giall into English for Joan 
Littlewood that represents the betrayal that both Declan Kiberd and Richard Wall 

https://audience'.12
https://acclaim'.ll


151 argue is Behan's legacy to Irish literature. Richard Wall explains this betrayal as 
Behan's need for an audience: 

A serious play about the age-old 'Irish question' stood little chance 
of notice in England of the late fifties, particularly in view of the fact 
that it contains no drinking except tea, no wild Irish jigs, no anti
English rebel songs, and no mob scenes. By the random addition of 
such ingredients, The Hostage panders to popular conceptions of 
the Irish.13 

Now, considering the fact that The Hostage opens with a wild Irish jig, 
numerous bottles of stout on hand, and rebel songs at an early stage in the play, 
Wall's case is fairly strong, and the result of these changes, he concludes, is ' the 
destruction of the integrity of the original play' ,1 4 Kiberd goes further than this, 
not only citing the translation as evidence of betrayal, but also finding in Behan' s 
Gaelic poetry early indications of his awareness .of his own treachery: 

Bufochas le Joyce 

Anseo i Rue Saint Andre des Arts 
i dtabhairne Arabach, 6lta, 
mfnfm do Franncach fiosrach thu, 
ex-G.I. 's 's Ruiseach 6lta. 
Molaim gach comhartha dar chuiris ar phar 
Is mise san Fhrainc ag 61 Pernod da bharr. 

Thanks to Joyce 

Here in the Rue Saint Andre des Arts, 
pissed in an Arab's tavern, 
I dissect you for a curious Frenchman, 

https://Irish.13


ex-G.I.'s and a jarred Russian. 
Each sign you wrote on the page I praise, 
Rewarded in a Pernod daze. 

Translated by Declan Kiberd15 
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In Gaelic Behan is true to himself and his country, even expressing his anxieties 
about playing his Irishness up to a crowd, being bought off to perform. Kiberd's 
message is a stern warning about the direction of Irish literature and about the 
perils of representation for the Irish writer. Behan acts as a lesson for Kiberd in 
What went wrong, how an Irish writer should not act. He wrote in 1979: 'The 
middle-aged English playwright who won international fame with The Hostage 

could still recall, but never heed, the warnings piped by his Gaelic muse. For he 
had turned his back on An Giall and all that it stood for. In a few short months, 
he had been converted almost imperceptibly from a major Gaelic dramatist into 
a music-hall Stage Irishman' )6 Behan continues the process that the Victorian 
Inedia perfected, of undermining national . consciousness by perpetuating 
derogatory stereotypes of the Irish. The moral in Kiberd's tale is that Behan, to be 
true to himself and to his nation, should never have abandoned the Gaelic 
language, the insularity of its Gaelic audience, should never have given up the 
quest to strengthen Irish literature and identity. The reality in his eyes, is that 
Behan, either through his own personal weakness or through English cunning, 
becomes the classic case of the 'Stage Irishman', the performing clown. 

In recent years, it is the interpretation of Behan as a republican and 
separatist that has been more prevalent. David Seed argued that Behan's Borstal 

Boy constructs a distinct Irish cultural ° identity, and struggles t� define it agains� 
the English identities of his fellow prisoners in Borstal.1 7  Richard Wall in an 
article on dialect in Irish literature, places the language that Behan sometimes 
llses in The Hostage, and in some of his stories, in the context of the subversive 
llse of Gaelic dialects to refer to the Republican struggle.18 This contradicts Wall's 

https://struggle.l8
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assertion in 1975 that the translation of An Giall into The Hostage represented a 
sell-out. In 1990 his argument is that Behan uses subversive language in both his 
Gaelic and English writings. Within this history of Behan criticism, then, we 
have also at least one critic who changes sides. 

My argument so far has been that the whole history of the criticism of 
Behan can be seen as being divided between constructions of Behan as a 
nationalist, and constructions of Behan as a Stage Irishman, a sell-out. The issue 
behind each critical appraisal of Behan seems to be that of national allegiance. 
Tynan wanted an Irishman who would revitalise English theatre, and indeed 
The Hostage represented English theatre at the Theatres des Nations festival in 
France in 1959. Kiberd wanted a champion of Irish Theatre, particularly Gaelic 
theatre, and heralded Behan's G;elic writings as the truest expressions of his self. 
The history of Behan criticism seems to mirror a conflict between British and 
Irish cultures, one struggling to maintain a strong tradition of English Literature 
by subsuming Irish writers, even to the point of having Behan fighting beside 
the Black and Tans, the other struggling to develop a rival tradition of Irish 
Literature by warning of sell-outs, and celebrating nationalist writers . 

• 
What is surprising about the way in which Behan has been constructed in critical 
discourses is, firstly, that it differs in no significant way from the images and 
anxieties that Behan expresses about himself, and secondly, that it differs in no 
way from the dialectical positions of modern national identity; one is either 
nationalist or traitor, self or other. In his autobiographical writings Behan can be 
seen advertising himself as the republican hero, and in his poetry and drama h� 
can be found occasionally worrying about how his actions .. and life will be 
construed. His biographers too reconstruct a Behan that is either nationalist or 
Sell-out. Ulick O'Connor argues in his biography that Behan knew all along that 
he Was playing the stage Irishman: 



He learned quickly what the English demanded of the Irish in order 
to enjoy them. He found the formula and played up to it. He 
wanted to please, to be liked. All his life this was to plague him - the 
desire to shine: the fatal formula he found in Borstal of how to play 
Paddy to the Saxon was to contribute to his downfall when he set 
out to conquer the world of letters and drama in London twenty 
years later.19  
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One of the most frequently used references to Behan's sell out is his brother 
Brian Behan' s recollection of the opening night of The Hostage in London, 
Where Brian Behan noticed Brendan cursing Joan Littlewood: 'I was surprised 
and I looked at him closely. He iooked suddenly as if he knew that he had been 
"taken for a ride", that he had been adopted as a broth of a boy, that they had 
played a three card trick on him' .20 But critical appraisals of Behan have hardly 
strayed at all from the same Behan that has been constructed biographically. 
Patrick Kavanagh shows an awareness of this process in his poem 'The Same 
Again': 'I could quite safely be/ Dismissed as a dead loss in the final up toss'.21 It 
is as if, in Gus Martin's words, 'his writing is a mere casual offshoot of his 
rollicking personality' (as quoted earlier). Behan's writing then becomes simply a 
Way of getting to understand the man, and what he stood for. Even what he 
stood for is reduced to the simple dialectics of modern nationalism. The idea of 
the modern nation state, organised around a rhetoric and philosophy of self
determination and self-realisation, relies upon the belief in an originary identity 
defined out of opposition to an 'other' that is at times specific, at times general. 
loyalty to the nation in modernity is premised on the immanent unity of th� 
Self-realised nation, rooted in the constant evocation of an organic and spiritual 
We' through the medium of cultural and political institutions. It is the symbolic 
force of these mediums, which constantly (re)produce emblematic entities such 
as the flag, the national anthem, the national representatives, the national 

I 
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156 moved away from putting Behan in the context of Anglo-Irish relations to 
considering his work beside an Egyptian and a Nigerian playwright in a post
colonial perspective. Both, I think, are admirable attempts to consider Behan in a 
new light, but they do so by moving away from Anglo-Irish relations, and it is 
this relationship which I believe needs to be seen from new perspectives. Declan 
I<iberd, more recently, has moved away from his earlier interpretations of Behan 
as a writer who abandons Irish nationalism for the bright lights of English 
theatre, and has re-interpreted Behan as 'one of the first post-colonial writers to 
impinge on the consciousness of post-war Britain'.23 This, I think, is a more 
accurate view of Behan, a writer who 'cheerfully embraced his own hybridity' .  
Behan's embrace of hybridity can be seen most clearly in his autobiographical 
Work, Borstal Boy. 

Borstal Boy was originally to be a novel entitled 'The Green Invader', a 
Work which Behan professed to be writing in 1943, but by 1958 this had become 
an autobiographical work. That Behan switches genre is significant, for it 
becomes not, as originally conceived, the. fictionalised narrative of his 
experiences between 1939 and 1941, but the search through issues of identity and 
relationship embodied in autobiography. Moreover, as Werner Huber puts it, 
'this autobiography highlights the personal quest for identity in cultural and 
national terms and puts it above the life-story, the description of the author's 
Psychological individuality'.24 Ironically of course the title of the work becomes 
less national in its meaning than the earlier conception, 'The Green Invader', a 
fairly predictable metaphor for Irish nationalism and its bombing campaign in 
England. The 'Green' is also a pun on the innocence of the young Behan, as 'boy' 
irnplies in the later title. Neither titles could be said to be striking or surprising, 
Yet they do imply in each case a certain role or identity which is to be the main 
subject of the work. So the republican 'green invader' is to be found in the tough, 
defiant stance of the young Behan, but so too is the 'borstal boy' in the later half 
of Borstal Boy, when he is clearly seen to be just another borstal inmate, with as 

https://individuality'.24
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much in common with the same social classes of boys in the borstal as he has 
with Thomas Clarke, Wolfe Tone, Robert Ernmet, and other republican heroes 
with whom he identifies himself in the first half. Identifications are clearly of 
importance in the way that this autobiographical work is performing the 
narrative of his life. Throughout Borstal Boy, Behan constantly defines his 
actions, language and the treatment he receives in Britain in relation to national 
identities, class status, and regional identities. He then appears to adopt different 
character traits, different attitudes, and more importantly, different roles. In the 
opening sequence he plays out the image of a gangster. 

Friday, in the evening, the landlady shouted up the stairs: 
'Oh God, oh Jesus, oh Sacred Heart. Boy, there's two gentlemen to 
see you'. 
I knew by the screeches of her that these gentlemen were not calling 
to inquire after my health, or to know if I'd had a good trip. I 
grabbed my suitcase, containing Pot. Chlor, Sulph Ac, gelignite, 
detonators, electrical and ignition, and the rest of my Sinn Fein 
conjurer's outfit, and carried it to the window. Then the gentlemen 
arrived. 
A young one, with a blonde, Herrenvolk head and a B.B.C. accent 
shouted, 'I say, greb him, the bestud'. 
When I was safely grabbed, the blonde one gave me several punches 
in the face, though not very damaging ones. An older man, in 
heavy Lancashire speech, told him to leave me alone, and to stop 
making a _  of himself . . .. There were now two or thre°e others in 
the room, and this old man was the sergeant and in charge of the 
raid. 



He took some Pot. Chlor and sugar out of the case, put it in the 

empty fireplace and lit it with a match. It roared into flame and 

filled the room with smoke. He nodded to me and I nodded back. 

Saxonhead and another, a quiet fellow, had me gripped by the arms. 

'Got a gun, Paddy?' asked the sergeant. 

'If I'd have had a gun you wouldn't come through the door so 

shagging easy'.25 

158 

In the opening passage of Borstal Boy Behan invents an attitude for his young 

character that is tough and brave, more reminiscent of James Cagney than of 

Patrick Pearse.  The character's role is that of veteran rebel. It is not surprising that 

We find the image of the tough rebel related by Behan to his younger self, but 

What is surprising is that the character in Borstal Boy ends up playing a wide 

range of roles. Later he will play a model prisoner, a harmless joker, a sort of 
father figure to the lonely alienated characters he comes across, a violent anti

hero, a rowdy labourer, a quiet intellectual. The young Borstal Boy is made to 
adopt a series of attitudes and roles to suit the situation in which he finds 
himself .  More than this it is the performance of his identity which is most 
revealing .  The performance is predicated on an absence of a stable, 'known' 

Behan, the absence of a preserving core of self-ness . Various 'voices' enter 

Behan' s performance which are his yet also not his. His identity is again 
constructed around an 'almost', a sense of never 'being Behan' .  A voice 
reminiscent of James Cagney speaks in the opening passages of Borstal Boy, and 
identity is performed from a cinema reel. Behan is both filming and performing_ 

Behan, both inside and outside his identity, the object and the ;ubject of his own 
narrative.  The narrative offers the possibility of a unity of this identity, drawing 
the fragmentary and disparate pieces of self-ness into a seductive performance of 
llnity, but if so, the only basis for this unity is the performance of the self, for 
Performance denies rigidity of both time and motion, refusing to find 'ground' 
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159 on which to base a knowable identity. The voices of the text, then, do not emerge 
from a recuperable origin but are played into the narrative as a performance of 
the absence of origin: 

'Not much of the old rebel in you now, Behan, is there? Thought 
you blokes would 'ave brought over your ox-guns with you', said 
Mr Whitbread. 'Do you know what an ox-gun is, Behan? It's what 
they 'ave in Ireland for shooting bull-shit out of' . 
He looked at the others. Mr Holmes laughed, and the ginger boy, 
and Charlie's face was serious and troubled till he looked away from 
me and laughed with the rest. 
'And 'old up your 'ead, when Mr Whitbread speaks to you', said Mr 
Holmes. 
I looked round at Charlie. His eyes met mine and he quickly 
lowered them to the ground. 
'What are you looking round at, Behan? .Look at me' . 
Young Cuchulainn, after the battle of the ford of Ferdia, on guard 
the gap of Ulster, with his enemies ringed around him, held his 
back to a tree and, supported by it, called on the gods of death and 
grandeur to hold him up till his last blood flowed. 
I looked at Mr Whitbread. 'I am looking at you', I said. 
'You are looking at Mr Whitbread - what?' said Mr Holmes. 
'I am looking at Mr Whitbread'. 
Mr Holmes looked gravely at Mr Whitbread, drew back his open 
hand, and struck me on the face, held me with his othe; hand and 
struck me again. 
My head spun and burned and pained and I wondered would it 
happen again. I forgot and felt another smack, and forgot, and 
another, and moved, and was held by a steadying, almost kindly 



hand, and another, and my sight was a vision of red and white and 
pity-coloured flashes. 
'You are looking at Mr Whitbread - what, Behan?' 
I gulped and got together my voice and tried again till I got it out. 'I, 
sir, please, sir, I am looking at you, I mean, I am looking at Mr 
Whitbread, sir' .26 
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Behan makes a passage here from defiance to submission, from the resistant 
stance of the Republican facing his enemies to the prisoner at the mercy of his 
jailers. The turn should mark for us the breaking of Behan's nationalism, the 
beginning of his conformity to English expectations. This is the Behan that we 
know, and Behan is the tour guide of his own betrayal. But at the centre of this 
Passage Behan invokes the memory of a national Irish legend, one of the 
sustaining myths of Irish glory, Cuchulainn. Cuchulainn's defiant stance is 
doubled; a defiance of his enemies, and a defiance of the narrative passage. The 
point is that this legend which is supposed to sustain Republicans with its image 
of heroic sacrifice fails to mean anything in the face of violence in an English 
Prison. There is the brief possibility while he thinks of this legend that it will 
instil in him, as it is supposed to, the role of brave, defiant hero. But this proves 
impossible, and one of the most powerful symbols of Irish national identity 
Proves redundant. In short, it is nationalism which fails Behan, not the other 
way around, and the role that he adopts to survive is one of submission. Behan's 
invocation of the symbolic glory of Cuchulainn pauses the passage from defiance 
to betrayal, itself a defiance of the narrative. The pause breaks the intense 
gestural and verbal dialogue between Behan and the warders, delaying the 
narrative. But the pause is also the centrifugal point of the passage, the point on 
Which everything turns. As the 'home' of the passage, the familiar turn from 
nationalist to 'lackey', this invocation is also a displacement. Cuchulainn's stance 
0Perates as symbol of Irish nationalism, and promises momentarily the 



161 metaphorical extension of nationalist heroism and resistance to Behan. Both 
metaphor and symbol are predicated on a substitution of the 'real'. Cuchulainn is 
the substitute for Behan, and the substitute for national tradition and heroism. 
In being substitute for the central focus of this passage (Behan's loyalty to his 
nation), the Cuchulainn invocation proves to be some kind of source, in which a 
powerful legend is seduced into illuminating the significance of Behan's action, 
and the significance of the passage. But the symbol fails, and the metaphor fails, 
because both fail to achieve meaning or to inspire defiance in the young Behan. 
That is to say that the text works by a seduction, the possibility of inspiration. But 
it is a seduction that is deceptive, for the projection of Cuchulainn on to Behan is 
seductive but fails. The narrative of nationalism �hich is supposed to be 
essential to Behan fails, and it fails at exactly the point that the narrative of the 
text is disrupted. 

As an origin for national identity, specifically Behan's sense of Irishness, 
'Cuchulainn' proves to be absent. Its narrative performance is undoubtedly there, 
but the heart of its meaning is absent, and its potential then to sustain is absent. 
The whole textual performance of this disruption is centred on absence in the 
sense that no source of origin is immediately apparent for the voice of this 
disruption. Or rather, it is unclear whether this voice is an internal mental voice 
of the young Behan, or the external narrative voice of the older Behan. The 
Voice is without an author(ity), and threatens to be an unauthorised text. It is all 
the more dangerous because it is a text which narrates the progress from loyalty 
to betrayal of nation while undermining the very grounds and origins of 
national identity. The performance of Behan's identity in this passage brings us 
not to a preserving core of identity, or the betrayal of a p;eserving core of 
identity, but to the violence of two clashing identities. This is the violence of 
Cuchulainn's textual disruption, which forces nationalist violence into the 
narrative only in order to fail the narrative, and the violence of the English 
Warders to Behan, premised on conformity to arbitrary and unknowable systems 

' 
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of discipline. In the absence of a preserving core of identity, and faced with 

arbitrariness, Behan must perform his subservience to the warders, if only 

temporarily, in order to survive. 

Equally important is that Behan in this passage seems more concerned to 

register the effects of the violence he suffers on the friends that he has made. 

Charlie's turning away and laughing first appears as his betrayal, and conjures up 

the religious connotations of Peter and Jesus, but what appears to be a crisis bears 

no importance. Charlie also must adopt a role in order to survive the pressure of 

the society around him. What this scene demonstrates is the futility of 

unconditional loyalty, either to a nation, or, in the case of Behan and Charlie, to 

a friendship . Their friendship, just like Behan's performance of nationality, 

remain unaffected by what seems like a betrayal. 

The reason for this is an awareness of the transient and performative 
nature of identity, both personal and national. As befitting the dynamics of 

Performance, stance is all important in the passage. A series of poses, glances, 

Voices, and directions establish how one 'positions' one's self in relation to 
others. It is when Charlie looks away from Behan that he must perform the role 
of laughing with the others, and when he faces Behan that he must sympathise 
With Behan's suffering. Identity then becomes a matter of the positions and 
stances that one is forced or encouraged to adopt. The question that we must 
address is how much one might have 'room to manoeuvre', so to speak, within 
these positions and stances. How does one 'change' the system of relations 
Within which one is performing? 

National identity is dramatised in Borstal Boy as failing to provide any 
kind of preserving or sustaining essence. The system of nationalism and it� 

Others fails to function. Even the language which critics argue he should never 
have abandoned fails to stay 'uninfected' by the network of relations and 

Positions which exists in the absence of a preserving nationalism. If we go back to 
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the poem 'Buiochas le Joyce', the poem admits other voices into its own purity, 

failing to function as an aid to the self-realisation project of modern nationalism: 

Bufochas le Joyce 

Anseo i Rue Saint Andre des Arts 

i dtabhairne Arabach, 6lta, 

minim do Franncach fiosrach thu, 

ex-G.1.'s 's Ruiseach 6lta. 

Molaim gach comhartha dar chuiris ar phar 

Is mise san Fhrainc ag 61 Pernod da bharr. 

Without translating this piece, the Gaelic of the poem already admits alterity to 
its 'core', in the form of the Anglo-Irish writer in exile Joyce, the French street, 
the American ex-G.l.'s, and the Pernod at the bar. The self-preserving core of 
Gaelic is already 'poisoned' by the relations and identifications into which this 
nationalism is tumbled. The direction of Behan' s Gaelic poetry is not towards a 
centre of identity, but outwards, always outwards, to the peripheries, and the 
Peripheries are brought into the centre of the poem. This is certainly the case in 

Behan's 'Jackeen ag Caoineadh na mBlascaod': 

Jackeen ag Caoineadh na mBlascaod 

Do Shean 6 Briain as Baile an Fheirtearaigh 
Beidh an fharraige mh6r faoi lui greine mar ghloine, 

Gan bad faoi sheol na comhartha beo 6 dhuine 

Ach an t-iolar 6rga deireanach thuas ar imeall 

An domhain, thar an mBlascaod uaigneach luite . . .  

A Jackeen Says Goodbye to the Blaskets 

The great sea under the setting sun gleams like a glass, 



Not a sail in sight, no living person to see it pass 
Save the last golden eagle, hung on the edge of the world, 
Over the lonely Blasket resting, his wings unfurled.27 
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A word that is neither 'proper' Irish, nor 'proper' English, begins the poem, 
'Jackeen', and this is placed in the- context of a 'world' that is neither Irish nor 
English, the uninhabited Blasket islands. The Jackeen is a term used by Irish 
country people to refer to a Dubliner or town person innocent of country 
matters, a reference to the foreignness of the urban person. Behan positions the 
speaker, 'an Jackeen', in relation to a boundary, which is the boundary of the 
World. The boundary here is that of one of the fur.thest southern islands of 
Ireland, and Behan is almost satirising the 'world-view' of Gaelic poetry which is 
entirely introspective and puritan up to this point. By showing the boundary, 
and by positioning this 'foreigner' ,  this anglicized Jackeen, in relation to the 
boundary, he is gesturing towards the other cultures related to Ireland which 
Gaelic literature represses. Behan is this 'Jackeen', the Dubliner placed awkwardly 
between English and Gaelic. The lament is for the fact that the Blaskets ceased to 
be inhabited by about 1947, a symbolic withdrawal of 'Irish' away from its borders 
towards a supposed core, no longer in relation to the world. The Blaskets only 
exist as the 'last golden eagle', exist only in symbolic meaning, a Gaelic enclave or 
core on the edge of the world, but, of course, as at the heart of Borstal Boy, this 
hermetic core of self-ness is also absent. Even its peripheries fail to define the 
nation. The nation is again found to be groundless, and what is left lamenting 
this is the Jackeen, the positional identification of a Dubliner with his ow� 
foreignness. What is left for Behan is the search through the relations and 
Positions of shifting identities, a self always being negotiated and mediated 
through encounters and clashes with other selves and cultures. 

In this way, Behan in Borstal Boy can be seen not as systematically selling 
out to the English, as has been maintained, but instead adopting a close but 
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165 critical relationship to those around him. Part of what he is doing involves 
searching through issues of the relationship between him as an Irish man, and 
the English: 

The other fellows might give me a rub about Ireland or about the 
bombing campaign, and that was seldom enough, and I was never 
short of an answer, historically informed and obscene, for them. But 
I was nearer to them than they would ever let Ken be. I had the 
same rearing as most of them, Dublin, Liverpool, Manchester, 
Glasgow, London. All our mothers had all done the pawn -
pledging on Monday, releasing on Saturday. We all knew the chip 
shop and the picture house and the fourpenny rush of a Saturday 
afternoon, and the summer swimming in the canal and being 
chased along the railway by the cops. 
But Ken they would never accept. In a way, as the middle and upper 
class in England spent so much money _and energy in maintaining 
the difference between themselves and the working class, Ken was 
only getting what his people paid for but, still and all, I couldn't 
help being sorry for him, for he was more of a foreigner than I, and 
it's a lonely thing to be a stranger in a strange land.28 

What happens when Behan searches through issues of social and national 
identifications, as he does in this passage, is that he finds common links in the 
relations between being Irish and being English. He is not preferring one over 
the other, or betraying one for the other, but discovers that the polarisation and 
insularity of the two cultures is not a fixed and determined state. Just as Irish 
nationalism weakens the strength of an English culture, by being 'historically 
informed and obscene', so too Irish nationalism is weakened by the fact that 
Dublin shares a social history with Liverpool, Glasgow, Manchester and London. 
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That relationships exist between these cities which are crucial to issues of 

nationality, but which circumvent the polarisation of nations by drawing 

common identifications along linguistic, cultural and class lines, is an indication 

of the problem of grounding any kind of identity. As some of these 

identifications are crucial in the national differentiations, particularly on 

linguistic and cultural terms, Behan's search through relationships is a 

rem(a)inder of older political forms which weakens the claims of national 

allegiances. Colonialism has forged a common heritage for Dublin and London, 

an urban industrial and artisan working class which communicates in English, 

and which shares certain forms of cultural expression and entertainment. The 

heritage is still strong enough so that Behan is closer to the English working class 
than they are to the upper clas·s character, Ken, but it is not strong enough to 

abandon the differentiation which the English make by unanimously referring 
to Behan, despite the regional and class differences between them, as 'Paddy'. 

Behan is both inside and outside their culture, problematising the idea that he 

either accepts or rejects national identity. Behan discovers that the rift between 
the two nations are positions which have become entrenched, temporal roles 
Which have been disguised as permanent. And his solution to this is a playing at 

roles, and an experiment with cultural identifications. 

The Hostage, the most contested icon of Behan's loyalty in Behan 
Criticism, I want to argue, is the play in which Behan takes the opportunity to 
experiment with roles and identities. In An Giall, and in the early version of The 

llostage, at the end of Act One Kate and Teresa begin to dance to a tune on the 
radio called 'An Londubh', the blackbird.29 Just as the tune begins, Leslie, the 

English soldier who is the IRA's hostage, enters the room. The point here is tha� 
the blackbird in Gaelic is an Irish metaphor for a hero,30 and Behan uses the 
Inusic to advertise the arrival of the hero of the play on to the stage. Such Gaelic 
llletaphors as 'An Londubh' were developed in times of oppression as secret and 

Subversive codes. 'Four Green Fields', 'Kathleen', 'Dark Rosaleen', were all 

I 
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167 metaphors for Ireland. 'The Stranger' referred to the English. For Irish writers 
these metaphors served as codes through which they could patriotically refer to 
the plight of Ireland, and subversively refer to England. Richard Wall cites this as 
evidence that Behan is a nationalist using subversive codes. Curiously, what he 
neglects to point out is the mischievous way that Behan has used a 'subversive 
Irish code' to refer to an English soldier. 

In this case Leslie, the English soldier held hostage by the IRA, is referred 
to as the blackbird, meaning the hero, and he remains the centre of attention in 
both plays. From this point on a sort of national allegory begins to take place. 
Leslie represents the English, despite being the hero of a play full of Irish 
nationalists, and Teresa, the maid who brings him his tea, represents the Irish. 
The two find a series of things in common, that both, for example, were 
orphaned and grew up in orphanages, and they fall in love, presenting the 
Possibility of unity between the conflicting powers. That they are both orphans is 
significant, in that both of the main IRA protagonists in the house, 
Monsur/Monsewer and Padraig/Patrick, are firmly tied to the inheritance of the 
Past. In Monsur's case this is offered as a reason why he is a nationalist: 

Patrick: Its bad enough that Monsur, the old fool, hasn't got a clock, 
but I think he hasn't even got a calender. We know he doesn't 
know what hour of the day it is, nor what day of the week it is, and 
I'm almost certain. he doesn't know which of the twelve months of 
the year it is, but he should know that this is nineteen hundred and 
fifty eight, and that the time of the heroes, nineteen hundred and 
twenty, is over.31 

�0nsur joins the IRA and fights in the War of Independence when he finds out 
that his mother was Irish, and the reason why he continues to fight is that he is 
trapped in the past, caught up in his birthright. Leslie and Teresa, being orphans 

.. 
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who never knew their parents, are free from the burden of the past, and are 
therefore the only ones in the play who can cross the national divide. History is 
the great power which traps the others, the cultural knowledge of their inherited 
national struggle. The relationship between Leslie and Teresa is idyllic and 
romantic. They are united in both the joy of song and dance, and in comforting 
their mutual vulnerability. But Leslie dies at the end of both An Giall and The 
Hos tage, suffocated in a closet in An Giall, gunned down accidentally in The 
Hos tage . The hero must die, as the history of all Irish heroes is one of 
martyrdom. History catches up with Leslie, for the conflict between the IRA and 
the British forces proves too powerfully grounded in entrenched positions to 
allow a romantic symbolic relationship to break the shackles of the past. The play 
. . 18 making a point about the struggle between the two forces here, for the conflict 
is only perpetuated by history, and history in turn dictates the murder of all 
hope. Yet The Hostage performs a final coup against the fixing of history, and its 
Victory over Leslie, for Leslie returns from the dead as a ghostly presence at the 
end of the play, singing directly to the audience: 

A ghostly green light glows on the body as Leslie Williams s lowly 
gets up and sings: 

The bells of hell, 
Go ting-a-ling-a-ling, 
For you but not for me, 
Oh death, where is thy sting-a-ling-a-ling? 
Or grave thy victory?32 

l'he ghost reminds the audience that the consequences of what they have seen is 
of direct relevance to how they position themselves. Leslie is killed as a result of 
narratives of nationalism that are grounded in myths of primeval origins and 
sacred projections of identity. In ghosting the play Leslie refuses to allow his 

., 



169 death to become a symbol in nationalist discourse, and instead sings and 
performs an identity that is ungrounded (because un-real). His return from 
death, and his defiance of 'power' is possible only through a performing of 
absence. Leslie must ghost the text in order to defy the narrative stability of 
history and identity. 

Often Behan's characters are cited as being stereotypical devices used to 
conform to the accepted views of his audience. Yet Behan brings to both the Irish 
and the English theatre some very unstereotypical characters. Leslie in An Giall, 

is very far from being the posh, cunning snob stereotype of the English, but 
instead, like Behan's 'chinas' in Borstal Boy, is a lovable humorous working-class 
lad, who makes fun of the upper-class English 'toff' as much as his Irish captors 
do. In The Hostage, the boistero�s swearing Irish rebels are not so evident as the 
cold, rational and puritanical face of Irish nationalism, and the alternative 
stereotype of the chaste Catholic convent girls is slightly disrupted by the farcical 
collection of social outcasts huddled together in a Dublin brothel.33 

In short, Behan is testing national identifications and puts the focus firmly 
0n the nature of national identity. If the relationship between Leslie and Teresa 
is the main redemptive metaphor for this inter-national relationship, then one 
of the most significant scenes takes place in The Hostage, in Act two: 

Teresa: There was this little feller, his father was dead, and his 
mother had run away or something. All the other boys were 
laughing and shouting, but this one little boy was all on his own 
and he was crying like the rain. Nothing would stop him. So, do 
you know what I did, Leslie? I made him a crown of daisies and a 
daisy chain to put around his neck and told him he was the King of 
May. Do you know he forgot everything except that he was King of 
the May. 
SOLDIER: Would you do that for me if I was a mixed infant? . . .  

,. 
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She pulls out a medal which she has round her neck . . . 
She puts it over his head and he tries to kiss her.3 4 
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Teresa and Leslie re-enact the crowning of the King of May with a medal of the 
Virgin Mary, who, Teresa informs him is the mother of everyone in the world. 
Behan makes a series of connections with this scene, which brings the whole 
issue of how cultures relate to each other into focus. The mythological and pagan 
crowning of the King of May, reputed to make the world continue to bear fruit, is 
linked to the Virgin Mary, who in Catholic mythology 'mothers' or bears the 
Whole world. The ceremony itself, presented in some form or other across the 
World, according to Frazer's The Golden Bough, involves a 'leaf-dad person who 
represents the spirit of vegetation' being carried on a visit from house to house 
to collect money and food for the festivals of May.35 More importantly the same 
celebration involves the coupling and intercourse of the King and Queen of May 
Which will guarantee fruitful harvests and peaceful times. The unity of Leslie 
and Teresa, sealed by the crowning ceremony of the May festival, promises to 
bring fruit and peace to the relationship of which they serve as allegories, but 
lllore than this the European examples of the King of May rituals which Frazer 
talks of obviously date back to the traditions of Celtic Paganism, a tradition which 
is the common heritage of both Britain and Ireland. In one overarching series of 
connecting religion to mythology, present to history, unity to peace and Britain 
to Ireland, Behan does not reduce the issue to a unifying symbol, but 
dernonstrates that the relationship is much more complex than separatist 
nationalism or imperialist bigotry will allow. 

In The Hostage both imperialism and nationalism an; caricatured, and 
nowhere more forcefully than in the songs that are rife through the play. The 
songs become the point at which not just national discourses are challenged, but 
also the point at which the cultural separation of high literature from popular 
Culture is challenged. Like Osborne's use of both classical and music-hall 



171 references in his songs and dialogue, Behan's songs are invested with an 
embracing knowledge of a wide range of culture, from Thomas Hardy to 'Danny 
Boy'. In The Hostage the songs are made to parody identities and stereotypes. The 
IRA leader, Monsewer, is reminded of his English roots in Act two, and sings a 
song which parodies the nostalgic vision of 'old England' and empire in the 
manner of a Kipling verse: 

Far away in dear old Cyprus, 
Or in Kenya's dusty land, 
Where all bear the white man's burden 
In many a strange land. 
As we look across our shoulder 
In West Belfast the school bell rings, 
And we sigh for dear old England, 
And the Captains and the Kings. 
And we sigh for dear old England., 
And the Captains and the Kings. 36 

A short time after England and empire have been gloriously invoked by 
Monsewer, the prostitute Meg chants an account of the Easter rising, 'when the 
boys in green went out to fight/ the forces of the Crown'.37 This is followed 
ill'\tnediately by references to the author: 'He'd sell his country for a pint',38 and 
then a scene of confusion seems to be centred on conflicts and crises of identity. 
the stage directions indicate that arguments take place between republican 
factions, nations, homosexuals and heterosexuals, while Miss Gilchrist sings 
'land of Hope and Glory', and Irish, Russian and 'Keep Ireland Black' flags are 
hurled around the stage. The Russian flag confuses the Volunteer who is also a 
railway guard, who then blows his whistle.39 Quarrels, fights, and dances all aid 
the action and crises. What is highlighted by this performance of crisis and 
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confusion is the tension and play of identities, and the songs are used to counter 
each other and the characters who sing them. 

In Borstal Boy, Behan appropriates a song from Thomas Hardy's Under 
the Greenwood Tree, putting a Christmas Carol from Hardy's novel to the tune 
of the 'Famine Song', as Behan points out, 'my situation being more like Famine 
than like Christmas'. 4 0 Behan rations his reading of the Hardy novel so that it 
Will sustain him during the time that he has to spend in prison. It is charged 
With an additional task of providing sustenance when he is sentenced to 
confinement and deprivation of privileges for a violent assault. Hardy's novel at 
times becomes allegorical of idyllic English rural life, the tree itself used as a 
microcosm of this idyll which spawns tribes and families, and provides 'healthy 
ex ercise ground'. 41 This is also where Fancy, newly wed to Dick Dewy, marks the 
P a ssing of ancient manners into new ways, and the marriage of Dick and Fancy 
seems to herald in new times, celebrated on this exercise ground. But Behan 
converts the novel through his own reading, and performance of the text, to new 
P urp oses. 4 2 The ending of Hardy's novel, whe.re Thomas Leaf, whom Behan calls 
a n amadan (Gaelic for fool), tells his 'half-arsed class of a story', finds the tranter 
speaking of Leaf's wish to join the party: 

'Poor feller!' said the tranter, turning to Geoffrey. 
'Suppose we must let en come? His looks are rather against en, and 
he is terrible silly; but ' a never been in jail, and 'a won't do no 
harm'. 43 

I n Behan's performance of the novel a different voice speaks out of Hardy;s 
c ha racters: 
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'Let the poor bastard in,' says the Tranter, 'he's a bit silly-looking but 
I never heard he was in jail.' Sure, if he was itself, there was as good 
as ever he was in it.44 
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Meaning is constructed for Behan only in ephemeral and transient ways. There 
is no such narrative of enduring meaning as the nationalism which the young 
Behan held dear from canonical Irish rebel texts. By the end of Borstal Boy, 

Behan's awareness is one of being subject to history not in a sustaining sense, but 
in a confining sense. The immigration officer at Dun Laoghaire greets him on 
his arrival back from borstal: 

'It must be wonderful to be free.' 
'It must, ' said I, walking down the gangway, past a detective, and 
got on the train for Dublin. 45 

Behan's ironic remark to the immigration officer sets up his awareness of the 
constraints upon him, and the difficulty of existing within the powerful 
narratives of fixed identity, where freedom is guaranteed only by conformity to 
these narratives. But his remark is doubly ironic as he walks past a detective, for 
it is because of shooting at state detectives that he is imprisoned only a short time 
later, and which is narrated in the next volume of his autobiography, 
Confessions of an Irish Rebel. 

We are returning to the point from which criticism of Behan left off, the 
Confining of Behan to fixed positions of national and cultural identificatio�. 
Behan's awareness of this confinement, and his constant and disruptive playing 
of Voices and identities, unsettles these fixed positions in the performance of his 
Writings, whether poetic, dramatic or narrative. Behan's exploration and search 
through national and cultural identities and relations reconnoitres the textual 
territory on which identities are constructed and narrated, and his performance 
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174 of such constructions from oblique and disorienting angles engages in strategies 
of dislocating and absenting the basis of these constructions. Homi Bhabha has 
commented on the politics of such a practice: 

To encounter the nation as it is written displays a temporality of 
culture and social consciousness more in tune with the partial, 
overdetermined process by which textual meaning is produced 
through the articulation of difference in language ... . Such an 
approach contests the traditional authority of those national objects 
of knowledge - Tradition, People, the Reason of State, High Culture, 
for instance - whose pedagogical value often relies on their 
representation as holistic concepts located within an evolutionary 
narrative of historical continuity. Traditional histories do not take 
the nation at its own word, but, for the most part, they do assume 
that the problem lies with the interpretation of 'events' that have a 
certain transparency or privileged visibility.46 

Behan is made to function within national discourse, that is a discourse which 
Validates tradition, evolution and primeval unity, precisely by reducing his 
Writings to what is believed to be transparent and visible. I have constructed an 
alternative Behan, a Behan who seems to anticipate deconstructions of identity 
and history as well as postmodern surfaces. The construction is based not on the 
reduction of Behan's text (or Behan as a text), but on the idea that textuality reads 
critical intervention into whatever forms of expression and authority it 
mediates. But this construction is likely to be dismissed as simply an alternative 
interpretation, unhistorical and ungrounded, unless the mediation between text 
and context can be theorised. 

• 
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Declan Kiberd argues that Behan became 'a middle-aged English playwright' 

when he began to write in English and for an English audience. In so doing, he 

gave up the challenge of writing in Gaelic and supporting a struggling Gaelic 

theatrical tradition. His command of both languages gave Behan a clear option in 

I<iberd's view, between choosing to support Irish literature, or choosing fame in 

English literature. Aside from the way in which this reproduces the idea of one 

nation, one people (with its own history, tradition and unity, etc. ), which I've 

already contested, Kiberd's view of Behan's choice is premised on a strongly 

determinist view of context and text. That is to say that in Behan's case, for 

I<iberd in his early writings, the language in which he writes has determined the 

meaning and significance of his writings. Nor is it just the language in which he 

Writes, but the whole media-image and public persona of the Behan who seems 
to laugh, joke and drink his way across two continents. He is found in the reports 
of English newspapers cursing and drinking his way through a book launch. He 
is found in the American press being thrown out of hotels (before rock stars were 
even likely to). He is found on the BBC's 'Panorama' drunk and incoherent. The 
image which Behan compels is conducive to a view of a writer playing up to the 
Wild drinking rebel that suits Kiberd's argument that he became the living Stage 
Irishman to perfection. And the argument rests on the point that he pandered to 

Popular conceptions of the Irish to an unprecedented degree. Behan, if we are to 

accept the arguments of Declan Kiberd and others, is the modern day source of 
stereotypical views of the Irish. 

The argument is not unfamiliar if we think of how other writers of the 
nineteen-fifties were considered. None had so fantastically mischievous an 
image as Behan, perhaps, but writers such as Osborne, Wesker, Sillitoe, or Brai�e 
are all implicated in Alan Sinfield's argument that lower-class and marginal 
'writers had to conform to the standards of middle-class English audiences and 

readers before they were accepted, produced or published.47 Such an argument 

does rely on the idea that the context of production or publishing determines the 
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176 meaning and significance of a text, for, however we might argue about how to 
interpret these writers, even in terms of class or nationality, the 'fact' of their 
acceptance in nineteen-fifties England proves that they must have conformed to 
what was demanded at the time, either consciously as in Behan's option, or 
unconsciously as in Sillitoe's suitability to a middle-class audience hungry for 
representations of working-class life. 

The argument seems to be a sort of market economics, where the success 
of the 'product' means that it must have satisfied demand. This is ironic in some 
cases, given Sinfield's challenges to Thatcherist ideology and policies, and 
I<iberd's important work in developing post-colonial studies. In fact, the closer 
0ne looks at the way in which this argument of conformity comes about the 
closer it resembles the mechani�s of market economics. Behan sells himself to an 
English audience by; a) dressing his product, The Hostage, up in topical up-to
date references to Jayne Mansfield, Macmillan, Profumo and others, therefore 
ll'laking his product seem to be the latest model; by b) creating a persona and 
1mage that is almost guaranteed to keep his company and product in the media's 
attention, a publicity stunt that even Max Clifford would be proud of; and by c) 
having his product sold in a well known and controversial outlet, renowned for 
a particular type of production. The success of Behan is deemed to be a carefully 
orchestrated and planned marketing operation which succeeded precisely 
because it met demand. In this case the demand must have been for stereotypical 
representations of the Irish, with a dash of topical references added. Thus a 
Product success is born. 

But there are problems with this economics of literary success, and 
Problems with basing one's argument on this analogy. Literature and theatre 
Inay be business ventures, with capitalist empires behind them, and this was true 
of West End theatres in the fifties. But meaning, although communicated and 
e)(changed, is not transparently exchanged, and the problem of knowing what it 
is that has been exchanged is evident in the fault of calculating demand in this 



177 economics. We know what the public demanded by interpreting what successful 
playwrights offered, but then we claim to know that fifties writers conformed to 
what audiences demanded. The argument is clearly tautological. Furthermore, 
an assumption exists within this economics that what audiences gain from the 
'product' is homogenous, and that middle-class audiences were comforted and 
pandered to because the social status quo was maintained. The politics of such an 
assumption rests on the simple option between a homogenous body remaining 
the same (conservatism), and a homogenous body effecting change (social 
revolution). Reading the nineteen fifties then involves something of a reading 
of failure into its programme, a demand to know why the promise of the welfare 
state, and the promise of democratic new representations of the working class 
and margins, failed to produce change. 

In the context of Behan's writings and Behan's influence in Britain this 
argument begins to lose a lot of credibility. In the scheme of criticism of Behan, 
Behan's texts are made safe, and believed to be comfortable reproductions of 
What English middle-class audiences demanded. But in the fifties this may not 
have been so evident. We might begin here with the fact that Behan's Borstal 

Boy was prohibited from being sold in Ireland, and that The Hostage was refused 
a licence by the Lord Chamberlain in Britain. The censors thought him 
dangerous, and the Lord Chamberlain's office wrote: 'This is a filthy play with 
nothing to recommend it . . .  it is a mere excuse for anti-English, anti-Catholic 
Propaganda and a series of stupidly indecent songs . . . .  I believe it to be likely to 
inflame political passions . It is therefore NOT RECOMMENDED FOR 
LICENCE' .  48 The censor includes a list of deletions to Behan's play that cover 
twenty eight pages of the script. Gerry Raffles of the Theatre Worksho� 
negotiated with the censor's office, making some of the changes that the censor 
recommended, and arguing a case not to change the others. The censors later 
&ranted a licence, but were wary of the author and the producers, and wrote 'The 
lord Chamberlain has ordered that the play be kept under review and future 

.. 



178 productions will be checked by the police' .49 Behan's suspicious package, left in 
Stratford East, clearly called for police presence, and the watchful eye of the 
authorities, in Britain (and in Ireland with Borstal Boy); not as safe as some 
Would have us believe. 

The BBC were left with a similar impression of Behan's danger, albeit a 
danger of a different kind. Behan was invited to take part in the BBC's 
'Panorama' programme with two two-minute extracts of his play, The Quare 
Fellow, to be performed, and an interview with Behan to be conducted by 
Malcolm Muggeridge. What happened next has gone down in television history. 
Behan appeared on the programme drunk and barely able to answer 
Muggeridge's questions. This may have contributed s�bstantially to the image of 
the wild drunken Behan which is constantly perpetuated by critics, but it 
succeeded in frightening the authorities of the BBC. The flood of memoranda 
circulating between management following the incident raised issues of 
television and management practice, making the producer responsible for 
decisions about the fitness of a contributor, and pre-recording interviews where 
Possible.SO Leonard Miall, the Head of Talks at the BBC at the time wrote in a 
lllemo to the Director General which detailed Behan's crimes and his 'sordid 
alcoholism': 'I strongly believe, and the governors felt equally strongly, that this 
Ill.an should not have been televised'.51 Behan could be said, regardless of his 
intentions or motives, to have upset the BBC, and to have changed their 
Practices, and this raises some question over how much the institution can 
determine the meaning of an event without a reciprocal effect taking place. 
Behan seems to have had quite a successful impact on those institutions he ca�e 
into contact with, changing part of the BBC's practices (th�y certainly never 
televised him live again), changing the mood of Hutchinson's launch of Borstal 
Boy by bursting into rebel songs,52 and inspiring Theatre Workshop to challenge 
and play games with the authority of the Lord Chamberlain's office. In this sense 
Behan is like Pinter's McCann and Goldberg in The Birthday Party, marginal 

.. 
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179 figures who arrive in an English middle-class dwelling to terrorise the 
inhospitable Stanley.53 

The question of crucial importance in this debate, however, is who retains 
control over Behan's text and over Behan as a text. My argument so far in places 
seems to veer towards the idea of a critical individual, who possesses the power 
and the will to change society for the better. But the idea that the individual like 
Behan is the centre of power, the agent of change, hardly fits with the many 
Behans that one is able to find. It is the plurality of meaning that assumes central 
importance here, and this means a plurality of Brendan Behans, a proliferating 
multitude of Behans that constantly challenge, contradict and converse with 
each other. In my discussion of Behan's writings I have constructed an 
alternative Behan who is not ;eally an alternative. That is to say that it is not 
intended to replace the cultural constructions of Behan that we have already 
seen in the critical works. I've based my construction of Behan on what we call 
'textual evidence', but equally the nationalist Behan or the sell-out Behan can be 
grounded in textual evidence. The point is that the text is divided in itself, 
fraught with alternating images, ambivalent constructions. It fails to exist as a 
Inonument to nationalism. It fails to testify to Behan's betrayal. It fails also to 
Witness any alternative to these positions. But simultaneously the text can be 
Inade to yield all of these positions. In effect, then, my criticisms of the critics of 
Behan are unfounded, for their claims can be substantiated from the text. My 
Point is not that they are wrong. Nor is my point that they have deliberately 
excluded elements of the text which contradicted their opinions. The argument 
here is that by constructing Behan as having a single position or meaning in 
literary history, critics have reproduced a version of the past and the prese�t 
Which is uncritical and unchallenged, and therefore produces the text as merely a 
function of history or society. 

The power behind The Hostage or Borstal Boy, or any of Behan's works, is 
l\ot Behan, or Joan Littlewood, or the publishing industry, or market economics, 

-
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180 or a dominant culture, or the ideological state apparatus. But all of these have a 
significant influence on the construction, production, reception and 
interpretation of the text, and it is this framing of the text that we need to address 
rather than its determination. Determination as a process has been 
overestimated and does rely on the idea that a text can be definitively fixed in its 
significance to a particular time and a particular authority. But this does not take 
into consideration the dynamics of textuality, particularly of the construction of 
language and meaning in a particular text. If we return to the 'Cuchulainn' 
passage of Borstal Boy, the crucial problem is that the young Behan is not free 
enough to choose an alternative ideology such as Irish rebellion where he is 
contained by the violence of the English penal system and so, he is forced into 
submission. But the containm�nt is not an enduring one. He gradually finds, 
through literature that he is able to appropriate English 'texts' for his own 
subtexts, as it were. He begins to find that there is room for manoeuvre inside 
this framework of control. 

Roland Barthes writes in his book Roland Barthes: 

Writing is that play by which I turn around as well as I can in a 
narrow place: I am wedged in, I struggle between the hysteria 
necessary to write and the image-repertoire, which oversees, 
controls, purifies, banalizes, codifies, corrects, imposes the focus 
(and the vision) of a social communication.54 

The carnivalesque play of identities in Behan's writings of the fifties are exercises . . 
in Barthes's idea of writing as 'unconditional dispersion'. The fixed moment is 
forbidden a space for entrenchment. By minute turns and motions, textuality 
Produces a ground that is busy vibrating, shaking loose the roots of identity and 
'knowingness', as James Kincaid refers to our contemporary epistemological 
constructions founded in textual 'evidence'.55 There is in this theorisation no 

.... 
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process, as in Frank McMahon's reduction of the eighty-six literary references in 
Borstal Boy to the one literary dismissal of his dramatisation.56 Or it can be a 
discursive process of reading Behan from a sense of historical plausibility. 

But it should be acknowledged that this is a process of making Behan 
'safe', of defusing the historical challenge that can be produced from the 
alteritous voices, the unconditional dispersion, of Behan's texts. To read these 
alteritous voices is not to leap back in time, or to return to the text, at least not in 
the reactionary ways that these actions now denote, but is to read the text in and 
against itself, to produce 'wayward' Behans, staggering towards the heart of 
England, bearing suspicious packages, threatening at any moment to detonate 
himself in the centre of English literature. These wayward Behans can be 
constructed and read out of the dangerous detail of textuality, the immarginable 
play of writing. 
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Chapter Five 

'The Regions Caesar never knew': 

Who's Afraid of Sam Selvon? 

.. 



'The Regions Caesar Never Knew': 

Who's Afraid of Sam Selvon? 

life is all you live by, muttering in your sleep with half-

moans, 

even grunts that betray a shortcoming of Columbus's own . . .  

this too is telling me, us, about the writer's real instinct 

to ferret out stories, though never about Canada 

but as yet your own created Moses or Galahad -

or writing a further book of London's blacks burning in your 

memory, 

the imagination's perseverance in the early hours, another 

paradox 

perhaps of immigrants who have exiled themselves for lack 

of shame, 

who have betrayed origins in one long leap . . .  London is yet 

awake, 

or always lonely . . .  and who is talking! 
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Cyril Dabydeen, 'COGITATING for Sam Selvon' 

When I came to England . . .  one of my great joys was 

always to go outside of London, and see what the 
5ll\all villages were like, whether they were like 

l(eats had written about them in the poems, and 
'Daffodils and Wordsworth, and I found it! I found 
i t !  

Sam Selvon 

In the only book length study of Sam Selvon's writings to date, Clement Wyke 

reminds us that 'an often neglected dimension of Selvon's craftsmanship 

• 
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surfaces in his handling of sense of place'.1 Wyke's reminder is not in preface to 

an exposition of Selvon's handling of place, since his own interests are in 

looking at the relationship between language and fiction, and only barely touch 

on the importance of place. The neglect of this area is a strange aberration, given 

that Selvon's most significant novel, and most acclaimed novel, is entitled The 
Lonely Londoners, and that his short story collection Ways of Sunlight is 

organised into two parts, the first entitled 'Trinidad', the second 'London'. It is an 

aberration not just in relation to Selvon's work, but in relation to literature in 
general. However, as J. Hillis Miller writes, and persuasively demonstrates, in 

Topographies : 'No account of a novel would be complete without a careful 
interpretation of the function of landscape (or cityscape) within it',2 and this is 

precisely the task that this chapter intends to carry out. Place is a feature that 
figures prominently in the works of Selvon. A number of his short stories 
highlight the sense of place, calculating on the effect of place on the mind of the 

reader: 

Mangohead come from St. Vincent, and if you don't know where 

that is that is your hard luck.3 

Brackley hail from Tobago, which part they have it say Robinson 

Crusoe used to hang out with Man Friday.4 

These references, from two stories in the 'London' section of Ways of Sunlight, 
Utilise a sense of place in relation to an imagined English readei:, making it pl�in 
that the reader is in a state of ignorance. This reminder of ig�orance is merely a 
Prelude to Selvon's demonstration in the stories of the empathetic familiarity of 
the characters and situations. Place, in other words, has an important role to play 
in the effect of the story, and should for that reason be included in any 

Consideration of Selvon's writings. 

• 

• 
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With Selvon's emergence into literary culture in the fifties came the first 
and probably formative attempts to dis-place him. That is to say that the reviews 
and reception of Selvon' s work fail to recognise, like the imagined English reader 
of the short stories, his geographical subject. Even if they acknowledge that The 
Lonely Londoners is about London, there is a failure to recognise the London 
that is depicted. Isabel Quigley includes The Lonely Londoners when she writes: 

The exotic, in novels as in life, both scores and disappoints; it has its 
fictional hazards and its advantages. A man who knows some 
corner of life quite unfamiliar to the majority of his readers has 
both an asset and a liability when he sits down to write about it. . .  
The week's three novels have all, at least by my homely standards, 
rather exotic themes and settings.5 

Selvon's novel is reviewed here alongside Erico Verissimo's The Rest is Silence 
and Mouloud Mammeri's The Sleep of the Just, Brazilian and Algerian Arab 
respectively. Quigley's review places Selvon in a position that is not 'homely', 
but exotic, and foreign. His subject may be London, but it is not a London that can 
be recognised by the reviewer. Selvon has encountered this reaction not for the 
first time. In 1952, Paul Stephenson of the BBC returned the script of the story 
'Gussy and the Boss', with a letter of rejection: 

It is beautifully told, but, frankly the theme is a bit too 
uncomfortable and disturbing for a Morning Story on the Light 
Programme. As our audience is composed chiefly ot housewives 
and hospital patients, the accent has to be on entertainment.6 

Selvon is not domestic enough to have his story broadcast to housewives and 
hospital patients, and his story provokes an uneasiness in the mind of 

• 
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Stephenson. Selvon on the whole proves to be too disturbing to be accepted, but 
what is disturbing about him turns out more often than not to be his 
foreignness, the fact that he is not homely. Stephenson does not specify what is 
disturbing about 'Gussy and the Boss'. The story is about an old caretaker, Gussy, 
in Trinidad, whose new European boss promises him a pay rise and raises 
Gussy's expectations of what he will do with the money. In the meantime, the 
boss realises that he can no longer employ Gussy, and the story ends with Gussy 
about to enter the boss's office expecting to hear news of how much he is to 
receive. The story is one of disillusionment, and Stephenson writes that stories 
on the Morning Story programme can be sad, but not bitter. Bitterness, however, 
only enters the story if we assume that it is about the European exploitation of 
Trinidad, which is not explicit in the story. Presumably, Stephenson's concern is 
With the race-relations angle, the meeting point of the two cultures of Europe 
and the West Indies, and the suggestion that it might be anything but 
harmonious. 

Selvon, however, is clearly anxious about this meeting point, evident in 
George Lamming's tale of the journey made by himself and Selvon to England in 
l9S0. As the ship gets closer to the port of Southampton, Lamming notices a 
change in Selvon: 

All the gaiety of reprieve which we felt on our departure had now 
turned to apprehension. Like one of the many characters which he 
has since created, Sam said on the deck: 'Is who send we up in this 
place?' For it was a punishing wind which drove us from looking at 
the landscape.7 ,. 

Selvon becomes more anxious as he gets closer to the English shore, growing 
!!\ore aware that the 'promised land' of England may not live up to his 
e)(pectations, and the decision to emigrate now seems strangely similar to being 

• 
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sent as a slave. The punishing wind which greets Selvon and Lamming as they 

coast towards the port injects a note of hostility into their expectations, tainting a 

dream with reality. England clearly is the stuff of dreams for them in one sense. 

'England lay before us', wrote Lamming, 'not a place, or a people but as a promise 

and an expectation'.8 The journey which they make is a journey of discovery, a 

voyage akin to that of Columbus, with the exception that England is a land and a 

culture that is already 'known' to them. Selvon is already aware of what he 

Wants to find in England: 

[I]n the Caribbean. . .  we were indoctrinated by English colonialism. 

The books I started to read were English text books. Shakespeare, 

Dickens, Keats, and that brought out in me some sort of feeling for 

the English countryside and for English history and things like that. 

T hat's strange to say that it should happen that way, but when I 

came to England, for instance one of my great joys was always to go 

outside of London, and see what the small villages were like, 

whether they were like Keats had wrote about them in the poems, 

and Daffodils and Wordsworth, and I found it ! I found it! And I said 
. . 

9 yes . . .  1t 1s true. 

Selvon finds an England that is true to its literary representations, true to how it 
has been exported to him in his Trinidadian school . It is an England that he 
knows and recognises in the small villages outside of London. But it is a 
knowledge which causes him anxiety in those moments of arrival in England, in 
that voyage which is neither England nor Trinidad, but a meeting point · in 

between. Where the two cultures meet, Selvon walks the decks alone, troubled 
and tense, and this is an important tension in his writings. 

This chapter argues that Sam Selvon's 1956 novel, The Lonely Londoners, 
takes the form of a journey in search of London, and England, and attempts to 

• 
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represent London in ways that are located at the heart of English literary 
tradition, but simultaneously radically different from this tradition. The focus 
will be on how Selvon mediates between two cultures, between the Caribbean 
and England, and how he uses the novel as a space to weaken the dominant 
culture of English imperialism. 

It begins by looking at how the novel, and Selvon in general in the 
nineteen fifties, is treated in terms of critical and historical reception, arguing 
that Selvon is exposed to three critical approaches: neglect, historicisation, and 
exoticisation. In each case there is an attempt to divert the proliferation of 
meaning and debate into a position that is irrelevant to English literature, and to 
monumentalise and ossify the novel. The chapter t�en moves on to argue that 
The Lonely Londoners is already reading itself into central and radical positions 
in English culture, and utilising these positions towards conducting new 
readings of English culture, and London as a cultural centre. It transforms 
London out of its alienating and awe-inspiring vastness into a receptacle of 
imagination and play. The novel performs .this function by reading itself into 
literary texts that are more readily associated with London (and which feed off 
the city as the cultural centre of Britain and empire), and by transforming these 
texts into a carnival which in turn deterritorialises London and makes it 
available as a new territory, to be found and imagined by each inhabitant. The 
narrative has, then, a double function: of seducing other readings and texts into 
its own, and by spreading contagiously a multiplicity of voyages, identities and 
fictional centres which resist the imposition of a centrally defined London. 
London becomes a cognitive space that cannot be defined or established as the 
Object of colonial desire, it becomes an appropriated ,. space that defies 
Colonisation, it becomes 'the regions Caesar never knew'.10 

• 
'ten years after Selvon and Lamming arrived together in Southampton, 
la:rnrning published his seminal work, The Pleasures of Exile, which is one of 

• 
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the most important commentaries on West Indian literature, and a significant 
study of the post-colonial intellectual. In it, he discusses at some length the 
extent to which Sam Selvon has contributed to West Indian literature, and to 
literatures in English. For Lamming, the most important contribution made by 
West Indian literature to English is that of the peasant novel, of novels that do 
not emanate from middle-class sensibilities, and are not produced for middle
class tastes, and Selvon is one of the founders of this contribution: 

Writers like Selvon and Vic Reid - key novelists for understanding 
the literacy and social situation in the West Indies - are essentially 
peasant. I don't care what jobs they did before; what kind or grade of 
education they got in their different islands; they never really left 
the land that once claimed their ancestors like trees. That's a great 
difference between the West Indian novelist and his contemporary 
in England. For peasants simply don't respond and see like middle
class people. The peasant tongue has its own rhythms which are 
Selvon's and Reid's rhythms; and no artifice of technique, no 
sophisticated gimmicks leading to the mutilation of form, can 
achieve the specific taste and sound of Selvon's prose. 
For this prose is, really, the people's speech, the organic music of the 
earth.11 

l'he peasant sounds in Selvon's prose are produced, according to Lamming, not 
by clever artifice, or formal innovation, but because the writer has not lost his 
roots, and is able to tap into these roots with ease. Selvon in .. other words simply 
conveys the voices that are apparent to him, conveys the sounds of peasant 
speech directly as if from the heart and mouth of the peasant. In this sense, 
Selvon is a recorder, a medium who simply reproduces 'the language of ordinary 
lllen', as Wordsworth called it. If this gives the impression that Selvon is a writer 

• 
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who captures and records rather than creates, this is true to Lamming's idea that 
the peasant tradition of the West Indies is immediate and alive, and does not 
need, contrary to English writing, to be laboured and effected. Lamming' s idea 
reproduces a Romantic version of the intellectual in the sense that it places the 
Writer in a position of being able to tap into the very roots, the ancestral roots, of 
a nation, and to record mimetically the true picture of a society, or the true 
rhythms of the 'people's speech'. Lamming, furthermore, is not alone in painting 
the picture of Selvon as a writer who records truth and reality unproblematically. 
Maurice Richardson, in his review of The Lonely Londoners, in 1956, called the 
novel a 'documentary about West Indians in London' . 1 2 Whitney Balliett's 
description is similar, if slightly more picturesque: 

Mr. Selvon is the sort of invaluable Johnny-on-the-spot archivist 
who appears whenever an old language falls into new hands or is 
subjected to a new environment.1 3  

In early commentaries on Selvon in reviews and critical appreciations, there is 
the tendency to think of Selvon as a recorder or documentalist, and there is a 
related tendency to think in terms of typicality, of how realistic Selvon's portrait 
of West Indians in London is. Bruce King thinks that Selvon was one of the 
founders of a tradition of emergent literature in English that presented the world 
With individuals that were 'representative or typical', and writes that 'he was 
alll.ong the first to capture the picaresque quality sometimes characteristic of 
West Indian lives' ,1 4 Again, we have the idea that Selvon manages to capture a 
Picture that is mimetic or typical. This is important for ' how the novel is 
Perceived and read, for Maurice Richardson does not read the characters in the 
novel, but glimpses them. The Lonely Londoners acts as a kind of window on a 
Particular and peculiar section of the world, the life of West Indian immigrants 
in London, a section of the world that the novel has been most successful in 

• 
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documenting and recording. It is, in this sense, a primary source for historical 
interest in the nineteen fifties, an eye-witness account of an unfamiliar ghetto: 

The 'Dark Arrivants' during the late 1950s were isolated and made 
to feel unwelcome. They were the 'Lonely Londoners' :  
disillusionment began to set in, then resentment. One of the 
characters in Samuel Selvon' s novel, an innocent called Galahad, 
turned away by yet another landlady, philosophically addresses his 
black skin: 'Colour, is you that causing all this, you know. Why the 
hell you can't be blue, or red or green, if you can't be white? You 
know is you that cause a lot of misery in the world. Is not me, you 
know, is you! Look at you, you so black and innocent, and this time 
so you causing misery all over the world!' He reports the discovery 
to his friend, Moses: 'Is not we the people don't like. Is the colour 
black.' The Lonely Londoners was published in 1956. Two years 
later, race riots exploded in Notting Hill and Nottingham city.15 

Iii.story and fiction are so easily and expediently mixed here because Selvon is 
read as being representative of a particular section of people. He is assumed to be 
the voice of the West Indians in Britain. He expresses 'a tolerance that is perhaps 
characteristic of the race',16 he 'imparts . . .  Caribbean authenticity',17  and he is said 
to have 'articulated. . .  [in The Lonely Londoners] the condition and consciousness 
of the growing number of unlettered, underprivileged West Indians who flocked 
to Britain in the post-war years in search of the good life' _18 A powerful array of 
critics, historians and commentators converge in representing Selvon as a writer 
\Vho is able to offer an epiphanic glimpse of historical reality for West Indian 
illlrnigrants in London. The novel is read as a documentary source for the 
historical narrative of immigration, its characters typical of the reactions and 
attitudes of real immigrants. 
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This affects how we think of Selvon and how we think of the novel, The 

Lonely Londoners, since the novel comes into consciousness within the critical 
and interpretative structures that are part of the process of literary production. 
On a simple level, this means that its publication in the Longman Caribbean 
series has an influence on its reception. It is not a Penguin Classic, not, that is, 
'great literature', but might be an important Caribbean text. On a more intricate 
level, the history of the novel's critical reception and interpretation affects the 
reading of the text, and also the conditions of its publication. Lamming's 
pointing to a native peasant tradition as being the proper allegiance of the text, 
along with the approaches taken in the early reviews and receptions, 'led' 
Selvon's novel into a framework of interpretation that has been concerned 
consistently since then with a number of basic critical positions and perspectives. 
The novel is 'read' as a document of West Indians in London, 'read' for its 
interesting uses of dialect, and 'read' as a colourful and exotic portrayal of 
otherness and foreignness. 

Read as a document, as mimetic realism, the novel fails to be anything 
lllore than an interesting and valuable source for other narratives, which may 
snatch glimpses of its world as illustrations of life as it was then. It exists in such 
historical narratives as submissive affirmations of the passing of the world that it 
is held to represent, as a testimony to history, not as anything significant in itself. 
l-Iistoricising the novel, as Alan Sinfield does, may 'locate' the novel, but it also 
dis-locates the novel from playing an active part in history: 

. . .  racial discrimination was ubiquitous and continuous. Sam 
Selvon's novel The Lonely Londoners (1956) seeks to mediate 
generously between Caribbean and English attitudes. Blacks coming 
to London bring with them their customs of relating and their 
expectations about Britain. Generally a genial air pervades the book, 
though some of the presentation of Blacks is defensively whimsical. 

• 
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However, there is also a persistent strain of perplexity and sadness 
(not resentment) at the unfairness, prejudice and hostility they 
encounter. 'In America you see a sign telling you to keep off, but 
over here you don't see any, but when you go in the hotel or 
restaurant they will politely tell you to haul - or else give you the 
cold treatment' . . .  It is only as you put the novel down that you may 
recall that no white English person has spoken with more than 
politeness (and sometimes less) to a Black all through. 
Liberal optimism about the tolerance (let alone fairness) of English 
society was rudely undercut by outbreaks of violence against Blacks 
in Nottingham and then Notting Hill (London) in August and 
September 1958.19 
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Peter Lewis also reads the novel as an illustration of trends and events in the 
fifties, locating The Lonely Londoners in the context of mass immigration and 
the race riots in Notting Hill and Nottingham. Sinfield and Lewis both credit 
Selvon's novel with remarkable insight and veracity, suggesting that it forecasts 
the tension and prejudice that lead to the riots in 1958. In this contention there is 
an implicit view of the novel as a mimetic reflection of attitudes, and of race 
relations in fifties Britain. In these historical commentaries the race riots of 
Notting Hill and Nottingham are names that mark a decisive ideological shift. 
l'hey mark the end of, or at least crises in, certain ideological discourses. The 
names of these riots, conjured up when Sinfield, Lewis and Gilkes (quoted 
above) discuss The Lonely Londoners, act like a discursive abyss in w�ch 
Selvon's 'generous mediation' and the idea of English toler�nce and diplomacy 
become extinct. Although Selvon's novel is not implicated in Sinfield's attention 
to 'liberal optimism', the novel, in being a mediation and a representation of 
attitudes prior to this watershed, passes into extinction with the ideologies with 
Which it mediates. By locating the novel definitively in relation to such powerful 

• 
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social contexts, such commentaries limit the novel to a direct relationship with 
the history of which it is said to be a reflection. It becomes extinct in that it no 
longer enjoys a relationship with the ongoing process of relating and living. It 
becomes irrelevant, and instead of being read as an activation of sensibilities, it is 
read out of historical interest as the reflection of past realities. 

Another way in which the novel is made irrelevant is by reading it as an 
example of the exotic, the other. Isabel Quigley's description of the novel as exotic 
is based, she tells us, on her 'homely standards', a neat division between self and 
other which distances Selvon from appealing to 'home', despite his novel's 
obvious relevance to London. Such a division operates on colonial grounds as 
the preservation of national and racial boundaries. At times, this takes the form 
of a curious exercise of control over identity divisions, speculating on 
resemblances and distinctions, as in Quigley's review of An Island is a World: 

What is also interesting, though perhaps disappointing, is how 
closely the cast of an intelligent young West Indian's mind seems to 
resemble that of a young European; how, apart from the conscious 
passages of description and local colour, this novel might just as 
well have been written by an Englishman: a vaguely disturbed, 
spoilt, talented young man at odds with life till he finds the right 
girl. It is absurd to complain that Mr. Selvon has got away, as 
undoubtedly he has, from his island; absurd to expect the vision of a 
primitive from one who is at least half-sophisticated. But Mr. 
Selvon at this stage has lost the directness of one before acquiring 
the complexity of the other.20 

.. 

Quigley is curious that a West Indian should so resemble the style and thoughts 
of an Englishman, but does not allow this resemblance to break down the 
distinctions between what is home, England or Europe, and what is foreign, 
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other, and inevitably primitive. One can see the danger of Lamming's celebration 
of Selvon's peasant style when placed in the colonial context, for it threatens to 
admit the discourse of the primitive into the critical judgement of Selvon. In 
Quigley's estimation, Selvon is not quite as direct, not so much in touch with the 
soil as Lamming proposes in The Pleasures of Exile, but his being caught in 
between the directness of the West Indies and the sophistication of England 
places Selvon in a no-man's land, a twilight arena where he is always 'not quite', 
Where he is left waiting, like Moses at the end of Moses Migrating, to find out 
whether he will be admitted to the 'homely' . 

The placing of Selvon at a remove from English culture, the exoticisation 
of his works, may not involve a devaluing of those works. The ' literary' 
judgements, if we imagine those to be somehow separate for the moment, are in 
general highly complimentary, and the reviewers, including Quigley, express 
Varying degrees of pleasure at having read the novel. The reviewer with The 
Times Literary Supplement comments: 

the book leaves the impression of rich comic humanity, unhappy 
most of the time but with moments of uninhibited pleasure beyond 
the experience of the white man.21 

l'he novel obviously offers the reader a unique insight, an insight that is beyond 
her/his experience, and can only be communicated because of the author's 
difference, because he is not a white man. The 'uninhibited pleasure' that is 
revealed here evokes the notion of the reader as voyeur, indulging in a spectacle 
of the exotic, and the author is constructed as the vehicle of the exotic, the 
outsider who is able to satisfy the desire of the white man. The reception of 
Selvon and his work in Britain takes on the form of a colonial encounter, and 
this is painfully apparent in Selvon's dealings with the BBC. Lamming's analysis 
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of the BBC structure casts a great deal of light on how such an institution acts as a 
medium of colonial power: 

You enter the back door of the Corporation via the Colonial Service. 
With luck, and the right kind of public relations instinct you will 
get promoted from the Colonial Service to the Overseas. Both, by 
the way, are programmes going overseas; but there is, it would 
seem, a first class overseas and a second class overseas. This is not 
the end of the steeplechase. The track gets more tricky from here on. 
From overseas you will slide or leap, according to your methods, 
into the domestic services, that is: the Light, the Home, and the 
Third. And I have the impression that these services are run as 
though they were foreign countries, each requiring a separate and 
certified visa.22 

Selvon's experiences with the BBC conform to Lamming's depiction, in that 
Selvon's attempts to promote his work on domestic services were generally met 
With resistance. His suggestions as to which audience he would like a story or a 
talk to be broadcast to were more often than not ignored, and he was channelled 
towards a colonial and overseas audience. Of the sixty broadcasts listed in the 
BBc records between 1950 and 1960, only seven were to a 'home' audience.23 
l'hese seven consisted of two short stories and five talks, which included two 
8Pec:ial talks for migrants' in the 'You and Britain' series. Even some of the 
domestic programmes, then, work to categorise Selvon as an outsider who. is 
allowed to speak to other outsiders. Although the BBC's tr;atment of Selvon is 
encouraging and supportive, the structure of the corporation prevents Selvon 
from being considered eligible for the 'home' service. In many ways, the 
diversion of Selvon into the overseas services is the only thing that the BBC can 
do. Many of his themes and concerns are 'foreign', and present the BBC's home 
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service with all sorts of problems. In rejecting the outline for a play, 'Home 
Sweet India', William Ash of the Script Unit writes to Selvon: 

While we were interested in this idea we feel that it might be 
difficult for an English audience to identify itself sufficiently with 
the characters to sustain an interest. 
It is not simply that the West Indies is a somewhat exotic setting, 
but it is also that an appreciation of this play presupposes some 
knowledge of how an Indian community away from their 
homeland behave.24 

The problem facing both Selvon and the BBC is an audience that is largely 
ignorant of his culture, and therefore unable to recognise or identify with this 
culture. The resistance of the BBC to Selvon's appearance on domestic services is 
not evidence of a deliberate ploy to marginalise Selvon, but it is evidence of an 
institution with a structure that enables it to contain colonial subjects to colonial 
audiences, and to preserve English subjects for English audiences. It is a structure 
that enables the constant distinction between self and other, relevant and 
irrelevant, and it is this structure to which Selvon falls victim. The channelling 
of Selvon into the overseas service when he is writing about London, as is 
obviously the case in The Lonely Londoners, implies the view that his work is 
irrelevant to English culture. 

Selvon's depictions of life in London, albeit focused on immigrant life, are 
deemed unsuitable for an English audience, too exotic, too colourful, an 
Unfamiliar place even to its inhabitants. But the problem' that we encounter 
When dealing with the reception and criticism of Sam Selvon's writings is not 
iust one of his being diverted from an audience that he wants to reach, or of his 
being too rigidly located in terms of historical interest or as a writer of the exotic. 
One of the most pressing problems in looking at Selvon in literary history is his 
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neglect. To say that he is absolutely neglected is problematic, as most of his works 
are currently in print, a handful are used on University curricula, and, as 
Susheila Nasta's collection, Critical Perspectives on Sam Selvon, and the above 
discussion shows, there has been a significant, although far from ample, number 
of critical reviews and articles written on Selvon's work. 'Neglect' must, then be 
qualified. Michael Berube considered the meaning of the term neglect in writing 
a reception history of Melvin Tolson: 

What do we mean by 'neglect'? Is there a pure form of neglect? 
What would it look like? An unsolicited manuscript that was never 
published or, worse, 'neglected' in the strict Latin sense of 'not read' 
at all? Possibly, but here the Latin sense seems to contradict the 
commonsense notion that a 'neglected' object must be somehow 
available for attention or neglect, hovering someplace on the edge 
of consciousness - where it remains, being systematically 
'overlooked'. We can thus usually be said to be 'neglecting' some of 
our duties, or our appearance, or our friends and relatives; but we 
are not normally accused of 'neglecting' things of which we are 
completely unaware.25 

We may deem, then, that a literary work has been neglected if it is in print, if it at 
0ne stage it is acclaimed, and if it is something from which perhaps its 'society', 
or potential audience, would gain relevance. The work must be available, and it 
must offer the reader something of relevance. The latter criterion is something 
that I want to address later on, proving that Selvon is relevant to English culture. 
l'here is empirical evidence that strongly suggests that Selvon's The Lonely 
Londoners has been neglected. The critical perspectives collected by Susheila 
Nasta offer largely West Indian views and considerations of Selvon. This is 
highly important work which properly locates Selvon as a founding figure and 
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central influence in West Indian literary tradition, but my concern here is that 
Selvon brings a powerful depiction of life in London, and about relations 
between English culture and other cultures, to England and yet is almost wholly 
neglected in English culture. No critical works have been written examining 
Selvon's representations of London in the fifties .  Those works, critical and 
historical, which make passing reference or discussion do so in a way that is 
damaging to the relevance of the novel, as in the case of Sinfield, Lewis and 
Gilkes. And the reviews perform various misreadings, which, to use Berube's 
terms, are mis-readings leading to non-readings. They read the novel as exotic, 
they read the novel as documentary. They also cast suspicions and doubts which 
are dubious attempts to limit engagement with the novel. Quigley casts doubt on 
the authenticity of voice: 'the West Indian idiom in which it is written is a 
literary trick rather than the author's authentic voice' .26 The Times accuses 
Selvon of exaggeration: 'Mr Selvon exaggerates the evocative powers of names 
like Kilburn or Bayswater' .27 It also doubts his integrity and his ability to fulfil a 
role that is absurdly expected of him: 'He does not seem quite the right person to 
Present the case for the West Indian immigrants in Britain. Indeed, by presenting 
the average Caribbean as foul-mouthed, promiscuous and simple-minded, he 
does them some disservice' . In casting these misguided doubts upon Selvon's 
narrative and representations, while simultaneously praising some aspects of the 
novel, these reviews encourage neglect and misreading, encourage that is the 
illl.position of constraints upon how Selvon's The Lonely Londoners is received 
and read. 

Neglect, in the case of the reception of Sam Selvon, is characteri�ed 
Perhaps by what Berube calls the 'strict Latin sense' - non-;eading. On a literal 
level, the novel is being read, but this is not reading in the full sense of being 
sensitive to meaning, not in the sense of searching for new ways in which a 
novel might be making sense of the world. Selvon's novel is 'read' as a glimpse 
at a moment in the past, a dead world that is now quaintly lamented, or 'read' as 
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a glimpse of the 'other', nothing to do with 'us', or it is not read, simply ignored. 
What has characterised its reception in English culture is misunderstanding and 
displacement, a far from systematic, but nevertheless effective, distancing of the 
novel from relevance. 

• 
To find that the history of reception of The Lonely Londoners is a history of 
displacement, neglect and distancing, negative attempts to affect the reading and 
relevance of the novel, is to posit that the novel has a home from which it is 
being led away, that it has a true course from which it is being corruptly diverted. 
This is, in no small way, to scandalise the whole business and function of 
criticism. But it is also, perhaps, at first glance, nai'vely, implying that a novel can 
have a true course, can hav'e a targeted aim which it should be allowed to 
achieve. Certainly, Selvon indicates that he wants to find England, to write for an 
English audience, and his intentions are frustrated by the failure of the novel to 
be received as 'English'. In response, one might say that it is not the job or the 
duty of criticism to honour the intentions of the author, and every text finds its 
0wn place within literary history, regardless of intentions, perhaps even 
regardless of the history of its reception. What is indisputable is that a literary 
text occupies a critical location, or a series of different critical locations. The 
Lonely Londoners occupies three different positions - a document testifying to 
liberal ideology prior to the violence of Notting Hill and Nottingham, a glimpse 
of the exotic lifestyles, speech and behaviour of West Indians, and a text which is 
largely neglected within English culture. From an English perspective, then, the 
novel speaks from a position of either being foreign to England or being 
irrelevant to contemporary cultural relations, or it does not speak at all. 

But The Lonely Londoners does speak, sometimes relentlessly, to English 
culture, and, furthermore, speaks from a position that is firmly within English 
Culture. The novel, from the very outset, reads itself into a central position 
Within English literary tradition, and entrenches itself in the stability of the 
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canon. This occurs when The Lonely Londoners reads itself into Dickens' Bleak 
House :  

One grim winter evening, 

when it had a kind of 

unrealness about London, 

with a fog sleeping 

restlessly over the city and 

the lights showing in the 

blur as if is not London at 

all but some strange place 

on another planet, Moses 

Aloetta hop on a number 

46 bus at the corner of 

Chepstow Road and 

Westbourne Grove to go 

to Waterloo to meet a fellar 

who was coming from 

Trinidad on the boat

train. 28 

LONDON. Michaelmas term lately over, and the Lord 

Chancellor sitting in Lincoln' s  Inn Hall. Implacable 

November weather. As much mud in the streets, as if the 

waters had newly retired from the face of the earth, and it 

would not be wonderful to meet a Megalosaurus, forty 

feet long or so, waddling like an elephantine lizard up 

Holbom Hill. Smoke lowering down from the chimney

pots, making a soft black drizzle with flakes of soot in it 

as big as full-grown snowflakes - gone into mourning, 

one might imagine, for the death of the sun. . . .  Fog 

everywhere. Fog up the river, where it flows among 

green aits and meadows; fog down the river, where it 

rolls defiled among the tiers of shipping, and the 

waterside pollutions of a great (and dirty) city . . . .  Chance 

people on the bridges peeping over the parapets into a 

nether sky of fog, with fog all around them, as if they 

were up in a balloon, and hanging in the misty clouds. 29 

In both Selvon and Dickens, the sense of London as a place is marked by the 

evocative power of the proper names. Holborn Hill, Chepstow Road, Waterloo -

au conjure up the 'realness' of the place itself and signify that it is factual and 

concrete. The names as objective correlatives, as indicators of a physical space 

that exists in fact, demonstrate that on a certain level both texts perform realist or 
lrlimetic functions. Both texts project their fictions on to a real space, and so 

Perform their stories within the confines of a space and time that guarantee a 
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level of plausibility. London is this guarantor, the name that denotes a reality 
and a knowledge that one can take for granted. 

Although it is a real space, it cannot be wholly experienced in concrete 
terms as there is always the element of 'fog', blurring what is real about London. 
In both cases the atmospheric conditions of London transform the space of the 
city into something that is experienced as unreal - 'implacable' for Dickens, or 
'restless' for Selvon - indicating a place that cannot be 'placed', that cannot be 
absolutely known or settled. This is an appropriation of space in both Dickens 
and Selvon, in that both are using the con-textual space of London within the 
literary text to create an atmosphere of uncertainty and indeterminacy. In both, 
the city space is made sufficiently 'unreal' for it to become the space of 
imaginative re-definition. This is where London might be a mental space as 
much as it is a physical space. In The Lonely Londoners, London is imagined as a 
'strange place on another planet' . In Bleak House, the bridge becomes a balloon 
high in the clouds, suddenly groundless. Selvon's depiction of a London that is a 
'marvellously foreshortened likeness',30 in Whitney Balliett's terms, of Dickens's 
London, uses Dickens to locate The Lonely Londoners in a London tradition, to 
map out London as an imaginative space for its inhabitants. This imaginative 
transformation of London is then not the colourful, unfamiliar vision of an 
outsider, not an exotic colouring of London, but a writing from within, an 
internalisation of London. Selvon brings London home, and makes it his space 
as much as it is Dickens's. 

Selvon's appropriation of the con-textual space of London is double, since 
it is both London and Dickens's London that he projects on to the opening of The 
Lonely Londoners. This is an important aspect of Selvon's novel, since it is �ot 
iust that Selvon chooses London as his setting that places him within the 
concerns and space of English culture, but that he chooses to converse with 
English representations of London. So, the opening paragraph of the novel 
converses with Dickens. It also converses with T.S. Eliot's The Waste Land: 

' 
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Unreal City, 
Under the brown fog of a winter dawn, 
A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many, 
I had not thought death had undone so many. 
Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled, 
And each man fixed his eyes before his feet. 
Flowed up the hill and down King William Street31 

206 

In Eliot's poem the unrealness of London is closer to an uncanniness, a living 
death. London experienced as unreal becomes a kind of twilight world where 
living simply becomes 'und�ne'. Eliot imagines a city of the walking dead. 
Selvon imagines Eliot's city towards the end of The Lonely Londoners, when 
Moses sees behind the facade of ordinary life and into the heart of Eliot's walking 
dead: 

Under the kiff-kiff laughter, behind the ballad and the episode, the 
what-happening, the summer-is-hearts, he could see a great 
aimlessness, a great restless, swaying movement that leaving you 
standing in the same spot. As if a forlorn shadow of doom fall on all 
the spades in the country. As if he could see the black faces bobbing 
up and down in the millions of white, strained faces, everybody 
hustling along the Strand, the spades jostling in the crowd, 
bewildered, hopeless.32 

.. 

ln both Selvon and Eliot, London is imagined in terms of its multitude of 
inhabitants, and a uniform mass is depicted, acting in a homogenous way. A 
crowd flows over London Bridge, down King William Street. They might pass 
Mansion House and continue on up the Strand. In such a way might Eliot's 
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crowd become Selvon's. In such a way, Selvon writes the continuation of Eliot's 
The Waste Land. But this is not simply a case of Selvon inserting himself into a 
tradition of cultural representations of London. He is also rewriting these 
representations. Moses sees Eliot's crowd, and like that crowd that flowed over 
London Bridge, Selvon's spades are ultimately hopeless. London is really a waste 
land for the spades, but it does allow some space for Moses and the boys to 
relieve this emptiness. The relief comes in the form of London itself, the boys 
consuming the city space as an intoxicating carnival of glamour and 
enchantment: 

The changing of the seasons, the cold slicing winds, the falling 
leaves, sunlight on green grass, snow on the land, London 
particular. Oh what it is and where it is and why it is, no one knows, 
but to have said: 'I walked on Waterloo Bridge', 'I rendezvoused at 
Charing Cross', 'Piccadilly Circus is my playground', to say these 
things, to have lived these things, to .have lived in the great city of 
London, centre of the world. To one day lean against the wind 
walking up the Bayswater Road (destination unknown), to see the 
leaves swirl and dance and spin on the pavement (sight unseeing), 
to write a casual letter home beginning: 'Last night, in Trafalgar 
Square . . .  '33 

Selvon combines here, just as he did in the opening of the novel, the materiality 
of the city, evoked through the place names, and its immateriality, the 
irnpossibility of knowing material London because of the blurring effected· by 
change. Here, change is represented again by atmospheric conditions - wind, 
leaves, sunlight, snow, turning the city into a space that 'no one knows'. The 
Place names serve to locate the scene of the novel properly, identifying and 
Inarking a physical space, but the experience of this space serves to 
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deterritorialise the city. It no longer operates as an imposed design on the 

individual, not as a limited knowledge, but rather is now experienced and lived 

subjectively, even arbitrarily. The city is now lived 'unknown' by a subject 

'unseeing', a mode of living the city that is an undoing. Moses and the boys 

'undo' the city in the sense that they are able to transform it, at least partially, by 

knowing it in their own way. So, Waterloo station becomes a home from home 

for the boys, and even for Moses it 'is that sort of place you have a soft feeling'.34 

Bayswater becomes 'the Water', and most poignantly, the character 'Big City' 

misnames the city - 'Pentonvilla, Musket Hill, Claphand Common', making 
'London particular' for him. The boys then, attach their own meanings and sense 

of significance to the physical space of the city, making it clear that this is a 

mental space as much as a physical space. This internalisation and 

deterritorialisation of the city opens it up to the possibility of art, since London 

internalised belongs to figurative and not literal language, and this is what 

makes it so important that Selvon indicates that the city is being written, being 
said, just as it is being lived. 

Selvon is not the first, by any means, to express this sense of the outsider's 
intoxication with London. This enthusiasm echoes James Boswell's journal 
entry that London's greatness and centrality, vested in its architecture, its 
entertainments, and its bustle, 'agitate, amuse and elevate the mind'.35 In the 
same entry, Boswell describes London as 'a place where men and manners may 

be seen to the greatest advantage' . Richard Jefferies, whose portraits of rural 

England formed part of Selvon's 'England of the mind', as it were, writes of 

London: 'There is a fascination in it, there is a magnetism stronger than that of 
the rock which drew the nails from Sinbad's ship'.36 The Lonely Londoners is a 

novel that seems to echo prior representations of London, particularly 

Prominent representations. This can be seen when the novel is depicting the city 

as the 'centre of the world', living there as an almost spiritual experience, where 
it might be echoing Wordsworth's depiction: 'Dull would he be of soul who 
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could pass by/ A sight so touching in its majesty' . 37 If Wordsworth and Selvon 
both present London as 'that mighty heart', Selvon might also be presenting 
Blake's London - 'I wander through each charter'd street/Near where the 
charter'd Thames does flow/ And mark in every face I meet/Marks of weakness, 
marks of woe'38_ when Moses sees 'the spades jostling in the crowd, bewildered, 
hopeless' .  Doubts might be cast on how much Selvon or the novel consciously 
intends to relate to these representations of London. But the relationship is 
there, intentionally or not, in that The Lonely Londoners shares many of the 
traits, moods and sentiments of other, more prominent readings of London, and 
therefore can be seen to be wholly relevant to how London is represented. 
Selvon is drawn towards this place called London, both in reality, and in The 
Lonely Londoners. It becomes the scene of his writing in every sense of the word. 
lie writes on the physical landscape of London, his characters venturing through 
familiar territory, and he writes on the fictional and poetic space that London has 
become, on London as the cultural centre. This is where he locates his novel. 
London becomes the space, the page, the .context, the culture, the history, on 
Which he attempts to write. 

• 
lo some extent, London is already a known quantity to Selvon's characters 
before they arrive. Street names and place names, like 'Charing Cross' and 
'Piccadilly Circus', act as a common language of reference between the 
immigrants and their correspondents in the West Indies. The names become in 
this sense units of currency that denote the richness of experience that is felt to 
exist in London. London is already known; known, that is, by its signs, by 
llletonymic tokens of its importance, wealth and mystical attraction. The signs 
serve in both a seductive role, attracting people to the 'centre of the world', and 
in an assertive role, expressing its power and its ineluctable importance. 
'London', then, can be said to exist for the immigrants and in the novel as a 
simulation of itself, as a system of signs that denote a territory, a territory that lies 
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somewhere in between the real and the imaginary. In Baudrillard's terms, this is 
a hyperreal: 

The real is produced from miniaturized units, from matrices, 
memory banks and command models - and with these it can be 
reproduced an indefinite number of times. It no longer has to be 
rational, since it is no longer measured against some ideal or 
negative instance. It is nothing more than operational. In fact, since 
it is no longer enveloped by an imaginary, it is no longer real at all. 
It is a hyperreal: the product of an irradiating synthesis of 
combinatory models in a hyperspace without atmosphere.39 

'London' as a space is generated by models which attempt to make sense of it, 
attempt to narrate its identity or history in some way. Selvon's novel is one of 
these attempts to generate London from a model that is constructed out of signs, 
images and anticipations. The model is a s�bstitute for the real, as the signs and 
images that metonymically 'refer' to London precede the reality of the city. The 
whole manner in which London is experienced and lived by Moses and 'the 
boys' depends upon the representation and communication of London, in the 
form either of stories that they tell each other, or the way that they present 
London to those back in the West Indies. The society that they form is itself a 
manifestation of representation, depending therefore on how they name, 
describe, share, structure and imagine that society. From the opening of the 
novel where the reality of the city suggested by its place names is frustrated by the 
Unreality that is constructed by the atmospheric 'fog', to the end of the novel 
Where Moses considers his experiences in London as a mere precursor to his 
fictional representation of them, it is representation that is privileged over 
knowledge, simulation privileged over the real. The Lonely Londoners is a 
novel that is already aware of the system that produces this proliferation of 
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simulating signs, that manufactures signs of the real that precede the real. It 
demonstrates an awareness of how media circumvent the production of real 
communication: 

[W]hatever the newspaper and radio say in this country, that is the 
people Bible. Like one time when newspapers say that the West 
Indians think that the streets of London paved with gold a Jamaican 
fellar went to the income tax office to find out something and first 
thing the clerk tell him is, 'You people think the streets of London 
are paved with gold?' Newspaper and radio rule this country.40 

Moses sees the media as a fo�m of dictation, a dictation that is fully accepted as 
real by the masses in England. The passivity of this acceptance, seen in this 
example of a clerk uncritically repeating the media representation of the 
immigrants, is what causes Moses anxiety for the future of the English response 
to the growing population of immigrants jn England. His concern is one that 
relates to the possibility of communication. The circumvention of the real by the 
Inedia troubles the ground of communication, as it leaves the 'hosts' in the 
relationship open to manipulation, open to the proliferation of signs that are 
stereotypical representations of the immigrants. The passive acceptance of these 
representations closes off the possibility of the host culture learning and 
knowing the immigrant culture. In Baudrillard's terms, the media in this 
relationship preserve ignorance: 

What characterizes the mass media is that they are opposed to 
mediation, intransitive, that they fabricate noncommunication - if 
one accepts the definition of communication as an exchange, as the 
reciprocal space of speech and response, and thus of responsibility.41 
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Both Moses and Tolroy, when they encounter the newspaper reporter in 
Waterloo station, disclose their anxiety about how the reporter will represent the 
arrival of new immigrants, and, sure enough, Tanty's eagerness to tell her story 
results in the newspaper using the story to exacerbate public fears about 
immigration. The newspaper, in other words, is destined to 'find' what it sets out 
to look for in the first place. The arrival of more immigrants is represented 
Within the media always as a 'problem', and this serves to raise tensions and 
fears as to what the 'solution' might be. In presenting the situation as a problem, 
and having this agenda clearly in mind whenever they encounter the 
immigrants in the novel, the media fail to participate in communication, and, as 
Baudrillard says, are opposed to mediation. Moreover, they succeed, by 
presenting West Indian immigrants as a problem, in proliferating non
communication. Selvon demonstrates this proliferation in telling us that the 
following scene is common: 

'Mummy, look at that black man!' A little child, holding on to the 
mother hand, look up at Sir Galahad. 
'You mustn't say that, dear!' The mother chide the child. 
But Galahad skin like rubber at this stage, he bend down and pat the 
child cheek, and the child cower and shrink and begin to cry. 
'What a sweet child!' Galahad say, putting on the old English accent, 
'What's your name?' 
But the child mother uneasy as they stand up there on the 
pavement with so many white people around: if they was alone she 
might have talked a little, and ask Galahad what part of the world 
he come from, but instead she pull the child along and she look at 
Galahad and give a sickly sort of smile, and the old Galahad, 
knowing how it is, smile back and walk on.42 

' 
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There is the possibility of communication here, unlike the signs forbidding 

blacks to apply, or the signs demanding that Bayswater be kept white, but 

communication is prevented through fear and anxiety. In such a way, the arrival 

of the immigrants is prevented or at least delayed, since they have not been 

encountered yet. The newspaper reporter meets them in the station, but this is 

not to encounter them in any real sense, it is not to find out who they are, but 

rather to encounter public anxiety about them. While these anxieties are fuelled 

and stirred, the immigrants are not real for the host culture but merely represent 

a projection of their fears. In such conditions, communication between self and 

other does not take place, and while the immigrants, as other, remain 

projections of fear, there is the possibility of danger, perhaps even violence. 

London becomes the site of confrontation between the host culture and 
the immigrant culture, and we are reminded of the sharpness of this 

confrontation in _the anxieties that are articulated by Moses. The novel itself 

engages with this confrontation, and Moses acts as the medium for the arriving 

immigrants, absorbing the worries of the immigrant culture about the response 
of the host, and also serving to disperse the immigrants across as wide a space as 

Possible in order to decelerate any possible conflict or aggression between the two 
cultures. The arrival of the immigrants is seen as threatening, and Selvon's 

novel in articulating the story of these immigrants is threatening. Both the 
reality of immigration, and the fictional presentation of it at this time, threaten 
the host culture with the notion of an invader, an invader who is perilously 

familiar as the colonial 'other': 

For Caliban/Friday to confront Prospero/Crusoe on Caliban's island 

was one thing: for the confrontation to be renewed on 

Prospero/Crusoe's home-ground was in some respects to sharpen 

the confrontation, to expose some of its hitherto obscured 

dimensions. Yet it was also a necessary, purgatorial and, with luck, 

• 



health-restoring journey, one that might ultimately help the 
quester in his search for himself.43 
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Selvon's answer to the noncommunication which forces confrontation between 
the immigrants and the host culture is to introduce a proliferation of stories and 
representations of the immigrants. This involves a taking of ground, in the 
sense that the stories that Selvon proliferates utilise narrative space, utilise 
therefore a representational space. Communication, in that it involves a passage 
of information from one place or person to another, demands a certain taking of 
space (whether this is air wave space, underground wires, road, track, or, indeed, 
textual space). As we've already seen, The Lonely Londoners is a novel that 
locates itself within London, �s physical, mental and representational space. This 
it is able to do as a result of the colonial familiarity, albeit enforced, with the 
culture of the mother country, a familiarity that now feeds the colonial attempt 
to communicate its cultural identities and to add its voice to the public domain. 
It is this familiarity, then, that allows the immigrant to join that space of 
representation, no longer willing to hold a respectful, subservient silence . It 
rneans that the immigrants are not situated on the margins, the borders of 
culture, waiting to be allowed in. Instead Selvon brings them, through Dickens, 
Eliot, through the duplication of the Joycean uninterrupted narrative in chapter 
ten, through feeding off the centrality of London, right to that mighty heart of 
Culture. Only at the centre is it possible to change, modify, appropriate, in such a 
way as to advertise itself as such. This involves communicating the very 
conditions under which one is able to change or appropriate the host culture: 

In the grimness of winter, with your hand plying space like a blind 
man's stick in the yellow fog, with ice on the ground and a coldness 
defying all effort to keep warm, the boys coming and going, 

• 
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working, eating, sleeping, going about the vast metropolis like 
veteran Londoners.44 
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London, the centre of the world, which spins out the imperial dialectic of self 
and other, should be capable of keeping the other at a distance, of maintaining 
the difference between home and foreign. But the indeterminacy discovered in 
this city space, partly through its vastness, and partly through the unrealness that 
is foregrounded by fog, ice, coldness, prevents this distinction from taking place. 
The boys become veteran Londoners, are able to make London their home. Its 
architecture should establish the fact of imperial domination - the control of the 
World, of time. This should be made evident in the clock display that Galahad 
reads in Piccadilly Circus, where, poignantly, all the world is represented on the 
display,45 but Galahad uses this clock to his own ends, uses it to tell his own time 
and to tell his own story, the story of his origins. As Jonathan Raban writes of the 
city space: 

Cities . . .  are plastic by nature. We mould them in our images: they, 
in their turn, shape us by the resistance they offer when we try to 
impose our own personal form on them . . . .  The city as we imagine 
it, the soft city of illusion, myth, aspiration, nightmare, is as real, 
maybe more real, than the hard city one can locate on maps, in 
statistics, in monographs on urban sociology and demography and 
architecture. 46 

l'his 'soft city' is the one that we encounter in The Lonely Londoners, a 
representational space that is opened up by the narrative into a space of 
irnaginative re-definition, a space where identities are flexible and London can 
belong to a group of West Indian immigrants. Of course, we see the inflexibility 
of the host culture. We see the identification of the immigrants as 'problems'. 
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We see the fear and the rejection at work in the response of the host. But we also 
witness the plasticity of a space that asserts its domination over the immigrants. 
At the heart of the empire which claims power over them, the immigrants are 
able to play with these power relations and to subvert them in some ways. By 
playing capitalism against imperialism, the immigrants are able to force the host 
culture to cater for their tastes, supplying saltfish, pepper sauce, dasheen, garlic. 
Tanty, the name a corruption of aunty that is as evocative as Joyce's Dante47, 

succeeds in changing the credit policies of her English shopkeeper. The names of 
places like Piccadilly Circus, Charing Cross, Waterloo, their prior knowledge of 
Which boasted power over them, are turned into a kind of currency for them. 
They appropriate the power of these names in order to make themselves more 
important. At the centre, the city is made to deposit the sense of its glory and 
power in its inhabitants, subverting the colonial subservience of the immigrants. 
Economically and socially, the immigrants may stay the same, as Moses grimly 
notes in the final chapter of the novel, but what is important here is how the 
novel is able to represent the relationship between identity and space, how the 
immigrants are able to negotiate the power relationship with the centre of the 
World. The narrator addresses this city space with an authority and certainty 
Which counters the cultural domination of London with statements like 
'London is a place like that',48 'that is life that is London',49 and ' All over London 
have places like that now'.50 The narrator comes to know London, a London that 
is alternative, plastic, soft, and that is home to the boys, home to the colonial 
Other. 

London becomes the representational space in which the boys are able to 
forge a new sense of identity, to see new relationships. They pitch class 
allegiances between the spades and the working class against racial hierarchies 
and prejudice. They unite Jamaican, Trinidadian, Nigerian and Barbadian 
together as they gather in Moses's room every week, forming a community of 
themselves. The coming together of this community is the occasion of the 
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narrative opening up to articulate their voices, to bring them away from the 
position of being represented to a position of representing themselves: 

Hello boy, what happening. 
So what happening, man, what happening. 
How long you in Brit'n boy? 
You think this winter bad? You should of been here in '52. 
What happening, what happening man. 

What the arse happening, lord? What all of us doing, coasting lime, 
Galahad asking if anybody know the words of the song Maybe It's 
Because I'm A Londoner, Cap want two pounds borrow, Five only 
in town for the night and he want to know if he could sleep in 
Moses room, Big City coming tomorrow to full up coupons (I nearly 
hit them last week), Lewis saying that Agnes come begging and if he 
should go to live with her again, Tolroy want to send Ma and Tanty 
back to Jamaica (them two old bitches, I don't know why they don't 
dead).51 

The coming together of this community of migrants demonstrates what Iain 
Chambers has called 'the open spiral of heterogenous collaborations and 
contaminations' .s2 Selvon forges a collaboration between different identities, 
forming a community that hitherto did not exist, a collaboration, like that 
between the working class and the spades, that contaminates by its very 
oscillation between similarity and difference. From Harris who identifies himself 
With the English, and to a certain extent seems to have gained a degree of .. 
acceptance, to Bart who tries to pass for a Latin American, to Tanty who clings 
stubbornly to Trinidadian traditions, the differences encapsulated in their unity 
Presents a problem for the purity of classification, and therefore resists the status 
of absolute other. It is also their collaboration which allows their voices to 
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contaminate the narrative, appearing unmediated by quotation marks, indicating 
that they are speaking directly, conversationally, to the reader. This signifies that 
the community has found or produced its own space, a social and 
representational space, through which it is able both to identify itself and to 
articulate that identity. The passage that we can trace through the different levels 
of representations of London in Selvon's The Lonely Londoners is one that 
moves from perceiving a physical, real London, to mentally conceiving of new 
ways of seeing and interpreting the city, and finally, to living these new identities 
and relations within the city.53 Through such a passage, Selvon's Londoners find 
or produce their own space. The articulation of this space within the novel 
resists the colonial preservation of a racial and cultural 'home', resists then the 
colonial control over identity that marks The Lonely Londoners out as an exotic 
novel .  

• 
io say that Selvon's Londoners produce their own space is, however, not to say 
that they inven t their own space. It is not a wholly new space. The space and 
time that they are able to own is also a place and a past to which they do not 
belong. This suggests that The Lonely Londoners is not performing a pure 
invention of 'London' or of an immigrant community, but is performing instead 
a rewriting. Conversion is the performative gesture of the novel, not invention. 
'fhis gesture of conversion we can read not just in the way, as demonstrated 
above, that individual characters and social customs of the immigrants manage 
to appropriate the city as their own, but also in the way that the narrative weaves 
itself into an English cultural tradition and adds its own story to this tradition, 
changing it of course in the process. It does not create a ne� space, physically or 
mentally, but represents the physical and the mental space of London, its 
immigrants and its social relations in a different manner. Only at the level of 
representation is it possible to re-write and adapt this space. We might well call 
this practice a para-siting, since it involves a certain paralogical move within the 

• 
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site or space of the host culture. This is clearly seen in the entrance of Sir 
Galahad, Knight of the Round Table, into The Lonely Londoners. 

Sir Galahad enters the novel when Henry Oliver, having recently arrived 
from Trinidad, is given the knight's name by Moses. The name is given as a 
mark of bravery, Henry strolling off the train into London's winter cold wearing 
only a tropical suit. It is the legendary bravery of the knight Sir Galahad that is 
passed on to Henry Oliver. Henry has arrived ready for adventure, ready for the 
tests of London, and is characterised by that same Arthurian spirit of bravery and 
endeavour. Even the language of the novel imitates an older English style, the 
style of Sir Thomas Malory perhaps, as Sir Galahad enters: 

Thus it was that Henry Oliver Esquire, alias Sir Galahad, descend on 
London to swell the population by one, and eight and a half months 
later it had a Galahad junior in Ladbroke Grove and all them 
English people stopping in the road and admiring the baby curly 
hair when the mother pushing it in . the pram as she go shopping 
for rations.54 

1'he language here refuses to separate what is being told from the voice that is 
telling it. The Caribbean voice of the narrator disperses that older English style 
While continuing the narrative of Sir Galahad, indicating a conversion of the 
tale, a translation that is happening between cultures. This doesn't separate the 
two cultures out into something distinctly English and something distinctly 
Caribbean, but instead implies their very inseparability, that one narrative flows 
into the other, that one legend, supposedly English, .. can equally appear 
Caribbean, can equally have resonances and power within Caribbean culture. 
1'here is a simple analogy between the two Galahads, the one of Selvon' s novel 
and the other of Malory's tales, in the sense that Henry Oliver is in search of a 
lioly Grail too, that of material comfort, and that the immigrants are merely the 
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modern equivalent of those legendary travellers in Arthurian legend who 
ventured forth to find salvation. Salvation for the Round Table came in the 
spiritual form, whereas salvation for Selvon's immigrants is merely surviving 
and earning a living in the city. Galahad himself reminds us of this in The 
Lonely Londoners : 

'Lord, what it is we people do in this world that we have to suffer 
so? What it is we want that the white people find it so hard to give? 
A little work, a little food, a little place to sleep. We not asking for 
the sun, or the moon. We only want to get by, we don't even want 
to get on.'55 

Galahad makes this cry as an expression of the reluctance of the host culture to 
accept the immigrants, and of the tendency to regard the immigrants as a 
problem, a problem arising from being foreign, being strange. The immigrants 
are clearly not regarded as brave knights in search of salvation but rather as those 
Who have transgressed some code, those who have committed some kind of 
fault in coming to England and seeking refuge. But if it is their transgression and 
their foreignness which marks them out as a problem, Moses's, or perhaps 
Selvon's, dubbing of Henry as Sir Galahad is a poignant referral of the reader to 
the irony of the idea of an original identity in English culture. If Arthurian 
legend represents some kind of mythical origin of the English nation, of English 
identity - and this is obviously what Tennyson has in mind when he dedicates 
and addresses his Idylls of the King to Albert and Victoria - then we ought to bear 
in mind the status_ and identity of Galahad in other ver"'sions of the tale. In 
1'ennyson's version, certainly, there is only a vague mention of the origins of Sir 
Galahad, and Galahad's presence in Idylls of the King is a brief but important 
episode in which he invokes a vision of the Holy Grail before the other knights 
to remind them of their quest.56 In Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte D'Arthur it is 
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clear that Galahad's renowned 'purity' is not that of cultural or racial identity, for 
Galahad is the very epitome in Malory's version of a hybrid identity, born as he 
is of Elaine, daughter of 'Pelles, king of the foreign country',57 and Sir Launcelot, 
who is called 'Le Chevaler Mal Fet. . .  the knight that hath trespassed'.58 Selvon's 
Galahad is the figure of the familiar stranger, an uncanny hybridity which causes 
Moses to wonder when he meets him first whether Galahad is a stranger or a 
native in London. It is not just that Galahad's origins are hybrid. His purposes in 
the legend are also a mixture of the foreign and the familiar: 

Sir Galahad, the good knight, by whom all the foreign country 
should be brought out of danger, and by him the Holy Grail should 
be achieved. 59 

In order for that Arthurian quest for the Holy Grail to be achieved, Galahad must 
arrive, and in so doing, he brings with him a union between the host and the 
foreign culture, a marriage of cultures. This is what the figure of Sir Galahad in 
The Lonely Londoners represents, the arrival of the Other who is also the Same, 
0ne who belongs to and possesses knowledge of both cultures, and who therefore 
Problematises the distinctness and exclusivity of each culture. Even in 
Tennyson's Idylls the maiden who selects Galahad as the paragon of moral purity 
Predicts that he will break through barriers, that he will transgress: 

'My knight, my love, my knight of heaven, 
0 thou, my love, whose love is one with mine, 
I, maiden, round thee, maiden, bind my belt. 
Go forth, for thou shalt see what I have seen, 
And break thro' all, till one will crown thee king 
Far in the spiritual city'.60 

.. 
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The Lonely Londoners by inviting into itself a character out of Arthurian legend 

opens a dialogue with other versions of the legend, and this is the moment 

before Galahad sets off on his journey to meet Moses at Waterloo station. The 

maiden tells him that he will 'see what I have seen', see, that is, the familiar, but 

he will also 'break thro' all', all barriers, all knowledge. He will, in other words, 

transgress, become other, transform himself into another culture, and this is 

what we see in The Lonely Londoners, the arrival of a Caribbean Sir Galahad. He 

arrives as one who is both new, magnificently unprepared, and accustomed, 

oblivious and at home to the conditions of this strange place. 

Moreover, his presence in the novel may alert us to other analogies that 

may be taking place. To regard Moses as Arthur may not be implausible, since 

Moses takes on this role of being the spiritual and material leader of the 'spades' . 

lie is described as the 'liaison officer' and the 'welfare officer',61 fulfilling an 
important role in spreading the boys across different parts of London and helping 

them to find jobs and accommodation. This pastoral role also has its spiritual 

side as we are told in the final chapter of the novel: 

Sometimes, listening to them, he look in each face, and he feel a 

great compassion for every one of them, as if he live each of their 

lives, one by one, and all the strain and stress come to rest on his 

own shoulders. 62 

Moses, like his biblical correlative, takes on the burden of being conscious of the 

spades' as an entity, and the burden of seeking to lead them to salvation. The 
novel in this sense is a story of how they seek salvation, 'how they survive. A 

Il'lore comprehensive analogy between the Arthurian tales and The Lonely 

Londoners is the structuring that shapes the narrative in both. Both take the 

form of a set of tales,63 which consist of a series of adventures that occur to the 

boys. The common link is that both narratives are focused on what happens to a 
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small, select community, who come together in search of a hidden treasure. In 
Morte D' A rthur, the select community is of knights, brought together by virtue 
of their elite status, and the treasure is the Holy Grail. In The Lonely Londoners, 
the community is of immigrants, huddled together by dint of the hostility that 
they encounter, and the hidden treasure, the goal of their adventures is 
acceptance. The Lonely Londoners is a version of the Arthurian tales with all the 
idealism, adventure and optimism beaten out of it. It is the reverse of those tales, 
the antithesis of heroism and courtly romance, the discontents of Arthurian 
legend. In this sense, it follows Mark Twain's A Connecticut Yankee at King 
Arthur's Court, in that a modern scepticism or irony characterises how those 
tales are represented. Twain's Yankee, Hank Morgan, from nineteenth century 
America, meets the underside of sixth century England, and his depictions of 
London carry the same resonances of modern scepticism as we find in Eliot, 
Dickens and Selvon: 

London - to a slave - was a sufficiently interesting place. It was 
merely a great big village; and mainly mud and thatch. The streets 
were muddy, crooked, unpaved. The populace was an ever flocking 
and drifting swarm of rags, and splendours, of nodding plumes and 
shining armour. 64 

A miserable journey. A desolate silence everywhere. Even in 
London itself. Traffic had ceased; men did not talk or laugh, or go in 
groups, or even in couples; they moved aimlessly about, each man 
by himself, with his head down, and woe and terror ;t his heart.65 

Both Selvon and Twain, and perhaps the post-colonial perspective is the cause of 
their similarity, share a subversive approach towards the Arthurian legend, each 
converting the tales from the romance and idealism that makes them 
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appropriate as founding myths of English national identity into tales that are 
fully cognisant of the consequences and discontents of that romance and 
idealism. Galahad in The Lonely Londoners is subversive because of the very 
irony of his being the brave knight of the legend. To begin with, there is the 
irony of his blackness, when Malory's version tells us that 'Blackness is to say 
without good or virtuous works'.66 This might explain Galahad's outburst in 
The Lonely Londoners that it is blackness itself which is the cause of the hostility 
that is experienced by 'the boys' ,67 a deep-rooted prejudice against the colour 
black, and a belief that black signifies evil, or without good. The irony of Sir 
Galahad's existence in The Lonely Londoners is seen most clearly at this point 
when he experiences this hostility against blackness as a separation of himself 
from his body, as he looks at the blackness of his hand as if it were not his own. 
Secondly, there is the irony of his ambiguous virtue, as highlighted in his 
transgression of a supposed English custom of benevolence to other creatures by 
catching and eating pigeon.68 The guilt that Galahad expresses is a sign that he 
knows of his transgression, his sinning against custom, and this casts doubt on 
his virtue, even though he needs to eat the pigeon meat to survive. The irony of 
this sin is that the 'good knight' Sir Galahad maintains the reputation of virtue, 
despite the fact that his adventures consist of slaying a large number of people. 
This irony is paralleled by the narrator in The Lonely Londoners when he says 
I •  in this country, people prefer to see man starve than a cat or dog want 
something to eat' ,69 Finally, there is the irony of Galahad's adventures, 
consisting of getting lost on his first venture into the city, collecting his 
Unemployment card, experiencing the humiliation of prejudice, and eating 
Pigeon to survive. Galahad's adventures are anti-heroic, precisely because the 
knight has been reduced to depending on others, learning to accept humiliation 
and poverty as a way of life. The only heroism of his character is the way in 
Which he manages to survive, and this is what is significant about Selvon's 
novel in the context of Arthurian legend, that it points out the shortcomings and 
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discontents of 'England' while simultaneously, embarrassingly, invoking the 
boast of Englishness that underpinned the claim to empire. The irony of Sir 
Galahad entering into The Lonely Londoners, in other words, relies on the 
legendary greatness of Galahad within English culture. It relies on our reading 
the dominance of that tradition before realising the subversiveness of presenting 
Galahad as a young black immigrant in fifties Britain . 

• 
The subversiveness of Selvon's novel plays upon a faultline that already exists 
in the representational space of English culture and its controlling power of 
London. The faultline running through 'England' and 'London' is the necessity 
of their communication. To operate as signals of ideological and imperial 
dominance, both 'England' and 'London' must be communicated to the colonies 
as ideas, ideas that symbolise wealth, power and knowledge, and consequently 
represent to the colonies the right of the mother country and capital to dominate. 
What guarantees this dominance is the equation of social space to identity. Those 
symbols of power that exist in the architecture, literature and culture of England 
and London must be seen to belong to England, and must be seen to function as 
guarantors of an English civilisation. The existence and meaning of those 
symbols of power must be endlessly communicated to the outside world, to the 
World beyond England, as ineluctable evidence of its right to power. This 
communication of dominance becomes problematic in The Lonely Londoners 
When one of the symbols of England's right to rule, Sir Galahad, returns to 
London as a Caribbean immigrant, as a 'problem' . The Lonely Londoners 
endlessly proliferates the symbols of English power, its great literature, its 
lllagnificent architecture, the centrality of London, represe�ting London as if to 
experience it was the pinnacle of experience in the world. The Lonely Londoners 
enters the realm of English literature in that it communicates the dominance of 
London and England. But on these very grounds of communication, the novel 
simultaneously disturbs such a system of dominance and control. 

• 
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The trouble for national identity and imperial domination is that these 

myths of greatness and communications of dominance cannot simply be iterated 
once and left to stand for all time. They must constantly be remade and revised 
through time and brought to consciousness in ways that will have meaning and 
relevance for each time. Arthurian legend has had its fair share of 
'representational space' in this century. In the fifties, screen versions of the 
legend included Knights of the Round Table, starring Robert Taylor and Ava 
Gardner in 1953, Black Knight, and Prince Valiant. Sir Galahad's appearance in 
The Lonely Londoners is more tangential than these versions to Arthurian 
legend. It is the depiction of a Sir Galahad skewed from his path, arriving at a 
destination that was never intended. Sir Galahad's journey in The Lonely 
Londoners fills a void in English literature. It is the tale that was never told in 
Malory's version of the legend: 'he found many adventures the which he 
brought to an end, whereof the story maketh here no mention'. 7° Galahad's 
journey into London is not related in other versions of the legend, just as the 
journey into London is the one journey that is left absent, blurred by fog, in J.B. 
Priestley's An English Journey.71 If we imagine that The Lonely Londoners tells 
the tales of Sir Galahad that are not told in other versions of Arthurian legend, 
We can see that the novel suffers the same fate as those absent tales, deemed 
irrelevant and left absent from the store of English literature. Malory tells us in 
Morte D'Arthur that some of the tales of Galahad have been left out because in 
them he was not in pursuit of the grail, and therefore was skewed from his 
Proper course. 72 In The Lonely Londoners, Galahad is also skewed from his 
Proper course, turning up in an anomalous fashion in Waterloo station. Inserted 
into that long line of English literature, passing the powe; of legendary heroes 
from one generation to the next, Selvon's novel takes a wrong turn, a deliberate 
inclination towards an other destination. Dismissed for being 'irrelevant', those 
absent tales of Galahad that are told in The Lonely Londoners are not irrelevant 
hut are simply 'different'. 
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Their difference lies in how they negotiate the relationship between social 
space and identity. 'London' remains a symbol of power, and functions as the 
defining centre of the world, as long as those social and symbolic spaces -
Piccadilly Circus, Charing Cross, Waterloo - are advertised to the world as centres 
of power, wealth, and knowledge. The Lonely Londoners performs this function 
and acts as the carrier of this power in its representations of London: 

Jesus Christ, when he say 'Charing Cross', when he realise that is he, 
Sir Galahad, who going there, near that place that everybody in the 
world know about (it even have the name in the dictionary) he feel 
like a new man. It didn't matter about the woman he going to meet, 
just to say he was going there made him feel big and important, and 
even if he was just going to coast a lime, to stand up and watch the 
white people, still, it would have been something.73 

Galahad's experience of London at this point is that of an awe-struck outsider, 
filled with the sense of romance and importance of a 'big city'. The importance of 
place-names, as discussed earlier, lies in the way in which they act as signs or 
substitutions for the power and wealth of the real. In the course of the novel, 
renowned places in London such as 'Charing Cross', 'Piccadilly Circus', 'Trafalgar 
Square', 'Waterloo', 'Marble Arch' and 'Oxford Street' are cited no less than one 
hundred and seven times. The awe that is evident in Galahad' s sentiments, and 
in the novel's obvious preoccupation with the eminence of London's place
names, is characteristic of a form of innocence associated with the outsider, the 
existential outsider,74 one who is always in the p;sition of having to 
acknowledge the importance of the host culture. A distance is placed between the 
city and the outsider by this awe, a distance which separates Galahad and the 
immigrants from 'the white people', those who are oblivious to the power of 
London because they share in its power over others. The Lonely Londoners 
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depicts this process of discrimination, and marks out the way in which 'place' can 
serve to subdue the identity of the immigrants. The fear that is expressed in the 
novel is that the immigrants will lose their identities, and this is conveyed at a 
number of points through images of being overwhelmed by the city: 

he could see the black faces bobbing up and down in the millions of 
white, strained faces, everybody hustling along the Strand, the 
spades jostling in the crowd, bewildered, hopeless.75 

That the spades are 'bobbing up and down' suggests an image of drowning, being 
swamped by the millions of people, the vastness of the city, and that they are 
'hustling' and 'jostling' conveys a sense of struggling against this submergence. 
Both actions are concomitant with each other throughout the immigrant's 
experience of the city. Just as Galahad is overawed by the city, and consequently 
marked as an outsider, he also struggles to appropriate the city for himself, 
surrounding himself as often as he can in the hustle of central London in order 
to make it his own. For Moses this process has resulted in London becoming 'like 
nothing', of no real significance, but this is where Moses is less successful than 
Galahad in resisting the power of London. For Moses the city has become an 
extra layer of his body which, although it allows him to protect the boys to a 
certain extent and to feel the burden of their consciousness as a group, also traps 
him within a space to which he is more or less oblivious. Galahad, alternatively, 
has learned in his innocence how to 'feel like a king living in London' .76 Not 
Only does he feel himself to be 'big and important', like a king, in London, but he 
also feels like a 'new man'. Within this city, where Galaha"d is constantly in the 
Process of both being submerged and emerging, there is the possibility that 
identity can be formed again, but also that London can be formed again. This is 
the crux of the relationship between social space and identity in the novel. The 
ill\rnigrants are able, with varying degrees of success, to move London from a 
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position of relative intransigence to a position of relative flexibility. Moses recalls 
that in the beginning 'it ain't have so many places the boys could go to' .77 The 
identity of the immigrants delimits the social space that they are ascribed by the 
host culture, but this imposition of space slowly becomes weaker with the 
influence of the immigrants. Moses indicates in the above statement a clear 
correlation of power to social space. Difference from the host culture is checked 
With gestures that are delimiting, controlling, repressive. A space is marked out, 
albeit dispersed across the city, where immigrants can go ('Keep the Water 
White') . Racial distinctions can be seen to operate in a spatial as much as a 
representational mode, but in that all space is representational, both literature 
and architecture are involved in the same negotiations of social space and 
identity. 

The first move in the immigrant's negotiations with the host culture 
through the medium of The Lonely Londoners is to weaken the identity of the 
host space, to weaken the power of 'London' as a place, as a sign that ascribes a 
delimited space to them: 

Galahad make for the tube station when he left Moses, and he stand 
up there on Queensway watching everybody going about their 
business, and a feeling of loneliness and fright come on him all of a 
sudden. He forget all the brave words he was talking to Moses, and 
he realise that here he is, in London, and he ain't have no money or 
work or place to sleep or any friend or anything, and he standing up 
here by the tube station watching people, and everybody look so 
busy he frighten to ask questions from any of them. You think any 
of them bothering with what going on in his mind? Or in anybody 
else mind but their own . . . . 
By and by he drift down to Whiteleys. Suddenly he stand up and 
look back. He wonder if he could find his way back to Moses room! 
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Jesus Christ, suppose he get lost? He ain't remember the name of 
the street where Moses living. In the panic he start to pat pocket to 
make sure he have money on him, and he begin to search for 
passport and some other papers he had. A feeling come over him as 
if he lost everything he have - clothes, shoes, hat - and he start to 
touch himself here and there as if he in a daze.78 
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The panic that overcomes Galahad here is to be expected when an outsider enters 
the vastness of a modern city, and we find again the innocent awe in that 
situation ('here he is, in London'). The sense of awe will become positive later in 
the novel when Galahad knows more about London, when he has appropriated 
some knowledge of how it works, how to negotiate it, but here the sense of awe 
is experienced as loss, as danger, as a frightening encounter with the possibility of 
being completely lost in the space of the city. This experience is primarily a 
mental experience, suggesting the metaphorical loss of identity, and it provokes 
Galahad into feeling himself all over, reaching for his identity papers, to make 
sure that he is still there, that he is still a 'self'. The fear is that one loses the 
distinction between the 'I' and the world, that the 'I' is simply devoured within 
Social space. London might exercise control over these outsiders by swallowing 
their identities whole, leaving them floating around in urban space without 
knowledge, power, without even control of their selves. 

To immerse oneself. To be swallowed up. The space around us 
becomes gigantic, the body shrinks. To lose one's identity in the 
'ant-heap' of the crowd. These are metropolitan experiences, in 
which are intertwined and reactivated memories, inextricably 
knotted into symbiosis at deep, pre-individual levels of life - those 
which precede birth.79 
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For Mazzoleni, the experience of the loss or submergence of identity in the urban 
space is akin to life within the womb, a form of living without identity where 
the 'I' and the social space are indistinguishable. This is not simply a case in The 

Lonely Londoners of Galahad losing himself to the place 'London', lost within 
the identity of the city. It is not simply that 'London' is now what Galahad is. The 
city also loses its identity at this moment. London ceases to have an identity, 
ceases to be particular, at the moment that Galahad loses his identity in it. It 
ceases to be a place, precisely because its limits, its dimensions, its full identity, 
are far in excess of what Galahad or any individual can perceive at any one time. 
To lose one's self in the city is also to lose the identity of the city. The body of the 
city extends beyond the field of vision. Galahad' s 'watching' ,  ' looking', 
'searching', as he stands in Queensway, p;ecedes and promotes the crisis of loss 
that he experiences a moment later. The crisis of identity is, that is to .. say, a visual 
one, where vision cannot establish the totality of the city, where the limits and 
structure and shape of the city, those characteristics that make the city 'known', 
identifiable, cannot be established because the city cannot be seen panoramically. 
At this moment, London ceases to be a place that exercises the kind of control 
over identity that Moses remembers. The intransigence of 'place' is lost when 
Galahad's experience softens the identity of the city, when Galahad's loss suggests 
the possibility of an exchange of identities between 'London' and 'Galahad'. Once 
this exchange is made possible, Galahad is able to feed constantly from the power 
of the city, converting its energy, its glamour, into his own. This is made possible 
by Galahad weakening identity, softening the distinction between himself and 
the city. Moses's advice to Galahad, as indicated shortly after Galahad's panic, 
seems to suggest that Moses is complicit in this adventure: 

'You getting on like a damn fool', [Galahad] tell himself. 'What 
happen to you? All of a sudden like you gone stupid. Take it easy', 
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he say, unconsciously repeating Moses advice. 'You new in this 
place, it will take you some time to settle in'. 
But the pep talk ain't too much help, and he nearly dead with joy 
when he look up the road and see Moses coming . . . .  
'Moses', he say, 'I too glad to see you, boy. If you don't mind I want 
you to come with me'. 
'I thought so', Moses say. 'Boy, you lucky I have soft heart, else you 
never see me again as long as you stay in London. You don't know 
that does happen? Fellars don't see one another for years here. 
Anyway, one thing is you must done with all this big talk'. 
'Yes, yes', Galahad say.SO . 
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Moses repeats his advice of 'Take it easy' frequently through the novel, becoming 
almost a leitmotif. To take it easy is to relax or calm down, softening or 
weakening one's stance towards others, but it is also to 'take', to appropriate or 
gain control. Only by weakening, both their identities and the identity of the city, 
is it possible to gain control, or more properly, to convert the space of control 
into the space of resistance. To do this, Galahad and the boys must give up 'all 
this big talk', the confrontational positioning of one who finds one's self in direct 
opposition to a dominant culture. The achievement of Galahad and Moses in the 
novel is that they both realise that the immigrants are threatened only when 
they are perceived in directly oppositional terms, and this is when their 
resistance is least effective. They both realise that the immigrants are not in 
direct opposition to the host culture, despite depictions to the contrary, but 
instead are both within and tangential to the host culture . 

• 

This has a number of consequences for how The Lonely Londoners functions in 
relation to the space and time that make up its 'contexts'. Earlier on in this 
chapter, the roles and contexts in which the novel had been previously located in 
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the histories and criticism of postwar Britain were identified as being a witness to 
history, a glimpse of the exotic, and a neglected text within postwar literature. All 
three positions amount to the same judgement, that The Lonely Londoners is 
irrelevant to postwar Britain, either because it speaks of a liberal time before the 
1958 riots that no longer applies to race relations in Britain, or because it speaks 
in a dialect and concerning a subject that is not English or British, or because it 
does not speak at all through its relative neglect within English culture. But what 
does it mean to be irrelevant? 

Irrelevant. Lacks significance. Does not apply. To what? There must be a 
space and time to which the novel is irrelevant, to which the novel does not 
speak in a meaningful way. B_ut the novel bears all the signs and scars of a 
postwar British novel, not in resembling other postwar British novels which it 
does only in very limited ways, but in calling attention to its place and time 
within postwar Britain. One could hardly fail to notice the prominence and 
importance of London within the novel. It is central to how the characters are 
defined, communicate, live, work, dream and feel. London is the unmistakeable 
context of the action and communication that takes place within the novel. One 
could not even justify arguing that London is the metaphorical projection of the 
West Indies since the alienation that is experienced by the West Indians in 
London is crucial to how they perform and feel in the novel. The time of the 
novel is unmistakeably postwar, with its references to the welfare state, to 
Churchill, Mr Macmillan, The Gladiator, Waterloo Bridge, the large influx of 
immigrants, National Service, prices, fashions, institutions and events . Its 
history and its identity is without doubt postwar Britain, ma ing the idea that 
the novel is not relevant to a 'homely' and 'domestic' society and culture rather 
an odd one. 

But, although the displacement of the novel from 'home', from 
'relevance' appears to be odd, even suspect, one can see why this judgement 
occurs, why The Lonely Londoners fails to be recognised (in both senses of 
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understood and rewarded) in postwar Britain. Its topographical referent and 
temporal location may well be postwar Britain, but the 'version' that it tells of 
this space and time is decidely symbiotic to postwar Britain. It is certainly set 
within London, but it accents London in a particular way that might make the 
city unrecognisable to an English audience. An unrecognisable London is one 
that does not bear a direct correspondence to the true London, the London that is 
'known' by critics and historians in England. But the idea that there is a true 
London to which The Lonely Londoners is tangential or askew is the very 
foundation of the control that English culture holds over those immigrants and 
marginal figures who are portrayed in the novel. London from the very outset is 
not a knowledge, not somethi�g that must be replicated truthfully in art and 
writing. Instead it is a construction. London is a text, a system of signs, and this is 
evident right throughout The Lonely Londoners from the numbers and names 
which Moses uses to reach Waterloo station to the way in which the place-names 
of 'Piccadilly Circus' and 'Charing Cross' become a kind of currency for how rich 
one's experience of London is. Space does not inherently belong. It is made to 
belong, first through topographical inscription of farming the land, building 
roads and bridges, then through ascribing an identity to this collection of 
topographical inscriptions - 'London' - then through possessing this landscape, 
making it a place which is 'ours', a property, a marked territory, by 'knowing' it, 
the knowledge only possible through literature, history, anthropology, 
archeology, architecture, sociology. Only through this series of inscriptions is it 
possible for a space to become a defined and 'known' identity. London is always 
and already a simulation, always and already outside of Jruth, outside of 
knowledge .  Under these terms, The Lonely Londoners cannot be 'irrelevant' or 
untrue. It is a simulation of London, and capable of making, mapping, owning 
London as much as any architectural, historical or literary representation can. 

As I argued earlier, this does not mean that The Lonely Londoners can 
invent London afresh. The Lonely Londoners is an inscription on top of all the 
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other inscriptions of the city, an intertextual text, just like Osborne's Look Back in 
Anger or Behan's Borstal Boy, and this is why we find a number of resonances 
between the novel and various writings of London that have preceded it. It is 
engaged as much as any other attempt to write London in a contest for 
representational space. It struggles to keep its graffiti on the wall readable, which 
is more difficult than it sounds given that the wall is already heavily inscribed. It 

must struggle, in other words, to assert its relevance, the validity of its version of 
London, against the various critical and historical attempts to displace it and 
make it 'unreadable' to an English or London audience. 

By making it apparent that London is a system of signs that can be read 
and reread, that can be interpre!ed as signs of domination or interpreted as signs 
of one's own liberation, The Lonely Londoners negotiates a space for itself within 
the representational space of London, and participates in that process of 
interpreting London. To recognise London as a construction that can be 
interpreted is to weaken the identity of the city, and of England as a whole, 
making the control of identity exercised through social space unfounded. 
Selvon' s Londoners can exercise as much control over their environment, can 
mould and alter and convert the city as much as any 'native' Londoner can 
(more so, perhaps, since they are able to recognise the city as a construction that 
can be altered). They are as much at home in London, despite the prejudice, 
pressure and alienation that they experience, as any 'homely' or 'domestic' 
people might be. It is not just that they settle in. This is not the message or 
testimony of the novel. They alter the social space of London. They affect the city, 
contaminate it with their living, their experience of it. They alter it for the better, 
softening its heart, weakening its exercise of power. This is the problem with 
understanding the novel, literature in general, as testimony, as documentary. 
The Lonely Londoners does not simply witness or replicate London. It changes 
London, by inscribing into the heart of the city a contamination of its identity. 
London is never allowed to remain the same identity in literary representations, 
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never identical to itself, but is always the site of difference. London in The Lonely 
Londoners belongs to Galahad, to Moses, to each of the characters in their own 
way. It is their city, their social space. It affects how we understand and perceive 
London. It has become the 'city of spades' as Colin Maclnnes will simulate again, 
again differently, in his novel of that title a year after The Lonely Londoners was 
published. 

The Lonely Londoners does not achieve this conversion by directly 
opposing those discourses which protect an exclusively English London, 
although it is engaged in a form of oppositionality to them. The difference is that 
while direct opposition confronts and threatens these discourses, to be engaged 
in a form of oppositionality is to seek to change without even appearing to 
oppose: 

. . .  oppositional behaviour has a particular potential to change states 
of affairs, by changing people's 'mentalities' (their ideas, attitudes, 
values, and feelings, which I take to be ultimately manifestations of 
des ire ), a potential that is not a�ailable to 'other' forms of 
oppositional practice. This potential derives from the mysterious 
phenomenon of au thority, whereby anyone, given the opportunity 
to speak, may so use words as to change situations. Although it 
derives its power initially from pre-existing power relationships 
(the right to speak is itself such a derived power), and although it 
seems never to challenge them openly, 'oppositional authority', 
once gained, has the extremely tricky ability to erode, insidiously 
and almost invisibly, the very power from which it derives.81 

Power in this case is exercised through controlling what London means, who 
belongs to it and who is foreign and irrelevant to it. London is projected on to 
the colonies and the world outside as the centre, the controlling point of all time 
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and space. The Lonely Londoners makes itself correspond to this projection, 
conforming to the projection of London as the centre of all experience, 
advertising London's centrality and power. In so doing, the novel finds a voice 
within the space of authority, and 'insidiously and almost invisibly' converts 
that space into one in which London belongs to a group of West Indian 
immigrant workers, in which the myths which operate at the heart of English 
culture advertise their hybridity, their irony, their denial of purity and origins. 
The Lonely Londoners is the parasite within the system, embodied in the figure 
of the narrator who 'inhabits' London, roving over and through the city, 
contaminating its identity with tales of how its outsiders are busy converting its 
very structures and modes of communication. It is the symbiotic bug which feeds 
from the system only to disturb it. As a novel that weakens the centre of the 
imperial world, The Lonely Londoners has proved too dangerous for its critics to 
allow it to speak with authority of London, of England. It has been displaced, 
neglected, made irrelevant. 

Sam Selvon left London in 1978, bound for Canada: 

I just wanted to get back over to the Western side of the world 
because I had spent twenty-eight years in European culture with the 
English traditions, and so on . . . .  it's sort of grown stodgy in its 
traditions, in its literature. Over here, in the Americas, I find that 
the writing is so much fresher . . . . This interests me a great deal 
because I feel that a nation that can always keep using words and 
not be controlled by the words, as I think the English are in their 
literature, has some hope of widening communication and 
understanding. 82 
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'Room for Maneuver': 

Reading History and Identity in the Literature 

of the Nineteen fifties 

Writing is that play by which I tum around as well 

as I can in a narrow place: I am wedged in, I struggle 

between the hysteria necessary to write and the 

image-repertoire, which oversees, controls, purifies, 

banalizes, codifies, corrects, imposes the focus (and 

the vision) of a social communication. 

Roland Barthes, Roland Barthes 

Commit arson every day in your imagination, bum 

down the previous day's lies, have a little 

revolution now and again in your heart. 

Sam, in Bernard Kops's The Hamlet of Stepney Green 

No context can determine meaning to the point of 

exhaustiveness. Therefore the context neither 

produces nor guarantees impassable borders. 

Jacques Derrida, Aporias 

'Literature', Deleuze and Guattari write in On the Line, 'is an arrangement'.l It is 

an arrangement in two senses. Firstly, intrinsically, a literary text is an  .. 
arrangement of social details, identities, voices, language, locations, time, and, 

undoubtedly, countless other factors into some kind of order of presentation, 

some kind of sense and sequence. Secondly, extrinsically, literature is an 

arrangement in the sense that what is understood by the term 'literature' is 

dependent upon the inclusion and exclusion of different forms of what is 
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written, and is organised into chronological, schematic, generic and other 
categories. The extrinsic arrangement of literature is the production of 
knowledge about the relationships between different literary texts, and it is 
possible that this knowledge contributes as much, if not more, to the meaning or 
reception of a particular text as its internal arrangement. This knowledge is very 
rarely produced by writers, and instead is almost exclusively the labour of critics 
and academics. It is in this critical discourse, produced in the reviews, journals 
and publications of the media and universities, that literary texts come to be 
' located' and 'placed' in relation to periods, styles, genres, traditions, and in 
relation to social and cultural trends. 

I've drawn attention to the words 'location' and 'place' because such spatial 
metaphors dominate the discourse produced in the arrangement of literature. 
Deleuze and Guattari go on to write: 'Writing has nothing to do with signifying, 
but with land-surveying and map-making, even of countries yet to come'.2 In the 
previous chapter, a literary text was seen as a form of imagining the space and 
territory of society and culture in a differe·nt, perhaps unexpected way, and 
making new mental and representational maps of a social space, and in this 
sense the literary text is capable of arranging space, intrinsically, to different 
purposes than its current prevailing arrangement. But extrinsically too, literary 
texts are arranged in demarcated and denominated spaces, either in terms of the 
nationality of the arrangement, the genre, or style, or indeed, the period of the 
arrangement. A territory is mapped and signified, therefore, when we refer to 
'fifties literature'. In chapter one, I argued that fifties literature had passed into a 
form of accepted knowledge, and that it is renowned for particular characteristics 
and qualities in postwar criticism (most of which, you'll recall, were negative). It 
has been, using topographical terms, comprehensively mapped. One of its better 
and more rigorous cartographers, Harry Ritchie, has cast doubt on the whole 
business of parcelling literature into arrangements such as 'fifties literature' : 
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In the fifties . . .  the old myth-making machinery could still clank and 
whirr into action and a few not too dissimilar writers could be 
fabricated into a generational grouping which was eagerly expected 
and readily accepted. As usual, other quite different and often more 
talented new authors had to be excluded and the works of their 
'representative' contemporaries had to be mangled and distorted to 
make them representative. What was new in the 1950s, though, was 
the vigour and extent of the promotion campaign for the decade's 
literary generation. The Angry Young Men were marketed by 
unprecedented media hype. The period's literary myth of anti
Establishment protest and anti-Modernist realism was established 
with such force that it served to confirm myths of post-war social 
equality and opportunity and to highlight inferiority complexes 
about the reactionary and parochial nature of post-war English 
writing.3 

The way in which fifties literature has been arranged in the media and literary 
criticism presents a select image (one might equally say canon) of what the 
literary texts written in this period represent and of how they function in 
relation to history, politics, identity and other literatures. The purpose of this 
study is not to argue against this spatial organisation of literature in general, 
although I think this kind of 'decade talk', as Ritchie calls it, should be treated 
with much caution, but rather to argue against the images and literary identity of 
fifties literature that are produced by arranging and locating texts in the way thijt 
they have been in postwar criticism. 

In this chapter, I will argue that the belief that fifties literature conforms 
to, and imitates, the dominant historical trends and attitudes of the period is 
based on a misunderstanding of the relationship between literature and history, 
and of the relationship between literature and power. As I've demonstrated in 
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chapters three, four and five, a number of the literary texts published in the 
fifties, both canonical and non-canonical, articulate and negotiate critical and 
oppositional stances towards dominant representations of history and identity. I 
have taken different approaches in each of these chapters, approaching Look 

Back in Anger through Derrida's reading of Artaud's 'theatre of cruelty', 
approaching Behan's writings as post-colonial acts of deconstructing national 
identity, and approaching Selvon's The Lonely Londoners as a novel that 
appropriates and converts the representational space of English literary tradition, 
using the ideas of Henri Lefebvre and J. Hillis Miller. But each chapter employed 
a different method precisely to foreground the fact that literary texts act in very 
different ways and are located �t different sites of power struggle. Their different 
locations were identified by examining the critical reputation of each writer, and 
from this, the way in which they realise and produce oppositional activity was 
interpreted and argued on its own grounds. Having examined how three 
different writers re-negotiate the terms of their critical reputation, this chapter 
focuses on the literary identity of the period, and the aim is to examine the 
nature and condition of oppositionality in the writings of the fifties. First, the 
chapter examines again the critical location of fifties literature in relation to 
history in order to establish the grounds on which that general reputation must 
be contested, proceeding then to examine how history and identity are used 
theoretically in criticism, and how they are negotiated in literature. The 
argument at this stage is that fifties literature negotiates 'room for manoeuvre' 
within dominant structures of power, and this room allows literary texts to play 
w ith history and identity, thereby articulating their oppositionality ane. 
indeterminability. The chapter concludes by reimagining the literary landscape of 
the fifties. 

• 

The literature of the nineteen fifties is intimately concerned with history and 
social change. This is by no means an original argument. Margaret Scanlan, in 
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her book, Traces of Another Time: History and Politics in Postwar British Fiction, 

makes this concern a central factor in understanding postwar literature: 

. . .  contemporary British novelists often display a more overt interest 
in the public past than their modernist predecessors did. One could 
argue that the massive changes in British society and the 
diminishment of Britain's political power that followed the war 
created the sort of sharp break with the recent past that promotes a 
greater consciousness of history or historical processes.4 

Scanlan focuses on fictional �epresentations of Anglo-Irish relations, of spy 
scandals in postwar Britain, and of apocalyptic and violent scenarios, but she 
does not analyse the social realist literature of the nineteen fifties, and its 
relationship to history. Nevertheless, her claim that postwar literature is imbued 
with a 'greater consciousness of history or historical processes' does rely 
significantly on opposing postwar realism to prewar modernism, and this 
opposition itself presents the idea that postwar British literature as a whole is 
defined by its greater consciousness of history. Andrzej Gasiorek argues that this 
opposition between modernism and realism becomes irrelevant in postwar 
literature, simply because realism is employed in such diverse ways and in 
strikingly experimental ways that the avant-garde distinctions between 
traditional realism and experimental modernism no longer hold. However, 
Gasiorek shares Scanlan's prioritising of history as a defining concern of postwar 
literature: 'the impulse to represent a changing social world .. with the greate&t 
possible fidelity remains central to much postwar writing'.5 

A cursory glance at many of the literary texts of the fifties would support 
this view. Whether it is in the concern for social mobility found in John Wain's 
Hurry on Down and John Braine's Room at the Top, or in the representation of 
emergent identities in the gay characters of Behan's The Hostage and Delaney's A 
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Taste of Honey, in the black immigrants of Macinnes' s City of Spades and 
Selvon's The Lonely Londoners, or in the provincial middlebrow professionals 
of Cooper's Scenes from Provincial Life and Amis's Lucky Jim, or indeed the 
concern for a changing society may be found in Jimmy Porter's obituary on 
phoney Edwardian ideals, or in the members of Nigel Dennis's 'Identity Club' 
lamenting the absence of the security and certainty of the past. There is a great 
deal of concern in the literature of the fifties with the past, with history and with 
social change. That there is a strong connection between fifties literature and 
history, then, is an argument that is plain enough. However, what is not so clear, 
and what is far more contentious for this study, is precisely what the nature of 
that relationship is. 

In postwar criticism, fifties iiterature is understood to reflect its historical 
context. Alan Sinfield, in Society and Literature 1945-1970, is able to identify 
possibilities of meaning in Look Back in Anger according to how it reflects its 
historical context: 

. . .  the full implications of earlier literature for the present appear 
only when it is understood in its context. For a graduate to be 
running a sweet stall in a time of full employment (1956) indicates, 
depending on your point of view, either that he is a layabout or that 
without family and Oxbridge backing a graduate in that society had 
trouble discovering fulfilling work. . . .  the play assumes, in every 
nuance, the context of 1956.6 

For Sinfield, Look Back in Anger cannot help but reflect, indicate, assume, the 
social attitudes and historical trends of its context. When a social detail of the 
play's central character is measured against historical knowledge there are two 
possible meanings generated by the play, two interpretations. The play offers a 
story about its historical context, about living in the fifties, and, in this way, offers 
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access to history. It is not just that certain details correspond with institutions, 
practices or trends that existed in the fifties, but that the play is 'in every nuance' 
reflective and mimetic of history. It imitates historical knowledge. 

This mimetic function of literature, moreover, becomes significant as a 
sign of its conformity and conservatism. Sinfield, for example, is able to read 
dominant trends and attitudes in the fifties through the reflection of fifties 
society in literature. This could almost be described as Sinfield's trademark in 
reading literature, but others share this way of seeing fifties literature as an 
imitation of its historical context. Arthur Marwick, social historian, argues that 
the literature of the fifties 'provided an interesting commentary on aspects of 
social change' ,7 and he employs literary texts as a way of reading the history of 
the fifties. Marwick recognises that there is a sufficient degree of fictionalisation 
or dramatisation going on in a literary text to make it a 'commentary' rather than 
a documentary, but nonetheless, fifties literature still mimics historical trends 
adequately enough to allow the reader access to history. 

Bernard Bergonzi too, although he professes in the preface to Wartime 

and Aftermath that he is more interested in writing which is 'literary', seems to 
share the view that literature mimics historical trends: 

In 1953 John Wain said that the task for new writers was to 
consolidate the great literary achievements of the earlier years of the 
century and hold back from further advances for the time being. 
Some of them interpreted 'consolidation' as rejection, but by 1960 
what was called the reaction against experiment seemed to be 
coming to an end. In a broader sense, too, the Fifties were a period 
of consolidation, as when a convalescent has to consolidate his 
resources until his strength returns. The slow recovery from the 
trauma of war was accompanied by insular and formally 
conservative kinds of writing.8 
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Literature is, in Bergonzi's terms, part of the history of the fifties, its insularity 
and caution a part of the historical recovery from the war. It reflects historical 
trends in this way, imitating the defining trends of postwar history. Whereas 
Sinfield and Marwick discuss the way in which literature reflects historical 
events or trends, such as the way that the riots of Nottingham and Notting Hill 
are incorporated into Colin Maclnnes's Absolute Beginners, Bergonzi suggests 
that literature follows the same kind of pattern as history, mirroring the decline 
of Britain's political power with a corresponding decline in English literature. In 
both senses, fifties literature is understood to have a mimetic, and consequently 
passive, relationship to history. This view of the relationship between literature 
and history is one of the most powerful reasons why fifties literature is believed 
to be conformist and conservative. Imitation is understood to be a form of 
consolidation, of being reactionary rather than experimental, of conforming to 
taste rather than determining taste: 

Osborne appeared to be playing the part the press had given him . . . . 
Fleet Street editors pestered him for contributions, for he was sure 
to provide the 'lively copy' expected of him. Osborne even included 
appropriate references in The Entertainer (written in eleven days) to 
Suez, rock 'n' roll, U and non-U, and scholarship students.9 
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The press, the reviewers, the critics construct an identity for Osborne, that of a 
documentalist or commentator of his times, and Osborne conforms to this 
identity, feeding the critical industry with the images that they .. desire, images 
that mirror the dominant historical representations of the fifties. Osborne's 
conservatism is that his drama conforms to the real and imitates historical 
trends, pandering to power rather than rebelling against it. This is the critical 
location of fifties writers, the imitation of history and social identity, and this is 
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the ground on which any attempt to renegotiate and revise our understanding of 
fifties literature must take place. 

• 
When Sinfield argues that Look Back in Anger offers us access to the historical 
trends and attitudes of the fifties, that a literary text can reflect ' its original 
historical context', what remains surprisingly unchallenged and unquestioned is 
the very status and meaning of this historical context. The critical interpretation 
of the relationship between fifties literature and history as a whole has a 
tendency to be quite rigorous in making discriminations and asking questions 
about the literary text, while allowing the category of history to be used 
unproblematically as a determinant and ratio against which the literature may be 
judged. So, as argued in chapter one of this study, critics• find that fifties literature 
doesn't live up to the call of history, critics find the themes of history reflected in 
fifties literature and critics are able to judge and measure fifties literature against 
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a secure and reliable past. Tom Dunne argues that literary studies has achieved 
more in debating the nature of history and historical knowledge than the 
discipline of history, and this is certainly true in the area of post-structuralist 
theor y  . 1 0 But in postwar criticism, this debate and inquiry about the 
philosophical, linguistic and hermeneutic basis of history seems to have gone 
unnoticed, or at least undervalued. What remains in postwar criticism is that 
historical context occupies a position of having a privileged claim to truth, or, as 
Mark Cousins argues, 'the fantasy that the past may not only be represented as 
history, but also exhaustively and truthfully represented'.1 1  As a key determining 
factor in the powerful orthodoxy that exists in postwar criticism on the failure 
and conformity of fifties literature, history (and its related concepts, identity and 
reality) must be subjected to at least the same questions and doubts as the concept 
of literature. 

Opposing this fantastical claim of history to truth, Cousins argues that the 
'structure of the category of History . . .  is a little theatre in which the 



representations of the past are assigned their part'.12 There are two key revisions 
to add now to the concept of history. Firstly, as is acknowledged by many 
contemporary historians anyway, history is a form of representation in which 
the past is interpreted and organised in terms of significance. Secondly, history is 
an arrangement of these representations in a way that tells a story, or, as implied 
by Cousins, sets out a drama, in which each of the characters and details behaves 
according to the demands of the plot and storyline. The second point here is 
particularly contentious where historians are concerned, for it suggests that facts 
do not determine the way in which historians define a period or event, but 
rather that facts are made to tell the version of history that the narrative 
demands. So, a narrative of postwar decline would find a wealth of facts and 
evidence that can be made to support and extend it, but similarly, a narrative of 
postwar affluence would also find a wealth of supporting evidence. History, in 
other words, may not have privileged access to truth, but instead may simply 
have a literary access to narrative representation and arrangement which is 
disguised as a scientific discourse. 

Roland Barthes makes it clear that history's claim to truth makes this 
pretence necessary, for its textual and linguistic existence renders it difficult to 
establish a direct relationship with a real and verifiable referent: 

. . .  the fact can only have a linguistic existence, as a term in a 
discourse, and yet it is exactly as if this existence were merely the 
'copy', purely and simply, of another existence situated in the extra
structural domain of the 'real'. This type of discourse is doubtless 
the only type in which the referent is aimed for as s9mething 
external to the discourse without it ever being possible to attain it 
outside this discourse.13 
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The fact, just like the past, cannot be lived or experienced outside representation, 
and in terms of representation the fact exists only as a version or 'copy' and 
never as the thing in itself. What is inevitable, in other words, is that history 
must be mediated and communicated, and in this process history is no longer a 
stable knowledge but is subject to the same strategies, misconceptions and ironies 
of reading as is a literary text. Even were we to read it as if it were a truthful 
discourse, this in itself is a reading strategy and hence recognises the textual 
existence of history as well as the part of imaginative reconstruction that takes 
place in the process of reading. The stability of historical context, then, depends 
upon a virtual contract between the reader and the text whereby the reader agrees 
to recognise the historical text as part of a truthful discourse .  But this 
requirement of the reader's compliance is also, crucially, an empowerment of the 
reader. Even if it is concealed, the process of reading historical context also means 
that the reader is empowered with the ability to read otherwise, the ability to 
reject the version of history offered and to choose instead a radically alteritous 
one. 

Alan Sinfield has anticipated that this eventuality in the reading process 
might occur: 'Meaning, communication, language work only because they are 
shared. If you invent your own language, no one else will understand you; if you 
persist, you will be thought mad'.14 The decision to interpret the past, or social 
change, or indeed a literary text, in a radically different way is constrained by 
social and cultural pressures, pressures to read and understand in a certain way. 
These pressures are effected as a means of organising society towards a powerful 
and plausible consensus as to what the past, the present, society, identity and 
culture mean. To radically oppose these pressures and choos� very different . 
narratives of the past or identity, let's say, is to expose oneself to a kind of 
cultural and intellectual marginalisation. By extension, this means that the 
prevalent understanding of history and identity is the invention and constant 
labour of power. What is meant by historical context in postwar criticism is a 
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On the contrary, my argument is that fifties literature is consciously 
imitating both dominant historical and literary traditions, and that this 
conscious imitation is an active process of affecting the way in which history, 
identity and place are negotiated and mediated. By referring to a literary text as a 
conscious imitation I do not mean that there is a discernible authorial, or even, 
textual, intention in which the meaning of the imitation can be grounded. 
Instead, for a text to be a conscious imitation means that there is a distinct 
awareness (reflexivity) within the text of its status as a communication and a 
representation, rather than the text being indistinguishable from the reality or 
identity to which it supposedly refers. A text may invoke a certain knowledge of 
London (The Lonely Londoners), may refer to newspaper reports and stories of 
the fifties (Look Back in Anger), and may rely on existing conceptions of national 
identity (Borstal Boy), but it is worth bearing in mind that to invoke a supposed 
'fact' within a text, or within the context of telling a story, is not the same as being 
indistinguishable from 'factual' narratives. In the former the text may employ 
these 'facts' towards telling different stories (and stories of difference). In the 
latter, the text may only comfortably collude with power in fabricating the real. 
The text's awareness of its communication and production of 'reality' or 'identity' 
is the crucial point at which the text no longer imitates the dominant version of 
the real, but instead, exposes the representational space through which reality 
and identity must be constructed, and, in so doing, the text enables oppositional 
situations to emerge from this awareness. 

It is certainly the case that fifties literature refers to social details and 
literary texts outside of itself, for references to social class, historical events, and a 
host of literary texts turn up again and again in the texts of fiftie� writers. This is 
not, as some critics have argued, evidence of fifties writers being daunted by the 
weight of tradition and the power of history. Fifties literary texts do not subscribe 
passively to the dominant version of the real. Ross Chambers argues that the 
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invoking of other literary texts has a more positive, more active function with a 

literary text: 

Among the important textual features that guide the reader's 

identification and comparison of significant repetitions and 

equivalences is intertextual reference, which must be viewed in 

terms of a range of explicitness and implicitness, as well as of 

precision and imprecision - specificity and unspecificity - of focus. 

To designate specifically another text or work of art within a text is 

to invite the reader to correlate that text with the work mentioned 

(it may be a positive or negative correlation, or, of course, both) and 

hence to situate the text in terms of a literary or discursive context 

that serves as the interpretant, or criterion of relevance, and 

determines the selective process of reading.16  

This effect is  true of the references within the text to historical and social details 

as well as intertextual references. Imitation, in this sense, is active and does serve 

to effect changes in the reading process. To read Look Back in Anger in relation 

to Hamlet or to Betjeman' s poetry is to be conscious of the differences between 

them. So too, more conspicuously, the Sir Galahad of The Lonely Londoners is 

distinctly different from the hero of Sir Thomas Malory's version. In a similar 

vein, the class structure as it is represented in Borstal Boy or in Look Back in 
A nger invites comparisons with the class structure as it is represented in 

historical versions. What emerges in the role of imitation in fifties literature is 

that it directs and seduces the reader into reading the text in rel_.a.tion to what it 

constructs, and in directing the reader towards the text's intertextual relations 

advertises its differences from other texts and versions. The text is then 

understood as a constitutive act of politics, rather than a passive imitation: 
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The act of writing is thus political to the extent that it involves a 
repetition or a deconstruction of forms which have become 
ideologically assimilated and motivated, and which reflect the 
authority of a social order; and any reading of a text, simply as a 
sequential reconstruction of choices made, is directed to the level of 
automatization or defamiliarization which the text manifests, and. 
so, ultimately, to its degree of integration in a system of discursive 
authority.1 7 
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This constitutive recognition of difference gives the text a power and status of its 
own. As many of the literary texts of the fifties demonstrate, literature is often 
aware of its own status as a communicative act. In Look Back in Anger, Jimmy 
Porter tells Cliff, Alison and Helena that he 'may write a book about us all',1 8  

marking an awareness of the performative nature of their existence, and the 
power that textualising it confers. In The Lonely Londoners, at the end of the 
novel, Moses finds himself 'wondering if he could ever write a book like that, 
what everybody would buy'.19 This further illustrates the relationship between 
the communicative act and power. Writing a book will empower Moses, even if 
only because he will exchange the book for material reward. The exchange 
indicates that the book will have contributed something and will have generated 
interest, attracted desire. Behan's The Hostage similarly is aware that it is being 
exchanged and that some degree of power is imbricated in its production and 
communicaton: 

Meg: The author should have sung that one. 
Pat: That's if the thing has an author. 
Soldier: Brendan Behan, he's too anti-British. 
Officer: Too anti-Irish, you mean. Bejasus, wait till we get him back 
home. We'll give him what-for for making fun of the Movement. 

https://authority.l7


Soldier: [to audience] He doesn't mind coming over here and taking 
your money. 
Pat: He'd sell his country for a pint.20 

The soldier reminds the audience, and indeed the reader, that the play has 
attracted an investment, of money, certainly, but also of desire. The fact of the 
text being read, the performance being attended, is a demonstration that it is 
desired. There is a connection between the reader and the text, a play of desire 
and communication going on between them. Reading happens because there are 
stories that are desired, knowledge to be acquired. The more powerful and 
plausible the story is, the more desired it is. In this context, the imitation that 
characterises fifties literature takes on a new meaning. Imitation is an attempt at 
seduction, a conscious mimicry of powerful versions of events and trends in 
order to attract readers into desiring its imitation. Seduction, after all, is the art of 
appearing to be the object that the seducee most desires. In the passage quoted 
above, Behan's characters represent him as either anti-Irish or anti-British, but in 
either case imitating defined and secure attitudes to national identity, and in 
imitating and conforming in this way the purpose is to take money, but also to 
take desire. 

If power operates by fabricating a reality, history, identity, that is attractive 
and desireable enough to be accepted and believed in society, imitating these 
fabricated versions borrows, steals, but more than either of those, seduces, the 
desire necessary for a text to have some authority. That attraction of authority 
into a text can look like conformity, like conserving dominant notions of the 
real, but it also has effects of its own, seducing the reader into other desires. The .. 
literary text is a channelling of focus that begins, through its imitation of history 
and its intertextual reference, by seducing the reader into desiring its stories and 
by situating itself as the desired object. But the object of a reader's desires does not 
always conform to readerly expectations. Reading representations is not just 
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about confirming one's self-knowledge. It is also about being exposed to 
difference: 

As Genette has it, 'perfect imitation is no longer an imitation, it is 
the thing itself'. Representation, then, can only be representation if 
it is always already misrepresentation; like metaphor, it depends 
upon a dissimilarity between itself and its implied referent. It is 
more accurate to suggest that it produces or establishes just such a 
dissimilarity or difference precisely at the moment of claiming an 
identity between itself and its referent.21 

In the act of identifying itself with power, with the real, with history, with 
literary traditions, the text establishes its difference and alterity to all these 
supposed referents. This is an active relationship, then, between literature and 
history, one in which a literary text produces difference and produces change. In 
producing its difference from these referents, the literary text does not break away 
from them, for it is still imbricated in them, consciously and willingly so in order 
to attract readerly desire, but rather, the literary text establishes its own space. In 
seducing the reader into identifying the text with the real, but simultaneously 
exposing the constructed nature of the real, the literary text enacts its own room 
for manoeuvre. Roland Barthes calls this the play of writing. Ross Chambers 
writes that this is what makes literature 'available as a piggyback for the 
silenced' . 22  Thomas Docherty argues that it is the space where reality is 
recognised as a construct of power, and literature begins to 'politicize 
aesthetics' . 23 What remains to be seen is what fifties literature does with this .. 
space of authority and desire that it produces . 

• 
Because a literary text establishes its difference from the supposed referent, and is 
understood and read as a representation or a mediation of this referent, it is 
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always alienated. ' [T]he alienated text', writes Ross Chambers, 'must first be read, 
and its seductiveness appears, then, as a necessary means whereby such a text 
succeeds in acquiring a readership and inserting itself into the new interpretive 
contexts that will actualize its meaningfulness'.24 When Baudrillard argues that 
power fabricates the real, what he establishes is that power needs fabrication and 
textual space in order to operate. By acquiring a readership, and imitating a 
conformity to power, fifties literature inserts itself as part of the communicative 
medium of power. Power passes through its textual space, empowering Jimmy 
Porter to representative status, making the young Behan the voice of polarised 
national identities, allowing Selvon to represent West Indian immigrants. 
Critical discourse assists in locating these texts, and constantly tries to push them 
back into line, as agents of power . .  But literary texts cannot help but be read, and 
tempt the reader away into playgrounds of meaning. 

But if power depends upon this communicative space, and the addressee 
can be distracted, then power is subject to disruption, to having its message 
infected with the noise of play and distraction. Reading otherwise, as I've 
attempted to do in the previous three chapters, foregrounds the way in which 
power and its fabrications can be infected with noise. The literary texts of the 
fifties are particularly prone to articulating noise within the system, and to being 
effective within it. The intense effort of postwar criticism to displace fifties texts 
and to contain their meanings to those determined in relation to a supposed 
knowledge of history, identity and place is evidence of the effectiveness of fifties 
literature in contaminating the message of power. But how does the literature of 
the fifties achieve this noise? and precisely what does it articulate that is 
disturbing to power? Some of the answers to these two questiops are found in 
the preceding chapters, but I want to answer them in less specific terms here. 
This may be more dangerous, in that texts are specific and that is part of the 
reason why they can be effective in altering and shifting power at minute points 
and in small, barely perceptible ways. To generalise about a period in literary 
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history is to invite a powerful othodoxy to emerge, and may very well give the 
false impression that all literary texts of the fifties articulate their opposition to 
power on the same grounds and in the same way. No, each has a different mode 
of resistance, and produces its own space and room for manoeuvre within the 
structures of power. It is not a theory, but there are ways in which it might be 
suggested that there are common strategies of resistance between them. This 
would not be to identify them as a group, but rather to examine the relationship 
between literature and its contexts by focusing on how each text in its own way 
articulates oppositional and critical stances towards power and authority. 

Each text only exists in as far as it is read, in the sense that literature only 
comes to mean anything in the process of reading. Only in being read does a 
literary text conform to social pres6ures. So too, only in being read can literature 
acquire the potential to articulate oppositional and critical stances. It is the space 
of reading where literary texts are activated and perform functions in relation to 
history and identity. It is not, in other words, the space of writing that is 
important to how a literary text is constructed, as Jerome McGann points out: 

Today, texts are largely imagined as scenes of reading rather than 
scenes of writing. This 'readerly' view of text has been mostly 
completely elaborated through the modern hermeneutical tradition 
in which text is not something we make but something we 
interpret.25  
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There is a major implication in this shift within the discipline of literary study 
for the construction of literary histories. Literary history, constructed through 
surveys and reviews, situates itself at the scene of writing, according to the 
production of writing. But the production of writing, as has been shown through 
the various readings in the study so far, is a complex process that does not arrive 
in any simple way at a determined or knowable meaning or location. The 
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identity of a literary text is always relational and contingent, and never the 
subject, nor the transmission, of knowledge. The scene of writing is, then, 
complicated and disturbed precisely by the act of reading, and by the way in 
which texts are related and activated by reading. Because of the endless 
readability of a text, reading never arrives at a conclusion, never at knowledge, 
but always remains open and subject to desire. This is hardly a new discovery of 
poststructuralist writings. Proust tells us that what for the writer are 
'conclusions', are for the reader 'incitements'.26 This idea that a text 'incites' the 
reader captures the sense that reading is a process whereby change can occur, that 
the text, rather than producing knowledge, actually produces desire, and 
deflections of desire. Proust's whole argument in his essay, 'On Reading', is that 
it is an active rather than a passive process, and this is Ross Chambers's 
argument too, that reading stories, performances or narratives can produce 
desires. What is particularly 'inciting' about some of the literature of the fifties is 
that it is not only aware, as argued earlier in this chapter, of its status as a text or 
performance that is subject to reading, but that it also participates in reading. And 
some of its readings are in themselves 'incitements'. This can be seen in chapter 
four where I look at how Behan reads Hardy's Under the Greenwood Tree in 
Borstal Boy, or in chapter three where I read Osborne's Look Back in Anger 
reading Hamlet, or in chapter five, where Selvon is found inserting The Lonely 

Londoners into English literary tradition by reading the novel into Dickens's 
Bleak House, or into Arthurian legend. Reading literature that is in the process 
of reading other texts, or that is in the process of reading itself into a particular 
location or identity, foregrounds the shift that takes place in the act of reading, 
and demonstrates ways in which the reading subject, in Chambers's words again, .. 
'undergoes a shift, a deflection of desire, that corresponds to the split in textual 
discourse between the discourse of power, or the "narrative function", and its 
emergent "other", the "textual function"'.27 In each text can be traced this split 
between the discourse of power and the other reading, the emergence of 
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oppositionality. One of the most interesting texts from the fifties, in terms of 
how this split is constructed, is Doris Lessing's play, Each His Own Wilderness. 

Each His Own Wilderness is a play that is haunted by the voice of Jimmy 
Porter from Look Back in Anger. If there are doubts as to the centrality of Look 
Back in Anger as a landmark play of the fifties, the extent to which the anger and 
proclamations of Jimmy Porter contaminate Lessing's play should remove those 
doubts. The central character of Each His Own Wilderness, Tony, is almost a 
caricature of the 'angry young man' figure as it was constructed by the media. He 
echoes and reiterates, right throughout the play, the political sentiments of 
Jimmy Porter: 

Tony: You're so delightfully old-fashioned. Getting killed for 
something you believe in is surely a bit of a luxury these days? 
Something your generation enjoyed. Now one just - gets killed. [He 
has intended this to sound cynical, but in spite of himself it comes 
out plaintive. ] 2 8 

This declaration, from scene one of the play, establishes quickly the close 
correspondence between this play and John Osborne's, articulating in other 
words Jimmy Porter's speech about there being no brave causes left and the 
futility of dying for anything in the postwar world. Even the stage directions 
closely resemble the careful setting of tone that Osborne tried to cultivate. Tony 
adopts the same cynical and critical tone in relation to the pretensions of his 
mother as Jimmy takes against Alison's class background. Moreover, Tony and 
Jimmy share a common background in both having lost their fathers to previous .. 
wars, the second world war in Tony's case, the Spanish civil war in Jimmy's. 
Tony declares that he was born out of his time, echoing the conversation that 
takes place between Alison and Helena about Jimmy. At every stage of Each His 
Own Wilderness, Jimmy Porter seems to come alive, his voice resonating 
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through the medium of Tony. Tony even reveals his awareness of the action of 

Look Back in Anger, as he clearly signals to Milly that she is to act as Helena to 

his Jimmy: 

Tony: You should slap my face. Then I should slap yours. Then we 

should fall on the bed.29 

Tony is recalling almost the exact movements that take place between Jimmy 

and Helena at the end of act two, scene two of Look Back in Anger. At this point 

it is almost as if Tony is reading the script of Look Back in Anger in order to find 

out how they should act, what action is to take place. We can read this as the 

centrality of Osborne's play overwhelming and subjugating the lesser known 

play, making Lessing's play seem as if it is daunted by, and merely in a position to 

imitate passively, Look Back in Anger. But something happens in this act of 

imitation that is not passive and quiescent . Imitating Osborne's play in this way 

succeeds not just in drawing attention to the centrality of Look Back in Anger, 
but also in drawing attention, as I have tried to do in chapter three, to the other 

voices that emerge from the play. The characters and figures in Lessing's play 

begin to speak out of Look Back in Anger, simultaneously marking and 

confusing the textual and performative identities of the two plays. This process 

of splitting the textual space of both plays draws attention to the fact that it is not 

Osborne's voice, nor indeed the context of 1956, that speaks uninterrupted from 

Look Back in Anger, but rather it is a multiplicity of voices that emerge from the 

text .  No one context can determine the meaning of the play, as the play spills 

over into other textual spaces and other literary and historical r .. elations that are 

beyond the reach of a definitive context. Imitating Look Back in Anger, or any 

'canonical' text, in such a way confuses the textual identity of that text, and 

introduces other, perhaps alternative voices into the text .  Lessing's play can be 

seen to be performing a crucial oppositional role, then, of using its textual space 
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in order to prevent Look Back in Anger from becoming an ossified and 
monumentalised icon. It prevents the landmark authority of the play from being 
used only to yield dominant readings, and instead keeps the text in a state of 
communicative exchange. Imitation, in this case, opens up an exchange between 
the two plays, and allows readings of Look Back in Anger that are heterogenous. 

Each His Own Wilderness does not perform this function only in relation 
to Look Back in Anger, however. It also converses with other texts, and not 
always canonical texts. Beatie from Wesker's Roots can be heard in the words of 
Rosemary: 

Rosemary: Yes. Philip suddenly came into my life and made fun of 
everything I did. He said J wasn't alive at all. He made me read 
books. 
Tony: [laughing] Books! 
Rosemary: Yes, he said I might just as well be dead, the way I was 
living. He said when I came to die I wouldn't know I'd ever been 
alive . . .  30 

Rosemary's relationship with Philip is described in exactly the same terms as 
Beatie's relationship to Ronnie in Roots, except that here Lessing's character 
articulates the subservience of Rosemary /Beatie to Philip/Ronnie in more 
explicit terms, making that subservience more violent. Without Philip, 
Rosemary 'might just as well be dead', and this scene in Each His Own 
Wilderness finds Rosemary endlessly quoting Philip, in the more sombre, less 
admiring terms of one who is aware of her own subjugatio11. Unlike Beatie, · 
Rosemary will not go on to find her own consciousness, indebted to Philip's or 
Ronnie's efforts, but rather will have gained nothing but a negation and 
passivity of the self, and an awareness that such power relations that rely on 
pedagogical transmission of knowledge operate upon a certain violence to the 
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receiver, a refusal of communication, a refusal of life. Each His Own Wilderness 
in this way articulates a call for communicative exchange, an openness to the 
other in communication, and articulates an oppositional stance towards power. 

When reading these texts in such a way we are dealing with what Bakhtin 
called 'hybrid constructions'.31 Bakhtin was primarily, of course, referring to 
diversities of language within the novel, but he was also talking about diversities 
of style, and the diversities of styles within the literary texts of the fifties, both 
fiction and drama, lend hybridity to these texts. They are hybrid because many 
voices speak through one text, and one voice echoes and resonates throughout 
many texts. One such hybrid construction, Each His Own Wilderness, is located 
at the mediation of texts, where Look Back in Anger meets its 1991 sequel, 
Deja.vu .  It is only by passing through Each His Own Wilderness that Jimmy 
Porter, angry and vituperative, becomes J.P., 'a stranger still I stand afraid, alone 
and in a world I never made'.32 J.P. becomes confined in his own wilderness, a 
wilderness that has only been constructed in the time and space through which 
the character has passed between the two Osborne plays. Occupying that time and 
space is Lessing's play, adding noise to the communication between the two 
plays, altering the character of Jimmy Porter in the process. Lessing's play, and 
Deja.vu,  remind us that what we are reading in Look Back in Anger is not one 
text, but a number of different texts, each articulating difference and otherness. 
Jerome McGann argues that this is a feature of textuality: 

Every text has variants of itself screaming to get out, or antithetical 
texts waiting to make themselves known. These variants and 
antitheses appear (and multiply) over time, as the hidden features 
of the textual media are developed and made explicit. They appear 
because even the most 'informational' text comprises an interactive 
mechanism of communicative exchange. Various readers and 
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audiences are hidden in our texts, and the traces of their multiple 
presence are scripted at the most material levels. 33 

McGann implies that textuality is a technology, not in the sense that it is 
programmed to produce certain things, but in the sense that it is an instrument 
of production. His point here is that the text is not a transmitter of simple 
information or data, but rather, the text produces meanings and produces desires, 
and it produces them endlessly, increasingly. The law of the textual machine is 
not finity, nor programmability, but proliferation, multiplicity. Meanings and 
desires constantly multiply, becoming more than the textual machine which 
produced them. What both Look Back in Anger and Each His Own Wilderness 
produce is disturbance and deflection. This is because they point to nothing finite 
and knowable. They point instead to a wilderness of meaning, where no action 
means anything, where anger, cynicism, singing, aren't about anything, where 
texts point towards contingency and indeterminacy. This is not to say that they 
are meaningless, but instead that they are inscribed in landscapes of meaning, 
networks of textual and historical relations, that actively preclude them from 
definitive or determinate meaning. The impossibility of arriving at, or holding 
the text in, a position of determinate, powerful meaning, fixed meaning, is the 
condi tion under which oppositional behaviour emerges in fifties literature. 

What is particularly oppositional about the literature of the fifties is the 
way in which writing is used to contaminate identity and history with difference 
and indeterminacy. In Each His Own Wilderness, this contamination is effected 
not only through the text's imitation of Look Back in Anger, but also with the 
way in which the threat of the atomic bomb is brought to the st;J.ge, threatening 
as it does to abolish history. The play opens with the sound of an exploding atom 
bomb, making it possible to confuse the audience as to whether this has 
happe ned or is really the noise from a tape-recorder. The anomaly between the 
bomb exploding and Tony entering the stage alive creates a split between the 
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reality that is presented on stage and the possibility that it is not real, the 
possibility that one is watching non-existence. This split in itself introduces the 
confusion about what it is that is being presented. It is possible for a literary text 
to play with conceptions of history in this way precisely because it is the 
imagination of history, not the direct presentation of it. When Myra recounts to 
Milly her dream of apocalypse, the imagery overpowers time and space: 

Myra: . . .  And I'm standing there, waiting. That's what it is, Milly, 
we're all waiting. No, listen . . .  [Now holds Milly fast, making her 
listen. Slowly Mil ly  succumbs, becomes part of the dream with 
Myra.] We are standing, waiting. We lift our eyes and we see the 
curve of the horizon . . .  it's on fire, Milly. Not a real fire - the curve 
of the earth crackles with the cold white crackle of electricity. Then 
we understand - the earth is burning. They've set the bomb off 
somewhere and half of the earth is already gone. Everywhere in 
front of us the plain is disintegrating in a cold white crackle of fire. 
It will reach us in a minute. And we stand there thinking, thank 
God. Thank God it's all over. Thank God it's all over . . .  34 

Milly and Myra become one in this dream, a dream that Milly tells Myra haunts 
her while she is awake. Both individual identity and knowable reality are 
blurred and weakened in this play. They are ghosted and overshadowed by an 
event that has not happened, an event that disintegrates all identity.35 By 
imagining the horror of this event, Myra comes to desire the abolition and 
disintegration that the bomb represents. This is a clear example where those in 
search of a documentary reading of the play, the re-cognition of a stable and 
certain history in which the spirit of the times are captured through CND, left
wing protest and youthful cynicism, are deflected by Myra's articulation of this 
desire for the bomb. Only in the midst of imagining this horror is it possible for 
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'Flat' refers to the landscape that is unpopulated, that is levelled by the 
destruction achieved by the technology of war. Technology, modern progess as 
Musgrave refers to it, produces and multiplies destruction, not just of the other, 
but also of the self, leaving absence, nothing. But Musgrave's delight at the 
capacity to obliterate humanity is contrasted with his anxiety of the power and 
effect of writing: 

Musgrave: Look, lassie, anarchy: now we're soldiers, Our work isn't 
easy, no, and it's not soft: it's got a strong name - duty. And it's 
drawn out straight and black for us, a clear plan. But if you come to 
us with what you call your life or love - I'd call it your indulgence 
and you scribble all over that plan, you make it crooked, dirty, idle, 
untidy, bad - there's anarchy.37 

Musgrave is describing what is required of him within the dominant mode of 
production, a duty to follow a plan, that plan set out according to the stable 
referents of history and identity. The plan must be set out 'straight and black', 
with no ambiguities or equivocation. It must be known, certain. Writing is 
anarchic precisely because it has the capacity to bend meaning away from a 
programmatic plan, and to deflect desire away from the objects of desire set out 
in the plan. If Annie begins to scribble her 'life or love' over the plan, 
immediately there is the question of desire and its deflections. It has the power, 
simply by articulating the otherness of her life and love, to make the crookedness 
and dirtiness of power explicit. Of course, the plan will prevail because Musgrave 
has the technology to obliterate anything which threatens powe . But Musgrave · 
also exposes the Achilles' heel of power when he reveals that power requires 
writing and language itself in order to operate: 
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Musgrave (with angry articulation): We are here with a word. 
That's all. That's particular. Let the word dance. That's all that's 
material, this day and for the next. What happens afterwards, the 
Lord God will provide. I am with you, He said. Abide with Me in 
Power.38 

Musgrave and his soldiers must trust in communication to perform the task that 
they desire, but as is acknowledged, the word takes on a life of its own. It dances, 
and they can only trust that it will perform the desired function. If it is 
appropriated, and desire is deflected through the scribbling of alternative 
interpretations, then communication may be the space where power is exposed 
to anarchic pressures which force- it to change. The plan may be disrupted, and 
power may be forced to acknowledge other desires. 

If the writing of life and love can unsettle, disturb and ultimately alter 
power relations, so too can the writing of death. Deaths play a fairly substantial 
part in the realist drama of the fifties. The death of the father in the family, as 
mentioned earlier, is a crucial part of both Look Back in Anger and Each His Own 
Wilderness .  These deaths establish a certain relationship between the main 
character of both plays and history. Both Jimmy and Tony lose their fathers to 
wars, to the Spanish civil war and to the second world war, and so part of their 
own lives has been sacrificed to history, and to the technology of war. These 
deaths operate within the plays in a way that can best be described as structuring 
absences. It is not that they are privileged signifiers of meaning in both plays, but 
that they mark the passing of history through the lives of the characters while 
remaining absent from the action of the plays. It is not the dea .. ths in these two • 
plays that I want to focus on here, but instead those of The Entertainer and 
Serjeant Musgrave' s Dance. 

In Serjeant Musgrave's Dance Annie tells Sparky of the death of her lover 
who was a soldier in a colonial war, just like Mick from Osborne's T h e  
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Entertainer who gets killed in the Suez war. Arden's play is set in an unspecified 
time, but most likely around mid to late nineteenth century, but as it is 
performed against the background of imperial war, it interacts just as forcefully 
with the context of Suez, or Cyprus, or Kenya, the colonial wars which persisted 
in the nineteen fifties. Both plays, both deaths, could be used to narrate and 
illustrate the frustrations and anxieties of Britain's declining role in world affairs, 
and the growing public pressure to withdraw from empire. But here the deaths 
of Mick and Annie's soldier would merely be used to place the plays in historical 
context. The deaths would be reduced to mere illustrations of a political and 
historical trend, not as events in their own right: 

Annie (in a sudden uprush): Look, boy, there was a time I had a 
soldier, he made jokes, he sang songs and all - ah, he lived yes
sarnt-no-sarnt three-bags-full-serjeant, but he called it one damned 
joke. God damn you, he was killed! Aye, and in your desert Empire 
- so what did that make? 
Sparky: I don't know . . .  
Annie: It made a twisted little dead thing that nobody laughed at. A 
little withered clover - three in one it made. There was me, and 
there was him: and a baby in the ground. Bad shape. Dead. 
She can say nothing more and he comforts her silently a moment. 
Sparky (his mind working): Why, Annie . . .  Annie . . .  you as well: 
another one not paid for . . .  0, I wish I could pay. Say, suppose I paid 
for yours; why maybe you could pay for mine.39 

The deaths must be accounted for, must be paid for. Musgrave wants to pay for 
the dead with reprisals, a dead man for a dead man. Death is exchanged only for 
more death in this equation, the logic of war and revenge. But Sparky has a 
different equation: 'a dead man's a dead man!'. Death cannot be exchanged. 
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Rather, it must be recognised as a supplement, as a gift, as the other.40 Under 
such terms, Sparky proposes to Annie that they return that gift with living: 'you 

live and I live'. To live is to recognise death as the other, as singular and 
different. Each death requires this recognition of otherness, the recognition of the 
gift of death, that it cannot be exchanged. Recognising death as other means 
a cknowledging, as Sparky does, an obligation to the dead, a perpetual 
indebtedness. In The Entertainer this obligation is acknowledged by Archie on 
the death of his father, Billy Rice: 

Archie: Ladies and Gentlemen, Billy Rice will not appear tonight. 
Billy Rice will not appear again. I wish I could sing a song for him -
in his place. A farewell. But, unfortunately, I can't. Nobody can. 
None of us, any way. 41 

Death signifies the irreplaceable here. Billy's death cannot be replaced. The deaths 
that occur in these plays are singular. They do not stand to represent the decline 
of the music hall tradition, or the decline of Britain's world role. They are 
irreducible events in themselves that call attention to what is other. Because it is 
singular and irreducible, and cannot stand for anything else in an equation of 
exchange, it is an aporetic event in the textual space that we are dealing with 
here. It is, furthermore, an aporetic event around which other events gather in 
the two plays. The question is: how is the aporia experienced in both plays? 

For Sparky and Annie, the recognition that death cannot be exchanged is 
the beginning of a decision, a decision to live differently. Sparky tells Annie: 
'Your life and my life - make our own road, we don't follow nobody'.42 This . 
amounts to a decision to live without following a programme, without being 
determined by social and political pressures. In other words, Sparky decides to 
take responsibility to shape life differently, towards difference and alterity. 
Making one's own road necessitates an alteritous stance towards pre-determined 
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roads, necessitates an oppositional stance towards pre-determined programmes. 
This means, to begin with, that Sparky will have taken an oppositional stance 
towards how death is normally 'dealt with' under the conventions of dominant 
culture. Instead of reprisal, which reduces death to sameness in insisting on the 
possibility of deaths being exchanged for one another, Sparky recognises the 
complete alterity of death, and responds to it by proposing that he will live 
differently, alteritously, awaiting difference and alterity. The absence of the 
programmatic in Sparky's life means that he is open to the arrival of the other. 
The irony of the play is, of course, that Sparky will soon die, irresponsibly, 
accidentally, but his death in turn means that the reprisal deaths that Musgrave 
seeks to carry out do not occur. 

When news of Mick's death reaches the Rices in The Entertainer, 
someone is held responsible: 

Frank (in) :  The bastards! The rotten bastards! They've killed him! 
They've killed Mick! Those bloody wogs - they've murdered him. 
Oh, the rotten bastards!43 

Frank responds to Mick's death with a plea, as he sings: 'bring back his body, and 
bury it here./Bring back his body in an aeroplane-/But just don't ever talk to 
me' . 44 This response closes communication, and forecloses the possibility of 
Frank learning anything from Mick's death. He responds to the death by insisting 
on returning the body to 'here', reinforcing the ideology of blood sacrifice: 'cos it's 
Britain we believe in'. In such a way, the death of Mick becomes and is confirmed 
as a sacrifice for the nation or the Empire. In such a way too, !he singularity of . 
Mick's death is lost. Death is expected to mean something, to be exchanged for 
something, and hence the whole notion of sacrifice. Clearly, Jean is expecting the 
death to have meant something when she asks after the funeral: 'can anyone tell 
me what the whole things added up to?'. Death is expected to take its place in the 
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programme, to slot into some plausible system of meaning. But Jean's response 
to Billy's death is altogether different, perhaps because Mick's death was already 
surrounded in meanings powerfully attributed to it in the newspapers and 
media that the Rices closely follow. 

After Billy's death comes the funeral cortege, in the course of which 
Graham, Jean's boyfriend, implores her to leave her family and to drop her 
responsibilities to care for them: 'there does come a point [when] . . .  you just don't 
have any more responsibility to people'.45 But Jean decides to stay, a decision that 
accepts responsibility, that accepts the perpetual indebtedness that emerges from 
Billy's death. In its singularity it leaves the trace of an absence, an absence that 
cannot be filled but which provokes her to acknowledge the debt and to act 
responsibly towards death. For Jean, Billy's death provokes a responsibility to the 
other, and to communicating with the other, as she asks Graham: 

Jean: Have you ever got on a railway train here, got on a train from 
Birmingham to West Hartlepool? Or gone from Manchester to 
Warrington or Widnes. And you get out, you go down the street, 
and on one side maybe is a chemical works, and on the other side is 
the railway goods yard. Some kids are playing in the street, and you 
walk up to some woman standing on her doorstep. It isn't a 
doorstep really because you can walk straight from the street into 
her front room. What can you say to her? What real piece of 
information, what message can you give to her?46 

Jean's questions here demand a certain responsibility to co�munication and . 
otherness, to addressing the other. She points towards possibility, towards the 
arrival of an event that was not expected or programmed. If one responds in a 
programmatic way to this event, one is being irresponsible to the singularity of 
the event. Jean responds to Billy's death by imagining the aporetic experience of 
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communicating beyond borders, beyond closure, and by attempting to conceive 
of what that communication would entail. This takes on political implications 
when she expresses the urgency of this experience: 'We've only got ourselves. 
Somehow, we've just got to make a go of it. We've only ourselves'. The 'only' in 
this last sentence carries with it the negation of any egocentric sense of self 
behind the collective 'we', and instead Jean is pointing to the responsibility to 
communication and otherness as the urgent responsibility of community if it is 
to remain open and interactive. 'Making a go of it' requires the recognition of the 
other as other, of responding to each event in its singularity and in its difference. 
Such a stance is implicitly oppositional to narratives of national identity and of 
historical change. By drawing attention to the urgency of communicating with, 
and awaiting the arrival of, the other, Jean resists the homogenisation of identity 
and history. She refuses to aliow Billy's death, or indeed Mick's death, to testify to 
national belonging or to historical change, but instead, finally, responds to death 
responsibly, openly, not seeking to account for, or to exchange, death, but 
allowing its singularity and its otherness to demand her attention. 

The Entertainer may then entwine_ itself around history and identity, 
seeming to read itself into Suez, into the state of British identity in the mid
fifties, but ultimately this is a seductive manoeuvre to allow alterity to emerge. 
In this way, the deaths that are at the heart of both The Entertainer and Serjean t 
Musgrave' s Dance are deconstructive events in the sense that they draw 
attention to the way in which the eventual 'opens onto possibilities of 
arrangement or assembling, of being together . . .  that are not necessarily 
systematic',47 in the words of Jacques Derrida. They call attention to possibilities 
of recognising community without exclusion, togetherness without domination, 
that do not go beyond the system, but which nevertheless express an 
oppositional and critical relation towards the system. They do not perform the 
transcendent or revolutionary gesture, but rather the deconstructive or 
weakening gesture, through which identity is understood as always 
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comfortable settlement in the midst of postwar affluence. It's a familiar and 
plausible story of postwar literature affirming and supporting dominant 
conceptions of postwar history. But it hangs on an idea of reading that is far from 
safe: 

. . .  reading can be seen as a continuous process of forming 
hypotheses, reinforcing them, developing them, modifying them, 
and sometimes replacing them altogether. It should be noted, 
however, that even rejected hypotheses may continuing exercising 
some influence on the reader's comprehension. By the end of the 
reading process, the reader usually will have reached a 'finalized 
hypothesis', an overall meaning which makes sense of the text as a 
whole.48 

Rimmon-Kenan's reminder that rejected hypotheses continue to influence the 
reading of a novel is a useful indication of supplemental and interminable 
effects within the novel, for these wayward hypotheses may continue to 
influence reading not just until the reader has 'got it right' at the end, but also in 
how the text is remembered and reread. 'Reading' in this way does not end as 
soon as the last page is completed, but is an ongoing process, an embrace that 
leaves traces of itself with the reader. Reading, if by this is meant the effort to 
make sense of the novel, continues after the consumption of the text has 
concluded. Moreover the novel is read not in isolation, but as part of a network 
of practices within social, cultural, political and historical relations. Within these 
relations, the text is constructed contingently and multiply a�cording to, and , 
against, various contexts. The novel is experienced as infinite reading, not as a 
material and finite body, and the confusion between the two can be, and has 
been, extremely damaging to the way in which that novel has been located and 
discussed. Part of the problem is that literary history relies on the material body 
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of the text in order to say anything definitive about it, whereas the readability of 
the text defies at all levels the definitive and knowable. 

In short, to return to the novel at issue, Saturday Night and Sunday 
Morning cannot be defined by how it concludes. Part of its textual space is given 
over to other voices, voices other than those conformist and historically accurate 
we might read elsewhere in the novel. A moment of paranoia is introduced that 
cannot be collapsed back into Arthur's sense of security: 'No place existed in all 
the world that could be called safe'.49 This doubt, or fear, this negation of security, 
invades and contaminates the comfortable norms and knowledges that allow a 
secure historical and social identity to be read in the novel. No level of affluence 
or security or self-knowledge will remove this fear. Fear, unlike security, affects 
the textual space of the novel more completely, simply because fear relies upon, 
and actively upsets, the very notion of security. It spills over security and haunts 
the text, but it too cannot explain or define the novel. It is not just one voice that 
speaks from the novel. This is the very point that Bakhtin makes when referring 
to the heteroglossia of the novel, that in the novel we encounter 'another's 
speech in another's language' .50 Arthur Seaton may be the dominant voice that 
we read throughout the novel, the one who records historical change in exactly 
the same terms as we find confirmed in dominant conceptions of the fifties, the 
one who articulates his conservatism and his submission to settling down, but 
that voice, if it is the medium of power also allows the other to speak, and in 
speaking, to disturb the very settlement and conformity of Arthur Seaton. The 
clearest example of this voice of otherness, of resistance, emerges in the novel 
when Arthur gives space to Dave's story: 

He remembered Dave telling his father during the war: 'I was on 
the dole eighteen months ago, same as yo', Harold. We all had to 
struggle to keep alive, and now they want to call us up. My mother 
had fourteen to drag up, with Doddoe only at work now and again. 
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Then one night I broke into the back door of a shop because we'd 
nowt t'eat. When I got back that night - I shall never forget it, 
Harold - we had the best meal we'd ever had in our lives. I was 
fifteen at the time, and I broke into a shop every week for a couple 
of months, but one night the bastards got me. And do you know 
what I got for it? I know you do, Uncle Harold, but I'm just tellin' 
yer. Three years in Borstal. And then when I came out the war'd 
started and I got called up. Do yer think I'm going ter fight for them 
bastards, do yer?'51 

Dave refuses the identity and history that obliges him to honour the call to arms 
in wartime. He refuses to recognise the legitimacy of the call. His actions are 
counterproductive in the sense that his rebellion succeeds in changing nothing 
within the state, and may very well serve to support the ideology of power in 
accepting his role as the deserter. The deserter is the dialectical opposite of the 
soldier, and reinforces the honour and discipline that is required of the soldier. 
But it is not the action that we are considering here. Instead it is the appearance 
within a seemingly conformist text of the voice of the other, the other who is 
able to articulate an oppositional stance towards national and historical ideology. 
It is the articulation of this story, this idea, that has the capacity to change the 
course of reading. It is not only what the dominant culture prescribes that has the 
capacity to change the world, but also what textuality describes, in this case a 
world inhabited and haunted by otherness. To describe the world in different 
terms - to see the war as something foreign to one who has been criminalised, to 
see the working-class street as a tribe, to see one's self as everY.thing other than . 
what it is expected to be - these descriptions, all of which emerge in Sa turday 

Night and Sunday Morning, may operate 'in another way, to other rhythms',52 as 
Lyotard says, than prescription, but they do affect the world, they do affect reading 
the world. 
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Oppositionality requires a mode of reading, of mediating, of being 
attentive to other possibilities (and possibilities of the other) within the text. As 
Ross Chamber writes, 'it is as an agent of mediation that the figure of the 
oppositional seducer is best understood'.53 As long as these strategies of reading 
otherwise are available, no text can remain silent about the other, about the 
alterity and oppositionality that speaks from within it. Because many of the 
major, and indeed minor, texts of the nineteen fifties entwine themselves 
around dominant conceptions of history and identity, they lend themselves to 
authority, but the irony of reading is that it is this very authority which allows 
them to present the other, and to recognise the other as completely other. 
Reading the other, and reading oppositionality, in the texts of the fifties may 
yield different images of the literary landscape of the time. Its conservative, 
conformist voices may continue to be heard, but so too should its oppositional 
and critical ones. In these terms, criticism acquires a peculiarly important 
function of listening to the alteritous voices of fifties literature, a peculiarly 
responsible and ethical function. J. Hillis Miller describes reading as 'a violently 
neutral transition place', and writes that 'what passes through that space, the 
space of decision, comes out different on the other side. For that difference the 
reader must be held liable'.54 In the conclusion to this study of nineteen-fifties 
literature I shall try to account for that difference, and to draw from it. 
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An Other Story: 

Imagining Nineteen-fifties Literature (Again) 

The 'other' is never outside or beyond us; 
it emerges forcefully, within cultural 
discourse, when we think we speak most 
intimately 'between ourselves'. 

Homi Bhabha, Nation and Narration 

And in the house there rest, piled shelf on shelf, 
The accumulations that compose the self -

Poem and history: for if we use 
Words to maintain the actions that we choose, 

Our words, with slow defining influence, 
Stay to mark out our chosen lineaments. 

Thom Gunn, 'To Yvor Winters, 1955' 

This study is about many different things. It is about the reputation and critical 
location of nineteen-fifties literature in Britain. It is about literary history, and 
the way in which a post-structuralist understanding of literature complicates 
how we arrange and discuss literary texts in history. It is about the stories that 
literary texts tell of history and identity, and the way that reading literature is the 
act of writing on history and identity. It is about how literature is read, arranged, 
contextualised, criticised and taught. This seems like an absurdly ambitious range 
of topics, particularly for a study of this size, but there is a specific and crucial 
focus which brings these various topics together, and makes them mor� 
manageable, and that focus is the way in which literature relates to, and 
mediates, politics. If nothing else, literature, as the public and accessible 
articulation and production of imagined histories and identities, is a political 
machine. If there are doubts as to the political nature of literature, the reader 
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285 need only glance once more at the language that is used to receive the literature 
of the nineteen fifties. Whether it is described as conservative or innovative, 
consolidatory or revolutionary, conformist or rebellious, it is received and 
understood in political terms, and it is quickly made to voice only the secure and 
comfortable notions of history and identity, quickly used to add weight to a 
powerful consensus that the fifties were a political failure. In the process of 
making fifties texts voice only the secure, conservative and conformist notions, 
other voices are marginalised and forgotten. The fifties may well be a time of lost 
opportunity historically, a time of stable social positions and order, or it may be a 
riotous, anxious time, rife with contradictions and paradoxes. Any, none or all of 
these versions of history and identity in fifties Britain may be true. The mistake 
is to assume that literature testifies passively to a political position, for to 
understand literature as a merely illustrative, merely passive medium is to make 
it the poor relation, which only articulates what we want it to articulate, 'our' 
version of history or identity, 'our' version of fifties Britain. 'Modernist', 
'Victorian' or 'Romantic' texts are not subject to quite the same reductive 
pressures to testify to historical trends or stable identities as fifties realist 
literature has been, and, as argued in chapter one, are often used as the high 
standard against which fifties writings do not measure up. It is as if they mean 
more than the literature of the fifties which only manages to reflect mimetically 
the real and the dominant. What I have sought in this study is a way of reading 
and understanding fifties literature that brings out the 'more', the supplement of 
meaning, the other stories that these texts tell, a way of reading not just the 
conservative and stable notions, nor indeed just the rebellious, angry notions, 
but also the oppositional and critical. As much, if not more, than those earlie; 
periods of literature, fifties realist texts are always 'more' than passive imitation 
of history and identity, always speaking in more than one voice. They may 
appear to conform, but their relationship to power is one of oppositional 



seduction, acquiring a stable textual and literary identity by deceit so that its 
authority may give voice to the silenced, the marginalised. 

We can refuse to hear these other voices, by reverting again and again to 
determining texts according to dominant conceptions of history and identity, or 
by relying again and again on reading only the way in which fifties writings and 
characters settle into comfortable social and cultural positions within fifties 
society. By reading Jim Dixon's fairy tale social advance as conformity, or reading 
Jimmy Porter's social position and political attitudes as representative of what we 
already know about fifties society, we listen to stability and conformity. We listen 
to the sound of a period of writing and society passing into knowledge, becoming 
part of how we understand and act in contemporary society. The stakes are high, 
and it is important in this context that we hear the doubts, the points of 
ambivalence, the other voices that emerge from these texts. Fifties literature, if 
we may still use this term of convenience to signify the many different texts that 
were produced during this period, is not involved monocentrically in any clear 
programme or project. It cannot be maintained that fifties literature as a whole, 
as a project, produces alternative identities or alternative histories. But each text 
in its own way articulates other voices, other stories, that allow us to read 
alternative stories and positions into fifties writing and society. 

To introduce doubt, ambivalence, otherness into a discourse on the fifties 
that is becoming increasingly closed and secure, it may be useful to read, to read 
again, each time differently, the other voices of fifties literature. Rather than 
arranging fifties literature around the figure of Jim Dixon and his conformity, 
perhaps it would be more fruitful to arrange it around Dougal Douglas, of Muriel 
Spark's The Ballad of Peckham Rye: 'He applied once more his deformesf 
speciality' . !  To apply ourselves once more to deforming how we interpret and 
arrange fifties literature is to listen to what other voices may emerge, and is to 
resist the critical effort to 'know', definitively, finally, the nature of fifties 
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287 literature. Thomas Docherty sets out what is at stake in the critical interpretation 
of a text or period: 

To return to some mythic originating monological source of 
authority in interpreting the novel, to return to a 'home' for which 
we feel nostalgia with a critic such as Hirsch, is, finally, to refuse an 
engagement with the text at all; it is certainly to marginalise, 
depoliticise and dehistoricise the act of reading or criticism.2 

Refusing to return literature to a 'home' of meaning, whether this is achieved by 
way of 'its' historical context, 'its' textual identity, or 'its' proper relations and 
conditions of writing, and turning instead to always deforming the text through 
reading differently, or reading otherwise, may open literature further to the 
possibility of effecting change, changing the way in which literature, identity and 
history are understood. I want to close this study, in the hope that it will open 
other studies, again different, by reading an other of the stories of the fifties, an 
other text in which an oppositional stance continues to emerge, and continues to 
'erode, insidiously and almost invisibly, the very power from which it derives'.3 

We already know Behan. Reading Behan again is to write on to that 
knowledge, to apply again to that knowledge, but rather than choosing to return 
to that knowledge, let us turn instead to other Behans, to a Behan that writes 
differently on to that identity which he has been prescribed. The short story 
'After the Wake' is written in the wake of Joyce, that modernist beacon of 
canonicity and, of course, multiplicity. Published in Paris in 1950 it announces, 
perhaps prescribes, even in its very title, the death of the wake, the death of th� 
modernist legacy. In so doing, perhaps, it announces also the beginning of the 
realism of the fifties. 'After the Wake' might take the place of William Cooper's 
Scenes from Provincial Life in bringing the 'new era' of realism into place, 
occupying in such a cunning way a powerful point of transition between 
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288 modernism and realism. It acquires power by locating itself at the point of 
mediation between one tradition and another. 

It depends upon this acquired power, upon advertising itself as the end of 
modernism, the end of Joyce, and the beginning of Behan. Peter Fallon, in his 
introduction to the collection in which the story has been published, asks a 
provocative question of this story: 'Could this be the "pornography" to which 
Behan referred?'.4 Another Behan, a pornographic Behan, a Behan intent on 
explicitness, nakedness, eroticism. Pornographos;  the writing of harlots, 
vagabonds, rogues, outsiders. Mischievous writing, intent on mis-using writing, 
using it for other purposes, using it to stimulate pure, unproductive pleasure. 
'After the Wake' has everything to do with writing. The narrator describes how 
he uses writing in order to seduce a male friend: 

From that night forward, I opened the campaign in jovial earnest. 
The first step - to make him think it manly, ordinary to manly 
men . . . .  On the other front, appealing to that hope of culture -
Socrates, Shakespeare, Marlow - lies, truth, half-truth.5 

The narrator seduces his friend by appealing to representations, writing, lending 
his seducee books which bend him towards homoeroticism. Out of writing 
emerges an other identity, an other sexual identity. The books that are given to 
the seducee, like Behan's story given to the seduced reader, devote a powerful 
representational space to the emergence of the other. The otherness that emerges 
is not that of the outsider, but that of the first person narrator speaking 
intimately to the reader. It arrives between ourselves, in the midst of our cosy 
intimate reading. Reading is an intimate pursuit, as Proust makes clear: 



In reading, friendship is suddenly returned to in its original purity. 
With books, there is no false amiability. If we spend the evening 
with these friends, it is because we truly want to.6 

Reading is devotion, desire, intimacy, and in giving our attention to the text, in 
seeking to 'know' Behan, the reader is delivered to this place of careful, intimate 
seduction. The reader is seduced into the text, into the otherness that will 
emerge, into this pornography, this writing of desire. The reader is stimulated 
into desiring, loving the text, breathing life and love into it. The identities, 
histories and stories that we find in the text, as Hillis Miller says 'exist only so 
long as we go on giving our blood in individual acts of reading and in individual 
acts of prospopoeia, ascribing a face, a voice, and a personality to those inanimate 
black marks on the page'? We are responsible for these others who emerge in the 
act of reading. We give our desire over to them. In singular, alteritous acts of 
reading, emergent identities acquire a power and a voice with which they are 
capable of altering and negotiating a space of oppositionality, and of change. 

By m isusing the space of writing, prostituting writing, Behan's story 
allows an other voice to emerge, the voice of difference, of change. Like the 
seducee in the story, the reader is exposed, pornographically, to the same explicit 
desires and seductions: 

I first loosened his collar to relieve the flush on his smooth cheeks, 
took off his shoes and socks and pants and shirt, from the supply 
muscled thighs, the stomach flat as an altar boy's, and noted the 
golden smoothness of the blond hair on every part of his firm white 
flesh. I went to the front room and sat by the fire till he called me.8 

Graphically, we encounter yet another Behan, who gives voice to gay sexual 
desire, not from the safety and obscurity of the margins, but through a text that 
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290 occupies the ground of power. Placing Behan's story as the originary point of the 
literary history of the fifties is to imagine an entirely different, entirely other 
story, a story of the emergence of oppositional identities. Instead of the beer
drinking, homophobic, misogynistic angry young man, conservative and 
reactionary, we might find the traces of other identities, neglected stories, at the 
very heart of fifties literature, seducing us, waiting, like the narrator by the 
fireside, to be called. 
Notes 1 Muriel Spark, The Ballad of Peckham Rye (Harmondsworth, Middlsex, U.K.: Penguin, 1963 - orig. 
1960), p.140. 2Thomas Docherty, On Modern Authority: The Theory and Condition of Writing 1500 to the Present Day (Brighton, U.K.: Harvester Press, 1987), p.281 . 3Ross Chambers, Room for Maneuver: Reading (the) Oppositional (in) Narrative (Chicago, U.S.A.: 
Chicago University Press, 1991), p.2. 4Peter Fallon, 'Introduction' to Brendan Behan, After the Wake (Dublin: The O'Brien Press, 1981), 
p.13.  . 
5Brendan Behan, 'After the Wake', in After the Wake, p.48. 
6Marcel Proust, On Reading (London: Syrens/Penguin, 1994 - orig. 1905), p.45. 
7J .Hillis Miller, Topographies (Stanford, California, U .S.A.: Stanford University Press, 1995), 
g,74. 
Behan, 'After the Wake', p.52. 
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University of Luton 

John Brannig an: First of all, just your backg round in Trinidad. Just tell me about 
that for a few minutes, where you were born, your family ... 

Sam Selvon: Well, I was born in the southern part of the island, in a town called 
San Fernando, and I went to school, a primary school. Later on I went to a hig h 
scho ol. Never really g ot up to university level, and when I finished hig h school I 
had to go out and g et a job. So since that time really I suppose I've been partly self
edu cated from then on. 

JB: Was literature an interest at an early ag e? 

SS: It was my great love even at school from the early days, and it was about the 
best subject that I could do at school. I used to g et top marks for my essays, and I was 
a dud at maths. Up to now I didn't know what the hell g eometry was about, how 
the X plus Y could equal the Z, and things like that. That beats me. I've got a kind of 
blockage about maths, but any writing , reading , literature ... Eng lish is the thing that 
I feel for. 

JB: Poetry was the first literary form which broug ht you money, wasn't it? 

SS: That's right. 

JB: How did you start to write? 

r, 
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SS: My first interests really began in writing poetry. I have had some poems 
published. I don't go back to it now, very rarely, I've given it up for a very, very 
long time. And one of the reasons really is because it takes a lot more out of me, I 
find, than writing prose, and quite frankly because poets are the least paid of all 
writers, which to me wasn't a very acceptable thing. For instance, you know, I 
would write a short story, maybe and say, get twenty guineas from the BBC for it, 
and I would write a poem and get two guineas. So it followed that my inclination 
turned off poetry completely and I started to write fiction and short stories. 

JB: You said before in . . .  I think it was in Foreday Morning, in your preface to 
Foreday Morning, you wrote that first you wanted to be a philosopher and then you 
wanted to be a musician. Are those influences important in your writings? 

SS: I don't know if they consciously do, but I imagined that to some extent what I 
would have liked really was to be a philosopher, I think first of all, and then after 
that a composer. And I mean a composer of classical music. I don't mean heavy 
rock (laughter) or calypso, or reggae. This was my basic, you know, as a very young 
man, those were my inclinations, and they've remained with me to some extent. I 
suppose whatever creativity I had turned towards the written word and literature, 
and that is how it has been. And I never really had any opportunity to exploit, say, 
music or anything like that. And having made an inroad into the literature, I 
continued with that. 

JB: What were your main literary influences in the fifties? Can you remember? 

SS: I think even before the fifties. You see in the Caribbean we grew up, we were 
indoctrinated by English colonialism. The books I started to read were English text 
books. Shakespeare, Dickens, Keats, and that brought out in me some sort of feeling 
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for the English countryside and for English history and things like that. That's 
strange to say that it should happen that way, but when I came to England, for 
instance, one of my great joys was always to go outside of London, and see what the 
small villages were like, whether they were like Keats had wrote about them in the 
poems, and Daffodils and Wordsworth, and I found it, I found it. And I said yes . . . It 
is true. 

JB: It does exist. 

SS: These things exist if you can see them and you can feel them. They are there. 

JB: A Brighter Sun was published in 1952, and then An Island is a World was 
published in 1955. Tell me how you wrote The Lonely Londoners, and how it got 
published. 

SS: Well, The Lonely Londoners, I think was a novel that grew here in London 
from the time I arrived. And it's one of those novels that sort of sprang out of those 
short years of experience, the five years that I was living here, and the condensation 
of a great deal of experience within that short period of time, purely because of the 
strangeness and the newness, the great feeling of living out of a small island in a 
big city, the centre of the world. For me, personally, I felt like my characters did, you 
know. Here I was in London. I'm not very different than my characters myself. I 
came to England as an ordinary immigrant. I hoped to be a writer and I had had 
some little measure of success, but I was prepared to do anything and, in fact, for 
some years indeed, I did a fair amount of odd jobs here and there and things like 
that, but that whole feeling of London was what I myself had experienced. 

JB: The Lonely Londoners, of course, has been described as . . . 
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SS: Ah yes, yeah. I still haven't answered your question. So, what happened was 
really having gone through a lot of those experiences myself, and knowing these 
people so intimately and well, they were my friends, they were my buddies that I 
went around with, and so on. And I just felt that it was a novel just bursting inside 
of me waiting to be written. This is how it really came about. I mean I sat down to 
write it, and wrote it in six months. In six months the complete novel. I've never 
written a novel as fast as that. And yet it gave me a great deal of trouble to actually 
start, purely because I wanted to write it in standard English to begin with, and for 
months I couldn't write more than a paragraph or two. I got stultified and found 
that nothing could happen after that, and I said to myself: Well, whats wrong here? 
Because here is this thing bursting inside of me. I look out of the window and I can 
see the boys in the streets. Well, you know, why isn't it working? Then one day I 
thought: well, why don't I use the Caribbean language as they think and as they 
speak it, which would really bring out the psyche of the people, which was really I 
think what I wanted to get at. And I started to write, and it just shot along. After 
that the language carried it along, and, as I said, after six months the whole book 
was finished. 

JB: It's a choice really about the form, or the structure . . .  

SS: The formal structure, too. Yeah, it was that too. And it just formed itself. It was 
one of those novels, one of my books that practically wrote itself. I myself . . .  
Something in the creative process seemed to have gone on that it took its own 
shape, and I never did, consciously did, anything to change it. I let it take its way 
and move along .. . 

.. 

JB: Were you conscious, I wonder .. . Most of the criticism points it out as the first. I 
mean, it's the first philosophical novel of the West Indies. It's the first novel to use 
dialect, Trinidad dialect in the West Indies. It's the first West Indian working class 
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novel it's supposed to be as well. Were you conscious of creating that when you 
were writing? 

SS: Not really, no. I knew that what I was doing was going to be new because I was 
experimenting with the language, as it were, and I didn't know what the hell was 
going to happen, if it was going to be accepted. I just knew that while I was writing 
it it just shot along, and I said: well, something must be going here because it 

wouldn't stop until it got to the end. And I don't know altogether if they claim that 
it was the very first. I believe there were one or two books. There was a Jamaican 
writer, Victor Reid, New Day. I think he did some experimenting with the 
language there too. Mine is really based on the Caribbean language as its spoken in 
Trinidad which I found to be the one that was nearest to standard English, that it 
wouldn't be very difficult. And I did some very, very slight modifications to it, and 
that was about all, and the language took off after that. 

JB: Did you try and make it more available to an English audience to read? 

SS: Yes. Definitely. For sure. This was the whole idea. To avoid, for instance, very 
simple things like phonetic spelling which I feel always jars on the eyes of a reader, 
in whatever dialect it is, it needn't necessarily be a Caribbean one. And also to avoid 
any word or phrase that would be so indigenous to the islands that it would not 
make sense to any English reader. That was about the only thing I did really, and 
the rest of it is just as it is spoken, as the language is spoken in Trinidad, and as I say 
it seemed to work, you know. 

JB: I was reading an interview between yourself and Kenneth Ramchand which 
was published in 1982 and you said in that that you were more concerned with 'the 
translation of emotions, feelings and situations' than representing the complexities 
of racial prejudice. In my view you've managed to translate those feelings very 
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well. The Lonely Londoners does have a very moving sense of happiness and 
sadness and it exudes sympathy in a way as well. But you do also represent the 
complexities of prejudice very well. I suppose I'm thinking really of this scene in 
The Lonely Londoners where Galahad is looking at his hand and blaming the 
colour black for the prejudice that he's found. How do you think you achieved that 
kind of combination in the novel? 

SS: I think ... Well, I really can't see looking at it that you could really divorce the 
two elements. One works into the other. I think what I really meant to say there 
was that I was not to grind an axe for the black man, or for racial prejudice and 
violence or anything like that. I wanted to write about the people themselves 
which I think I managed to do. But at the same time, as I say, you can't divorce 
them because this is part of the experience and this is part of the whole life they 
went through. What I was trying to do was humanise the whole experience and to 
humanise it from the point of view of the Caribbean person. 

JB: Susheila Nasta has suggested that you were trying to forge a West Indian 
consciousness, a unity of all the islands, from your London novels, particularly in 
The Lonely Londoners. Do you think your writings have had an effect in 
promoting that kind of united consciousness? 

SS: I think so. My claim to individuality, really, is through trying to conceive and 
perceive things as a Caribbean person, and to hold that culture and don't allow it to 
be influenced in any way by any circumstance or by trying to adapt into another 
culture. What I'm trying to say here is that I think that Caribbean people have their 
own culture and it's a meaningful one and it's a human one like all cultures are. 
And I just want it to be seen as such, and not as something that is exotic or 
something that is entirely different from the way people are. What I wanted to do 
really, say for instance, for white people to put themselves into the places of my 
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black characters and say: 'Oh well yes I can see that. That could have easily 
happened to me.' And that is what I tried to achieve in the book. 

JB: Alan Sinfield has said that The Lonely Londoners is trying to mediate between 
English and Caribbean attitudes. Do you agree with that? 

SS: Something like that, yes, you know. To show that. .. well, that humanity is 
universal. People can live together. It has always been my experience in all my 
years in England really - my personal belief - is that people are not basically full of 
racial hatred or prejudice. What I found in my first years in England really was a 
great deal of ignorance. People didn't know about you and things like that. And I 
found that you had to tell them and they had to get to know you before you could 
course into some way of exchanging understanding between yourselves. 

appear as a character in your writings? 

SS: No, no, I never did. I know the critics have put it down that I wrote a trilogy. 
But strictly speaking I never had the idea of writing a trilogy. And in fact it was 
about some twenty six or twenty eight years later that I wrote Moses Ascending and 
after that Moses Migrat ing. But certainly, as you suggest, when I did finish The 

Lonely Londoners that was it. 

JB: Migration is a theme which can be found in a number of your novels and 
stories. How do you view your own experience of migration? How was it initially 
in those first few years? 

SS: Well ... As I said, I use it through my own experiences as an immigrant and the 
feeling also of being out of the island, of adapting myself. All the things that 

T 
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happened to my characters I myself had to undergo them and I had to adapt myself 
too. What I have always tried to do, even in the later work and things like that, was 
to keep the individuality of being a Caribbean person in my work because I see that 
is what I strive to do very much, to keep that. If there is any thing unusual about it 
it is that feeling. I don't like, for instance, I don't like to be compared to other 
English writers or any other writers because I feel that I am writing in a different 
way, and that is the strength behind what I'm writing. 

JB: The Lonely Londoners can be used as an illustration of the experience of 
migration, particularly of West Indian immigrants coming into Britain in the 
fifties. How do you think we can gain a perspective on history from literature, 
particularly with a view to your own work? 

SS: Well. That particular novel covers a period of time that I don't think was 
covered by any other writer to the extent to which I did. I think now that what you 
say is true because its reflected in people now wanting to know about that period of 
time, and they're looking back from now in the eighties and coming into the 
nineties, looking back on those early periods and rediscovering the book and what 
it was like during that period of time for them. It definitely marks a certain period 
of time in the history of the black experience in Britain. 

JB: Last weekend you spoke at a conference in London called 'Out of the Margins'. 
Do you see yourself as a writer from the margins? 

SS: Not really. I think. . .  I suppose to some extent all writers who are non-English, 
or who perhaps come from the third world, are somewhat m a  kind of marginal 
area. But I think now that the work of writers are being used so much more 
extensively in schools and things like that, that slowly we are creeping into the 
mainstream of what constitutes English literature and I think this is what all 
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writers have been really hoping for. I don't think any writer has written specifically 

for, say, black audiences or for people back home. I think they've all had this hope 

that their work would be used as part of the general English literary tradition. 

JB: I wonder, you've already talked about The Lonely Londoners as being a 

particular insight, a particularly gifted insight, and an honest reflection of society in 

Britain for the immigrants in the fifties. I wonder if writing from the margins gives 

a writer a particular insight, if it is that experience of writing from perhaps the 

periphery of society. 

SS: I think it does to some extent. I know it does for me, because . . .  well, lets look at 

it this way. I come from a small island way down in the Caribbean that very few 

people seem to have known very much about until the fifties or so, for one thing. 

And the feeling that I had to, I suppose in a way, strive even harder than other 

writers to bring the country and my people into the forefront. And this is an 

observation that I have heard made about many people from the Caribbean, even 

from the level of schoolchildren. I have heard English teachers say, for instance, 

that they find they are exceedingly bright and the reason for that, I say, is that they 

have got to make more effort. Education is so important and this is the only way 

that they can uplift themselves out of the colonial thing. So they work hard. So you 

do get a different perspective in that way, and, being out of the mainstream, it also 

gives you a wider perspective, as it were, because you're not insular or provincial in 

your outlook. You're looking at everything on a big wider scope and its almost as if 

you've got a choice, then, of what you've got before you. 

JB: I've been very unfair so far in asking mostly about The Lonely Londoners. But 

tell me about what you're working on at the moment? 

... 
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SS: I'm working on a new novel which is taking me a much longer time to write 
probably because I'm older and I don't write as swiftly as I used to. But this is going 
to be set in Canada and the Caribbean and its going to deal really with the West 
Indian psyche and what composes the Caribbean man. And its going to move 
around the Caribbean. It isn't going to be set in one island in particular. I'm going to 
have my characters moving around from place to place. Probably they might even, 
one or two of them might even, return to England, but certainly Canada is 
involved and the Caribbean. 

JB: It's now approaching fifty years since you started getting your work published. 
What have been the major changes in your work since then, do you think? 

SS: Well, I think my work has developed a great deal, in that I write a lot slower for 
one thing because I've had favourable receptions for most of my earlier work and 
you always feel that the next book that you write is going to be the one that you'll 
get branded with, so it becomes increasingly or more and more perhaps difficult, 
you have to go about it in a slower way. I think that what I want to write now are 
still some of the things, ideas that I had many years ago, that I sort of put on the 
back stove and kept going. So I have a lot still to write about the Caribbean and 
perhaps even London. 

JB: What are your main literary influences now? 

SS: I don't think there's anything . . . I try to read a lot of contemporary literature, 
American literature, and some of the new writers. There's a great deal of new black 
writing going on in Britain which I have to catch up on. .. 

JB: Susheila Nasta and Robert Fraser described 'new writings in English' in 1985 as 
'literature born in one place, but for all people'. I think maybe I would revise that in 
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your case to say 'literature born at a crossroads of places, but for all people'. What do 
you think? 

SS: That's right. Well, it is a crossroads. Coming out of a completely different 
country, the Caribbean, into England and English society. And this is what is 
happening here. It would be even more of a crossroads for, say, perhaps, the writers 
of this newer generation who have been born in Britain and are part of the English 
society. They will have a different aspect to show completely from the days of The 

Lonely Londoners. And this is something that I am eagerly looking forward to, 
seeing the new writers coming up. 

JB: Sam Selvon, thank you very much. 

SS: Thank you. 

.. 

.. 

.. 
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